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Metro de Madrid, serving mobility, 
is the corporate report on 2020 aimed at presenting 

an overview of performance by the Company, including both 
financial and non-financial information.

The document consists of two blocks: 
the Non-Financial Information Statement, drawn up according 

to Spanish Law 11/2018, of 28 December, on non-financial information 
and diversity, following the recommendations of the GRI Standards 

and verified by an external company; and the financial information block, 
made up by the Management Report and the Annual Accounts, 

audited by an independent auditor.
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In an unprecedented situation caused by the COVID-19 
pandemic, Metro de Madrid has made a highly positive 
contribution to society in Madrid in 2020.

The Company has consistently demonstrated its strength 
and character as an essential public service. Metro 
de Madrid continued the uninterrupted provision of its 
service throughout an uncertain and constantly changing 
situation, to which it responded by adapting swiftly while 
maintaining its priority to guarantee health and safety for 
both passengers and employees.

When the health crisis began and the first state of 
emergency was declared, and thanks to the commitment, 
experience and professionalism of its employees, Metro de 
Madrid operated as basic essential support for mobility in 
the Region of Madrid, guaranteeing travel for key workers 
and offering a fast, exemplary and safe response.

Fewer journeys were made on the Metro de Madrid network 
due to the pandemic, a figure that fell by up to 93% during 
the lockdown. At the close of the year, this translated into 
a 50% fall in expected demand. Nonetheless, Metro de 
Madrid maintained an oversized offer of service for that 
level of demand in order to guarantee social distancing 
between passengers based on the requirements imposed 
by the health authorities.

The significant safety and innovation investment made 

by Metro de Madrid should be highlighted in this regard, 
through increased cleaning and disinfection as well as the 
implementation of automated capacity control systems 
to regulate station access. All this was supported by 
additional staff to ensure the best possible provision of 
service.

Despite the situation, Metro de Madrid has continued to 
develop its plans based on a firm commitment to ongoing 
service improvement: 12 new lifts were installed at Plaza 
Elíptica and Bilbao stations, stations that have been 
renovated and at Alfonso XIII station. With an investment 
of 47 million euros, Line 4 was re-opened on 10 March 
following an in-depth remodelling project that enabled 
traffic safety and reliability to be increased.

An additional 145 new train drivers and 35 new sales 
supervisors were also hired. Progress was made on 
drawing up the specifications for the procurement of 60 
new trains, which will be incorporated into the Metro de 
Madrid fleet over the coming years. This will allow station 
services to be boosted and train frequency increased.

The use of technology was also increased as a way to 
adapt the service to this new situation and to guarantee 
passenger safety. Cash payments have been restricted 
and we constantly monitor the situation to produce 
information about incidents on the network and to avoid 
crowding.

Silvia Roldán Fernández, 
CEO of Metro de Madrid
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Internally, Metro de Madrid has adapted some 2,000 office 
positions to the working-from-home method in record 
time.

Various factors, such as working from home (up 700%), 
online education, lockdowns and the fear of contagion 
mean that, one year on, demand is still a long way from 
returning to the “old normal”. However, the effectiveness 
of the various safety and prevention measures applied 
and developments in the pandemic itself herald a certain 
recovery in user numbers towards the end of 2022. 
Forecasts show a return to pre-coronavirus levels in 2023.

Against this backdrop, Metro de Madrid is facing the future 
from a stronger position after having learned certain 
lessons in order to continue being the preferred mode of 
public transport in the region and with the confidence that 
Metro de Madrid and its employees will once again respond 
with professionalism, passion and a proven dedication to 
public service. That was indeed the case this year, during 
which time they worked tirelessly “to serve mobility”.

The importance of human resources at the Company and 
their decisive value contribution are undeniable. Hence, 
progress will continue on expanding the train driver 
workforce, which will reach its highest level in 2021 with 
over 2,120 drivers.

It is clear that 2020 has changed everybody’s plans, but 
Metro de Madrid responded well with speed and efficacy 
to continue providing an essential public service under the 
strongest safety guarantees. Having overcome this 

enormous trial, now is the time to keep working hard to 
regain confidence and, with that, user demand based on 

the conviction that the Region of Madrid cannot move 
forward without public transport as a fundamental pillar 
of its social and economic development and sustainability, 
a challenge faced by everyone who lives here.

Our short- and medium-term priorities are still to stand 
as a benchmark in sustainable public transport and the 
backbone of multi-modal mobility; efficiency in the use 
and management of resources; ongoing improvement 
and technological innovation, and to offer smart and 
personalised mobility, fostering accessibility, inclusion 
and autonomy in the use of our network.

Hence, as a signatory member of the United Nations Global 
Compact, Metro de Madrid has renewed its agreement and 
commitment to its Ten Principles and to the achievement 
of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDG), especially 
SDG 11 on contributing to the achievement of a more 
sustainable and inclusive community through transport, 
without disregarding the fight against climate change and 
inequalities.

Silvia Roldán Fernández, 
CEO of Metro de Madrid
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General content INVESTEE PARTICIPADA

Ley 11/2018 TFM (42,5%) MLM (42,5%) Metrocall (40%)

General information

Environmental information Only the information on operational 
and maintenance staff (not management).

Corporate and personnel management

Human rights

Corruption and bribery

Financial reporting

Society Only information related to claims and complaints

The Board of Directors of Metro de Madrid S.A. is issuing 
this Non-Financial Information Statement (NFIS) for 2020 
pursuant to Law 11/2018 of 28 December, on non-financial 
reporting and diversity, as part of the 2020 Corporate 
Report for “Metro de Madrid, at the Service of Mobility”, 
which includes the Annual Accounts and Management 
Report. This report is issued every year. It is public and 
may be consulted on the Metro de Madrid website  
(www.metromadrid.es), where the report for 2019 can also 
be consulted.

Metro de Madrid has analysed the materiality requirements 
of Law 11/2028, taking into account the opinions of the 

main stakeholders. As can be seen in Annex I “Contents 
Required by Law 11/2018 of 28 December”, the NFIS has 
been prepared following the selected Global Reporting 
Initiative (GRI) standards, for those requirements 
considered material for the business.

The NFIS addresses all the points specified in the law. It 
has been verified by KPMG as an unqualified report.

The scope of the NFIS considers the company Metro de 
Madrid S.A. The sections Metro de Madrid in 2020 (general 
information) and The Metro Service also deal with the 
companies in which Metro has holdings (TFM, MLM and 

Metrocall1) while the rest of the sections include detailed 
information reflecting the requirements of Law 11/2018 
on Non-Financial Information. The level of detail depends 
on the level of operational control that Metro de Madrid 
has in each of them.

If you have any queries with respect to this report, you can 
contact us through the e-mails
memoriaanual@metromadrid.es
or responsabilidad.corporativa@metromadrid.es.

ABOUT 
THE NON-FINANCIAL
INFORMATION STATEMENT

1. Metro de Madrid has holdings in the companies that make up the following 
scope of consolidation

 • Metrocall
A company whose purpose is to implement, manage and exploit a 
public telecommunications network that can provide mobile telephony 
services in the underground network and facilities. 
Metro has a holding of 40% in this company, in which it does not have 
any assets.

 • TFM
Concessionaire for the construction and operation of Line 9 between 
Puerta de Arganda and Arganda del Rey. 
Metro de Madrid has a holding of 42.5% in the company’s share 
capital under the operational contract with the company. Metro de 
Madrid is responsible for the integrated management (operation and 
maintenance) of the whole line, and assumes the cost of the operational 
and maintenance staff and supply costs.

 • MLM
Concessionaire for the construction and operation of Line ML1 of the 
Metro Ligero light railway line.
Metro has a shareholding of 42.5%, and operates the line as part of its 
operational contract with the company, assuming the operational and 
maintenance costs, together with part of the supply costs.
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2. Madrid, Alcobendas, San Sebastián de los Reyes, Arganda, Rivas-Vaciamadrid, Leganés, Alcorcón, Móstoles, Getafe, Fuenlabrada, Coslada and San Fernando de Henares.

Metro de Madrid is a 100-year-old public-sector company 
that manages the public transport service on 12 Metro 
lines, one branch line (Ópera-Príncipe Pío) and one light 
railway line (ML1), joining together 12 municipalities in the 
Autonomous Region of Madrid2.

About Metro de Madrid…

• It is a key part of society which keeps the region 
interconnected. Metro’s activity as an essential service 
is linked to people’s economic activity and their need for 
mobility. That is why in 2020 Metro’s activity has been 
marked by the consequences for society and mobility 
of COVID-19. In 2020, it did all it could to maintain a 
level of service far above demand in order to guarantee 
mobility, as well as maintaining the recommended 
levels of social distancing.

• The driver of sustainable mobility in the region of 
Madrid. As a company that allows people to move and 
carry out their daily activities, it is a key agent and at 
the same time a reflection of the region’s economic 
development. In 2020, it was the guarantor of much of 
essential mobility for workers in critical sectors.

• Example of the capacity to adapt. Over 100 years after 
creating a pioneering transport system in Madrid that 
has been able to respond to the needs of society, Metro 
continues to be an example of modernity and capacity 
to adapt, as has been demonstrated over the last year. 
In a situation of a public health emergency, Metro has 
been able to roll out a swift contingency plan that 
guaranteed the provision of its service while ensuring 
the necessary health and safety conditions for both 
users and workers.

• Example of the capacity to adapt. Over 100 years after 
creating a pioneering transport system in Madrid that 
has been able to respond to the needs of society, Metro 
continues to be an example of modernity and capacity 
to adapt, as has been demonstrated over the last year. 
In a situation of a public health emergency, Metro has 
been able to roll out a swift contingency plan that 
guaranteed the provision of its service while ensuring 
the necessary health and safety conditions for both 
users and workers.
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ECONOMIC FIGURES (million euros)

2018 2019 2020

Total revenue 1,035.62 1,054.61 1,022.14

Total expenses 972.56 992.42 1,011.92

Investments 87.9 96.6 134.89

SUPPLY AND DEMAND DATA

2018 2019 2020

Kilometres of network 293.91 293.91 293.91

Number of stations 301 302 302

Rolling stock in operation 2,341 2,341 2,341

Wagons x km (million/year) 189.02 182.96 171.24

Total trips (million) 657.21 677.4 349.8

 QUALITY JOBS
• 7,260 employees

• 99.92% of the workforce is covered 
by a collective bargaining agreement, 
which guarantees the maintenance 
and stability of their jobs.

• Average time with company: 20.03 y

 DIVERSITY
• 25.37% women in the workforce, 

74.63% men

• 25% on the Management Committee 
(75% men) and 40% on the Board of 
Directors (60% men)

 PROFITABILITY
• 10.22 million euros of profit

 SOLVENCY
• Debt/EBITDA ratio: 6

 SECURITY SERVICE
• 8,766 security cameras

• 1,500 security guards

 ENVIRONMENT
• 0.8% improvement in traction energy 

efficiency

• 2,199 m3 of recycled water, 25.3% 
of the volume used to clean trains

• Travelling on the Metro pollutes 2.5 times 
less than in a private vehicle3

• 95% of waste is recovered

 ACCESSIBILITY 
AND INCLUSION
• 65.89% of the network is accessible

• 1,703 escalators

• 551 lifts

• 8 people with intellectual disabilities 
trained to travel by themselves

 CONTRIBUCIÓN SOCIAL
• 707,904.76 euros of equivalent social 

investment 

• 71 actions classed as social projects

• 46 collaborations with social institutions

AT THE 
SERVICE OF
MOBILITY

3. Calculating an average occupancy of 1.3 persons/vehicle (Source: Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan for the city of Madrid, 2014) for reasons of work and average emissions per car without distinguishing fuel of 171.4 grCO2 e/km 
(Source: Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, UK, 2020) gives us emissions of 131.85 gr CO2 e/passenger·km, i.e. 2.5 times more than Metro de Madrid.

At the servicie of mobilty        The challenges of 2020
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THE 
CHALLENGES 
OF 2020

Metro de Madrid has faced major challenges in 2020: handling the health crisis triggered by 
COVID-19, without stopping the service, even at the most difficult times of the pandemic; 
dealing with a fall in demand that was unprecedented in the history of the company; and 
trying to ensure the health and safety of both its users and workers, in a scenario marked 
by uncertainty.

At all times, the company has demonstrated its vocation for public service, respecting the 
measures established by the health authorities and adapting to the different phases that 
have been experienced in the last year.

Thanks to the action plan defined, and particularly the efforts of its employees, during the months 
of lockdown Metro guaranteed the mobility of essential workers; and for the rest of the pandemic, it 
has continued to offer a service with the fullest guarantees, requiring an overextension of the supply 
to ensure the safety distance established, despite the reduced demand.

 COVID-19 CONTINGENCY PLAN
• Since the start of the pandemic, Metro improved the cleaning of its trains and facilities 

and ensured that the doors opened automatically in the models of trains that allowed 
this (64%).

• Moreover, it adapted the supply to the number of passengers using the Metro during 
the initial months of the health crisis, extended the operating hours to 24 hours/day 
and closed 44 entrance lobbies and 183 access points in the network to minimise 
risks for its employees.

• Starting in May, it became mandatory to use masks in the Metro and adhesive signs 
and posters in the stations to remind passengers of this and other safety rules in the 
fight against the coronavirus.

• Once the easing of restrictions began, Metro continued to take new measures, 
including automatic monitoring of passenger numbers to regulate access to stations, 
as well as increasing staff in the busiest stations to ensure optimum passenger 
distribution on platforms.

 AN UNPRECEDENTED FALL IN DEMAND
• Metro de Madrid closed 2020 with a decline of nearly 50% in passengers on the figure 

for the previous year. The figure for annual demand has fallen to levels of 30 years 
ago, with a loss of 328 million passengers compared with 2019.

 MANTENIMIENTO DE PLANES PREVISTOS
• Metro de Madrid has continued to expand its workforce to offer a better service to 

users, with the incorporation of 145 new drivers.

• It has prepared the specifications for the tender to purchase 60 new trains for an 
estimated value of 790 million euros.

• It has also continued to develop the Accessibility Plan with 12 new lifts newly 
operational in the summer of 2020 in the stations of Plaza Elíptica and Bilbao.

• It has also continued to work on the Modernisation Plan, under which in 2020 it has 
renewed the stations of Plaza Elíptica, Bilbao and Alfonso XIII.

• On 10 March 2020 and after two months of work, Line 4 of the Metro was reopened 
to the public following a number of modernisation works on the signalling and 
electrification of the of the line.

• Maintenance contracts were awarded for all the lines in the network (except for 
Metro Ligero I and the Canillejas engine shed) under the Modernisation Plan, which 
has a total investment of over 35 million euros.

• Moreover, Metro de Madrid has continued to work to identify, control and eliminate 
materials containing asbestos and boost specific measures geared to supervising 
and protecting the health of its employees.
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 IMPACT OF THE HEALTH CRISIS ON THE TRANSPORT 
SECTOR 
The outbreak of the pandemic in 2020 has conditioned the objectives and actions of 
Metro de Madrid in the short and medium term. The health crisis has had a major impact 
on the transport sector in general4 and specifically on the collective transportation 
sector, which has had to adopt a number of measures in a very short space of time to 
adapt the provision of services to the new safety requirements.

Demand is expected to recover slowly in the short and medium term due to the fall in 
economic activity, growth in telework and online purchases and an increased use in 
alternative means of transport.

Long-term studies on how the COVID-19 crisis will influence global trends and changes 
in behaviour with respect to mobility also point to a great impact on technological 
development in all areas.

 MAIN CONSEQUENCES
• The economic slump and reduction in GDP, which will have an effect on 

the available budget, including that relating to mobility, together with 
a sharp increase in unemployment and the consequent fall in journeys 
for reasons of work (which in the case of Metro, for example, represent 
nearly 60% of journeys5).

• Reduction in mobility This is a trend which will establish itself in 
the future, not only for economic reasons but due to the increase in 
telework, the reduction in the number of journeys for leisure purposes, 
the reduction in tourism (temporary) and the increase in e-commerce.

• Lack of confidence in the perception of the safety of mass public 
transport. Although in the medium term, the concern about the 
parameters of protection against COVID-19, such as cleaning and social 
distancing will dissipate, the measures will remain in place, which for 
example means that the current levels of cleaning and disinfection will 
have to be maintained in the long term.

• Healthier ways of life, more people walking, using scooters and bicycles 
and shorter trips.  However, these changes in behaviour are not expected 
to continue in the medium term.

• Progress in the digitalisation of services with the aim of reducing points 
of physical contact as far as possible and offering a more personalised 
information.

• The importance of technological solutions for offering a multimodal 
service, including ticket purchase and payment. In the case of Metro, 
information is available in real time on capacity limits in stations and 
incidents, to guarantee social distancing, avoid transactions with 
physical contact and be aware of any changes in the service timetable. 
All these services are offered on integrated platforms, which is known 
as Mobility as a Service (MaaS).4. According to “The Future of Mobility post-COVID” drafted jointly by the consultancy firm Arthur D. Little and the 

UITP (the International Association of Public Transport).
5. According to the Departure-Destination Survey carried out by Metro in 2017.

THE RESPONSE TO COVID-19
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 METRO DE MADRID AND THE COVID-19 CRISIS 
Since COVID-19 was declared a pandemic by the World Health Organization (WHO), 
the role of Metro de Madrid as a key element for the transportation of thousands of 
health workers, police and other essential workers meant that despite the drastic fall 
in demand, Metro has maintained an over-dimensioned supply level as a measure to 
guarantee the best health conditions for users of the service.

The measures applied in Metro de Madrid related to this crisis have an impact on 
operations, finance and planning:

Operational aspect
Measures aimed at caring for and protecting customers and employees, as well as 
guaranteeing the provision of the service.

• Information and signage in the network. Following the guidelines issued by the health 
authorities, Metro incorporated the required information about the mandatory use of 
face masks in the informative signs in its facilities. This measure was completed with 
the placement of adhesive signs distributing users in waiting areas to respect social 
distancing and with the signs channelling passenger flows into separate directions. 
Given how the pandemic has developed, the actions are expected to continue in the 
medium term.

• Cleaning and disinfection. Since the start of the pandemic, Metro has implemented 
an ambitious plan to boost cleaning and disinfection in trains and stations. These 
improvements are expected to continue into the medium term and to be incorporated 
into the specifications of new cleaning contracts.

 • Enhanced cleaning in facilities, such as stations and engine sheds: spray cleaning of 
changing rooms, canteen department and other employee departments; reinforcement 
of the cleaning in the control room and establishment of cleaning protocols in cases 
of a possible outbreak of coronavirus.

 • Enhanced cleaning of trains: continuous disinfection of all the elements of the 
driver’s cabin, disinfection of elements handled by passengers inside the trains and 
establishment of cleaning protocols in case of possible contagion by COVID-19. A 
total of 74,655 cleaning and train disinfection operations were carried out.

 • Innovation in disinfection products and techniques.

- Disinfection with Asepticae Ion-Plata, a disinfectant offering 24-48 hours of 
residual protection, with an activation time of between 30 seconds and 2 minutes, 
which can be applied while people are present.

- Disinfection with the product Asepticae Metal on handrails, with its effectiveness 
being estimated at between 15 and 30 days.

- Disinfection using ultraviolet techniques of elements closely in contact with 
passengers, such as the escalator handrails.

THE RESPONSE TO COVID-19
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• Passenger flow devices, used by station and security staff, as well as intermediary 
managers, in stations with the highest level of passenger flows at rush hours, to:

 • Regulate the passenger flows if the numbers could saturate the capacity of the 
platforms, by distributing passengers inside the station to guarantee social distancing.

 • Evacuate the station in case of a mass influx of passengers, preventing entry until the 
maintenance of safety measures can be guaranteed.

 • Organise the distribution of passengers along the platform as they wait for the next 
train, in high-density situations.

 • Supervise and control in the morning, midday and afternoon rush hours in the most 
critical sections of the network.

• Technology - Temporary Access Control (TAC). This involves controlling passenger 
flows at entry points to reduce the density of the fullest trains and shift passengers to 
the next trains with lower passenger densities. It is composed of:

 • An algorithm stored in Metro servers with big data technology. The user entry payment 
data provide an estimate of the dynamic departure-destination matrix (constructed 
according to an analysis model) and model passenger flows through the application 
of VISUM (for more information see Customers). The algorithm uses this information 
together with data in real time of the position of trains to estimate the density of 
passengers on each train.

 • Software installed at the turnstiles of each of these stations.

 • Information protocol for passengers with a limitation of capacity through display 
monitors and public address systems, as well as extra station and security staff 
to offer guidance to passengers waiting for trains, thus ensuring that the signs 
establishing the safety distance are followed.

• Information on the app and communication with users. To improve the information 
available to users and make it easier to plan journeys with as little crowding as possible:

 • The app gives information on the capacity limit at each station by a traffic-light code 
system in narrow time bands. There is also information on the capacity over the last 
hour, and information on the waiting time for the next two trains. This minimises 
waiting on the platform, which is the space which concentrates most users in the 
station.

 • There is permanent communication with customers offering data from stations in real 
time to make planning travel easier. Public address systems and display monitors are 
also available in station lobbies.

• Security and care for employees and maintenance of the service (see Employees)

 • COVID-19 Seroprevalence Study for all the workforce of Metro de Madrid (voluntary).

 • Plans to reduce on-site staff: includes reducing maintenance and remote monitoring 
staff in stations.

 • Plan to supply personal protective equipment and other elements to guarantee all 
supplies necessary for a variety of situations, including face masks and hydrogel.

 • User of telework as a the alternative of choice

 • Adapting corporate offices and facilities to the new social distancing requirements, 
enhancing cleaning and disinfection.

 • Information campaigns and improved internal communication to ensure 
recommendations and protocols are spread swiftly

 • Organisational measures aimed at prevention and a swift response to possible new 
outbreaks.

THE RESPONSE TO COVID-19
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Financial aspects
• 2020 adjustment plan (expenses-investments), in line 

with new needs and the environment, characterised 
by a health crisis resulting in hugely reduced demand. 
Metro has had to react by oversizing supply to maintain 
the protection levels for COVID-19.

• Readjustment of 2021 budget, maintaining all the 
investment needed for safety and to guarantee the 
future maintenance of the service. To do so, new forms 
of finance and sources of income are being studied, 
as well as participation in the European Recovery and 
Resilience Funds focused on digitalisation, social 
cohesion and green investment.

Planning
• Strengthening of the business continuity and crisis 

management plans.

• Increased frequency at peak times thanks to the hiring 
of more drivers.

• Efficient work organisation with the development of 
a mixed in-person and remote work model based on 
digitalisation.

• Ensuring the necessary investments to maintain the 
infrastructure, facilities and rolling stock in the best 
conditions.

Metro de Madrid has been in continuous contact with 
professional public transport associations, public 
transport operators in Madrid in the rest of Spain and the 
CoMET/NOVA Community of Metros benchmarking group 
to exchange experiences and apply measures needed to 
deal with the health crisis.

Worth highlighting is the experience and lessons learned 
in Asian metros, where the pandemic struck before 
March. This information has been of great use both when 
determining what measures were being introduced in 
other systems and to define the objectives making up the 
Metro de Madrid 2020 strategy.

AENOR certified for its good practices 
in combating COVID-19

Renewal of the Seal of Excellent 
in recognition of good practices 
when applying safety protocols 
against the coronavirus

Recognition of management 
of the coronavirus health crisis 
by the Municipal Police of Madrid

THE RESPONSE TO COVID-19

PROTOCOL
AGAINST COVID-19

METRO DE MADRID
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NUMBER OF JOURNEYS REGISTERED IN 2020 
AND COMPARISON WITH 2019 AND 2018

2018 2019 2020

Number of journeys 657,211,853 677,476,027 349,845,647

Change 3.08% -48.36%

 CHANGING DEMAND
The impact of COVID-19 on demand has been very negative. It has forced Metro to adjust 
its forecasts in a year when it had expected an all-time record of 691 million journeys.

Despite having continued to provide a service for the whole year, the restrictions on 
mobility, changes in people’s activity (such as telework) and the fear of contagion have 
resulted in Metro closing 2020 with a fall in the number of passengers of almost 50% on 
the previous year.

The figures for annual demand have fallen to levels of 30 years ago, with the loss of 
328 journeys compared with 2019.

FALLING DEMAND
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-91.20%
-46.71%

Lines 2019 2020 Variation 
2020-2019 % Weight in annual 

demand 2020

1 97,425,512 50,617,542 -46,807,970 -48.04% 14.47%

2 42,022,840 22,392,307 -19,630,533 -46.71% 6.40%

3 70,818,209 36,713,166 -34,105,043 -48.16% 10.49%

4 43,540,262 13,318,444 -30,221,818 -69.41% 3.81%

5 72,264,390 37,882,821 -34,381,569 -47.58% 10.83%

6 111,713,318 60,451,282 -51,262,036 -45.89% 17.28%

7 46,608,443 25,278,714 -21,329,729 -45.76% 7.23%

8 19,748,029 9,123,882 -10,624,147 -53.80% 2.61%

9 45,170,827 24,751,333 -20,419,494 -45.21% 7.07%

10 78,755,288 38,747,572 -40,007,716 -50.80% 11.08%

11 5,620,922 3,455,122 -2,165,800 -38.53% 0.99%

12 36,570,957 21,005,386 -15,565,571 -42.56% 6.00%

RAMAL 6,584,620 3,215,437 -3,369,183 -51.17% 0.92%

Passengers 
without cards 33,894 11,279 -22,615 -66.72% 0.00%

Passengers 
using 

replacement 
service

598,516 2,881,360 2,282,844 381.42% 0.82%

TOTAL 677,476,027 349,845,647 -327,630,380 -48.36%
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 DEMAND IN 2020
Until the start of the crisis, in March 2020, monthly demand on the Metro had been 
growing. However, as a result of the lockdown, demand plummeted by over 90% in April.

From then on, there was a slight recovery, but without recovering the levels of the 
previous year.

 DEMAND BY LINES
The fall in demand in the Metro is similar to that in other means of public transport, 
where the overall fall has been an average of 47.4%.

Lines 4 and 8 are those recording the biggest falls. In the case of Line 4 it was a result 
of its complete closure from January to March; and Line 8 because of the closure of 
Madrid’s airport for a number of months.

Also notable is Line 10B, with a fall of over 50% on the previous year, possibly due to the 
lower level of business activity in the areas around many of the stations.

FALLING DEMAND
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Lines 2019 2020 Variation 
2020-2019 %

Sol 77,135,814 39,149,847 -37,985,967 -49.25%

Avenida de América 55,532,853 27,507,553 -28,025,300 -50.47%

Nuevos Ministerios 49,957,884 25,442,564 -24,515,320 -49.07%

Príncipe Pío 46,253,577 25,004,221 -21,249,356 -45.94%

Moncloa 43,044,697 22,899,656 -20,145,041 -46.80%

Plaza de Castilla 38,173,875 20,578,972 -17,594,903 -46.09%

Legazpi 25,239,382 14,373,972 -10,865,410 -43.05%

Pacífico 25,169,769 14,314,753 -10,855,016 -43.13%

Gregorio Marañón 26,684,802 13,694,551 -12,990,251 -48.68%

Cuatro Caminos 25,403,185 13,523,265 -11,879,920 -46.77%

Lines 2019 2020 Variation 
2020-2019 %

Colón 2,917,829 558,932 -2,358,897 -80.84%

Serrano 5,400,302 1,422,941 -3,977,361 -73.65%

Aeropuerto T1-T2-T3 5,151,094 1,361,652 -3,789,442 -73.57%

Estadio Metropolitano 12,161,558 3,224,728 -8,936,830 -73.48%

Lista 3,160,511 887,191 -2,273,320 -71.93%

Velázquez 4,382,903 1,231,900 -3,151,003 -71.89%

Avenida de la Paz 2,344,369 672,376 -1,671,993 -71.32%

San Lorenzo 3,158,547 926,792 -2,231,755 -70.66%

Alfonso XIII 5,877,012 1,747,412 -4,129,600 -70.27%

Arturo Soria 4,015,034 1,207,670 -2,807,364 -69.92%

 STATIONS WITH MOST PASSENGER ENTRIES
Once more, Sol was the station with most passenger entries, followed by Avenida de 
América; but these are also the stations that lost most passengers compared with 
2019.

  STATIONS WITH THE BIGGEST FALL IN DEMAND
Among the stations with the biggest fall in demand is, in absolute terms, Estadio 
Metropolitano, because of the importance of events in the stadium on passenger 
numbers6.

6. The stations with the biggest falls in demand, apart from Estadio Metropolitano and Aeropuerto T1-T2-T3, are 
stations on Line 4, which remained closed from 13 January to 10 March as a result of its complete remodelling 
works.

FALLING DEMAND
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Type of card 2019 2020 Variation 
2020-2019 % % total journeys 

using cards 2019
% total journeys 

using cards 2020

Youth 176,861,704 91,210,795 -85,650,909 -48.43% 26.45% 26.7%

Normal 270,464,859 142,247,433 -128,217,426 -47.41% 40.4% 41.7%

10-journey card 135,415,612 65,764,064 -69,651,548 -51.44% 20.2% 19.3%

Elderly 42,132,571 18,507,887 -23,624,684 -56.07% 6.3% 5.4%

Single 25,056,220 13,817,928 -11,238,292 -44.85% 3.7% 4.1%

Blue Card 9,368,056 5,506,659 -3,861,397 -41.22% 1.4% 1.6%

Children’s 4,669,134 3,021,264 -1,647,870 -35.29% 0.7% 0.9%

Tourist 4,379,956 701,588 -3,678,368 -83.98% 0.7% 0.2%

Family 435,522 207,980 -227,542 -52.25% 0.1% 0.1%

Total cards 668,783,634 340,985,598 -327,798,036 -49.01%

Others (free passes, emergency passes, etc.) 8,059,983 5,967,410 -2,092,573 -25.96%

Passengers without cards 33,894 11,279 -22,615 -66.72%

Passengers using replacement service 598,516 2,881,360 2,282,844 381.42%

Total journeys 677,476,027 349,845,647 -327,630,380 -48.36%

Total abonos 76,6% 75,9%

 DISTRIBUTION BY TRANSPORT CARD7

Tourist cards and cards for the elderly posted the biggest falls on 2019, while the normal transport card was the most used. The Youth 
Transport Card accounts for nearly 27%.

7. 7. Only the validations of journeys using transport cards are used to calculate the percentage of cards.

FALLING DEMAND
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MANAGING ASBESTOS

In 2020, Moreover, Metro has continued to work to identify, 
control and eliminate asbestos-containing materials 
(ACMs) and to boost specific measures geared to 
supervising and protecting the health of its employees.

 KEY MILESTONES
• Extension of target group. This decision, taken at 

the extraordinary plenary session of the Health and 
Safety Committee held on 2 September, represents 
the establishment of criteria guaranteeing the health 
of Metro employees and the creation of new groups 
that must be incorporated into the Asbestos-Specific 
Health Monitoring programme (VSEA).  However, 
there are no workers who carry out activities with a 
high incidence or risk.

 • Rolling Stock Maintenance:

- Central Workshops (electrical machine 
sections, machine tools, components of 
station facilities, control gear, panelling, body, 
conservation, ancillary vehicles, electro-
mechanics, maintenance and transport, 
upgrading train bodies and electronic 
workshop)

- Short cycle

- Repair Control Centre (CCR) section

 • Infrastructure department:

- Works

- Environmental treatment (waste section)

 • Facility maintenance department:

- Escalators

- Signs

- Maintenance of low-voltage installations

- Energy

- Overhead line

 • Workers in the following organisational areas:

- Storage and Material Reception Laboratories 
section

- Multi-task officials

 • Electrical Traction Drivers group (MTE), who entered 
the company before November 2017 and who have 
handled the following trains: 

- Classic models Cuatro Caminos, Embajadores, 
Legazpi, Salamanca,   Bulevares, Tetuán, Quevedo, 
Vallecas and Ventas.

- Vehicles withdrawn from service, series 300; 500; 
1000.

- Auxiliary vehicles VAI, VR-15, VR-16, VR-111, VR-
112, AT-1 and AT-2.

- Series 2000, 5000 and 6000.

• Presentation of the asbestos removal plan to the 
Labour and Social Security Inspectorate and the legal 
representation of workers.

• Review and modification of the “IG-12 Protocol for 
Action against the Presence of Asbestos-Containing 
Materials in Metro de Madrid”, which includes guidelines 
to identify, control and eliminate asbestos without this 
involving a risk to health.

• Maintenance of the Asbestos Containing Material 
Register, extending the fields for inspection and control 
of the elements identified.

• Continuous updating of the specific section on the 
asbestos removal plan in the employee portal, which 
includes the most significant progress made and the 
main actions carried out.
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TYPE 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Chapter 1 Elimination of ACMs in the rolling stock €5m

Chapter 2 Elimination of ACMs in installations 
(21 electrical substations) Insulation elements: €1m Construction elements: €1.5m

Chapter 3 Elimination of ACMs in storage areas -

Chapter 4 Elimination of ACMs in stations, tunnels and ventilation 
shafts, transformation centres, pumping shafts.

Station Modernisation Plan: 
20 stations, €64m 8 stations: €32m 25 stations: €26m

Chapter 5 Elimination of ACMs in offices, premises and engine sheds. €7m

TOTAL ESTIMATED INVESTMENT €136.5m (+ technical assistance, €4m)

EXECUTION OF THE PLAN

 ASBESTOS REMOVAL PLAN
Includes analysis and subsequent elimination of 
asbestos present in rolling stock, facilities and 
infrastructures. The initial period is of seven years, 
subject to regular updates and revisions. Until its 
complete removal, the appropriate protocols for action 
will remain in place to prevent any risk of exposure.

Agreed with the main trade unions8 and launched in 
March 2018. It has a budget of over 140 million euros, 
of which 44% has already been executed, as follows:

• Removal of asbestos-containing materials in the 
rolling stock: 100% of the budget already executed 
(planned investment: 5 million euros). Examination and 
detection of suspicious elements in all the rolling stock 
will continue.

• Elimination of asbestos-containing materials in 
electrical sub-stations: 45% already executed or being 
executed (planned investment: 2.5 million euros).

• Elimination of asbestos-containing materials in 
stations, engine sheds and Metro offices: 42% already 
executed or being executed (planned investment: 133 
million euros).

In 2021, the initial plan will be revised to adapt it to the new 
forecasts resulting from the investigation and analysis 
process being carried out.

MANAGING ASBESTOS

8. Signed by Solidaridad Obrera, UGT, Sindicato Libre and Sindicato de Técnicos. CCOO and Sindicato de Maquinistas did not sign.
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 ANALYSIS AND MEASUREMENT
• Supervision and protection of employees

 • Target population: 3,583 current workers, after 
the inclusion of new groups. In 2019, the target 
population included 1,075 current workers.

 • 1,464 VSEA protocols without any pathologies 
discovered relating to possible exposure.

 • From the start of the VSEA (1 June 2017) to 
31/12/2020, a total of 1,464 protocols have been 
implemented, corresponding to 970 workers (25% 
of the target population).

 • In addition, and on a voluntary basis, a total of 
11 agents belonging to the target population 
were referred for additional assessment by the 
Pulmonology Service, a HRCT (high-resolution 
computed tomography) study was requested for 
5 workers. No lesions compatible with asbestos 
exposure were found in any of them.

 • No pathologies were discovered in relation to 
possible exposure to asbestos in the medical 
check-ups carried out.

A total of 155 VSEA protocols were carried out in 2020. 
When the initial state of emergency was declared due 
to the COVID-19 outbreak, the VSEA protocols were 
discontinued due to the risk involved in carrying out the 
spirometry tests. 

In 2020, no case of work-related illness was declared due 
to a pathology linked to asbestos.

• Measurements in the workplace

 In 2020, measurements continued to be made using 
automated air sampling pumps that collect samples 
of air similar to that breathed by workers during their 
working day.

 A total of 22 personal measurements of asbestos in 10 
different locations were also made.

 These measurements did not detect the presence of 
asbestos fibres, so there is no risk to health.

• Employee training and communication

 • 377 employees participated in asbestos-related 
training:

- 263 in e-learning modules

- 114 in 21 face-to-face sessions

• Participation and social dialogue

 The prevention officers take part in all the plenary 
sessions and all the meetings of the Health and Safety 
Committee:

 • In 2020, 11 ordinary plenary sessions were held. 
Nine of them dealt with issues related to asbestos.

 • A meeting was also held in August to deal with a 
specific subject related to asbestos.

 • On 2 September 2020, there was an extraordinary 
plenary session dealing with specific mandatory 
asbestos health supervision (VSEAO).

 • Ten meetings of the Asbestos Working Group created 
within the Health and Safety Committee.

 • Five meetings of the Committee for the Monitoring 
and Execution of the Action Strategy for Managing 
Asbestos in Metro and the plan for its elimination.

MANAGING ASBESTOS
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Sample types No. of samples No. of samples 
with result  (+)

No. of samples 
with result  (-)

2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019

Environmental samples 1,749 694 0 0 1,749 694

Surface samples 184 339 0 5 184 334

Material samples 1,019 1,695 110 329 909 1,366

Total samples 2,952 2,728 110 334 2,842 2,394

MEASUREMENTS CARRIED OUT IN WORKS AND INFRASTRUCTURES9

• Proceedings initiated in employment courts 

At the closing date of this report, we are pending a judicial decision on a number of proceedings related to the management 
of asbestos, among them an appeal filed by Metro against an alleged infringement filed by the Labour Inspectorate for not 
applying the VSEA to Metro drivers.

Three proceedings are at the administrative phase relating to the imposition by the National Social Security Institute of 
additional charges on Social Security contributions for the work-related illnesses of three employees.

In 2020, Metro decided to maintain its appeal against the capitalisation of the surcharge on another employee’s disability 
pension benefits, although it did not appeal against the payment of the surcharge.

 PERIODIC INSPECTION AND MEASUREMENT PLAN
A total of 3,310 measurements were carried out, compared with 3,149 in 2019.

9. Non-cumulative data: the total cumulative data to 31/12/2020 would be the sum of the two years 2020 and 2019.

To date, from 2017 (to 31/12/2019 and until 31/12/2020).

MANAGING ASBESTOS
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Type 
of sample No. of samples No. of samples 

with result (+)
No. of samples 
with result (-)

2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019

Muestras 
ambientales 343 204 0 0 343 204

Muestras 
superficiales 0 1 0 0 0 1

Muestras 
materiales 45 171 16 75 29 96

Total 
samples 388 376 16 75 372 301

Type 
of sample No. of samples No. of samples 

with result (+)
No. of samples 
with result (-)

2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019

Muestras 
ambientales 15 45 0 0 15 45

Total 
samples 15 45 0 0 15 45

MEASUREMENTS CARRIED OUT ON PLATFORMS WITH ACM

MEASUREMENTS MADE IN STATIONS

Number 
of cumulative 

records
Negative MCA Positive MCA Pending results

2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019

194 173 49 40 120 89 25 44

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF POSSIBLE ACM IN ROLLING STOCK

Number 
of cumulative 

records
Negative MCA Positive MCA Pending results

2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019

121 139 86 84 35 53 0 2

Number 
of cumulative 

records
Negative MCA Positive MCA Pending results

2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019

315 349 51 121 264 179 0 49

POSSIBLE ACM IN MAINTENANCE FACILITIES

POSSIBLE ACM IN FACILITIES

La presencia puntual en trenes o estaciones no supone ningún riesgo para los viajeros al 
hallarse en lugares de difícil acceso y manipulación y estar en situación de “no friable”, 
es decir, que no desprende fibras. Es por ello que la seguridad en Metro de Madrid está 
garantizada para los trabajadores y los viajeros que cada día transitan por la red.

To date, from 2017 (to 31/12/2019 and until 31/12/2020).

Total cumulative data to 31 December 2020.

MANAGING ASBESTOS
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ROLLING SOCK TOTAL CLEARED 
OF ASBESTOS

42 KVA converters 20

Brake resistors 5000 15

Brake resistors 2000 5

 REMOVAL OF ASBESTOS
• Rolling stock: Asbestos removed from 4,328 pieces.

 • Withdrawal of elements due to the presence of 
asbestos in panels, joints and valves.

 • Removal of asbestos from auxiliary vehicles: 
brake pads and joints of exhaust pipes.

 • Removal of asbestos in equipment: small pieces 
in sources of fuel supply, inverters, shutoff valves, 
electric valves.

MANAGING ASBESTOS
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WORKS AND INFRASTRUCTURES TOTAL CLEARED 
OF ASBESTOS

Esperanza: platforms and CI1. 2

Arturo Soria: platforms and CI1, CL1 and VE4. 4

Alfonso XIII: platforms and BA1, CE1, CI1 and CL1. 5

Prosperidad: platforms and CI1, CL1 and VE3. 4

Avda. de América: platforms of Line 4 and VE4. 2

Various elements detected in the tunnel of Line 4. 1

Alonso Martínez: BT2, CC1, CC2, CT2 and TM1. 5

Tribunal: CC1, CC2, CI1 and CT1. 4

Begoña: BT1, CC1, CE1, CI1, CT1 and DP2. 6

Plaza de Castilla: BT2, CC3, CE2, CE· and CT2. 5

Fuencarral: BT1 and CT1. 2

Cuatro Caminos: CE3. 1

Plaza de España: CT2-BT2 2

WORKS AND INFRASTRUCTURES TOTAL CLEARED 
OF ASBESTOS

Pacífico: CT2, CE2 and GI2. 3

Nuevos Ministerios CE2 and EM12-CI22 3

Guzman el Bueno: DP3, CI1 and CT2 3

Ventas: CC2 and cladding on CC1 3

Cladding on vitrified panels in Argüelles-6 and CC2 2

Quevedo sub-station. 1

Ascao: cavity walls, platforms and passages 1

*Sainz de Baranda: CE1 1

*Avenida de América: PV2 1

*Barrio del Pilar: CA1 and DP4 2

*Concha Espina: DP3 1

* All the ceilings and various ACMs in the Aluche engine sheds. 1

NUMBER OF ASBESTOS REMOVALS 65

• Infrastructures: 65 asbestos removal actions

ACMs have only been found in old stations in the network in very specific areas with machine chambers or rooms. 

MANAGING ASBESTOS
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• Facilities

The actions to remove asbestos have focused on:

- Removing the asbestos-containing materials which were in a friable state or 
interfered with maintenance.

- Removal of the fibre cement located on the ground and that represented an element 
of wear when stepped on by the maintenance staff.

Asbestos containing material has been removed from:

- 25 electrical substations.

- 18 transformer substations

- 2 boiler rooms

- 55 distribution boxes in the engine sheds of Aluche, Canillejas and Cuatro 
Caminos.

MANAGING ASBESTOS
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2019 2020 DIFFERENCE

INCOME 1,054.61 1,022.14 -3.08%

EXPENSES 992.42 1,011.92 9.96%

PROFIT 62.19 10.22 -83.57%

Metro closed 2020 with positive results despite the health crisis, which led to a sharp drop 
in demand. Even so, the company maintained and at times even improved the services 
offered to guarantee the safety of passenger journeys. A great effort was also made to 
adapt the facilities to the new situation.

These positive results are primarily due to the fact that Metro’s main source of income 
is directly related to transporting passengers, which accounts for more than 90% of all 
the company’s income. This income is regulated by the Operational Contract concluded 
between the Regional Transport Consortium of Madrid (CRTM) and Metro de Madrid.

This Operational Contract specifies levels of service that Metro de Madrid pledges to provide 
(frequencies, level of occupancy and availability of vertical transportation elements), 
and specifies the compensation that the CRTM agrees to pay every year to Metro for the 
transportation service, provided that the agreed levels of service are met.

The Operational Contract sets a market rate and a forecast demand, which form the basis 
for obtaining the income planned for the corresponding year. This document also specifies 
a guarantee clause for the planned income which covers deviations of ± 2% in the actual 
demand compared with the forecasts. This guarantees compliance with the provision 
of public transport services with the required quality, as well as a horizon of budget and 
financial stability to carry out the activity 
of Metro de Madrid.

In 2020, despite the extremely difficult 
situation generated by the COVID-19 
pandemic, which has had an extraordinary 
impact on public transport, Metro de 
Madrid has complied with the service 
levels agreed and received final income 
from the application of the guarantee 
clause under the Operating Contract.

In 2020, the financial situation of Metro de Madrid was marked by the fall in demand as a 
result of the pandemic, which led to a drop in income of approximately 3%. To this has to be 
added the cost of the safety and hygiene measures, which amounted to 17 million euros.

Moreover, Metro continued to work on restricting operational costs, reducing items as 
significant as energy.

As a result of the above, it obtained a profit of 10.22 million euros.

Note:
The information included in this section refers to Metro’s 

economic management in 2020.

For more of the company’s financial information, see Annual Accounts.

ECONOMIC MANAGEMENT
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2019 2020

A) Direct economic value (DEV) generated 1,052,702 1,015,616

B) Operational costs 474,138 479,003

C) Wages and social benefits 397,549 414,403

D) Payment to fund suppliers 7,066 7,418

E) Payment to public authorities 2,174 1,444

F) Investment in the community 234 57

Σ(B-F) Economic value distributed (EVD) 881.161 902.325

A-Σ(B-F) Economic value retained (EVR) 171,541 113,292

ECONOMIC VALUE GENERATED AND DISTRIBUTED

 MOST SIGNIFICANT INVESTMENTS 
The most significant investments made by Metro in 2020 amounted to 134,890,270 euros. They 
were mainly for improving the service, remodelling and improvement works on stations, the 
installation of lifts and the improvement in signage, as well as continuing to guarantee safety 
and protection for passengers and improve their experience in using the underground network.

The breakdown of these investments is available in the Annual Accounts (page 245).

 FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE AND SUBSIDIES 
In the years 2020 and 2019, Metro received financial assistance and 
subsidies from the public authorities. Their amounts and breakdown is 
available in detail in the Annual Accounts (pages 260 a 262).

 OUTLOOK FOR 2021
The strategy of Metro de Madrid for 2021 will be focused on continuing to 
improve a public service that is key for the mobility of the people of Madrid, 
so it can deal with a volume of passengers that is expected to grow over 
2021, provided the positive trend in the pandemic continues, and the safety 
and prevention measures are still applied.

Among the priorities is renewing technology, focused on the objectives of 
public service, efficiency and customer experience: adapting the supply to 
demand; and boosting safety, efficiency and sustainability, which will help 
drive economic management based on efficiency.

The budget of the Regional Government of Madrid for 2021 reflects a budget 
surplus of 1,195,431 million euros in favour of Metro de Madrid. This amount 
is broken down in Annual Accounts (page 223).

For more information relating to the economic and financial management of 
Metro de Madrid in 2020 see II. Management Report and Annual Accounts.

ECONOMIC MANAGEMENT

Financial Value (Thousands of euros)
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Madrid

Alcobendas

San Sebastián de los Reyes

Arganda

Rivas-Vaciamadrid

Coslada
San Fernando de Henares

Leganés
Alcorcón

Móstoles Getafe

Fuenlabrada

 BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT
Metro de Madrid's strategy and activity have been 
affected by COVID-19 and the major impact it has had 
on the transport sector in general and, in particular, 
on public transport, which has been forced to adopt 
structural measures in a very short space of time in 
order to ensure passenger safety and health.

In the short to medium term, demand is expected to 
recover slowly, mainly as a result of lower economic 
activity, increased teleworking, online education and 
shopping and the public opting for alternative means 
of transport.

 ACTIVITIES, BRANDS, PRODUCTS
Metro de Madrid S.A. is a public company owned by 
the Region of Madrid and part of the Madrid Regional 
Transport Consortium (CRTM), which is the body that 
coordinates and controls the different means of public 
transport operating in the region.

Metro is responsible for running the existing 
underground network lines in operation, planning and 
improving the quality of the transport service and 
maintaining and optimising the network facilities.

 MARKETS IN WHICH IT OPERATES
Based in Madrid10, Metro de Madrid is responsible for 
operating the 12 underground lines and the Ópera-
Príncipe Pío branch line. In addition, It is responsible 
for operating Line 9B - between Puerta de Arganda and 
Arganda del Rey-, through TFM S.A., and the ML1 light 
railway line, which it manages through MLM S.A. - a 
private company in which Metro owns an interest.

STRATEGY 
AND BUSINESS 
MODEL

10. Calle Cavanilles, 58. Madrid.

Metro also has an interest in Metrocall S.A., which is 
responsible for providing mobile telephone coverage to 
the different operators within the underground network.

Further information on 
associates in the  
Annual Accounts 
(pages 255 a 258).

THE ENVIRONMENT BUSINESS MODEL

Strategy and
business model

Governance and 
risk management
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Metro's financing comes from the revenue generated by its operations and the borrowing 
that these resources (EBITDA) allow it to obtain in the financial market.

The main source of revenue is passenger transport, which accounts for over 90% of 
the total. It is the result of a programme contract with the Madrid Regional Transport 
Consortium whereby Metro undertakes to provide a service with a set frequency and a 
maximum occupancy rate for each train and to allow holders of tickets issued by the CTRM 
to use the network.

As consideration, Metro invoices the Consortium a market rate equivalent to the price of a single 
ticket for exclusive use in the Metro de Madrid network (irrespective of the discounts or bonuses 
granted to certain  groups,  such as young people, elderly people or people with disabilities).

The rest of the revenue comes from renting out spaces for commercial use (shops, vending 
machines or for the sale of transport tickets issued by the Regional Transport Consortium), 
from maintenance work performed on trains owned by other companies, from advice to 
other networks and metro operators and from the operation and maintenance of the TFM 
Line and the ML1 light railway line.

As a public company providing the transport service, which is considered an essential 
and basic service, it is committed to economic efficiency. This requires it to offer a quality 
service at a reasonable cost together with efficiency and sustainability in environmental 
and social terms by being results oriented and through technological, organisational and 
process innovation.

METRO’S FINANCING

Programme Contract and Service Charter / Other commitments

Vision

Mission

Corporate ObjetivesRevenue from 
transport

Renevue from 
commercial and 
foreign business 

services

Other sources 
of financing 

(ERDF)

Stakeholders

Public 
Service

Safety Sustainability Innovation

Management 
efficiency

Customer 
ExperienceFinancing

Employees

Suppliers

Customers

Society

Shareholders

Directors
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TICKET TYPE VALID FOR
On sale in the Underground Network PRICE (€)

SI
N

G
LE

Metro Zone A+ ML1 Underground Network stations belonging to fare zone A 
(including ML1) €1.50-2.00*

T.F.M. TFM Network. Stations on Line 9, section:
Puerta de Arganda - Arganda del Rey (Zones B1, B2 and B3)

€2.00
Metro Ligero Oeste ML2 (Colonia Jardín - Estación de Aravaca) 

ML3 (Colonia Jardín - Puerta de Biadilla)

MetroNorte Stations on Line 10, section: La Granja - Hospital Infanta Sofía 
(Zone B1)

€1.50MetroEste Stations on Line 7, section: Barrio del Puerto - Hospital del Henares 
(Zone B1)

MetroSur Line 12 stations and Joaquín Vilumbrales 
and Puerta del Sur on Line 10 (Zones B1 and B2)

Combined Single Stations in the Underground and Light Railway Network 
ML1, ML2 and ML3 €3.00

10
 J

O
U

RN
EY

S

METROBÚS Estaciones de la Red de Metro pertenecientes a la zona tarifaria A 
(incluido ML1) y EMT

€12.20T.F.M. Red de TFM. Estaciones de Línea 9, tramo: 
Puerta de Arganda - Arganda del Rey (Zonas B1, B2 y B3)

Metro Ligero Oeste ML2 (Colonia Jardín - Estación de Aravaca) 
ML3 (Colonia Jardín - Puerta de Biadilla)

MetroNorte Estaciones de Línea 10, tramo: La Granja - Hospital Infanta Sofía 
(Zona B1)

€11.20MetroEste Estaciones de Línea 7, tramo: Barrio del Puerto - Hospital del Henares 
(Zona B1)

MetroSur Estaciones de Línea 12 y Joaquín Vilumbrales 
y Puerta del Sur de Línea 10 (Zonas B1 y B2)

Combined 10 journeys Estaciones de la Red de Metro y MetroLigero: ML1, ML2 y ML3. €18.30

AIRPORT 
SUPPLEMENT

Para entrar o salir a las estaciones de Metro del aeropuerto hay que 
abonar un suplemento, excepto los viajeros con Abono Transporte o 
billete turistico. 

+ €3.00

MULTI Card €2.50

PERSONAL Card €4.00

TRANSPORT SEASON TICKET (€)

ZONE INTERCHANGEABLE BETWEEN ZONES B1 AND E2

2 
zones

3 
zones

4 
zones

5 
zones

6 
zones

7 
zones

STANDARD €54.60 €63.70 €72.00 €82.00 €89.50 €99.30 €110.60 €131.80 €47.90 €54.60 €63.70 €72.00 € 82.00 € 89.50

YOUNG 
PERSONS €20.00

SENIOR €9.30 -

BLUE CARD €6.20 -

CHILDREN'S 
CARD Gratuita -

SP
EC

IA
L 

DI
SC

O
U

N
TS

* 20% Large Families general category or Persons with a degree of disability equal to or greater than 65%

50% Large families special category

40% Large families general category + Persons with a degree of disability equal to or greater than 65%

70% Large families special category + Persons with a degree of disability equal to or greater than 65%

TOURIST TICKET (€)
On sale at all stations in the Underground Network, at certain tobacconists, newspaper kiosks and places of tourist

Calendar and 
consecutive days

Zone A Zone T

1 day 2 days 3 days 4 days 5 days 7 days 1 days 2 days 3 days 4 days 5 days 7 days

STANDARD €8.40 €14.20 €18.40 €22.60 €26.80 €35.40 €17.00 €28.40 €35.40 €43.00 €50.80 €70.80

CHILDREN’S 
TICKET 50% discount for children under the age of 11 only

* Los descuentos especiales no se aplican al Billete Turístico.

Metro de Madrid

Fares 2020

* Minimum price of €1.50 up to 5 stations; €0.10 per each additional station, up to a maximum of €2.00 for journeys of more than 9 stations.
** A supplement of €3 will be added to the price of the Metro Zone A Ticket applicable to the journey made.
CHILDREN UNDER 4 YEARS OF AGE DO NOT REQUIRE A TICKET.

Strategy and
business model

Governance and 
risk management
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The outbreak of the pandemic in 2020 has conditioned the 
objectives and actions of Metro de Madrid in the short and 
medium term (as reflected in the section The response to 
COVID-19).

COVID-19 has confirmed Metro's great adaptability in 
order to continue meeting society’s expectations, despite 
changes and uncertainty. And this is possible as Metro's 
business model and its strategy are geared towards 
ensuring that all decisions and actions allow Metro to 
continue to be positioned as the clear preferred option for 
customers when travelling through the Region of Madrid.

 SWOT
Determining the strategy involves identifying the 
impacts, risks and opportunities according to the 
internal and external context in which the company 
operates and establishing priorities with the aim of 
promoting strengths and minimising weaknesses.
(See also section on Risks).

In 2020, the company's strategy was reoriented taking 
into account the following SWOT analysis:

• Scenario of uncertainty

• Fall in demand and 
uncertain recovery

• Restrictions on the use 
of public transport

• Difficulty in fulfilling commitments

• Financial imbalance

• Preferred and highest rated 
mode of transport

• Cleanliness as the preferred 
and best valued aspect

• Own risk prevention and 
occupational health and safety service

• Possibility of strengthening 
the brand image

• Financial dependence  
and rigidity of the cost structure

• Higher perceived risk of contact: 
underground and public means 
of transport

• Social conflict and absenteeism

• Face-to-face and close working models

• Review of financing, programme 
contract, etc.

• New operating models

• Digital/technological transformation

• Organisational and management 
transformation

THREATS

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

OPPORTUNITIES

STRATEGY

Strategy and
business model

Governance and 
risk management
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This emphasises the vocation to provide a quality, efficient 
public service committed to the customer, enhancing 
safety, sustainability and technological innovation and 
digitisation. 

To be the main mobility solution 
in the Region of Madrid, 

providing a quality public service that is efficient 
and committed to the customer, 

while at the same time enhancing safety, 
sustainability and innovation.

PUBLIC SERVICE
This is a fundamental concept as a public 
transport company, the backbone of 
mobility in the region, which revolves around 
the ongoing improvement of the service 
provided to its customers and enhancing 
safety.

MANAGEMENT EFFICIENCY
The aim is to ensure the necessary financial 
sustainability of the company together 
with efficiency and sustainability in 
environmental and social terms, by being 
results oriented through technological, 
organisational and process innovation. 

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
In addition to ensuring the mobility of 
the public, a good travel experience for 
customers must be guaranteed and a good 
image to society at large must be projected. 

THE METRO STRATEGY...
• is based on the Code of Ethics

• is approved by the Board of Directors 
in the medium and long term

• is led and rolled out in the short term 
by the Management

• is structured into annual objectives: 
corporate and departmental

• and adapted to a changing environment

MONITORING OF THE STRATEGY 
BY MANAGEMENT
• Monthly monitoring of the evolution 

of the strategic objectives by Management

• Half-yearly monitoring of departmental 
objectives by Management

• Evaluation of the final degree of achievement linked 
to the staff’s variable remuneration of 24.63%.

• Presentation of the results to the Board of Directors

MISSION

In parallel and from a cross-cutting perspective, 
these three strategic pillars boost three fundamental 
concepts: 

• Operational, physical and logical safety

• Sustainability

• Technological innovation and digitisation

Strategy and
business model

Governance and 
risk management
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The outbreak of the health crisis in March meant a change 
of approach in the setting of corporate and departmental 
objectives for 2020 and in the corresponding lines of 
action.

COVID-19 made it necessary to focus priorities and efforts 
on providing the best possible service while safeguarding 
the health security of passengers and employees, 
favouring the recommended occupancy rate at each stage 
of the de-escalation (trains and stations), and boosting 
the cleaning and disinfection of trains, installations and 
facilities.

A significant part of the objectives set therefore relate to the 
implementation of the measures resulting from the health 
crisis and their impact on the running and management 
of Metro de Madrid (see Metro in 2020: the response 
to COVID-19), although the corporate objectives relating 
to the Asbestos Removal Plan, Operational Railway Safety, 
Financial Sustainability and Quality of Service provided 
were maintained. The 2020 corporate objectives are:

• To promote the recommended occupancy rate at each 
stage of the de-escalation, to facilitate social distancing 
on all stages of the journey.

• To strengthen preventive protection measures for 
customers, to ensure the health of customers.

• To guarantee new Occupational Risk Prevention 
requirements, to ensure the health of employees.

• To ensure financial sustainability, to address the 
reduction in fair revenue as a result of the drop in 
demand, and to meet the increase in expenses due to 
the COVID-19 measures.

• To strengthen occupational safety, focusing on the 
fight against asbestos.

• To strengthen railway safety.

• To extend 4G connectivity in the network, so that 100% 
of Metro's demand has voice and data coverage.

• To maintain the quality of the service provided, fulfilling 
the indicators of the certified quality system according 
to Standard UNE-13816.

These are aimed at ensuring 
a gradual return to normality 

in the established health conditions

With regard to the departmental objectives, which deploy 
the corporate strategy and reflect the contribution of the 
different organisational areas to achieving the company's 
objectives, it should be noted that objectives have been 
set in 2020 along the same lines of contributing towards 
mitigating the health crisis in operations management, 
many of which are shared across the company’s different 
divisions.

2020 OBJECTIVES
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ACHIEVEMENT OF 2020 CORPORATE OBJECTIVES 

89.36%

100.00%
STRENGTHENING
preventive protection measures 
for customers

EXTENDING
4G  connectivity 
and the network

2020 OBJECTIVES

89.71%
PROMOTING
the recommended 
occupancy rate at each 
stage of the de-escalation

96.23%
STRENGTHENING
railway safety

100.00%
GUARANTEEING
new ORP requirements

100.00%
ENSURING 
financial sustainability

100.00%
STRENGTHENING
occupational safety

95.94%
OVERALL

ACHIEVEMENT

92.24%
MAINTAINING
the quality of the service 
provided in Metro de  
Madrid
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The objectives are to be maintained and with certain 
continuity with those of 2020 for as long as the health 
crisis persists. There will be measures (ad-hoc at the time) 
that will become recurring and the path to recovery will 
be set with the help of technological and organisational 
projects, together with the appropriate process framework 
that will facilitate the development of the company in its 
sustainability and in the essential service to society.

OBJECTIVES PLANNED FOR 2021
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Metro's activity generates an economic, social and environmental impact on the environment in which it operates. The objective is to make this impact increasingly positive, for which Metro 
supplements its strategic business objectives with a series of general objectives which, set out as commitments, are aimed at contributing to the responsible and sustainable management 
of the company, while improving the service. These commitments are present in decision-making in every area of management.

The management of these impacts is included in the risk management system (information on which is provided in the Risks and compliance system section) and they are therefore reviewed 
on a regular basis.

These commitments are set out in the Corporate Responsibility (CR) Policy, which aims to promote sustainable and inclusive mobility in the Region of Madrid:

COMMITMENT TO SUSTAINABILITY

INCLUSIVE CULTURE
As the operator of an integrating element of society, it is 
committed to the inclusion of all people and groups. It 
therefore undertakes to:

• Promote social inclusion

• Execute a social action plan (Social Line)

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
Commitment to environmental management based on 
promoting sustainable public transport, encouraging 
energy efficiency, the rational use of resources and 
environmental protection and conservation. Along these 
lines, its commitments are to:

• Promote the use of public 
and sustainable transport

• Contribute towards reducing emissions 
into the atmosphere

• Reduce the environmental impact 
of the company itself

RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS
Prioritising respect for people, ethical values and the 
environment in the company’s management and in the 
daily work providing the transport service. Metro therefore 
undertakes to:

• Provide a quality service

• Be transparent

• Apply a responsible purchasing policy 
in the value chain

• Respect human rights

• Promote education for sustainable development
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600

80%

12

A STATION
AT LESS THAN

FROM HOME
OR WORKPLACE OF

OF THE INHABITANTS
OF THE

MUNICIPALITIES 
THAT METRO 
REACHES

METRES

As a public company that offers a transport service that 
is mainly underground and which uses electricity as a 
source of energy, capable of linking territories and people 
by attending to their needs and meeting the mobility 
requirements with a minimum environmental impact, 
Metro is an example of contribution to sustainability and, 
therefore, to the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

 IT CONTRIBUTES 
TO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT...
• By optimising the use of financial resources and 

making efficiency its hallmark.  As a manager of 
public resources, Metro takes on the responsibility 
of offering a quality service at a reasonable cost, 
seeking the company’s sustainability and making 
efficient use of the budgets assigned by the public 
authorities.

• Generating quality employment
99.92% of the 7,260 employees have permanent 
employment contracts and are subject to collective 
bargaining agreements. The average length of 
service at Metro is 20.03 years.

• Facilitating employability
It helps people to travel to their place of work or 
study. This type of journey accounts for over 70%11 
of those made using Metro, which boosts economic 
development.

• Boosting economic activity
It promotes travel to places of leisure, thereby 
boosting the economic activity of the municipalities 
in which it operates.

• Saving costs to society
The existence of the underground network in the 
Region of Madrid means lower environmental, noise 
and light pollution and the illnesses they generate 
and, by reducing the vehicle traffic above ground, it 
means fewer accidents. 

 IT CONTRIBUTES TO 
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT...
• Bringing people together

As a backbone and cohesive element. It reaches 12 
municipalities in the region, in which 80% of citizens 
have a Metro station less than 600 metres away.

• Promoting accessibility and inclusion
Despite the age of the facilities, 65.89% of the 
stations are accessible.

 IT CONTRIBUTES TOWARDS 
IMPROVING THE ENVIRONMENT...
• By reducing surface traffic, it improves air quality by 

reducing pollution.
• Generating less pollution than other means of 

transport.
It is the least polluting means of public transport. 
The service does not require the use of fossil fuels 
and mostly runs underground, thereby relieving 
surface congestion.

METRO'S CONTRIBUTION TO SUSTAINABILITY

11. According to the 2017 Origin-Destination Study conducted by Metro de Madrid.
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The Corporate Responsibility Policy is built around the 
SDGs, with the focus placed on contributing towards SDG 
11 “Sustainable cities and communities”, as a means of 
promoting sustainable and inclusive mobility in the region.

Metro de Madrid's activity also has an impact on SDG 7, 
SDG 8, SDG 9, SDG 10 and SDG 13 and does so as follows:

METRO AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS (SDGS)

12. Provisional data, pending the update of the 2020 emission factors by the Spanish Climate Change Office. For further information, see “Climate change” section on page 175.

HOW METRO CONTRIBUTES TO SDG 11 
“Sustainable 
cities and 
communities”

HOW METRO CONTRIBUTES TO SDG 7 
“Affordable 
and clean energy”

• It provides a quality public transport service, which 
reduces the use of private vehicles and reduces 
pollution:

 • It has a passenger transport quality management 
system based on the UNE-EN 13816 standard.

 • Travelling by Metro instead of car means 2.5 
times less pollution12.

• It is upgrading facilities to make them more 
accessible.

 • Almost 66% of the network is accessible, 
approaching the 73% target set in Metro de 
Madrid's Accessibility and Inclusion Plan.

• It conducts awareness-raising campaigns and 
actions to promote the use of public transport, 
especially the underground network, to reduce 
pollution.

 • With over 350,000 schoolchildren since 1982, 
Metro's education programme has adapted to the 
new situation caused by COVID-19 and resumed 
digitally in the last quarter of 2020. 950 primary 
school children participated in educational 
actions organised by Metro to encourage 
sustainable habits and the use of public transport; 
and a further 70 students participated in the new 
method of virtual workshops.

 • 118 school visits and 52 workshops aimed at 
primary school students

• It carries out appropriate disposal of the waste 
generated as a result of the service it provides

 • More than 95% of the waste is recovered.

• It promotes energy efficiency to reduce 
emissions and pollution. 

 • The implementation of some of the 
measures of the Energy Efficiency Plan (EEP) 
has led to a 0.8% improvement in traction 
energy efficiency, with a consumption ratio 
of 2.0396 kWh/carriage-km. In 2019, it was 
2.056 kWh/carriage-km.
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• It works on improving its facilities to promote 
the well-being of employees and customers, 
especially people with disabilities and other 
vulnerable groups.

 • Over 39.58 million euros invested in station 
improvements.

• It is committed to innovation to make the 
service an increasingly more sustainable 
transport model.

 • It works on Station 4.0, which is the result 
of digital transformation and studying and 
implementing technological advances.

 • It collaborates in various research projects 
aimed at encouraging the implementation 
of innovative measures for improving the 
transport service and promoting efficiency 
and sustainability.

METRO AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS (SDGS)

HOW METRO CONTRIBUTES TO SDG 9 
“Industry, innovation 
and infrastructure”

• It provides job stability:

 • 7.260 employees, with an average length of 
service of over 20 years.

• It helps job creation:

 • 145 new drivers

 • 35 new sales supervisors

• It develops measures to promote diversity.

 • It has had an Equality Plan since 2009 and a new 
situation diagnosis is being performed in order to 
update it.

 • The number of women has increased by 7 
percentage points since 1990. Today, 25.37% 
of the staff are women (compared with 74.63% 
of men). Women account for 25% of the 
Management Committee and 40% of the Board of 
Directors.

• It generates employment indirectly:

 • Over 2,800 jobs alone among jobs resulting from 
cleaning and security s contratos de limpieza 
y seguridad. 

• It boost the skills of employees and trains its workers 
to allow them to develop and progress professionally.

 • Metro employees have received more than 
109,000 hours of training to improve their 
professional skills

• It encourages economic growth, especially in the 
Region of Madrid:

 • 72.61% of the contracts were concluded with 
companies in the Region of Madrid, with an 
amount of close to 163 million euros.

 • 79.89% of the contracts were concluded 
with SMEs, with a value of over 64.2 million euros.

• The legislation and procurement rules incorporate 
social and environmental criteria provided they are 
related to the subject matter of the contract and 
establish the priority of entering into contracts with 
SMEs.

HOW METRO CONTRIBUTES TO SDG 8 

“Decent work 
and economic growth”
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• It has a certified environmental management 
system

 • Expenditure on environmental protection: 
987,986.30 euros.

• It makes efficient use of natural resources

 • More than 25% of the water used in train 
cleaning tunnels is recycled.

• It calculates its carbon footprint and 
implements measures to reduce its emissions

 • Over 2020, it has worked on the design of a 
plan to reduce CO2 emissions.

METRO AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS (SDGS)

HOW METRO CONTRIBUTES TO SDG 13 
“Climate 
action”

• Over the months of lockdown, Metro 
guaranteed the mobility of essential 
workers and, over the rest of the pandemic, 
it has continued to offer the service with 
the maximum guarantees, which required 
oversizing the supply in order to ensure the 
established safety distance and strengthening 
cleaning and disinfection so as to ensure 
the care and protection of customers and 
employees.

HOW METRO CONTRIBUTES TO SDG 3 
“Health 
and well-being”
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METRO AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS (SDGS)

13. The equivalent social investment is the value of the resources Metro gives to the entities through its social action programme. It is not a direct financial investment, but rather donations in kind (space in advertising media, donations of surpluses, 
etc.).

• It develops initiatives to promote social inclusion 
through transport. In 2020, Metro trained 8 people 
with intellectual disabilities who already travel the 
network autonomously. 
(SDG 10 “Reduced inequalities”).

• It has updated its Metro de Madrid User's Guide in an 
easy-to-read format and has published an appendix 
which explains, also in an easy-to-read format, the 
new Metro COVID-19 information and signposting. 
(SDG 10 “Reduced inequalities”). This information is 
already accessible and browsable in web format.

• As part of the L.A.R.A. programme, a video tutorial 
has been launched, starring two people with 
intellectual disabilities, to encourage people with 
understanding problems to travel. 
(SDG 10 “Reduced inequalities”).

• Its employees are governed by a Code of Ethics that 
lays down the values that everyone must respect. 
It has a mailbox for receiving complaints if criminal 
offences are detected. This mailbox is in the process 
of being opened so that it may also receive breaches 
of the Code of Ethics that do not constitute a 
criminal offence. (SDG 16 “Peace, justice and strong 
institutions”).

• It has in place a Compliance policy regulating the 
acceptance of gifts and a crime prevention manual. 
(SDG 16 “Peace, justice and strong institutions”).

• It reports on its sustainability performance through 
the Non-Financial Information Statement included in 
the annual corporate report. (SDG 16 “Peace, justice 
and strong institutions”).

• Since 2020, Metro de Madrid has had a Regulation 
for the Board of Directors and a Corporate Policy on 
Membership of Associations, aligned with the Code 
of Ethics and with public procurement law. 
(SDG 16 “Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions” 
and SDG 17 “Partnerships for the goals”).

• It develops a social action plan regulating 
relationships with social entities, which in 2020 
led to nearly 708,000 euros of equivalent social 
investment13. 
(SDG 1 “No poverty”, SDG 2 “Zero hunger” and SDG 3 
“Health and well-being”).

• The Metreroscovid19 initiative, promoted by a group 
of workers and backed by the company by making 
the Logistics Service available to it, managed to raise 
over 110,000 euros among employees, relatives 
and customers, who made about 3,000 donations in 
order to buy hygiene and cleaning products, as well 
as bags of food, distributed to 23 health centres, 43 
nursing homes and 43 other associations. 
(SDG 1 “No poverty”, SDG 2 “Zero hunger” and SDG 3 
“Health and well-being”).

HOW METRO CONTRIBUTES TO THE 

OTHER SDGs
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METRO AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS (SDGS)

• In 2020, contributions in kind were made to several 
non-profit organisations (over 8.000 items of 
clothing and coats of the old uniform valued at 
over 162,000 euros and 540 computers no longer in 
use (as well as donations and the use of space on 
advertising media and in stations of the underground 
network. (SDG 1 “No poverty”)

• It has a volunteer programme which, despite the 
effects of the COVID-19 social and health crisis, has 
made it possible to perform the following activities 
13 volunteer actions, totalling 109 hours among 
64 volunteers. 
(SDG 1 “No poverty” and SDG 2 “Zero hunger”).

• It offers an affordable public service with advantages 
for disadvantaged groups: Young Persons Season 
Ticket at 20 euros and reduction in the cost of the 
season ticket for the over 65s. 
(SDG 1 “No poverty”).

• It encourages a work-life balance both for women 
and for men and it implements wage policies that 
ensure equal pay, irrespective of gender. 
(SDG 5 “Gender equality”).

 • Maternity rest: 48 cases: 
3,600 days; average of 75 days.

 • Paternity leave 280 cases: 
14,517 days, average 51.85 days.

 • 14 leaves of absence were requested for maternity 
and 7 for paternity.

• It trains employees and suppliers in Human Rights 
(SDG 16 “Peace, justice and strong institutions”).

 • 237 employees trained in diversity management

• Its CR policy is aligned with the SDGs. 
(SDG 16 “Peace, justice and strong institutions”).

• It is committed to public-private partnerships to 
generate larger projects. 
(SDG 17 “Partnerships for the objectives”).

 • Partnerships with 46 social entities.

 • Partnership agreements to perform projects 
related to inclusion with Down España, Plena 
Inclusión Madrid, Capacis and Fundación A LA 
PAR, as well as with Arcópoli, Transexualia and 
the Red Cross.

HOW METRO CONTRIBUTES TO THE 

OTHER SDGs
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Decision-making at Metro de Madrid is structured into 
two governing bodies, which are the General Shareholders' 
Meeting and the Board of Directors, and two management 
bodies: the Management Committee and the Executive 
Committee.

Metro's Governing and Management bodies ensure that 
the company's targets are met on the basis of ethics 
and responsibility both in decision-making and in the 
implementation of the different plans in order to create 
long-term value, improve economic efficiency and meet 
customer expectations.

For this purpose, they are governed, like the other members 
of the company, by the Code of Ethics and other specific 
policies relating to Regulatory Compliance.

GOVERNANCE 
AND RISK MANAGEMENT

STRUCTURE
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 GOVERNING BODIES
The General Shareholders’ Meeting is the corporate 
body responsible for approving the articles of 
association, the appointment and removal of the 
company’s directors, evaluation of the corporate 
management, approval of the accounts and application 
of the profits, designation of account auditors, as well 
as decisions with regard to the transformation, merger, 

spin-off, dissolution or extension of the duration of 
the company.

It is made up of senior officials in the 
Regional Government of Madrid, 

the sole shareholder of 
the company since 

December 2011.

The General Shareholders’ Meeting is also responsible for 
appointing the members of the Board of Directors, which 
includes representatives of the Regional Government of 
Madrid and the Regional Transport Consortium, which is the 
public body responsible for regular passenger transport in 
the region.

The Board of Directors is the corporate administrative body 
of Metro, the company which it represents, as the highest 
governing body. It approves the organic structure and 
decides on all issues relating to Metro’s activity and prepares 
the annual accounts, the management report and the 
application of the profit for each year. Another of its functions 
is to supervise and approve the Annual Corporate Report, 
which includes the Non-Financial Information Statement.

It has been assigned the broadest set of powers for 
management of the corporate interests. It therefore has 
the capacity to determine new business lines or plans to be 
developed and execute the acts and conclude the contracts 
necessary to fulfil the company’s corporate purpose.

The Board of Directors meets at least once a quarter, and 
reports to the General Shareholders' Meeting which, in turn, 
is accountable to citizens through the formulas established 
by law in the case of a public body.

As reflected in the Capital Companies Act, the Board of 
Directors of Metro de Madrid has a series of functions, which 
means that a number of aspects must be regularly submitted 
to its judgement. For this reason, the Board meets to discuss 
those aspects that are critical to the company or that, due 
to their importance, must be brought to the attention of the 
members of this body.

GOVERNING AND MANAGEMENT BODIES

Composition 
of the General Shareholders’ Meeting 
at 31 December 2020
Chairperson:

 - Ms Isabel Díaz Ayuso

Members:

- Mr  Ignacio Jesús Aguado Crespo

- Ms Mª. Eugenia Carballedo Berlanga

- Mr Enrique López López

- Mr Javier Fernández-Lasquetty y Blanc

- Mr Manuel Giménez Rasero

- Mr David Pérez García

- Ms Paloma Martín Martín

- Enrique Ruiz Escudero

- Mr Javier Luengo Vicente 
(replacing Mr Alberto Reyero Zubiri from 5 
October 2020)

- Ángel Garrido García

- Mr Enrique Ossorio Crespo

- Mr Eduardo Sicilia Cavanillas

- Ms Marta Rivera de la Cruz

Secretary:

- Mr Fabio Pascua Mateo
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On a general and non-exhaustive basis, aspects such 
as the development of the company's main action plans, 
financial results, procurement or policies to be approved 
are reported on a regular basis.

Other functions:
• Design of the company's general policies and strategies 

in the medium and long term, which includes:

 • Defining Metro's mission and its strategic pillars.

 • Updating values.

• Electing the members of the Executive Procurement 
Committee (consisting of 3 women).

• Review of Regulatory Compliance risks and supervision 
of the measures taken and proposals for new initiatives.

This body also hears the major concerns relating to all 
aspects of the company, which are incorporated into the 
agenda of the Board meetings.

At 31 December 2020, 
its composition is as follows:
Chairman

- Mr Ángel Garrido García

Vice-chairman

- Mr Miguel Ángel García Martín

Members

- Ms Mª Consolación Pérez Esteban

- Ms Silvia Roldán Fernández

- Mr Miguel Núñez Fernández

- Ms María Teresa Barcons Marqués

- Mr Abel Bueno García

- Mr Luis Miguel Martínez Palencia

- Ms Mª Victoria Alonso Márquez

- Mr Rodrigo Tilve Seoane 
(replacing Mr Isaac Barbero 
since 16 September 2020)

Non-member Secretary

- Mr Santiago Ruedas Arteaga

GOVERNING AND MANAGEMENT BODIES

Seven meetings were held in 2020 
addressing 54 items 

with the main concerns raised through 
the hierarchical structure

The Board is regularly informed of relevant issues 
related to management, including economic, 
environmental and social issues, as the company 
has departments in its structure responsible for the 
functions corresponding to the management of these 
matters (see Metro de Madrid Organisational Chart). 
There is also a Corporate Responsibility Department 
that ensures compliance with the company’s Corporate 
Responsibility Policy.

Las funciones del máximo órgano de gobierno de Metro 
de Madrid están recogidas en los estatutos de Metro, 
así como en el Reglamento de Régimen Interno del 
mismo (ambos documentos publicados en portal de 
transparencia).

Composition of the Board 
of Directors 
at 31 December 2020 
• 10 Members (4 women, 6 men)

• Of these, only one is an executive director, Metro's CEO.

• All of them, except for the CEO of Metro de Madrid, hold 
offices in the Regional Government of Madrid or the 
Transport Consortium.

• The Regional Councillor for Transport, Mobility and In-
frastructure chairs the Board and is responsible for re-
presenting the body, chairing its meetings, directing the 
discussions, deliberations and votes and implementing 
the resolutions.
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Delegation of powers
The CEO has management powers in all areas that can be 
delegated (e.g. economic, environmental and social) and 
reports on such management to the Board of Directors, 
which grants these powers on a regular basis.

Similarly, the Board of Directors delegates powers of 
procurement to the Executive Procurement Committee 
for contracts of over three million euros and to the CEO 
for contracts for lower amounts. This committee in turn 
grants procurement powers distributed to the Company’s 
department managers depending on the amount of the 
contracts (see The supply chain).

 MANAGEMENT BODIES
These are the Management Committee and the 
Executive Committee, which are supported by the 
Company's management structure, from which its 
members are drawn.

The Management Committee needs to be aware of the 
fundamental aspects of the Company's activity in order 
to make decisions and pass on proposals to the Board 
of Directors. The short-term strategy is specified by the 
Management Committee through annual corporate and 
departmental objectives.

Matters such as the strategy, corporate plans and projects, 
compliance and annual budgeting control, monitoring 
and control of corporate risks and the evolution of 
demand and the quality of the service are referred to it for 
consideration. It meets fortnightly in ordinary sessions.

The Executive Committee analyses procurement requests 
on a weekly basis to ensure that they are in line with 
procurement legislation. It is made up of the CEO and 
standing members - linked to the economic, procurement 
and operating departments - and variable members, who 
may be directors, division managers and/or department 
managers who participate in the meetings when the agenda 
includes procurement requests that fall within their remit.

Composition of the Management 
Committee at 31 December 2020

- Ms Silvia Roldán Fernández, 
CEO

- Mr Santiago Ruedas Arteaga, 
Company Secretary

- Mr Miguel Oliver García, 
Customer, Brand and Media Directorate

- Mr Juan Tébar Molinero, 
Railway Operations Directorate

- Mr Víctor Brocate Aparicio, 
Security and Civil Protection Directorate

- Ms Cristina Sánchez Masa, 
Institutional Relations Sub-Directorate

- Mr Pedro Pablo García de Ascanio, 
Compliance, Risks 
and Transparency Department

- Mr Miguel Muñoz Cutuli 
Audit and Internal Control Department

Composition of the Executive 
Committee at 31 December 2020

- Ms Silvia Roldán Fernández, 
CEO

- Mr Santiago Ruedas Arteaga, 
Company Secretary

- Mr Juan Tébar Molinero, 
Railway Operations Directorate

- Mr Pablo Escudero Pérez, 
Economic and Financial Division

- Ms Nuria López Gimeno 
Procurement and Corporate Services 
Department

- Ms Milagros Ayuso Ferreras 
Legal Department

GOVERNING AND MANAGEMENT BODIES
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STAFF COMPENSATION AND MANAGEMENT
Sara Gómez Saso

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH
Juan Carlos Pascual Segovia

ACCOUNTING
Sara Sanz Moya

PURCHASING
José Luis García Quijano

STRATEGY Y BENCHMARKING
Marcos Moyano

CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY
Mónica Mariscal Contreras

NARROW GAUGE OPERATION
María José Peña Chueca

PROJECTS AND OPERATIONAL SUPPORT
Carlos Miranda de Larra Carcedo

OPERATIONS PLANNING AND STUDIES
Irene Gallart Gil

OPERATING SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Francisco Javier Sanz Jiménez

INTEGRATION AND ANALYSIS
Ignacio Fernández García

SYSTEMS INTEGRATION DEP.
Marcelo Sanz Gonzalo

CIVIL PROTECTION
Juan Carlos García Moreno

SHORT CYCLE MAINTENANCE
Eugenio García Pérez

MAINTENANCE OF STATION FACILITIES
Silvia Rodríguez Sánchez

INFRASTRUCTURES AND STATIONS
Carlos Zorita Pérez

TRAINING AND KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT
Juan Carlos Galindo del Río

OCCUPATIONAL PREVENTION
Pedro Lázaro Heras Carrasco

TREASURY AND REVENUE
Yolanda Ripoll Espinosa

LOGISTICS
Rafael Villa Martínez

QUALITY
Miguel García de Pedro

MARKETING
Jorge Daniel Barrero Manzano

WIDE GAUGE OPERATION
Óscar González de la Riva

ASSIGNMENT AND OPERATIONAL PLANNING
Francisco Javier Marín Polo

CENTRAL CONTROL STATION
Rafael Forero Fernández

RAILWAY SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Santiago Rincón Arévalo

RAILWAY SAFETY MANAGEMENT
Daniel Galván Doheijo

COMMUNICATIONS AND MAINT. CONT. CENTRES
Adolfo García Pardo

CENTRAL WORKSHOP MAINTENANCE
Eugenio Díaz Galán

MAINTENANCE ENGINEERING
Miguel Ángel Navas Álvarez

TRACK SUPERSTRUCTURE
María Teresa de los Ángeles de Miguel

ROLLING MAINTENANCE ENGINEERING AND MAINTENANCE
Jacinto Junquera Mata

RAILWAY ELECTRIFICATION AND SIGNALLING MAINT.
Víctor R. González Jiménez

CLEANING AND THE ENVIRONMENT
Irene Jiménez Palencia

COMMIT
Ignacio Fernández Agraz

ASSETS
Victorino Arranz Basagoiti

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT AND MAINT.
Carmen Miyar Gil

INVESTEE COMPANIES
Ana María Fernández Martínez

CUSTOMER SERVICE
Antonio Hurtado Deriat

DIGITAL CHANNELS
Ana Isabel Blázquez Ponce

INTERNAL COMMUNICATION
Teresa Sancho Ferrer

ADVISORY
-

ADVERSARIAL
Gonzalo José Moreno Gómez

CORPORATE CONTRACTS
Juan Luis Torrejón Puente

LEGAL-LABOUR
Pablo Burgos Herrera

TENDERS
Olalla Pascual Gallardo

COMPLIANCE, RISKS  AND TRANSPARENCY
Pedro Pablo García de Ascanio

AUDIT AND INTERNAL CONTROL 
Miguel Muñoz Cutuli

LEGAL ADVICE
Milagros Ayuso Ferreras

PROCUREMENT AND CORPORATE SERVICES
Nuria López Gimeno

PEOPLE AND STRUCTURE MANAGEMENT
Virginia Navarro Ortega

LABOUR LEGISLATION AND PROCEDURES
Félix Martínez Cachón

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND PREVENTION
Francisco Javier Tarín Martínez

FINANCIAL
Álvaro Calatayud Gómez

MANAGEMENT CONTROL
Francisco Javier Castela Lobato

SUPPLIES
Fernando Pavón Gómez

STRATEGY, QUALITY AND BENCHMARKING
Julio Plaza García

CUSTOMER SERVICE
Álvaro Ruiz Moreno

MEDIA
Francisco Olaya Retamosa

BRAND
Sonia Casado Martín

OPERATIONAL MANAGEMENT OF LINES
Raquel Calvo Aller

OPERATIONAL SUPPORT
Tomás Manzano Polo

OPERATION CONTROL AND PLANNING
Ángel Ferrer Serrano

ROLLING STOCK MAINTENANCE 
Carlos Sancho de Mingo

ROLLING STOCK ENGINEERING
María Lorenzo Moral

FACILITIES MAINTENANCE
Ainoa Pérez Blázquez

FACILITIES ENGINEERING
Dionisio Izquierdo Bravo

BOARD
OF DIRECTORS

CEO

Silvia Roldán Fernández

INSTITUTIONAL 
RELATIONS SUBD.

Cristina Sánchez Masa

COMPANY SECRETARY

Santiago Ruedas Arteaga

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY
Javier Tagarro García

CIVIL WORKS
Jorge Francisco Blanquer Jaraíz

SAFETY
Domingo Gómez Alonso

HUMAN RESOURCES

Pilar 
García Carbonell

ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL

Pablo José 
Escudero Pérez

OPERATIONS

Fernando J. Rodríguez 
Méndez

ROLLING STOCK

Pedro Pablo 
Pascual González

FACILITIES AND 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Isaac 
Centellas García

RAILWAY OPERATIONAL 
SAFETY

Carlos 
Cuadrado Pavón

CUSTOMER, BRAND AND MEDIA 

Miguel F. Oliver García

RAILWAY OPERATIONS

Juan Pablo Tebar Molinero

SAFETY AND 
CIVIL PROTECTION

Víctor Brocate Aparicio

ORGANISATIONAL 
CHART OF METRO 
DE MADRID
AT 31 DECEMBER
2020
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EVOLUTION OF THE PRESENCE OF WOMEN 
IN POSITIONS OF RESPONSIBILITY MANAGERS

DIVERSITY BY SEX IN GOVERNING AND MANAGEMENT 
BODIES AND IN THE METRO MANAGEMENT 

AT 31 DE DECEMBER 2020 AND COMPARISON WITH 2019 AND 2018

There is no policy setting out objective diversity criteria 
on the election or reappointment of the members of the 
governing and management bodies. In the case of the 
General Shareholders' Meeting and the Board of Directors, 
their election depends on their public office, so a specific 
diversity policy cannot be established.

The management bodies are made up of members of the 
Company's management structure, which in recent years has 
been undergoing a positive evolution in terms of the presence 
of women in positions of responsibility.

The people who make up Metro's governing and management 
bodies are governed by the Equality Plan, which aims to 
achieve a greater degree of integration and gender equality 
and promotes equal treatment and opportunities for Metro 
de Madrid workers. 

DIVERSITY IN THE GOVERNING AND MANAGEMENT BODIES

Strategy and
business model

Governance and 
risk management
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AVERAGE REMUNERATION OF STAFF 
OUTSIDE COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT

2018 2019 2020

Women 92,061.60  94,564.73 2.72% 93,385.16 -1.25%

Men 95,421.21 97,572.55 2.25% 97,883.34 0.32%

The members of the governing bodies - the General Shareholders' Meeting and the Board of 
Directors - do not receive any type of remuneration from Metro de Madrid for their work or for 
their participation in ordinary or extraordinary meetings.

For their part, the remuneration of the CEO, the directors and the deputy director is fixed and 
has no performance-based variable component and there are no productivity bonuses for 
achieving targets. It is made up of basic salary and annual seniority. Their remuneration is 
subject to the General Budget Act of the Regional Government of Madrid.

REMUNERATION

Strategy and
business model

Governance and 
risk management
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Proper risk management is a priority for Metro de Madrid. 
Therefore, it has control and management systems in 
place to deal with threats and uncertainties related to 
strategy, service provision and the environment in which 
it operates.

The Company identifies and manages its main risks 
through various management systems: the Corporate 
Risk Management system, the Compliance system, 
the management of risks related to railway safety, the 
prevention of occupational risks, as well as other risks 
associated with the different management systems 
relating to the organisation’s main processes.

Through their different approaches and respective 
methodologies, each of these systems ensures that the 
main risks that might affect Metro are identified, measured 
and managed and action plans are implemented and the 
likelihood of consequences resulting from their activation 
are mitigated.

The Corporate Risk Management system, developed 
on the basis of the conceptual approaches of the COSO 
model, identifies high-level risks in the corporate risk map 
and prioritises and manages them, monitoring the risk 
level and implementing action plans for their mitigation 
and subsequent control. 

The 65 risks identified in this system also include 
economic, social and environmental risks and risks 
to the Company’s social responsibility. These are all 
regularly analysed and supervised by the management 
for decision-making.

Metro is currently working on the systematisation of its own 
management model, boosting the definition and revision 
of the controls and mitigating actions and improving the 
governance and reporting model for their simplification, 
which will allow greater efficiency in decision-making.

The Compliance system (see also Ethics and 
transparency) aims to ensure that Metro de Madrid 
complies with applicable external and internal regulations 
in all of its areas of activity and manages risks related to 
ethics and regulatory compliance: 20 groups with a total 
of 165 identified risks.

 

These include several risk groups related to economic, 
environmental and social issues that are regularly 
assessed, as well as the controls used to mitigate them.

This system is managed by an independent organisational 
department that reports directly to the Board of Directors, 
without any hierarchical dependence or functional link 
whatsoever with the different functional management 
areas or with the executive management.

RISK MANAGEMENT

In 2020, a review was conducted of the map of 
corporate risks, considering the implications in 

the short and long term, and a new management 
group was launched relating to the specific risk of 

pandemics, epidemics and mass infections Functions of the regulatory 
compliance system
• Identification and evaluation of risks 

linked to regulatory compliance

• Implementation of policies, procedures 
and controls in order to prevent and 
mitigate those risks

• Monitoring of compliance with the 
regulations subject to the scope of application 
of the function, as well as the effectiveness 
of the controls established 

Strategy and
business model

Governance and 
risk management
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BREAKDOWN OF INTERNAL
AUDITS BY TOPIC

Environmental MS 1

Economic 5

Social /Other 30

TOTAL 36

36 INTERNAL CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT SYSTEM AUDITS IN 2020

Audit type Number of audits Total

Management system audits 2020 12 12

Internal control audits

Recurring 9

242020 8

Follow-up of previous audits 7

TOTAL 36

Over the past year, the independent internal audit function has been strengthened in order to monitor the effectiveness of procedures and contribute towards the ongoing improvement of 
quality and compliance. This is done with a cross-cutting and integrated approach, which is a key and fundamental piece of good governance and risk management.

AUDIT AND INTERNAL CONTROL

 THE THREE-YEAR AUDIT PLAN (2018-2020)
This includes operational audits relating to compliance with existing internal controls in the processes and procedures 
corresponding to the main selected risks and audits of the certified management systems, as well as prior and ongoing 
administrative verifications for the granting of ERDF funds in pillar 4 of the 2014-2020 Operational Programme (forming 
part as standing members of the fraud assessment team of co-financed operations of the Regional Government of 
Madrid); and the monitoring of the measures identified in the audits that are pending implementation.

In addition to the internal audits of the Certified 
Management Systems based on the UNE-EN ISO 9001, 
UNE-EN ISO 14001 and UNE-EN 13816 standards, work 
has continued with the single certificate as part of the 
evolution towards an ISO 9001 Integrated Management 
System, as well as with the audits of ISO 22320 Emergency 
Management and the new Operational Railway Safety 
standard.

In 2020, and given the exceptional circumstances caused 
by the health crisis resulting from COVID-19, the audit 
processes were conducted remotely (except for specific 
and justified exceptions), using software, in accordance 
with the criteria and protocols established in the UNE-
EN ISO 19011:2018 “Guidelines for auditing management 
systems” standard.

Strategy and
business model

Governance and 
risk management
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Audit of Covid-19 processes and procedures 
In 2020, the Diagnosis and Continuous Improvement of the processes and procedures 
implemented during the health crisis caused by COVID-19 was performed with the aim of 
determining the degree of compliance with the requirements set in the Specific Regulation 
for the certification of COVID-19 protocols carried out by AENOR.

Verifications of ERDF funds
In addition, the verification was undertaken of four projects under which Metro is eligible 
for obtaining additional funds for the co-financing of expenditure in the 2014-2020 ERDF 
Operational Programme, under pillar 2 “Enhancing access to and use and quality of ICT”.

In 2021, Metro plans to work on:
• Incorporating new audits resulting from the new action plans to mitigate 

corporate and compliance risks

• Strengthening the use of virtual environments that allow a more effective 
development of internal audit processes

• Identifying potential synergies and duplications between the Internal 
Control and Certified Management Systems audit processes

• Promoting strategies and mechanisms for the integration of processes and 
incorporation into a corporate map

AUDIT AND INTERNAL CONTROL

Strategy and
business model

Governance and 
risk management
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Year 2017-2020 Updated: 20/01/2021

Station modernisation Current budget Percentage*

Project design € 51,659,460.00 58.28%
In procurement € 7,279,650.00 8.21%
In progress € 13,615,450.00 15.36%
Complete € 16,084,498.40 18.15%

Plan Total € 88,639,058.40

AN ESSENTIAL 
QUALITY 
SERVICE

Availability, accessibility and operational and railway safety on a network such as Metro de Madrid all depend on the 
condition of its facilities. In 2020, Metro de Madrid continued to engage in actions aimed at improving and maintaining its 
facilities, which required an investment of more than 134.8 million euros. A breakdown of this investment can be found in 
the Management Report.

 STATION MODERNISATION PLAN
Under this plan, which has been allocated a budget in excess of 88.6 million euros, Metro de Madrid is upgrading its 
facilities and raising standards to meet those set for the network as a whole in recent years. 

* Degree of progress for works currently under way.

FACILITY IMPROVEMENT AND MAINTENANCE
In 2020, Metro de Madrid consolidated its position as an 
important social stakeholder in the Region of Madrid and 
as a service that is essential for enabling the public to go 
about their daily lives.

Despite the fallout from COVID-19 and its impact on 
business by the Company, Metro de Madrid has continued 
to develop a number of plans and engage in actions aimed 
at providing a better service and doing so safely, efficiently 
and sustainably through:

• Facility improvement and maintenance

• Increased transport capacity

• More availability of trains

• Operational measures

• Improved safety and comfort

An essential 
quality service

An efficient 
service

A service 
with a future
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FACILITY IMPROVEMENT AND MAINTENANCE

Line 4 was re-opened in March 2020 following two months of work to renovate railway signalling and to electrify 
the overhead line. Allocated a budget of 47 million euros, the main goal was to increase traffic safety and reliability 
and to improve the quality of service. Railway signalling and overhead line electrification was harmonised 
by installing a complete rigid overhead power cable system.

This system enables the number of network incidents to be reduced and maintenance costs to be lowered.

The new signalling has led to increased safety and availability on the line. It also enables transport capacity 
to be raised given that it allows more trains to run and provide a service at the same time.

• Renovation of architectural finishes and renovation 
of facilities in Príncipe de Vergara, Tribunal, Gran Vía, 
Esperanza, Arturo Soria, Alfonso XIII, Prosperidad, 
Avenida de América-4 and Ascao.

• Asbestos removal from rooms and areas with ACMs.

• Improvements to climate conditions in various 
entrance lobbies across the network.

• Renovation of entrance canopies on Line 12.

• Upgrades to the Aeropuerto T1-T2-T3 entrance 
lobby.

 MAIN ACTIVITY IN 2020: 
• Urgent works at Hospital del Henares.

• Tunnel works

 • Renovation of ventilation shaft grilles on Lines 1, 3 
and 12, among others.

 • Upgrades to the pumping shaft on Line 3, between 
Villaverde Bajo-San Cristóbal.

• Construction of a new shed for bogies at the Canillejas 
Yard, where the Central Workshops are also being 
renovated.

• Preparation of spaces for the transfer of workers from 
Cuatro Caminos at the Canillejas, Laguna, Ventas and 
Hortaleza yards.

• Signage.

• Complementary works in terms of accessibility 
for adapting the underground network to legal 
requirements, with a focus on the installation of tactile 
paving tiles on platform edges.

An essential 
quality service

An efficient 
service

A service 
with a future
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Year 2017-2020 Updated: 20/01/2021

Accessibility and Inclusion Plan Current budget Percentage*

Project design € 63,003,938.59 43.22%
In procurement € 10,335,268.00 7.09%
In progress € 28,581,796.60 19.61%
Complete € 43,863,320.51 30.09%

Plan Total € 145,784,323.70

 ACCESSIBILITY AND INCLUSION PLAN 
Under this plan, which has been allocated a budget in excess of 145 million euros, 73.08% of 
stations will become fully accessible. At the close of 2020, this had already been achieved at 
65.89% of them.

Metro de Madrid is preparing a new accessibility plan that will run up to 2027 and that, just like 
the previous plan, will be developed in partnership with CERMI Comunidad de Madrid.

• New and improved lifts

 • New lifts entered service in 2020 at the Bilbao and Plaza Elíptica stations, and work is 
under way at the Príncipe de Vergara, Tribunal and Gran Vía stations.

 • At the same time, complementary measures have been implemented at those stations 
already with lifts aimed at achieving total accessibility.

* Degree of progress for works currently under way.

FACILITY IMPROVEMENT AND MAINTENANCE

• Induction loop system in the intercoms

 The installation of this system enables people with hearing aids to more 
effectively interact with the Metro de Madrid staff helping them via the intercoms, 
as clearer messages can be received thanks to a system that eliminates ambient 
noise to improve clarity.

 The installation of induction loops began in 2019 as a pilot project at the Las 
Rosas Metro station, where various tests were conducted with hearing-impaired 
volunteer users from the Aspas Association.

 At present, the system has been installed at a dozen stations and is scheduled 
for extension to another 42. It will be installed in the intercoms at those stations 
where accessibility and modernisation improvement works are taking place, as 
well as at those where these works have already been completed.

An essential 
quality service

An efficient 
service

A service 
with a future
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 FACILITY 
MAINTENANCE
The underground network is diverse in terms of age, 
architecture and the technological and construction 
solutions employed. It therefore requires constant 
monitoring and analysis in order to plan and streamline 
maintenance work and the renovation of equipment 
and facilities.

Metro de Madrid employees represent the first line of 
action in this control system. However, they also have 
other tools in their arsenal that enable a rapid response 
to any incident related to the condition of facilities.

 REMOTE CONTROL AND 
MANAGEMENT OF FACILITIES
The COMMIT (Telecommunications and Facility 
Maintenance and Monitoring Operations Centre) 
is an international benchmark in terms of incident 
management and predictive and corrective 
maintenance.

This control centre enables escalators, lifts, ticket 
sales machines, turnstiles, gates, electricity supply 
equipment, signalling equipment and countless other 
installations distributed across the entire network to be 
managed remotely.

• It includes 30,153 of the 35,015 existing devices 
(86.1%)

• 77.2% of devices can be controlled remotely 
(enabling incidents to be resolved remotely).

FACILITY IMPROVEMENT AND MAINTENANCE

As a result of the health crisis, the reduction in mobility and 
increase in working from home, the number of incidents fell in 
2020 while the number of IT incidents reported by employees 
rose.

• Over 172,000 incidents related to facilities, infrastructures 
and communications, which is a reduction of 20% on 
2019.

• Close on 43,000 incidents, tickets and requests for 
information about IT systems, which is 30% more than in 
the previous year.

Besides the modernisation and remodelling works, Metro 
de Madrid is engaged in maintenance tasks that lead to an 
increase in the reliability and availability indices, a reduction 
in incidents and the type and cost of responses.

• Escalators: 1,703 escalators with an availability index of 
98.35%

 • Complete upgrade: 298 escalators.

 • Handrail upgrade: 395 escalators.

 • Installation of missing step detection device: 924.

 • Modernisation of 896 escalators and moving 
walkways.

 • Electrical control upgrade on 283 escalators.

 • Upgrades to enable monitoring from the COMMIT 
and to streamline remote control functionalities: 36 
escalators and 4 moving walkways.

 • Improvements to guarantee operational safety on 
106 escalators.

 • Modernisation of protection equipment in the 
vicinity of 210 escalators.

• Lifts: 551 lifts with an availability index of 98.81%

 • Upgrade of 181 lifts.

 • Installation of accessible buttons on 481 lifts.

• Ticket sales and control:

 • CPU replacement in 246 ticket sales machines.

 • Electromechanical replacement of 48 turnstiles.

 • Replacement of 130 reader kits for electronic 
payment via bank card.

• Low voltage installations

 The lighting towers in eight yards have been upgraded 
and the lighting of 60 emergency exits on Line 12 has 
been improved, among other things.

• Ventilation shafts

 70 ventilation shafts on Lines 2, 9 and 11 have been 
upgraded and integrated into the COMMIT to guarantee 
safety and operation while also improving availability 
and reliability, with the corresponding knock-on effects 
on efficacy and efficiency as a platform and tunnel 
ventilation system

• Air conditioning

 Temperature measurement devices have been installed 
and integrated into the COMMIT for work rooms and 
other spaces at 213 stations.

An essential 
quality service

An efficient 
service

A service 
with a future
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EXISTING FLEET (NUMBERS OF CARRIAGES)

Series 2018 2019 2020

2000 724 724 724

3000 500 500 500

5000 202 202 202

6000 46 46 46

7000 222 222 222

8000 389 389 389

9000 258 258 258

TOTAL 2.341 2.341 2.341

FACILITY IMPROVEMENT AND MAINTENANCE

 INCREASED TRANSPORT  
CAPACITY
• The transformation of Line 4 has enabled transport 

capacity to be increased on the line while also 
improving reliability and safety. Travel times on the line 
have also been reduced by 7.3 minutes, decreasing the 
number of disruptions and boosting energy saving.

• The implementation of new gears during automatic 
train operation (ATO) on Line 10 makes it easier to 
operate four-carriage trains and thereby increase 
capacity on the line.

 MORE AVAILABLE TRAINS
• The rolling stock of Metro
 Metro de Madrid has continued to work on improving 

the reliability, availability, maintainability and digital 
transformation of its fleet of rolling stock by pushing 
the implementation of new technologies while also 
dealing with daily issues in order to offer the best 
possible service to passengers. 

 Metro trains are fitted with the most modern 
automatic motion protection systems as well as the 
most advanced features for passengers.

 • 2,341 carriages, plus eight Light Metro units 
(running on ML1).

 • Average age of 20.04 years.

To facilitate maintenance tasks, maintenance and civil 
engineering workers have been provided with 404 
tablets to make it easier for them to consult technical 
documentation and site plans.

 TRACK MAINTENANCE
Tracks are monitored in the same way as all other 
infrastructures to provide information on their condition. 
This is performed using ultrasound rail auscultation and 
track geometry measurement systems. Approximately 
75,000 ultrasound inspections are performed on welds 
each year, which enables reliability to be increased.

Track maintenance works not only guarantee traffic 
safety but also improve comfort while travelling on the 
underground network due to a reduction in vibrations, 
for example. In 2020:

• Track diagonals were upgraded on Line 4 between 
the Avenida de América and Diego de León stations 
and between the Goya and Lista stations; on Line 
5 between Vista Alegre and Carabanchel, between 
Alonso Martínez and Chueca and between Gran Vía 
and Callao.

• Track condition was improved between Cuatro 
Vientos and Joaquín Vilumbrales on Line 10.

An essential 
quality service

An efficient 
service

A service 
with a future
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In km Fiabilidad entre 
averías

Fiabilidad entre 
perturbaciones

In km Reliability between 
faults

Reliability between 
disruptions

2019 35,820 193,458

Difference 2.36% 14.84%

2020 36,713 160,764

Difference 2.49% -16.9%

% avaibality

Year 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100

2003 95.15%

2004 97.17%

2005 97.65%

2006 97.56%

2007 97.72%

2008 97.86%

2009 97.94%

2010 97.65%

2011 97.61%

2012 97.69%

2013 97.73%

2014 97.88%

2015 97.41%

2016 97.37%

2017 96.98%

2018 97.23%

2019 96.01%

2020 94.76%

AVAILABILITY TREND 
IN WORKING DAYS 

AT 7:30 HORAS

FACILITY IMPROVEMENT AND MAINTENANCE

 “RESPONSIBLE” PROCUREMENT 
OF NEW TRAINS
Metro de Madrid has finalised the process of drawing up 
the specifications for the design, manufacture and supply 
of 60 new trains, which will most likely be allocated to lines 
6 and 8.

Their entry into service will enable a reduction in associated 
costs, given that their specifications are based on their 
lifespan. This means that their requirements have 
considered not only the procurement cost based on the 
features requested but also their lifespan cost in terms of 
operating costs (power consumption) and maintenance 
costs (preventive and corrective), as well as the cost of 
disposal when they must be taken out of service.

In addition, the specifications include specific environmental 
requirements that not only consider train operation and 
maintenance but also their design, manufacture, selection 
and material handling. Every technical or aesthetic solution 
must be conceived, reasoned and justified by rigorous 
analysis of the possible impacts on the environment and 
health.

For the first time, a methodological approach has been 
adopted that enables the environmental performance of 
products to be assessed, presented and compared on the 
basis of an exhaustive evaluation of their environmental 
impact throughout their lifespan (“environmental 
footprint”).

The average availability of trains in 2020 stood at 94.76% 
(compared with 96.01% in 2019).

• Reliability

The availability of rolling stock for providing the service 
is tied to reliability levels, an indicator that measures the 
average kilometres travelled by a train between faults 
that do not affect service; and between disruptions, 
which can indeed compromise provision of the service.

In order to increase availability, the rolling stock of 
Metro de Madrid is subject to a rigorous preventive 
maintenance plan every year that includes more than 
13 visits to workshops for fixed review, which also 
enables reliability, quality and safety levels to be raised.

 AVAILABILITY TREND14

14. On working days, at rush hour (07:30).
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FACILITY IMPROVEMENT AND MAINTENANCE

15. The RFIG is made up by High-Speed trains, electric and diesel locomotives, electric and diesel self-propelled trains, carriages, ancillary rolling stock and historic equipment.

5,525

6,473

5,582

6,578

238

11,465

292

12,483

SHORT CYCLE 
INSPECTIONS

ITEMS
REPAIRED

LONG CYCLE
INSPECTIONS

CORRECTIVE 
MAINTENANCE 
OPERATIONS

IN 2020

OPERATIONS

OPERATIONS

OPERATIONS

OPERATIONS

IN 2020

IN 2019

IN 2019

 PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE OF THE ROLLING STOCK
Metro de Madrid is a benchmark in terms of maintenance. Together with RENFE and 
Patentes Talgo S.L., it is one of only three national entities (from a total of 47) with the ability 
to maintain any rolling stock from the General Interest Railway Network (RFIG)15. This is 
due to the Central Maintenance Workshop, which is recognised as a Railway Rolling Stock 
Maintenance Centre.

• Short cycle inspections:

 • Visit (every 30 days): functional and safety inspection to check the condition and 
functionality of equipment and systems.

 • A/B modular inspection (every 120,000 km or every year): in-depth check and 
inspection of mechanical, electrical and pneumatic equipment.

 • C modular inspection (every 150,000 km or every 14 months): in-depth check and 
inspection of equipment in the passenger cabin (doors), driver’s cabin and electronic 
equipment.

 • D/E modular inspection (every 180,000 km or every 18 months): in-depth check and 
inspection of mechanical equipment (bogies) and couplings.

• Long cycle inspection

 This takes place every 600,000 km or every six years and involves an extensive general 
performance check for which all train equipment (over 100 items) is disassembled, 
checked and repaired.

This work is combined with specific maintenance actions that depend on the special 
characteristics of each train component; a comprehensive inspection based on maintenance 
plans that include various industrial maintenance technologies used only in aviation and at 
nuclear power plants.
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FACILITY IMPROVEMENT AND MAINTENANCE

+3,000
PROJECT TEAMS
(installations, machines 
and work equipment).

+1,000
LIFTING EQUIPMENT

(see-saws, tools, chain 
and textile slings)

39The following took place in 2020

SAFETY INSPECTIONS
• 23 as part of the Short Cycle Maintenance Service
• 14 as part of the Central Workshops Maintenance Service
• 2 as part of the Rolling Stock Maintenance 
 Engineering Service

30Including 

PREVENTIVE OBSERVATIONS
Leading to further action.
• 12 as part of the Short Cycle Maintenance Service
• 15 as part of the Central Workshops Maintenance Service
• 3 as part of the Rolling Stock Maintenance 
 Engineering Service

22Work took place on 

INSTRUCTIONS
AND PREVENTION RULES
• 4 operation instructions
• 4 operation instructions
• 4 general instructions
• 10 specific 

1
CENTRAL 

WORKSHOP
of 36,000 m2

12
MAIN 

WORKSHOPS
of the highest level.

10
SECONDARY 
WORKSHOPS
of the highest level.

+700
EMPLOYEES

4
SHIFTS

+600
CHEMICAL 
PRODUCTS

used

KEY FIGURES ON ROLLING STOCK MAINTENANCE
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FACILITY IMPROVEMENT AND MAINTENANCE

 CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE OF THE ROLLING STOCK
Metro de Madrid undertakes various actions aimed at reducing the faults and disruptions that might arise as a result of incidents with the trains and to improve the quality of service. The 
following actions are taken to this end, among others:

• Improvements and renovation of equipment and train components.

• Implementation of new IT systems to facilitate the communication of possible incidents.

• Installation of sensors on trains for subsequent processing of the data for use in planning maintenance and repairs.
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OPERATIONAL MEASURES

 TICKET SALE SYSTEMS
Metro de Madrid has 1,277 transport ticket sales 
machines (the same number as in 2019), with an 
availability of 99.02%. The following actions took place 
in 2020:

• Equipment reorganisation
 • At the Aeropuerto T1-T2-T3 station, the ticket 

sales and control equipment was reorganised to 
provide more space in the entrance lobby and 
prevent crowding. Two new machines were added 
to speed up access to the station.

• Equipment improvement
 • 46 ticket sales machines were renovated to fit them 

with “MULTI” Public Transport Card dispensers, 
enabling an improvement in the ticket sales offer 
at 33 entrance lobbies across the network. This 
improvement required an investment of 476,000 
euros.

 • 35 machines were renovated to fit them with 
banknote acceptance devices with a change return 
module, which improves the customer experience 
by enabling change to be received following a 
purchase in coins and banknotes. This action 
also enables operating costs to be improved 
because it reduces the need to refill coins for 
change purposes in the modified machines. This 
improvement required an investment of 240,000 
euros.

• New sales interface for Gran Vía
 • Ready to serve this station 4.0, this interface was 

validated with real userswho rated the new design 
with a score of 8.7 points. 70% of validators 
described the system as “much more intuitive 
and easier to use”.

In 2021, Metro de Madrid will install the new sales 
machines at Gran Vía with a 42-inch touchscreen based 
on the Station 4.0 model and plans to begin installing 
“contactless” card payment readers, which will enable 
passengers to make payments more easily and quickly 
using a smartphone.

 CONTROL SYSTEMS
Metro de Madrid currently has 2,571 validation 
machines at its facilities, with an availability of 99.3%.

• Capacity control
In order to guarantee passenger safety, this new 
system was designed and put into production. It 
enables passenger entry based on the demand 
at each station on the network, limiting access in 
intervals of less than five minutes to guarantee 
compliance with the safety measures imposed by 
the health authorities in response to COVID-19.

• New ticket validation machines
A contract for the installation of 52 new ticket 
validation machines was awarded in 2020. These 
machines will be installed at stations where 
passenger crowding occurs due to sports events, 
protests or other such large-scale gatherings.

They will enable passenger flow to be increased.

• Ticket validation with smartphones
Metro de Madrid is working on a new ticket validation 
system that uses mobile devices, which will coexist 
alongside card payment.

• EMV payment
Metro de Madrid continues to work on the definition 
of projects to enable payment and validation at 
turnstiles using contactless bank cards, which will 
become a reality within the next few years and will 
be implemented in all entrance lobbies.

• New controls for the Station 4.0
The Gran Vía station will be the first to have new 
turnstiles developed from a user-focused approach, 
with improved ergonomics, usability and information 
options.
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2018 2019 2020

OPERATING COSTS 861,277,177 871,806,623 886,852,716

Amortisation 112,170,755 110,606,924 104,222,776

Financial costs 8,596,333 6,205,364 7,114,341

COVID revenue -16,898,545

RS maintenance -33,573,662 -35,817,128 -35,796,360

BUSINESS COSTS 948,470,603 952,801,783 945,494,928

Metro de Madrid is a public Company and therefore bases management on a streamlined 
use of resources aimed at offering a quality service at a reasonable cost, as well as ensuring 
business continuity from a perspective focused on efficiency and financial sustainability.

Under normal circumstances, the fundamental goal is for the cost per passenger to always 
rise at a slower rate than the revenue from passenger transportation. In other words, costs 
should always increase more slowly than the growth in demand.

It was not possible to achieve this goal in 2020 because demand fell by 48.36% as a result 
of COVID-19.

AN EFFICIENT 
SERVICE
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BUSINESS COST / PASSENGER

2018 2019 2020 Difference 
2020-2019

Business cost € 948,470,603.00 € 952,801,784.00 € 945,494,928.00 -0.77%

TFM operation 
revenue € -10,074,246.00 € -11,078,120.00 € -11,021,735.00 -0.51%

MLM operation 
revenue € -7,520,949.00 € -7,566,826.00 € -7,654,449.00 1.16%

Ticket sales 
commission € -23,245,908.00 € -24,110,018.00 € -12,652,540.00 -47.52%

Operation 
revenue 
(TFM, MLM, 
VTA, TIT)

€ -40,841,103.00 € -42,754,964.00 € -31,328,724.00 -26.72%

Metro 
passenger cost € 907,629,500.00 € 910,046,820.00 € 914,166,204.00 0.45%

Passengers € 657,211,853.00 € 677,476,027.00 € 349,845,647.00 -48.36%

COST PER 
PASSENGER € 1.3810 € 1.3433 € 2.6131 94.53%

BUSINESS COSTSTRAIN OPERATION COST / CARRIAGE·KILOMETER

2018 2019 2020 Difference 
2020-2019

Total 504,699,577.00 € 504,674,507.00 € 490,128,953.00 € -2.88%

Carriages·km 189,023,133.00 € 182,958,870.00 € 171,235,153.00 € -6.41%

Cost/carriage·km 2.6700 € 2.7584 € 2.8623 € 3.77%

600,000,000 €

500,000,000 €

400,000,000 €

300,000,000 €

200,000,000 €

100,000,000 €

0 € 2020 2019 2018

TRAIN 
OPERATION COST

STATION 
OPENING COST

ADMINISTRATION
COST

STATION MANAGEMENT COST / STATION OPENING HOUR

2018 2019 2020 Difference 
2020-2019

Total € 283,125,313.00 € 280,173,871.00 € 285,190,451.00 1.79%

Station 
opening hours 2.197.300,00 € 2.203.079,00 € 2.140.878,00 € -2,82%

Cost/station 
opening hour € 128.85 127,17 € 133,21 € 4,75%

ADMINISTRATION COST / PASSENGER

2018 2019 2020 Difference 
2020-2019

Total € 160,645,714.00 € 167,953,405.00 € 170,175,524.00 1.32%

Average 
workforce 6.883,00 € 7.015,00 € 7.165,00 € 2,14%

Administration 
Cost / average 
workforce

€ 23,339.49 € 23,942.04 € 23,750.95 -0.80%

Due to the sharp decline in demand as a result of COVID-19, the cost per passenger has 
risen steeply despite the cost containment measures adopted by Metro de Madrid, which 
have reduced business costs this year by 0.77% on 2019. 
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Metro de Madrid continues to look ahead by designing formulas that will lead to 
improvements in service provision and management, as well as all related issues such as 
passenger safety and information and station remote control.

With that in mind, it is working on a digital transformation plan that seeks to adapt its offer 
to demand more swiftly while also enabling a real-time connection between customers, 
employees and the facilities and equipment themselves.

Metro de Madrid’s future-looking project stems from the digital transformation and from 
the study and implementation of technological advancements that will impact facilities, 
trains and stations while enabling high standards of quality to be maintained, new services 
to be offered and predictive maintenance to be made easier. 

 STATION 4.0
Open digital systems based on industry 4.0 will be installed, enabling users and 
employees to be connected with all facilities in real time.

To this end, work is under way on a re-design of existing station management systems 
- based on closed, less flexible architectures - to convert them into open, standardised 
models. This will impact safety systems, passenger information, station control and 
industrial networks, as well as the ticket sales and control systems.

 DIGITAL TRAINS
This will lead to trains with systems that enable increased reliability, greater energy 
efficiency, condition-based maintenance and a 100% passenger focus. It is based on the 
use of Big Data and Business Intelligence systems built in to the trains themselves and 
will provide more information about customers, lead to improved quality of service and 
an overall increase in efficiency.

 NETWORK OPERATIONS CONTROL CENTRE (CCOR)
This is the perfect example of what Metro de Madrid will be in the future: a fully digitalised 
space. It is a command centre that will combine centralised traffic control, station 
security, passenger information, remote power control, network safety, the COMMIT and 
the rolling stock COMMIT (under development).

With over 100 operator workstations, it will improve the operational quality of the service 
provided and reduce incident response times by resolving them with greater efficiency 
and efficacy. 

 RAILNET
This new communication system involves a general technology overhaul that will 
improve capacity, safety and reliability on the network. 

The digital transformation of Metro de Madrid will also include other key lines of action: 
energy efficiency and sustainability; cyber-security from a strategic, tactical and 
operational perspective; data governance with information processing systems based on a 
collaborative environment; open and scalable systems for swift adaptation to the evolution 
of technologies; a culture of cross-cutting innovation within the organisation; and a focus 
on existing and future customers.

A SERVICE 
WITH A FUTURE
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 INNOVATION FOR MORE EFFICIENT AND SUSTAINABLE 
TRANSPORT
Metro de Madrid is involved in various research projects aimed at fostering the uptake 
of innovative measures to improve the transport service and encourage efficiency and 
sustainability:

• CONNECTA2-SAFE4Rail2 Projects, on networks embedded in rolling stock.

• Membership of the UITP spectrum group (SUG-UITP).

• Membership of the railway group of the Official Association of Telecommunications 
Engineers on connected trains.

• EmulRadio4Rail Project: aimed at building an emulator of various standard radio 
communications technologies in the railway sector.

• TERCIO Project: seeking the development of a distributed radio carrier monitoring 
system that is embeddable and based on radio-software technologies.

• European patent application (18382928.2) for a “device for monitoring catenary-
pantograph interaction in railway vehicles”, conceived, prototyped and tested on 
Metro de Madrid using entirely internal resources.

• SPARC Project: promoted by Metro de Madrid with internal resources to develop a 
device measuring the status of catenary-pantograph contact via auscultation using 
a radio receiver that would be positioned in the passenger area.

• NextGear Project: aimed at studying a way to reduce rolling stock manufacturing 
costs in the future by implementing CBM strategies, installing sensors or the additive 
manufacturing of mechanical components.

• TRANSIT Project: seeking a lesser impact from trains in terms of noise and vibrations.

• MultiX4Rails Project: to study train-earth communications technologies on railways.

• My Rails Project: seeking to develop metrology for measuring power exchange 
between rolling stock and the electricity power supply system, the design of more 
efficient gears and the characterisation of railway systems as a consumer-producer 
of power.
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Metro de Madrid makes a great effort to maintain high 
levels of quality in its public transport service, not only 
through efficient management, but applying ethical criteria 
in all its decisions.

This approach is based on Metro’s system of Compliance  
(see Governance and risk management), which aims to 
ensure that the Company and all its members comply with 
both external and internal regulations applicable in all 
areas of its activity.

The system goes beyond legal compliance: it is based 
on the Code of Ethics and establishes a series of policies 
and tools aimed at managing the main associated risks, 
including those related to corruption and bribery.

 
ETHICS AND 
TRANSPARENCY

The Metro Code of Ethics underpins the Company’s 
mission and defines the model of conduct for those 
forming part of the Company, who accept public service, 
professionalism and integrity as key values in their daily 
work.

Approved in 2017 by the Board of Directors, it is divided into 
five chapters and 24 articles. It establishes the guidelines 
that should be used for professional performance in 
contexts as different as service quality and rail safety, data 
protection, prevention of corruption, acceptance of gifts 
and invitations or conflicts of interest, use of goods and 
resources and prevention of harassment.

CODE OF ETHICS

CORRUPTION AND BRIBERY

There was no evidence in 2020 of any cases 
of corruption and no complaints 
or penalties have been received 

on these grounds.

Moreover, the risk assessment carried 
out in 2020 suggested low risk levels thanks 

to the mitigating action of the controls 
implemented.

Metro puts customers and people 
in general at the heart of its actions 

and responds to their needs effectively 
and efficiently to achieve 

the best results, always acting 
with honesty and transparency.

Public service
Means putting customers and 
people in general at the heart of the 
Company’s actions and decisions.
  

Professionalism
Means providing an effective and 
efficient response, using professional 
skills and available resources to 
achieve the best results.

Integrity
Involves acting honestly and with 
transparency, in accordance with 
professional ethical standards and 
the applicable regulatory framework.

Metro values
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In 2020, Metro de Madrid strengthened its ethical commitment with the approval of 
the Regulations of the Board of Directors and the Corporate Policy on Membership of 
Associations, which are in line with the Code of Ethics and the law on public procurement.

This new policy establishes the basic guidelines and general criteria related to Metro’s 
membership of professional associations, information organisations, working groups, 
clusters, federations, forums, benchmarking groups and in general any not-for-profit 
business groups, thus enhancing the levels of management transparency.

I In 2020, Metro did not make any financial contributions to any political party or group, 
nor did it make payments to sponsor any other companies or organisations. It did make 
a contribution to a foundation and contributions in kind (those offered as information in 
community engagement) and payments for membership of entities and bodies that comply 
with the criteria established in the Corporate Policy on Membership of Associations.

 EXCHANGE OF EXPERIENCE AND KNOWLEDGE 
Metro de Madrid forms part of a number of industrial, business and professional bodies 
based in Spain and abroad, either as an active member or through a representative, 
in which it exchanges knowledge and experience, implements new technologies and 
adapts to international regulations. 

OTHER POLICIES AND TOOLS
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TYPE BODY FEES 2020

IN
TE

RN
AT

IO
N

AL

ALAMYS (Latin American Association of Metros and Undergrounds) €4,000.00

CoMET (Imperial College London) €57,691.85

Global Compact Spanish Network $7,500.00

UITP (International Association of Public Transport) €34,326.90

UNIFE (European Rail Industry Association) €9,000.00

TOTAL €111,171.75

IN
DU

ST
RY

 A
N

D 
BU

SI
N

ES
S

AED (Spanish Association of Executives) €9,500.00

AEDIPE (Spanish Association of Management 
and Personal Development) €600.000

AEM (Spanish Maintenance Association)

AMRE (Association of Renowned Spanish Brands) €4,000.00

ADP (Association for Progress in Management) €1,765.29

ATUC (Association of Urban Collective Transport Management 
Companies) €12,344.00

CEUSS (Business Federation of Security and Service Users) €1,000.00

CEIM €6,263.74

Spanish Energy Club €1,612.96

Excellence in Management Club €7,582.00

DEC (Association for the Development of Customer Experience) €3,500.00

Forética €5,100.00

Foundation of Spanish Railways €10,500.00

GRAN Cees (Major Energy Consumers) €7,714.29

IE CLUB BENCHMARKING (Instituto de Empresa) €2,300.00

Madrid Subterra €14,000.00

TOTAL €87,782.28

TYPE BODY FEES 2020

PR
O

FE
SS

IO
N

AL

AERCE (Spanish Association of Purchasing, 
Procurement and Supply Professionals) €850.00

AGERS (Spanish Risk Management and Insurance Association) €897.65

ASCOM (Spanish Compliance Association) €900.00

SPANISH INSTITUTE OF INTERNAL AUDITORS €365.00

AUSAPE (Spanish Association of SAP Users) €750.00

AUTELSI (Spanish Association of Telecommunications 
and Information Society Users) €2,450.00

CCI (Industrial Cybersecurity Centre) €400.00

CEL Logística €750.00

Spanish Association of Civil Engineers €1,343.20

CUMPLEN (Association of Regulatory Compliance Professionals) €350.00

DIRSE (Spanish Association of Social Responsibility Managers)

Communication Study (Internal Communication Forum) €970.00

IFMA (Spanish Facility Management Society) €350.00

ISMS (Association for the Promotion of Information Security) €550.00

PRL Innovation €880.00

TOTAL €11,805.85

 ASSOCIATIONS AND BODIES OF WHICH METRO IS A MEMBER

OTHER POLICIES AND TOOLS
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OTHER POLICIES AND TOOLS

 CONFLICT OF INTEREST POLICY
The policy defines what it is and how to act, record and document situations of this kind. 
It was approved by the Board of Directors in 2017 and affects the Company’s directors 
and employees. The text has an annex that regulates the projects linked to EU funding 
assistance. The Transparency Portal also publishes information on the membership of 
the members of the Board of Directors of professional associations.

• Two new conflicts of interest occurred in 2020, which, added to those recorded since 
2017, make a total of 10.

 POLICY FOR ACTION IN THE CASE OF OFFICIAL 
DEMANDS, INSPECTIONS, AUDITS OR TAX 
INSPECTIONS (DAWN RAIDS),
Protocol to manage the main requirements of supervisory and regulatory bodies.

There are no legal actions pending or completed with respect to unfair competition, 
monopolistic practices or lack of free competition.

 POLICY ON GIFTS AND INVITATIONS
Regulates the acceptance of gifts and provides guidance to employees on how to act 
ethically and transparently by communicating and recording the acceptance of gifts in 
an inventory that is randomly monitored.

 WHISTLEBLOWING CHANNEL
Allows Metro employees and contractors to report any infringements of the law 
confidentially and securely.  Has a protocol to which employees have access through 
the corporate portal while contractors receive by e-mail. Starting in 2021, queries and 
complaints may also be filed on matters related to breaches of the Code of Ethics. 

• In 2020, four communications were received which were rejected as they were not 
related to the list of offences stipulated by the tool, which include fraud, crimes 
against intellectual or industrial property, or against public health.

Metro also has an Ethics and Compliance Space on the corporate intranet where 
employees can resolve any doubts with respect to ethical and illegal conduct, integrity 
or any other related issue. They may also consult the staff in the Compliance, Risks and 
Transparency Department responsible for the Compliance system.

• In 2020, some 50 queries were received, mainly relating to the acceptance of gifts and 
invitations.

Training and raising awareness are the tools used in Metro to mitigate risks related 
to corruption, bribery and other actions considered illegal. That is why although the 
associated risks were classified as very low in the last assessment carried out in 2020, 
Compliance implemented a comprehensive training plan: 

• Two courses (July and August) given to 45 new electric train drivers.

• 1,876 office employees, including senior management and group heads, technicians 
and administrative staff. In 2021, it will be extended to the rest of the workforce.

The integrated Compliance training plan promotes a culture of corporate ethics. 
Its modules include subjects related to the Code of Ethics, the Whistleblowing Channel, data protection and the main Regulatory Compliance policies and procedures.
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January 9

February 20

March 18

April 9

May 17

June 20

2019 2020

January 1,589 4,250

February 5,510 4,186

March 9,570 5,201

April 19,372 3,521

May 12,058 3,121

June 3,500 1,876

July 3,148 1,987

August 2,450 1,690

September 3,866 2,427

October 4,774 1,934

November 3,710 2,682

December 3,038 1,950

TOTAL 72,585 34,825

July 7

August 3

September 16

October 19

November 17

December 14

TOTAL 169

DISTRIBUCIÓN MENSUAL 
DE LAS SOLICITUDES 

DE INFORMACIÓN

DISTRIBUCIÓN MENSUAL DE ACCESOS 
AL PORTAL DE TRANSPARENCIA 

Y COMPARACIÓN CON 2019

TRANSPARENCY PORTAL

Through the Transparency Portal, Metro de Madrid 
complies with Law 19/2013 on Transparency, Access 
to Public Information and Good Governance, as well as 
Law 10/2019 on Transparency and Citizen Participation. 
The Portal offers continuous and updated institutional, 
legal, economic, budget and statistical information on the 
Company.

The space also allows people to send requests for 
information via email or specific forms.

• 169 requests for information, of which 100% were 
answered within the legal deadline, compared with 182 
in 2019.

• In 2020, there were 34,825 visits in total to the 
Transparency Portal, compared with 72,585 in 2019. 
The Portal offers varied information, such as the 
personnel selection processes in the Company which, 
in April 2019, led to a notable increase in the number of 
visits to the Portal.

• In 2020, there are records of two complaints submitted 
to the Committee for Transparency and Good 
Governance. At the close of this report, there was no 
notice of whether or not they had been admitted. Two 
were admitted in 2019.
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STAKEHOLDER
RELATIONS

COMMUNICATION WITH STAKEHOLDERS
Metro is committed to a permanent and close relationship 
with stakeholders as the best way of making progress 
in complying with the Company’s main goal, which is 
to respond to their expectations by providing a quality 
service.

Metro stakeholders

• Employees

• Customers

• Suppliers

• Shareholders

• Company

• Public Authorities

Having created the `list of stakeholders in 2019, 
Metro de Madrid revised it in 2020, in a process which 
involved identifying and prioritising the most important 
expectations. The health crisis made it necessary to carry 
out another urgent review of stakeholders, as well as their 
expectations, in order to identify initiatives, communication 
channels and actions, which were incorporated into the 
Company’s strategic framework.

In 2020, Metro strengthened its dialogue with stakeholders 
in a scenario marked by uncertainty with the aim of 
developing plans and actions that are more aligned with 
their needs and expectations. 

 EMPLOYEES
Metro communicates with its employees through a 
variety of channels that allow a spontaneous proactive 
dialogue which pays attention to and records the issues 
communicated by employees.

Metro’s relations with its employees are mainly 
governed through agreements reached and reflected 
in the collective bargaining agreement, and developed 
mainly through the interaction inherent to professional 
development, including the hierarchical relations that 
are a part of daily activity and the assessment of 
professional performance.

An ongoing dialogue is also maintained through other 
bodies, including: 

Official committees
Metro is constantly in touch with its employees through 
the official committees on which they are represented.

• Works committee
 This is the representative body for all the employees, 

made up of members chosen every four years after 
the corresponding elections.  In general, the workers’ 

representatives are assigned certain authorities in 
labour relations that basically focus on the following 
aspects:

 • Reception of information from the Company 
and be consulted and issue reports on specific 
matters.

 • Supervision and control of compliance with 
corporate rules.

 • Participation and collaboration in the Company’s 
activity.

 • Negotiation and reaching agreements with the 
Company.

The legal representatives must inform the persons 
they represent - the employees - about any issues 
and matters that could have a direct or indirect 
impact on labour relations. 

The workers’ representatives and those representing 
Management hold regular meetings to exchange 
information and positions with respect to relevant 
aspects and, where appropriate, debate and reach 
agreements.
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COMMUNICATION WITH STAKEHOLDERS

• Cascading committees (Health and Safety Committee):
 These are sets of meetings that deal with and discuss matters directly related to 

occupational health and safety. They are organised into three levels that cover the whole 
hierarchical structure of Metro. The Level 1 committee is made up of the Executive 
Committee; the Level 2 committee is established for each directorate or division. Its 
members are the whole hierarchical line, from the division director or head to the heads 
of service with the membership considered appropriate by each directorate or division. 
Finally, Level 3 is established for each department or service. Its members are also the 
heads of department or service, together with the personnel determined by the latter.

 • Level 1 committee: Annual

 • Level 2 committee: At least annual; meetings are held before those of Level 1.

 • Level 3 committees: At least every six months. In the case of Services whose staff 
mainly carry out mainly administrative and office duties, the frequency of meetings 
shall be at least once a year, and a meeting must in any case be held in the first six 
months of the year.

Employee service office
This is a physical space in which employees can carry out all the administrative procedures 
related to them and receive information.

Social worker office
Provides support to employees who require it by mobilising the Company’s own or external 
resources to advise, monitor, process and adopt the necessary measures related to workers’ 
psychological, social or employment problems. 

Andén Central, the employee portal
This is the collaborative meeting place and main internal communication tool, fostering 
transparency and participation by including such aspects as the valuation of the contents 
by employees, who can establish “communication channels”.

Since the start of the pandemic, this has been transformed into the main source of 
information by centralising all communications related to COVID-19 and instructions on 
how to deal with this complicated situation. It has also allowed remote connection from 
any device or location and access to everything necessary for the performance of day-to-
day work, offering connections and links to other colleagues and supervisors. 
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Together we count” programme
A corporate volunteer programme that gathers information about employees’ social 
concerns and responds to them. In 2021, employees will have access to a volunteer 
platform that will serve as a contact point between them.

COMMUNICATION WITH STAKEHOLDERS

Netro, the employee app
Netro has already been installed by 60.22% of employees on their devices. It makes swift 
communications in real time possible between colleagues and work teams, as it allows 
chats to be created, offering direct access to the Metro employee directory. In 2020, it was 
an essential information channel due to the speed of transmission and ease with which it 
can connect with employees. 

Whistleblowing channel, (see Ethics and transparency). 

Surveys
• On internal communication
 Carried out every year. In 2020, internal communication received a score of 6.34, up on 

the figure of 6.30 in 2019.

 The aim is to discover the workforce’s perception of internal communication, both in 
terms of content and the efficiency of the channels.

• On training: The survey’s purpose is to discover the opinion of participants in the training plan.
 • Satisfaction survey: Gathers information from participants on courses. It is a voluntary 

and anonymous survey for students, in which 4 is the maximum score.

 • Training efficiency survey: Includes 
the opinion of the participating 
worker’s supervisor and assesses 
the training actions completed within 
a period of not more than 10 months 
with respect to the assessment 
period.
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COMMUNICATION WITH STAKEHOLDERS

 CUSTOMERS (see Customers)

Communication and continuous dialogue with customers is key to addressing the 
challenges and opportunities that arise from Metro’s activity. 

Opinion surveys
Metro de Madrid carries out regular opinion surveys in person (except for this year due to 
COVID-19), by phone, through social media and customer samples.

The results of the surveys carried out on perception of quality in Metro de Madrid and the 
general information in 2020 are not comparable with previous years, as they were carried out 
online and not in person.

In 2020, the following surveys were carried out:

• CoMET 2020 Service Perception Survey in a variety of Metros around the world in 2020

• Survey on the image of Metro de Madrid 2020

• Survey on information offered by the Interactive Customer Service Centre (CIAC) of 
Metro de Madrid 2020.

• Online survey of the Perception of Service Quality in Metro de Madrid.

• Online general information survey in Metro de Madrid.

The Safety Survey, which analyses the network users’ assessment of this aspect of service, 
could not be carried out, but an opinion survey was completed through social media on the 
measures adopted to address COVID-19. 

Daily and direct communication
Metro mantiene una comunicación diaria con miles de personas a través de canales que 
facilitan una comunicación en tiempo real e interactiva. 

• Metro communicates every day with thousands of people through channels that make it 
easy to communicate and interact in real time.

• Customer Service Centres (CAC), located in the stations Plaza de Castilla and Sol, 
offering specialised attention in person.

• Interactive Customer Service Centre (CIAC), offering an interactive and multi-platform 
response in real time, by phone, through the website or via e-mail. Customers are 
attended directly and personally. They receive information on the service, and may also 
resolve other queries and make suggestions and complaints.

• In the stations themselves through the commercial supervisor, who offers a personal 
touch to customers, boosting the physical presence and visibility of workers and 
providing a personalised service; and through the intercoms offering a remote service.

• Active listening through Metro’s digital channels: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and the 
official Metro app. 
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Complaints and suggestions
Customers can present complaints and suggestions through channels such as the CAC, 
CIAC, the website, official complaints forms and social media. 

Corporate communication: 
Through www.metromadrid.es and the annual Corporate Governance Report.

 SUPPLIERS
Metro’s relations with suppliers are channelled through the process of acquiring services, 
supplies and works. Dialogue is maintained through the acquisition space located on 
the Metro website, in sessions coordinating business activities, and through meetings 
and contract monitoring activities. (Ver The supply chain). 

 SHAREHOLDERS
The Regional Government of Madrid has been the sole shareholder of Metro since 2011. 
Relations with shareholders as stakeholders are ongoing, through formal and informal 
communications and the Company’s governing bodies: the General Shareholders’ 
Meeting and the Board of Directors, where the Regional Government of Madrid is 
represented.
The governing bodies meet periodically, as explained in the section on Governance and 
risk management.

 SOCIETY
Metro’s relations with the “society” stakeholder are through a number of channels that 
knowledge of the interests, needs and expectations of the community in which the 
Company operates. 

Either through its sole shareholder (Regional Government of Madrid) and the Regional 
Transport Consortium, or directly, Metro is in constant touch with the society in which it 
operates and with the communities in its area of influence.

COMMUNICATION WITH STAKEHOLDERS

There are also other channels and forms of dialogue: 

Opinion surveys (through the surveys carried out on customers).

Alliances with key social institutions to discover the needs of priority groups for 
Metro. As well as one-off collaborations (which are reported in the section Social 
commitment), Metro establishes collaboration agreements through which projects of 
greater scope can be carried out, allowing an exchange of information and knowledge 
on specific institutions:

• Plena Inclusión Madrid.

• Cruz Roja Española [Spanish Red Cross].

• Fundación Capacis.

• Fundación A LA PAR.

• Asociación Arcópoli.

• Down España.
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Representatives from a number of areas in Metro have also participated in various 
international encounters, such as the International Rail Forum for North America, in the 
annual seminar organised by the regional office of UITP in North America; in the Recovery 
Summit and in the Advisory Board for Rail Activation. 

Transparency portal, through which consultations can be made on the Company’s activity 
and management (see more information en Ethics and transparency). 

 PUBLIC AUTHORITIES
Relations with Central Government and those responsible for the different municipalities 
in which Metro operates are constant through the Company’s representatives (Metro’s 
CEO), through the Regional Government of Madrid as sole shareholder and the Regional 
Transport Consortium.

In 2020, this communication has been very intense, due to the situation of  uncertainty 
provoked by the pandemic and the need for greater coordination  to address COVID-19.

COMMUNICATION WITH STAKEHOLDERS

Alliances through which to learn about the environment and national and international 
trends in transport and other areas of interest for Metro, such as sustainability.
(see Social commitment). 

Active participation in work groups together with other bodies and entities:
• “CSR in public-sector companies” action group: A collaborative business platform 

that aims to promote exchange of knowledge between public-sector companies in 
environmental, social and good governance aspects.

• Social Impact Cluster: A meeting point for business, covering leadership, exchange and 
dialogue on subjects of social impact.

• Renowned Brands Forum: A strategic public-private partnership of the main Spanish 
companies with leading brands.

• CoMET Group: An international benchmarking group of the most important underground 
systems in the world.

• Business alliance on the “Future of Sustainability”, together with more than 60 major 
companies, implemented as a result of the pandemic and driven by Forética, of which 
Metro is a partner.

Participation in professional encounters in which a variety of issues of interest for Metro 
and its stakeholders are analysed. In 2020:
• ALAMYS. Participation in the Assembly of Principal Members, Management Committee, 

Technical Committees, Annual Congress 2020. Week of Metrorail Technology of San 
Paulo and other meetings of a technical nature.

• UITP. Participation in the Committee and Assembly of Metros in the Conference on 
combatting COVID-19.

• RAIL LIVE. Participation in the panel discussion How can the world’s urban transport 
organisations provide a cleaner, more connected, more punctual service for the mega 
cities of the future? together with other rail companies.

• Official seminar of the Regional Eurasian Office.

• World Bank Group.

• Executive Committee of ATUC (Association of Collective Urban Transport).
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 THE MOST RELEVANT ISSUES FOR STAKEHOLDERS
In 2020, it was not possible to carry out any studies on the relevance of issues affecting 
stakeholders due to the health crisis and the priorities and challenges faced by the 
Company, although the first materiality analysis had been carried out in 2019.

This study identified social, environmental and ethical behaviour aspects that were most 
relevant for the different stakeholders. They highlighted the following as priorities:

• The importance of Metro as a responsible and committed social stakeholder that 
interconnects the territory.

• Safe and motivating working conditions.

• Concern for ethical and responsible management.

• The key role of quality of service.

• Accessibility of the facilities.

• Metro’s environmental responsibility.

• The need for true and effective communications.

Given the circumstances, Metro has reinforced actions geared to care for and protect its 
customers and employees, while maintaining an optimum level of quality.

Metro plans to carry out a new materiality analysis in the first half of 2021, to discover 
the priority issues for its stakeholders following the health crisis. 

COMMUNICATION WITH STAKEHOLDERS
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THE SUPPLY
CHAIN

Metro’s Corporative Responsibility Policy includes commitments such as the application 
of responsible management of its supply chain to ensure not only Metro’s correct service 
provision, but also its contribution to sustainability.

Metro is committed to maintaining contractual relations with suppliers with whom it can 
guarantee respect for human rights and compliance with its social and environmental 
commitments. The Company does not establish relations with suppliers who may generate 
negative social impacts.

As a company in the public sector, Metro’s procurement is governed by the law on public 
procurement and thus it has the following status:

• Power to award contracts, under Law 9/2017 of 8 October on public-sector procurement, 
which transposes to the Spanish legal system the Directives of the European Parliament 
and of the Council 2014/23/EU and 2014/24/EU, of 26 February 2014.

• Contracting entity, for the purposes of Royal Decree-Law 3/2020 of 4 February, on 
urgent measures by which a number of European Union directives are incorporated into 
Spanish law affecting public procurement in a number of sectors, private insurance, 
pension plans and funds, taxes and tax litigation.

Royal Decree-Law 3/2020, which entered into force on 6 February, 2020, repealing Law 
31/2007 of October, on the procurement procedures for water, energy transport and postal 
services.

All Metro’s contracts are published in the Contractor Profile of the Public Contract Portal 
of the Regional Government of Madrid, as well as the Official Gazette of the Regional 
Government of Madrid (BOCAM), the Official Journal of the European Union (OJEU) and the 
Official State Gazette (BOE), as appropriate.

As established by the Law on Public Sector Contracts, procurement is subject to the 
following principles:

• Freedom of access to tender bids

• Publicity and transparency of procedures

• Non-discrimination and equal treatment of bidders

• Effective use of funds assigned to procurement, to ensure budget stability and control of 
expenses.

• Integrity

• Safeguarding free competition

• Mutual recognition

• Proportionality

• Selection of the economically most advantageous bid

ACQUIRING SUPPLIES, WORKS AND SERVICES
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 SELECTION OF SUPPLIERS
The rules for procurement incorporate social and 
environmental criteria, provided they are related to the 
purpose of the contract and establish that, as far as 
possible, SMEs and companies in the social economy 
should have access to Metro contracts.

Social and environmental clauses are included in all the 
special terms and conditions of the service and supply 
contracts for amounts of 15,000 euros or more and 
works for amounts of 40,000 euros or more.

• By lot, if the application of the above criteria did not 
result in a winner.

In 2020, two framework contract procurement procedures 
were assessed16 based on the inclusion of social and 
environmental criteria. A total of 14 companies took part 
in these two procedures. None of them was included in 
the National Carbon Footprint Register, while six obtained 
the maximum score for the criterion “Reconciliation of 
labour, personal and family life”. In the case of sustainable 
resources within the transport service, four companies 
received a score of more than 50% of the points, and 2 of 
them received the highest possible score.

The document “General terms and conditions for the call 
for bids in minor contracts” (works of an estimated value 
of less than 40,000 euros and services or supplies with 
an estimated value of less than 15,000 euros) specifies 
the requirements to be complied with on health and safety, 
labour law and respect for the environment.

Moreover, in case of a tie in the score between two or more 
bids, the specifications state that the decision between 
them will be made according to the following criteria:

• A greater percentage of workers with permanent 
contracts with disabilities in the workforce.

• A greater percentage of employees who were hired 
from among people at risk of exclusion.

• Fewer temporary contracts in the Company workforce 
as a whole.

• Greater percentage of women employed in the Company 
workforce.

16. Mechanism for rationalising Metro’s procurement through a general 
agreement with one or more economic operators to set the terms and 
conditions to which the contracts included in said agreement must 
adhere within a specific period, in particular with respect to prices and 
the planned amounts, where applicable.

ACQUIRING SUPPLIES, WORKS AND SERVICES
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Estimated value of the contract Contracting body Replacement of the Contracting Body

- Supplies, services and other 
legal transactions: 
less than €15,000

- Works: 
less than €40,000

Head of department 
related to the purpose of the contract

Hierarchical superior.

In the absence or unavailability of 
the latter, any of the division supervisors, 
deputy directors, directors or, in any 
event, the CEO.

- Supplies, services and other 
legal transactions: €15,000 
or more and less than €35,000

- Works: 
€40,000 or more 
and less than €80,000.
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Heads of the department answering 
directly to the Board of Directors or 
the CEO

CEO

In the absence or unavailability of the 
CEO, any of the division supervisors, 
deputy directors or directors.

Division head

Hierarchical superior.

In the absence or unavailability of the 
hierarchical supervisor, any of the division 
supervisors, deputy directors or directors 
and, in any event, the CEO.

Director or deputy director related 
to the purpose of the contract

CEO

In the absence of the CEO, any director or 
deputy director.

- Supplies, services and other 
legal transactions: €35,000 or 
more and less than €3,000,000.

- Works: 
€80,000 or more 
and less than €3,000,000.

Metro CEO Any two directors, deputy directors or 
division heads acting jointly

- Supplies, services 
and other legal transactions: 
€3,000,000 or more

- Works: 
€3,000,000 or more

Board of Directors of Metro

The Board may act on this matter through the 
executive procurement committee created within 
the Board.

ACQUIRING SUPPLIES, WORKS AND SERVICES

 AWARDING CONTRACTS
Procurement procedures in Metro are set out in the 
Internal Procurement Manual which covers the different 
rules applicable to procurement within the Company 
with the aim of making it easier for the different 
departments to apply the laws by which procurement is 
governed in Metro and the rules established within the 
Company to improve the system of procurement and 
ensure control over the supply chain.

The manual identifies the contracting body according 
to the amount of the contracts.

Before awarding the contracts, the Company presenting 
the best bid is inspected to ensure it is not affected by 
any of the prohibitions on contracting established by 
Article 71 of the Law on Public Sector Contracts on 
the final date for the presentation of bids. This status 
must be maintained until the contract is formalised. 
The inspection is carried out by consulting the Official 
Register of Bidders and Qualified Companies in the 
Public Sector (ROLECE).

The companies that are not obliged to be registered in 
the ROLECE have to present a formal statement that 
they are not prohibited from entering into contracts.
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 SUPERVISION OF THE CONTRACTS
Metro requires the companies to comply with the law, including those regulations 
affecting workers’ rights, and includes penalties, special conditions for performance and 
grounds for terminating contracts, designed to promote compliance with obligations on 
environmental, social and labour matters.

The Company has a number of tools for supervising the contracts:

Internal control 
• Validation and approval tasks established for each phase of the contract.

• Monitoring and control of compliance with the agreements during the performance of 
the contracts.

 • Contract supervisor
Law 9/2017 of 8 October on Public Sector Contracts establishes that the 
Contracting Body must appoint a contract supervisor who will be responsible 
for supervising the performance of the contract and adopting the decisions and 
issuing the instructions needed to ensure the correct provision of the agreed 
service, work or supply.

In November 2020, the Board of Directors approved the new “Corporate Contract 
Performance Monitoring Procedure”, which regulates matters including the 
appointment of contract supervisors and their functions.

 • Monitoring platform
In the first quarter of 2021 the “Contract Monitoring Dashboard” tool was launched. 
It will be used by the contract supervisor to manage the performance of contracts 
in the terms required by the aforementioned corporate procedure.

• Penalty system, which includes a number of penalties and grounds for contract 
termination, such as:

 • Delay in payment of wages during the performance of the contract, which will 
involve penalties or be grounds for termination, without the contractor having any 
right to financial compensation.

 • Non-payment of wages or breach of the conditions established in collective 
bargaining agreements will lead to the termination of the contract.

Moreover, random internal audits will be carried out from time to time on the requests 
for contracts submitted to the Executive Committee.

External supervision
Through the contract register of the Region of Madrid, the Audit Chamber, the Governing 
Council of the Regional Government of Madrid and the Administrative Court for Public 
Procurement of the Region of Madrid.

ACQUIRING SUPPLIES, WORKS AND SERVICES
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2019 2020

Contracts executed 2,505 2,238

Different contracts 770 769

Amount of the contracts 296,544,919.52 230,135,419.48

2019 2020

Types of suppliers Number % of total Number % of total Variation 
2020-2019

SMEs 609 79.09% 599 77.89% -8.20%

Companies in 
the Region of Madrid 528 68.57 517 67.23% -2.08%

2019 2020

Contracts with SMEs 2,017 80.52% 1,788 79.89%

Amount of SME contracts 68,039,579.76 22.94% €64,293,400.62 27.94%

Contracts with 
the Region of Madrid 1,885 75.25% 1,625 72.61%

Amount of contracts 
with the Madrid Region 180,708,424.09 60.94% 162,791,707.16 € 70.74%

 CONTRACTS BY TYPE OF CONTRACTOR AND AMOUNT
2019 2020

Works 106 143

Services 638 615

Supplies 1,761 1,480

TOTAL 2,505 2,238

NUMBER OF CONTRACTS BY TYPE

 TYPES OF SUPPLIERS
The suppliers of Metro de Madrid provide works, supplies and services. In 2020, 77.89% of 
suppliers were SMEs and 67.23% were companies established in the Region of Madrid.

97.66% of the suppliers are based in Spain, where there is respect for human rights, and 
the Spanish Workers’ Statute does not admit child labour and forced labour and admits the 
rights of all workers, as well as membership of trade unions.

 CONTRACTS AND AMOUNTS17

The Metro contracts are classified as follows:

• By type:

 • Supply
 • Works
 • Services

17. Data refer to contracts executed for requests completed in 2020.

NUMBER OF CONTRACTS EXECUTED,
NUMBER OF CONTRACTORS AND CONTRACT AMOUNTS

ACQUIRING SUPPLIES, WORKS AND SERVICES
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2019 2020

EMERGENCY 0 42

DERIVATIVES 159 165

MINOR 1,900 1,672

OPEN, SUPER-SIMPLIFIED 53 23

OPEN, SIMPLIFIED 74 88

OPEN, ORDINARY 222 177

NEGOTIATED WITHOUT PUBLICITY 
AND WITH COMPETITIVE BIDDERS 2 3

NEGOTIATED WITHOUT PUBLICITY 
AND WITHOUT COMPETITIVE BIDDERS 95 68

TOTAL 2,505 2,238

NUMBER OF CONTRACTS BY TYPE OF PROCEDURE
• By procedure for awarding the contract:

 • Minor contracts: service or supply contracts for an estimated value of less than 
15,000 euros and contracts for works for a value of less than 40,000 euros.

 • Open super-simplified procedure: This procedure is applied in contracts for services 
or supplies with an estimated value of 15,000 euros or more and less than 35,000 
euros and works contracts for an estimated value of 40,000 euros or more and 
less than 80,000 euros, provided that the criteria of the Public Sector Contract Act 
established for this procedure are met.Open, 

 • Simplified procedure: this procedure may be applied in contracts for services or 
supplies with an estimated value of 35,000 euros or more and 100,000 euros or less, 
and works contracts for an estimated value of 80,000 euros or more and 2,000,000 
euros or less, provided that the criteria of the Public Sector Contract Act established 
for this procedure are met.

 • Open, ordinary procedure: this procedure may be applied in contracts for services or 
supplies of an estimated value of more than 100,000 euros, and works contracts of an 
estimated value of more than 2,000,000 euros.

 • Procedure negotiated without publicity and with competitive bids: This procedure 
may be applied in contracts of an estimated value greater than the thresholds of 
minor contracts, provided that they comply with the criteria that the law governing 
contracts determines for this procedure.

 • Procedure negotiated without publicity and without competitive bids: This procedure 
may be applied provided that it complies with the criteria that the law on contracts 
regulates for this type of procedure.

 • Emergency processing: This procedure may be applied provided that all the criteria 
that the law on contracts regulates for this type of procedure are met.

With the aim of quantifying all the contracts executed, the contracts based on a framework 
agreement are added to the list of the above procedures. Even though it is not a procedure 
in itself, these contracts are those awarded to economic operators with which a framework 
agreement has been concluded, in this case following the criteria marked by contract law.

 CLAIMS AND COMPLAINTS
The contracting body receives advice from the Metro legal services to resolve matters 
related to supplier relations. This ensures ethical and responsible management of the 
supply chain, and reduces possible regulatory risks.

In 2020, 15 claims or special appeals were received relating to contracts before the 
Administrative Court for Public Contracts (TACP) of the Region of Madrid, and two 
administrative appeals to a different institution before the Regional Department of 
Transport, Mobility and Infrastructure, as well as an administrative appeal. During this 
period, the TACP has admitted a special claim on exclusion in a tender corresponding to 
2019. The decision was enforced.

ACQUIRING SUPPLIES, WORKS AND SERVICES
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COMMITMENT 
TO PEOPLE

As a public company which makes use of public resources and offers a basic service for 
people, Metro has a clear commitment to people and expresses its firm responsibility with 
respect to human rights:

• To the 7,260 employees that make up the workforce
 Metro guarantees freedom of association and the right to collective bargaining, as well 

as the right to join any trade union and not be discriminated against for this reason. In 
addition, it is always open to dialogue with trade union representatives from the different 
organisations.

• To over 349.8 million users of the service and to the society in which it operates. 
Both the Code of Ethics and the Quality Policy of Metro de Madrid lay down the 
importance of respect for customers. The Company and all its members are committed 
to acting honestly and transparently, in accordance with professional ethical standards 
and the applicable regulatory framework. Moreover, the Quality Policy recognises equal 
treatment for all customers.

• To the collaborators of the companies with which Metro has works, service or supply 
contracts.

 97.66% of the suppliers are based in Spain, where there is respect for human rights, and 
the Workers’ Statute does not admit child labour and forced labour and admits the rights 
of all workers, as well as membership of trade unions.

 In addition, as an adherent to the United Nations Global Compact, Metro assumes as its 
own the principles governing respect for human, labour and environmental rights, and 
against corruption that make up this international code of ethics, whether in its own 
activity or in the activities carried out by its collaborators and suppliers.

 Metro uses the following tools to identify, prevent and mitigate possible negative impacts 
of its activity, or related activities, on human rights:

MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN RIGHTS
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 EMPLOYEES 
• Collective bargaining agreement (see Employees)
 Metro has an iron-clad commitment to implement 

fair and ethical labour policies, as well as to the 
protection of workers’ rights. It recognises freedom 
of association, the right to collective bargaining, 
the principles of equality and non-discrimination 
and equality of treatment for reasons of gender, 
marital status, age, racial or ethnic origin, social 
condition, language, culture or conviction, political 
ideas, sexual orientation, gender identity, disability, 
membership of a trade union, personal conditions or 
types of contract or working hours.

 Due to the very nature of Metro (a public-sector 
Company) and the environment in which it operates, 
rights related to child or forced labour are not 
mentioned, though they are referred to in the case of 
suppliers. 

• Anti-harassment protocol (see Employees)
 This includes mechanisms for detection and 

intervention in cases of discrimination for reasons 
of sexual orientation and/or identity or gender 
expression, as well as measures to prevent and, 
where necessary, correct and eliminate this conduct 
at the work centre, and establish positive actions to 
integrate the LGTBI community. 

MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN RIGHTS

 EMPLOYEES, CUSTOMERS 
AND SOCIETY
• Corporate Responsibility Policy 

(see Strategy and Business Model)
 Organised around the 17 Sustainable Development 

Goals (SDGs), the policy is based on a firm 
commitment with respect to internationally 
recognised human rights.

• Code of Ethics (see Ethics and transparency)
 This establishes the values and behaviour that must 

guide the way in which Metro professionals perform 
their functions and responsibilities and interact 
with those who use the Company’s services, with 
suppliers and contractors, and with the Company 
itself and its professionals.

• Specific training on human rights 
 3.64% of the workforce received training in 2020 

on human rights policies and procedures. In total, 
237 workers received 1,902.5 hours of training on 
respect for diversity, care for people with intellectual 
disabilities and gender sensitivity.
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 SUPPLIERS
• Internal procurement manual
 This establishes the rules that govern contracts18 in Metro and ensures that 

contractors comply with the obligations applicable on environmental, social and 
labour matters established under European Union law, Spanish law, collective 
bargaining agreements in the provisions of international environmental, social and 
labour law, which are binding on the State, in particular the following:

 • ILO Convention No. 87, on Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to 
Organise.

 • ILO Convention No. 98 on the Right to Organise and Collective Bargaining.

 • ILO Convention No. 29 on Forced Labour.

 • ILO Convention No. 105 on the Abolition of Forced Labour.

 • ILO Convention No. 138 on the Minimum Age.

 • ILO Convention No. 111 on Discrimination (Employment and Occupation).

 • ILO Convention No. 100 on Equal Remuneration.

 • ILO Convention No. 182 on the Worst Forms of Child Labour.

 • The Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer and its Montreal 
Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer.

 • Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes 
and their Disposal (Basel Convention)

 • Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants (POP).

 • Rotterdam Convention on Prior Informed Consent Procedure for Certain 
Hazardous Chemicals and Pesticides in International Trade  (UNEP/FAO (PIC 
Convention), Rotterdam, 10 September, 1998 and its three regional protocols.

For more information, see The supply chain.

MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN RIGHTS

18. Metro forms part of the public sector and has the power to award contracts under Law 9/2017 of 8 October on public-sector procurement, which transposes to the Spanish legal system the Directives of the European Parliament and of the Council 
2014/23/EU and 2014/24/EU, of 26 February 2014 (LCSP), as established in Article 3 of said law. In addition, it has the status of contracting entity for the purposes of Law 31/2007, of 30 October, on procedures for contracting in the water, energy, 
transport and postal service sectors (LCSE), as established in Article 3 in relation to the Second Additional Provision of this law.

 To review and ensure compliance with its commitment to human rights, Metro has a 
number of channels available that allow anyone to submit a claim or complaint on its 
business activity or behaviour, including those that are related to violations of human 
rights. 

 EMPLOYESS AND SUPPLIERS
• Whistleblowing channel (see Ethics and transparency)
 Although it is not specifically associated with complaints of this type, it includes 

references to conduct that infringes the rights of foreign citizens, hate crimes and 
human trafficking. 

• Internal audits (see The supply chain)
 To supervise and guarantee respect for human rights by its contractors, the contracts are 

analysed regularly and internal audits are carried out to guarantee compliance with the 
established regulations governing contracts.

 CUSTOMERS
• Customer service centres (see Customers)
 The users of the underground network have customer service centres accessible 

both in person and online to present claims and complaints on breaches of any kind, 
including those relating to human rights.

 In 2020, Metro did not register any case of human rights violations, or any incidents 
between employees for discrimination of any kind. A total of 8 claims were received 
through customer service centres, mainly for perceived discrimination for reasons of 
nationality, gender or colour by customers.
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Year Nº Employees Change

2018 6,976

2019 7,146 2.44%

2020 7,260 1.60%

EMPLOYEES

Metro de Madrid is committed to stable employment, to 
diversity and equal opportunities, to specialised training 
and lifelong learning for skill building and professional 
development, and to looking after and ensuring the well-
being of the human team at the Company.

United by a strong dedication to public service, the team 
of professionals who make up this hundred-year-old 
Company is one of the pillars that ensure Metro de Madrid 
remains a benchmark mass public transport system in the 
Region of Madrid due to its efficiency, high levels of quality 
and ability to meet the needs of society.

This was clearly demonstrated in 2020 - a year heavily 
impacted by COVID-19 - when the staff of Metro de 
Madrid continued to provide this essential mobility service 
to those people forced to travel in spite of the restrictions 
imposed under the state of emergency.

Providing a quality service is only possible with a well 
trained, safe and committed team. To that end, Metro 
de Madrid is committed to stable employment, to 
protecting, looking after and ensuring the well-being of 
its workers, to specialised training aimed at improving 
skills and professional development, and to boosting the 
involvement, motivation and sense of belonging of its 
7,260 employees.

The main risks faced by the Company in its management 
of human resources are related to the unique nature of 
railway business (requiring highly specific training and 
experience) and to the provision of an essential service 
in changing contexts (forcing the Company to be hugely 
adaptable in terms of reallocating resources and adapting 
to new environments).

 Hence, Metro de Madrid has based its strategy on 
innovation, digitalisation and training but also on a 
consolidated occupational risk prevention management 
system that encourages the incorporation of prevention 
action throughout the organisation to build an effective 
prevention culture.

DATA AT YEAR-END 2020

7,260

47.95
AN AGE 
AVERAGE 
OF

WITH A SENIORITY
OF

EMPLOYEES

YEARS

YEARS20.03

THE EMPLOYEES
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Men Women TOTAL

2020
5,418 1,842 7,260

74.63% 25.37%

GENDER DISTRIBUTION

Men Women TOTAL

Under 30 129 33 162

Between
30 and 50 3,200 835 4,035

Over 50 2,089 974 3,063

TOTAL 5,418 1,842 7,260

AGE DISTRIBUTION

6,000 5,418
5,500
5,000
4,500
4,000
3,500
3,000 74.63%
2,500 1,842
2,000
1,500 25.37%
1,000

500 MEN WOMEN

91.07% of the workforce provide their professional skills to 
the field of railway operation, encompassing all Operations, 
Engineering and Maintenance & Infrastructures personnel. 
More than half of them work in the public eye, serving 
passengers at the stations and carrying them on trains.

• 4,587 professionals engaged in providing a service 
on the network:

 • 1,906 train drivers.

 • 1,866 in direct passenger services.

 • 815 professionals engaged in providing the service.

• 2,025 professionals engaged in maintenance.

 METRO EMPLOYEE PROFILE
Male, aged between 30 and 50, working in an operations and maintenance role.

THE EMPLOYEES
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2020 MEN WOMEN

Activity Professional Category Under 30 Between 
30 and 50 Over 50 Total Men Under 30 Between 

30 and 50 Over 50 Total Women Overall Total

CO
RP

O
RA

TE
 

AD
M

IN
IS

TR
AT

IO
N

Management (*) 0 3 1 4 0 2 0 2 6

Employees 0 44 42 86 0 18 53 71 157

Middle Managers 0 2 6 8 0 0 0 0 8

Support Staff 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 2

Supervisors and Technicians 0 100 80 180 2 107 67 176 356

Qualified Technical Staff 0 37 45 82 0 21 16 37 119

M
AI

N
TE

N
AN

CE

Employees 21 648 510 1.179 0 21 21 42 1,221

Middle Managers 0 29 78 107 0 0 1 1 108

Support Staff 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1

Supervisors and Technicians 1 188 149 338 0 81 17 98 436

Qualified Technical Staff 0 93 156 249 0 1 9 10 259

O
PE

RA
TI

O
N

S

Employees 84 1,812 853 2,749 26 532 763 1,321 4,070

Middle Managers 1 139 101 241 0 7 15 22 263

Support Staff 0 0 9 9 0 1 11 12 21

Supervisors and Technicians 0 24 49 73 0 19 2 21 94

Qualified Technical Staff 0 66 45 111 0 9 19 28 139

OVERALL TOTAL 107 3,186 2,125 5,418 28 819 995 1,842 7,260

EMPLOYEES PER ACTIVITY, PROFESSIONAL CATEGORY, AGE AND GENDER IN 2020

(*) The managing director, general secretary, directors and deputy directors are.

THE EMPLOYEES
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2019 MEN WOMEN

Activity Professional Category Under 30 Between 
30 and 50 Over 50 Total Men Under 30 Between 

30 and 50 Over 50 Total Women Overall Total

CO
RP

O
RA

TE
 

AD
M

IN
IS

TR
AT

IO
N

Management (*) 0 1 2 3 0 1 1 2 5

Employees 1 47 39 87 2 23 53 78 165

Middle Managers 0 2 6 8 0 0 0 0 8

Support Staff 0 1 1 2 0 0 1 1 3

Supervisors and Technicians 0 94 74 168 0 99 61 160 328

Qualified Technical Staff 0 35 48 83 0 17 17 34 117

M
AI

N
TE

N
AN

CE

Employees 27 687 507 1,221 0 19 21 40 1,261

Middle Managers 1 36 76 113 0 0 1 1 114

Support Staff 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 2 3

Supervisors and Technicians 0 190 140 330 0 87 15 102 432

Qualified Technical Staff 0 79 156 235 0 2 9 11 246

O
PE

RA
TI

O
N

S

Employees 116 1,718 794 2,628 33 551 734 1,318 3,946

Middle Managers 1 143 99 243 0 9 13 22 265

Support Staff 0 0 8 8 0 1 11 12 20

Supervisors and Technicians 0 24 47 71 1 17 2 20 91

Qualified Technical Staff 0 69 46 115 0 11 16 27 142

OVERALL TOTAL 146 3,126 2,044 5,316 36 837 957 1,830 7,146

EMPLOYEES PER ACTIVITY, PROFESSIONAL CATEGORY, AGE AND GENDER IN 2019

THE EMPLOYEES

(*) The managing director, general secretary, directors and deputy directors are.
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2018 MEN WOMEN

Activity Professional Category Under 30 Between 
30 and 50 Over 50 Total Men Under 30 Between 

30 and 50 Over 50 Total Women Overall Total

CO
RP

O
RA

TE
 

AD
M

IN
IS

TR
AT

IO
N

Management (*) 0 1 1 2 0 3 0 3 5

Employees 2 48 40 90 2 24 55 81 171

Middle Managers 0 1 7 8 0 0 0 0 8

Support Staff 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 2

Supervisors and Technicians 0 93 70 163 0 0 54 54 217

Qualified Technical Staff 0 33 42 75 0 100 14 114 189

M
AI

N
TE

N
AN

CE

Employees 36 703 508 1,247 0 14 21 35 1,282

Middle Managers 1 33 79 113 0 19 2 21 134

Support Staff 1 0 1 2 0 0 2 2 4

Supervisors and Technicians 0 187 136 323 0 87 11 98 421

Qualified Technical Staff 0 77 155 232 0 2 9 11 243

O
PE

RA
TI

O
N

S

Employees 113 1,637 772 2,522 35 545 699 1,279 3,801

Middle Managers 1 127 97 225 0 7 13 20 245

Support Staff 0 2 9 11 0 0 10 10 21

Supervisors and Technicians 0 23 47 70 0 17 2 19 89

Qualified Technical Staff 0 74 44 118 0 11 15 26 144

OVERALL TOTAL 154 3,039 2,009 5,202 37 829 908 1,774 6,976

EMPLOYEES PER ACTIVITY, PROFESSIONAL CATEGORY, AGE AND GENDER IN 2018

THE EMPLOYEES

(*) The managing director, general secretary, directors and deputy directors are.
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2020 MEN WOMEN

Professional Category Under 30 Between 30 
and 50 Over 50 Under 30 Between 30 

and 50 Over 50 Overall Total

Employees 14 121 13 5 25 1
181

Supervisors and Technicians 0 1 0 0 1 0

2019 MEN WOMEN

Professional Category Under 30 Between 30 
and 50 Over 50 Under 30 Between 30 

and 50 Over 50 Overall Total

Employees 31 121 6 6 32 1
199

Supervisors and Technicians 0 1 0 0 1 0

2018

Professional Category

Employees 226
226

Supervisors and Technicians 23

CONTRACTS PER PROFESSIONAL CATEGORY, GENDER AND AGE 
IN 2020 & COMPARISON WITH 2019

 

 MORE PROFESSIONALS
Metro de Madrid hired 181 professionals19 in 2020:

• 35 new Heads of Sector.

• 145 Electric Traction Train Drivers.

• 1 Deputy Head of Service (Occupational Health 
and Prevention Department Manager).

• 1 Medium-level Assistant Technician 
(Occupational Doctor).

19. The data on new hires (181), employees returning to work (75) and separations (10) include those returning and leaving permanently - for the replacement rate. An employee is considered to have left when their position is not held for them and 
returning employees are considered as those retaking up a position that was held for them. See also the information on page 101 about total equivalent workforce and average equivalent workforce..

(*) The managing director, general secretary, directors and deputy directors are.
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ELECTRIC TRACTION 

TRAIN DRIVERS

In 2021,
new hires include

102

2020 MEN WOMEN

Professional Category Under 30 Between 30 
and 50 Over 50 Under 30 Between 30 

and 50 Over 50 Overall Total

Employees 0 6 1 0 1 2 10

2019 MEN WOMEN

Professional Category Under 30 Between 30 
and 50 Over 50 Under 30 Between 30 

and 50 Over 50 Overall Total

Employees 0 2 2 0 4 3
16

Supervisors and Technicians 0 3 2 0 0 0

RETURNING EMPLOYEES PER PROFESSIONAL CATEGORY, AGE AND GENDER

10 employees returned to work and 75 left employment (and 147 partial retirements). The following new hires are scheduled for 2021:

• 2 Heads of Sector.

• 200 Electric Traction Train Drivers.

• 3 Medium-level Assistant Technicians.
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2020 MEN WOMEN

Reason Professional Category Under 30 Between 
30 and 50 Over 50 Under 30 Between 

30 and 50 Over 50 Overall Total

ABSOLUTE PERMANENT 
INCAPACITY

Employees 1 2 1 1

75

Middle Managers and Non-qualified Technicians 1
Support Staff 1
Supervisors and Technicians 1

TOTAL PERMANENT 
INCAPACITY

Employees 1 5 6
Middle Managers and Non-qualified Technicians
Support Staff
Supervisors and Technicians

VOLUNTARY

Employees
Middle Managers and Non-qualified Technicians
Support Staff
Supervisors and Technicians 1

INCOMPATIBILITY
LEAVE

Employees 2
Middle Managers and Non-qualified Technicians
Support Staff
Supervisors and Technicians

VOLUNTARY LEAVE

Employees 7 2
Middle Managers and Non-qualified Technicians 1
Support Staff
Supervisors and Technicians 1 1

VOLUNTARY LEAVE

Employees 1 8
Middle Managers and Non-qualified Technicians 2
Support Staff
Supervisors and Technicians 3

RETIREMENT

Employees 13 8
Middle Managers and Non-qualified Technicians 5
Support Staff
Supervisors and Technicians

SEPARATIONS PER PROFESSIONAL CATEGORY, GENDER AND AGE. 2020
 SEPARATIONS
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2019 MEN WOMEN

Reason Professional Category Under 30 Between 
30 and 50 Over 50 Under 30 Between 

30 and 50 Over 50 Overall Total

ABSOLUTE 
PERMANENT 
INCAPACITY

Employees 1 2

61

Middle Managers and Non-qualified Technicians 1
Support Staff
Supervisors and Technicians

TOTAL 
PERMANENT 
INCAPACITY

Employees 3 7 1 1
Middle Managers and Non-qualified Technicians
Support Staff
Supervisors and Technicians

TEMPORARY LEAVE 
2018 ABSOLUTE 

PERMANENT 
INCAPACITY 2019

Employees 1 1
Middle Managers and Non-qualified Technicians
Support Staff
Supervisors and Technicians

TEMPORARY 
LEAVE 2018 TOTAL 

PERMANENT 
INCAPACITY 2019

Employees 2 1
Middle Managers and Non-qualified Technicians
Support Staff
Supervisors and Technicians

DISMISSAL

Employees 1
Middle Managers and Non-qualified Technicians
Support Staff
Supervisors and Technicians

INCOMPATIBILITY 
LEAVE

Employees 1 2
Middle Managers and Non-qualified Technicians
Support Staff
Supervisors and Technicians

VOLUNTARY 
LEAVE

Employees 1 4 2
Middle Managers and Non-qualified Technicians
Support Staff
Supervisors and Technicians 1

DEATH

Employees 6
Middle Managers and Non-qualified Technicians
Support Staff
Supervisors and Technicians

RETIREMENT

Employees 13 2
Middle Managers and Non-qualified Technicians 3
Support Staff 1
Supervisors and Technicians 3

There were 86 separations 
in 2018 (60 men and 26 women).

Metro de Madrid neither 
requested a temporary 
lay-off plan (ERTE) nor made 
any redundancies subject to a 
collective bargaining agreement 
in 202020.

Partial retirements in 2021 
will require an agreement on 
this matter either in the future 
collective bargaining agreement 
or in a specific agreement to this 
end with the legal representation 
of the workers. In such an 
event, partial retirement may be 
requested by workers who meet 
the requirements (62 years of 
age; and 35 years of age and 3 
months of contributions) and 
when making the request at 
a time when the hiring of new 
employees can be coordinated.

20. Two members of senior management 
stepped down in 2020, not subject to a 
collective bargaining agreement.
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 QUALITY EMPLOYMENT
The employment terms and conditions of the 7,260 Metro de Madrid members of staff are 
characterised by a respect for the Workers’ Statute and formulated around the collective 
bargaining agreement in place for the period 2016-2019, which has been extended on 
the grounds of ultra-activit21 y until no later than 9 April 2021. This agreement covers 
99.92% of employees. The collective bargaining agreement establishes a commitment 
to protecting occupational health and safety in the workplace for employees.

Metro de Madrid also has other tools aimed at encouraging the protection and well-
being of its employees:

• Equality plan.

• Protocol for the prevention of and action against sexual and gender harassment.

• Personal and family work-life balance measures, which were especially strengthened 
between the months of March and June due to the closure of schools.

• Health and safety policy.

Negotiation of the collective bargaining agreement
Over the course of 2020, a total of 20 meetings were held with the collective bargaining 
agreement Negotiating Committee. Additional meetings were also held with technical 
committees in smaller organisational departments in order to bring the positions adopted 
by the parties closer together and make progress towards producing an agreement with 
which everyone is happy. Several agreements were reached, including:

• Pay rises.

• Additional increases in total salary.

• Extension to the partial retirement system.

• A tier system for new hires from various groups.

• Extension to the ultra-activity period of the 2016-2019 collective bargaining agreement.

• Various regulations on labour relations (service requests and selection processes).

• Digitalisation.

• COVID-19 issues.

The goal for 2021 is to reach an agreement capable of producing a new text governing 
labour relations at the Company. At the time of closing this report, an agreement had alre-
ady been reached on payment of the amount corresponding to the additional increase in 
the total salary for 2019 of 0.3% in 2020, as well as on extension of the partial retirement 
system up to 9 April 2021.

21. Period of negotiation for a new collective bargaining agreement following expiry of the previous one.
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22. CCOO, Sindicato Libre, Solidaridad Obrera, Sindicato de Maquinistas, 
Sindicato de Técnicos and UGT.

Social dialogue
 Metro de Madrid guarantees freedom of association and 
the right to collective bargaining, as well as the right to 
join any trade union and non-discrimination on grounds of 
such membership. Furthermore, it maintains permanent 
dialogue with the trade union representatives of the 
various organisations.

Six trade union organisations22 are represented on the 
works committee by a total of 35 representatives. 72.26% 
of the workforce belong to one trade union or another. 
Three partial strikes and one full 24-hour strike were 
called by a trade union without representation at Metro 
de Madrid in 2020. Two of the strikes were cancelled. One 
partial strike and the 24-hour strike did indeed take place.

Organisational changes are implemented following 
communication and agreement with the employee 
representatives and, if no agreement can be reached, at 
the Oversight and Development Committee. At any event, 
the periods established by law before any organisational 
change can be made are always respected.
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2020 MEN WOMEN

Professional Category Professional Category Under 30 Between 
30 and 50 Over 50 Total Men Under 30 Between 

30 and 50 Over 50 Total 
Women

Overall 
Total

100. Permanent. Full-time. Ordinary

Management 3 1 4 2 2 6

Employees 104 2,474 1,012 3,590 26 564 719 1,309 4,899

Middle Managers 1 169 131 301 7 12 19 320

Support Staff 1 5 6 1 11 12 18

Supervisors and Technicians 1 308 236 545 2 203 78 283 828

Qualified Technical Staff 195 192 387 31 35 66 453

130. Permanent. Full-time. Disabled
Employees 20 6 26 6 3 9 35

Support Staff 1 1 0 1

189. Permanent. Full-time. 
Temporary contract transformation

Employees 4 1 5 0 5

Middle Managers 1 1 0 1

Supervisors and Technicians 4 1 5 4 4 9

Qualified Technical Staff 1 1 0 1

200. Permanent. Part-time. Ordinary 
(Formerly 3. Part-time perm. red. days) Employees 1 6 1 8 1 1 2 10

230. Permanent. Part-time. Disabled Employees 1 1 2 2 3

540. Fixed-term Part-time Ear. Ret.

Employees 384 384 112 112 496

Middle Managers 54 54 4 4 58

Support Staff 4 4 1 1 5

Supervisors and Technicians 41 41 8 8 49

Qualified Technical Staff 54 54 9 9 63

Overall Total 107 3,186 2,125 5,418 28 819 995 1,842 7,260

EMPLOYEES BY CONTRACT TYPE, PROFESSIONAL CATEGORY, GENDER AND AGE 2020

Stability
99.92% of Metro de Madrid employees are on a permanent employment contract, which guarantees stability and job security. Only four members of the Steering Committee, including the 
managing director, are not covered by the collective bargaining agreement.
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2019 MEN WOMEN

Professional Category Professional Category Under 30 Between 
30 and 50 Over 50 Total Men Under 30 Between 

30 and 50 Over 50 Total 
Women

Overall 
Total

100. Permanent. Full-time. Ordinary

Management 1 2 3 1 1 2 5

Employees 143 2,431 1,004 3,578 35 590 719 1,344 4,922

Middle Managers 2 180 140 322 9 12 21 343

Support Staff 1 6 7 1 12 13 20

Supervisors and Technicians 304 232 536 1 198 71 270 806

Qualified Technical Staff 182 207 389 30 34 64 453

130. Permanent. Full-time. Disabled Employees 12 2 14 2 2 16

189. Permanent. Full-time. 
Temporary contract transformation

Employees 4 4 0 4

Middle Managers 1 1 0 1

Supervisors and Technicians 4 1 5 4 4 9

Qualified Technical Staff 1 1 0 1

200. Permanent. Part-time. Ordinary 
(Formerly 3. Part-time perm. red. days) Employees 1 5 1 7 3 3 10

230. Permanent. Part-time. Disabled Employees 1 1 2 2 3

401. Fixed term. Full-time. Works Employees 0 1 1 1

540. Temp. Term Part-time. Ear. Ret.

Employees 332 332 85 85 417

Middle Managers 41 41 2 2 43

Support Staff 4 4 2 2 6

Supervisors 
and Technicians 28 28 7 7 35

Qualified Technical Staff 43 43 8 8 51

Overall Total 146 3,126 2,044 5,316 36 837 957 1,830 7,146

EMPLOYEES BY CONTRACT TYPE, PROFESSIONAL CATEGORY, GENDER AND AGE 2019
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2018 MEN WOMEN

Professional Category Professional Category Under 30 Between 
30 and 50 Over 50 Total Men Under 30 Between 

30 and 50 Over 50 Total 
Women

Overall 
Total

100. Permanent. Full-time. Ordinary

Management 1 1 2 3 3 5

Employees 149 2,373 1,019 3,541 37 585 702 1,324 4,865

Middle Managers 2 160 142 304 7 14 21 325

Support Staff 8 8 2 12 14 22

Supervisors and Technicians 299 230 529 1 198 61 260 789

Qualified Technical Staff 183 207 390 27 33 60 450

130. Permanent. Full-time. Disabled
Employees 5 2 7 2 2 9

Support Staff 1 1 0 1

189. Permanent. Full-time. 
Temporary contract transformation

Employees 5 5 0 5

Middle Managers 1 1 0 1

Supervisors and Technicians 4 1 5 4 4 9

Qualified Technical Staff 1 1 0 1

200. Permanent. Part-time. Ordinary 
(Formerly 3. Part-time perm. red. days) Employees 2 5 1 8 3 3 11

230. Permanent. Part-time. Disabled Employees 1 1 2 2 3

401. Fixed term. Full-time. Works Employees 0 2 2 2

540. Temp. Term Part-time. Ear. Ret.

Employees 297 297 69 69 366

Middle Managers 41 41 1 1 42

Support Staff 2 2 1 1 3

Supervisors and Techni-
cians 22 22 6 6 28

Qualified Technical Staff 34 34 5 5 39

Overall Total 153 3,037 2,009 5,199 38 831 908 1,777 6,976

EMPLOYEES BY CONTRACT TYPE, PROFESSIONAL CATEGORY, GENDER AND AGE 2018
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The Metro de Madrid workforce consists of 7,260 
employees at 31 December 2020, a year in which there 
were 181 new hires, 10 employees returning from leave, 75 
separations and 147 partial retirements. The majority - a 
total of 6,576 - have a full-time permanent employment 
contract, but 13 employees have a part-time contract 
(type 200 and 230 contracts) and 671 employees were at 
various stages of early partial retirement during the course 
of the year. This all equates to a total equivalent workforce 
of 6,538.38, while the average workforce stood at 6,507.05 
employees23.

Metro de Madrid provides no pension plans to its 
employees, but it does offer work-life balance and other 
social benefits such as:

• Annual Travel Card for work purposes.

• Loans for first-time house buyers.

• Interest-free pay advances and emergency pay 
advances.

• Voluntary and free annual medical checks and 
preventive health checks (gynaecology, urology, 
ophthalmology).

• Meal allowances for those who work standard format 
shifts of one or more hours longer than their standard 
working day or two hours longer for those who work a 
split shift.

Temporary workers or those on a reduced timetable can enjoy the same social benefits as employees on a full-time contract. 
Only those of an economic nature and the enjoyment of holidays, compensatory time off or personal leave are calculated in 
proportion to the hours governed by each individual employment contract with regard to a full-time and standard working 
day. 

23. The difference between the total equivalent workforce (6,538.38) and the average equivalent workforce (6,507.05) is 0.48%.
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Remote access was expanded to enable management 
and operation of the service and allows up to 2,500 
users to connect using virtual private network (VPN) 
technologies.

To make our employees’ job easier, systems were 
promoted and improved to enable collaborative working 
and all employees were given an electronic signature 
for tasks of an administrative nature.

The working from home system is still in place at the 
time of closing this report, except for those services 
and activities that must be provided in person, and also 
affects particularly sensitive employees who can justify 
the need for work-life balance.

At present, approximately 1,200 people in the 
supervisors, technicians and administrative staff 
groups are working from their homes or alternating 
with on-site office work.

Based on further negotiation of the collective bargaining 
agreement, the working from home model will be duly 
regulated in 2021.

Improvements in the recording of hours worked

• Electronic presence control for line staff
Undergoing a trial period since October 2020, this will 
enable the traditional system of paper clock-in slips 
to be eliminated and will allow people to clock in more 
effectively and sustainably following the installation 
of new terminals and electronic systems to control 
workplace attendance.

• Remote presence control
The new system for recording hours worked for those 
employees currently working remotely - based on the 
necessary working from home protocols - is now in the 
testing stage within the temporary context of the health 
emergency caused by COVID-19. It enables members 
of staff to clock in using the internal corporate portal.

Work-life balance

Metro de Madrid makes it easier for its employees 
to balance personal, family and work life by ensuring 
compatibility with provision of the public service it 
provides. To do so, its employees are offered:

• 11 days personal leave per year, seven of them paid, for 
dealing with personal issues.

• Reduced timetable days combined into full working 
days, resulting in an increase in days off, supported 
economically.

• Unpaid leave of up to three months, with no impact on 
seniority.

• Timetable flexibility.

• Adaptation of the working day for study reasons.

• Increased extended leave to look after children up to 
the age of five years, calculating said time for seniority 
purposes and holding the job until their return.

• Increased leave time for breastfeeding purposes until 
the child is one year of age.

Flexibility
The Metro de Madrid service is provided from 06:00 to 
01:30, with the tasks of installation and train cleaning and 
maintenance taking place during the night. The working 
day of employees is divided into shifts based on systems 
that enable the hours due to be worked, as well as the 
appropriate time off and holiday periods, to be known in 
advance.

Employees can make shift changes quickly and 
conveniently using a mobile app.

For office-based employees, there are flexible start and 
finish times that allows people to start work between 
07:15 and 08:15 and to finish work between 14:30 and 
15:30, with a 30-minute break during the day.

Working from home

The health emergency caused by COVID-19 led to 
the declaration of a national state of emergency and 
restrictions on public mobility, eventually resulting in 
forced lockdown measures. This obliged Metro de Madrid 
to prioritise the provision of remote services by office staff 
(based on the working from home method).

• Remotely connected
The Communication and Information Technologies 
Department swiftly implemented a new dispersed 
model supported by remote technology that enabled 
over 2,000 people to communicate and remain inter-
connected in a matter of days. This enabled members of 
staff to perform almost all their roles from workstations 
installed in their homes.
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TYPE TOTAL 
BY TYPE MEN WOMEN BY AGE 

AND TYPE AGE

20
18

LEGAL 
GUARDIANSHIP 
OF A CHILD

664
0 2 2 Under 30

279 350 629 30 to 50
7 26 33 Over 50

LEGAL GUARDIANSHIP 
OF A PERSON 
WITH DISABILITY

4
0 0 0 Under 30
0 1 1 30 to 50
0 3 3 Over 50

LEGAL GUARDIANSHIP 
OF A RELATIVE 146

1 0 1 Under 30
16 27 43 30 to 50
9 93 102 Over 50

REDUCED HOURS 
TO CARE FOR A 
SERIOUSLY ILL CHILD

17
0 0 0 Under 30
6 9 15 30 to 50
2 0 2 Over 50

TOTAL 831 320 511 831

TYPE TOTAL 
BY TYPE MEN WOMEN BY AGE 

AND TYPE AGE

20
20

LEGAL 
GUARDIANSHIP 
OF A CHILD

332
0 0 0 Under 30

155 164 319 30 to 50
2 11 13 Over 50

LEGAL GUARDIANSHIP 
OF A PERSON 
WITH DISABILITY

4
0 0 0 Under 30
0 1 1 30 to 50
0 3 3 Over 50

LEGAL GUARDIANSHIP 
OF A RELATIVE 67

1 0 1 Under 30
4 9 13 30 to 50
6 47 53 Over 50

REDUCED HOURS 
TO CARE FOR A 
SERIOUSLY ILL CHILD

13
0 0 0 Under 30
5 7 12 30 to 50
1 0 1 Over 50

TOTAL 416 174 242 416

TYPE TOTAL 
BY TYPE MEN WOMEN BY AGE 

AND TYPE AGE

20
19

LEGAL 
GUARDIANSHIP 
OF A CHILD

344
0 0 0 Under 30

142 180 322 30 to 50
7 15 22 Over 50

LEGAL GUARDIANSHIP 
OF A PERSON 
WITH DISABILITY

3
0 0 0 Under 30
1 1 2 30 to 50
0 1 1 Over 50

LEGAL GUARDIANSHIP 
OF A RELATIVE 79

2 0 2 Under 30
11 15 26 30 to 50
5 46 51 Over 50

REDUCED HOURS 
TO CARE FOR A 
SERIOUSLY ILL CHILD

10
0 0 0 Under 30
3 6 9 30 to 50
1 0 1 Over 50

TOTAL 436 172 264 436

REDUCED TIMETABLES BY TYPE, AGE AND GENDER
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PROFESSIONAL CATEGORY AGE GROUP Nº PEOPLE DAYS

20
20

EMPLOYEES BETWEEN 30 AND 50 33 2,420

MIDDLE MANAGERS BETWEEN 30 AND 50 1 85

SUPERVISORS AND TECHNICIANS BETWEEN 30 AND 50 14 1,095

OVERALL TOTAL 48 3,600

20
19

EMPLOYEES BETWEEN 30 AND 50 27 2,212

SUPERVISORS AND TECHNICIANS BETWEEN 30 AND 50 11 840

OVERALL TOTAL 38 3,052

Year Cases Total days Average days

2020 280 14,517 51.85

2019 216 6,370 25.07

2018 217 4,806 22.15

MATERNITY LEAVE PATERNITY LEAVE

2020 2019

Between 30 and 50 Between 30 and 50

TYPE Women Men TOTAL Women Men TOTAL

Maternity
14 14 10 10

Paternity
7 7 10 10

1 1

TOTAL 21 21

MATERNITY AND PATERNITY LEAVE BY AGE 
AND COMPARISON WITH 2019 AND 2018 

50 cases of maternity leave were processed in 2018 for a total of 3,916 days (and an 
average of 78.32 days).

22 employees requested maternity leave and five employees requested paternity leave in 
2018, for a total number of 27 cases of parental leave.
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Reason 2020 2019 2018

Enfermedad Comun 8.09% 7.40% 6.87%

Baja Coronavirus 4.37% 0.00% 0.00%

Accidente 0.60% 0.70% 0.41%

Maternidad/Paternidad 1.08% 0.74% 0.62%

Permiso Retribuido 0.40% 0.67% 0.69%

Pap No Retribuido 0.24% 0.32% 0.38%

Perm. Retrib. Coronavirus 0.14% 0.00% 0.00%

Permiso No Retribuido 0.21% 0.12% 0.13%

Huelga 0.01% 0.29% 0.17%

Baja Por Clinica 0.03% 0.01% 0.01%

Suspension De Empleo 0.01% 0.02% 0.02%

Falta Sin Justificar 0.01% 0.01% 0.01%

Falta Justificada 0.00% 0.00% 0.01%

ABSENTEEISM (BY TYPE) More specifically, and under the rules in place as a temporary and immediate response 
to the emergency and exceptional situation caused by COVID-19, the MECUIDA Plan is in 
effect until 31 January. This plan establishes mechanisms for reorganising the provision of 
services and facilitating care by adapting or reducing working days and timetables, up to 
100% in some cases.

• 252 measures boosted work-life balance for employees during the months of lockdown 
(unpaid licence, extended leave, timetable adaptation, reduced timetables and change of 
holidays).

• 90 timetable adaptations.

Disconnecting from work

No internal disconnection policy to govern the right to disconnect from work has been 
drawn up yet. However, training and awareness actions have taken place on the reasonable 
use of technology tools to prevent the risk of IT fatigue when working from home.

Furthermore, the new remote clock-in system for office staff working from home requires 
the actual hours worked to be registered, enabling control over excess hours worked in the 
event of such cases.
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MEN WOMEN

Professional Category Under 30 Between 30 and 50 Over 50 Under 30 Between 30 and 50 Over 50

2020

Personnel excluded from collective bargaining agreement 97,883.34 93,385.16

Supervisors and Technicians 45,484.83 57,793.36 72,424.56 45,313.35 58,677.06 66,392.91

Middle Managers 47,056.60 49,689.24 54,748.26 48,568.17 52,921.94

Qualified Technical Staff 50,170.97 54,491.23 47,871.30 51,569.51

Employees 42,500.43 43,245.00 46,713.29 41,787.53 42,031.09 44,168.35

Support Staff 35,491.47 40,990.08 44,142.61 36,776.50

2019

Personnel excluded from collective bargaining agreement 97,572.55 94,564.73

Supervisors and Technicians 77,198.76 79,113.76 42,390.48 75,080.81 76,236.34

Middle Managers 44,090.51 50,172.56 47,578.29 42,374.33 45,334.07

Qualified Technical Staff 48,660.71 51,696.01 41,765.78 42,424.22

Employees 40,574.78 39,826.16 37,773.40 39,331.26 38,043.72 40,189.55

Support Staff 34,815.08 27,351.20 42,908.42 28,961.30

2018

Personnel excluded from Collective bargaining agreement 95,421.21 92,061.60

Supervisors and Technicians 73,695.67 81,460.86 40,870.84 73,207.12 76,978.28

Middle Managers 44,445.96 48,372.34 52,208.13 49,038.42 48,852.08

Qualified Technical Staff 47,190.40 53,773.17 46,168.67 50,698.97

Employees 40,144.89 39,747.59 44,517.56 38,413.16 38,679.13 41,552.76

Support Staff 38,501.00 33,989.43 34,908.86 33.989,43 34.908,86

GENDER Average 
salaries

Men 47,882.49

Women 46,497.77

AVERAGE REMUNERATION

24.63% of the workforce receives a variable annual bonus. This bonus is paid to middle managers and qualified technical staff 
based on the following factors: Collective Productivity Formula (CPF), departmental indicators and Individual Contribution 
to Results (ICR).

Salaries are set according to the General Budget Act of the Regional Government of Madrid and approved by collective 
bargaining agreement, including the basic salary per professional category regardless of gender.

In 2020, the percentage increase for staff under the collective bargaining agreement and management - frozen for senior 
management - was 2%.

The ratio of the total annual remuneration of the best paid employee in the organisation with regard to the annual average 
remuneration of the entire workforce (without counting the best paid employee) stands at 367.26%. The salary remuneration 
(without seniority) of the best paid employee has been considered in comparison with the certified wage bill for 2020, without 
considering corporate profits and other corporate expenses and seniority, of the average equivalent workforce of 2020.

Remuneration
The average annual salary of a Metro de Madrid employee 
stands at 47,537.54 euros.
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MEN WOMEN TOTAL

2018 5,199 74.52% 1,777 25.47% 6,976

2019 5,316 74.39% 1,830 25.61% 7,146

2018-2019 
difference 117 -0.13% 57 0.14%

170
2.4%

2020 5,418 74.63% 1,842 25.37% 7,260

2019-2020 
difference 102 0.23% 12 -0.24%

114
1.6%

WORKFORCE BY GENDER IN 2020 AND 
COMPARISON WITH 2019 AND 2018

Female representation
Women account for 25.37% of the workforce. The number of women has continued to rise 
in all professional categories since 1990, although it fell slightly on last year due to the 
recruitment of more men among the train driver workforce.

Women account for 25% of the Steering Committee and 28.75% of all senior management 
positions (see Governance). 

The bargaining agreement sets the base salary per professional category regardless of 
gender and the Equality Plan contains measures and tools to ensure equal opportunities 
and work-life balance measures.

THE EMPLOYEES

 DIVERSITY AND EQUALITY
Diversity and equal treatment are guaranteed at Metro de Madrid. Recruitment takes 
place under public calls for employment application that consider equality criteria 
in terms of gender, race and nationality while reserving 7% of jobs for persons with 
disabilities.

The collective bargaining agreement sets the base salary per professional category 
regardless of gender. This principle of equality and non-discrimination is also enshrined 
in the Equality Plan.

Diversity
• 0.17% of employees are of a nationality other than Spanish.

• 2.82% of jobs are held by persons with disabilities; i.e. 205 employees.
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2019 2020

Average salary weighting 
among men 50.77% 50.73%

Average salary weighting 
among women 49.23% 49.27%

Wage gap 1.54% 1.47%

WAPE GAP

Wage gap
In 2020, the wage gap between men and women stood at 
1.47%. This difference is due to employee seniority, which 
is higher among men than it is among women. 

Metro de Madrid has a sexual and gender harassment 
prevention and action protocol in place, applicable to the 
entire workforce, that establishes reporting channels and 
contains a procedure for investigating cases and adopting 
measures whenever necessary. No cases of workplace 
discrimination were reported in 2020. 

Culture of equal treatment and opportunities
• The Metro de Madrid Equality Plan defines tools to encourage the presence of women at the Company as well as the 

analysis of category and job profiles in which women are under-represented in order to foster their access to these 
positions. It also seeks to promote voluntary training aimed at expanding and boosting the development of women at the 
Company.

 The situation report on equal treatment and opportunities at Metro de Madrid was analysed in 2020 in order to update the 
same looking ahead to 2021 and within the framework of the collective bargaining agreement negotiation.

• Actions to foster non-discrimination, gender equality and joint responsibility by also raising awareness about non-sexist 
education and fostering technology training in women.

In 2020
• #muévete por la igualdad. An awareness campaign aimed at promoting equality for women that included internal and 

external actions, such as decorating a train and a mural at the Sáinz de Baranda station with artistic creations by three 
urban artists with ties to the Madrid Street Art Project: Julieta XLF, Sara Fratini and Nuriatoll, as well as publication of the 
book entitled “La Women en Metro”, which recognises the role played by women throughout the history of the Company

• Two grants for access by two female Metro de Madrid employees to the CEOE Progresa Project aimed at pre-executive 
women with at least seven years of work experience that seeks to promote female talent. The programme aims to provide 
high-potential women with the necessary tools and skills to boost their professional career and take on high-responsibility 
jobs at organisations in the future.

• Women en Movimiento Forum. Female leadership in transport and sustainability. A meeting organised by Metro de Madrid 
that gathered female executives from leading transport and energy companies in Spain for the first time to discuss the 
role of women in the present and future of these sectors, with a special emphasis on the challenged created by the 
pandemic for their companies.
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Total training hours

20,568

20,216

-1.71%

20,312
+0.47%

 DEVELOPMENT AND TALENT
Training encourages professional development and is a factor that drives competitiveness 
of the Company. Boosting the development of skills by employees through new training 
methods aimed at professional specialisation and skill improvement based on the best 
resources available.

Metro de Madrid has an Annual Training and Development Plan that is flexible and 
aligned with the Company strategy. It is the result of a collaborative effort from each 
and every one of the organisational units within the Company, as well as the workers’ 
representatives.

 GOALS FOR THE PLAN 
• To adapt staff training to evolution by the Company.

• To guarantee safety and quality of service.

• To foster and motivate involvement by employees in the training process.

• To make the most of all available resources.

 TRAINING PLAN DESIGN PROCESS 
• Identification of needs (organisational units and workers’ representatives).

• Validation by the Training and Knowledge Management Service. 
(criticality criteria, priority, budget and timeline).

• Approval by Management.

• Development of the plan.

Certain courses are subsidised by the State Foundation for On-the-Job Training 
(FUNDAE) following communication to the legal representatives of the workers.

 MAIN RESULTS IN 2020

202,911.62

135,113.51

-33.44%

109,758.01
-18.77%

318.542.71

233,550,68

-26.68%

167,183,91

-28.42%
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2018 2019 2020

Under 30 30 to 50 Over 50 Hours Under 30 30 to 50 Over 50 Hours Under 30 30 to 50 Over 50 Hours

Employees

Total 14,102 116,501.00 28,873.50 159,476.84 451 6,096.00 4,238.00 102,266.44 3,275 47,916.30 18,261.40 69,453.17

Men 13,530 104,173.70 21,063.10 138,766.71 398 4,763.00 2,358.00 75,498.41 3,074 40,798.50 8,869.90 52,742.31

Women 572 12,327.20 7,810.50 20,710.13 53 1,333.00 1,880.00 26,768.03 202 7,117.80 9,391.60 16,710.86

Middle 
Managers

Total 26 9,027.80 4,836.70 13,889.92 5 526.00 435.00 6,911.29 8 7,815.50 2,328.30 10,151.47

Men 26 8,818.60 4,374.40 13,218.51 5 489.00 403.00 6,319.29 8 7,093.00 2,071.00 9,171.72

Women 0 209.20 462.30 671.41 0 37.00 32.00 592.00 0 722.50 257.30 979.75

Support Staff

Total 0 0.00 36.50 36.50 0 4.00 10.00 84.97 0 0.00 5.00 5.00

Men 0 0.00 26.00 26.00 0 2.00 5.00 17.00 0 0.00 1.50 1.50

Women 0 0.00 10.50 10.50 0 2.00 5.00 67.97 0 0.00 3.50 3.50

Supervisors 
and 
Technicians

Total 0 14,289.30 5,902.90 20,192.22 4 1,301.00 642.00 13,786.95 10 15,034.40 6,843.70 21,888.04

Men 0 10,083.70 5,000.00 15,083.72 0 874.00 522.00 9,400.59 2 9,848.40 5,472.10 15,322.55

Women 0 4,205.60 902.90 5,108.50 4 427.00 120.00 4,386.36 8 5,185.90 1,371.60 6,565.49

Qualified
Technical 
Staff

Total 0 5,005.00 4,391.20 9,396.14 0 779.00 675.00 12,063.86 0 4,579.60 3,680.70 8,260.33

Men 0 4,571.50 4,029.90 8,601.32 0 714.00 612.00 11,218.91 0 3,949.70 3,076.50 7,026.16

Women 0 433.50 361.30 794.82 0 65.00 63.00 844.95 0 630.00 604.20 1,234.17

Overall Total 14,128 144,823 44,041 202,992 460 8,706 6,000 135,114 3,293 75,346 31,119 109,758

TRAINING HOURS BY PROFESSIONAL CATEGORY, GENDER AND AGE IN 2020 AND COMPARISON WITH 2018 AND 201924 

24. These data do not include the training provided to new hires.
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Hours / student 2018 2019 Change 2020 Change

Women 14.60 11.97 -18.01% 6.75 -43.61%

Men 15.70 10.75 -31.53% 8.74 -18.70%

Total 15.49 11.55 -25.44% 8.23 -28.74%

AVERAGE TRAINING HOURS25 

25. Due to the health and hygiene measures, classroom capacity and the number of people able to attend in-person courses were reduced.

 PROMOTION OF ONLINE TRAINING 
AND IMPROVEMENT OF DIGITAL SKILLS 
In March 2020, following publication of Spanish Royal Decree 463/2020, all 
in-person training activity was suspended and a new approach was launched 
to working, managing teams and obtaining results under complex personal 
and emotional circumstances.

Training activity had to be reinvented and adapted to this new situation 
in order to continue bringing added value to the organisation and to keep 
learning alive.

This process of adaptation was fast and made possible by:

• A search by the Training Service for new formulas.

• Active involvement by the Information Systems Department.

• The digital school; a versatile, stable and internally developed and 
maintained online training platform.

In 2020, the Metro de Madrid Training Service provided its employees with 
extensive content via the digital school in order to facilitate professional and 
personal development, and offered more than 100 courses and seminars.

THE EMPLOYEES
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2018 2019 2020 (approx.)

Group Total hours Participants Average Total hours Participants Average Total hours Participants Average

Ticket agents 9 2 4.5 86 12 7.2 3 6 0.5

Admin. assistants 2 1 2 2 1 2

Movement tech. assistants 571 43 13.3 222 46 4.8 133.5 46 2.9

Technical assistants 2,440 329 7.4 2,385 334 7.1 2,341.79 476 4.92

Assistants 58,433 2,315 25.2 5,302 254 20.9 3 2 1.5

CEOs 4 1 4 60 1 60

Supervisors 3 2 1.5 7.2 3 2.4 3 2,4

Directors 46 10 4.6 25 1 25 19.5 9 2.17

Station managers 43 8 5.3 39 10 3.9 18 7 2.57

Head inspectors 616 53 11.6 1,373 96 14.3 541 60 9.02

CP inspectors 2,301 198 11.6 4,339 346 12.5 1,692.63 196 8.64

Training instructors 753 80 9.4 1,151 105 11 1,819.75 269 6.76

Heads of entrance lobby 2,071 114 18.2 1,859 112 16.6 3 6 0.5

Heads of sector 136,577 7,647 17.9 97,038 7,480 13 24,854.25 4,334 5.73

Heads of department 736 100 7.4 827 97 8.5 821.65 181 4.54

Depot heads 1,779 218 8.2 940 259 3.6 227.25 129 1.76

Heads of division 143 25 5.7 172 20 8.6 151.2 60 2.52

Line heads 4,154 377 11 2,892 326 8.9 2,222.47 453 4.91

Department heads 18 6 3 43 12 3.6 23.5 20 1.18

Heads of service 1,289 81 15.9 2,522 112 22.5 1,039.70 168 6.19

LD shift heads 59 21 2.8 152 53 2.87 53 2,87

Foremen 2,209 385 5.7 1,894 366 5.2 970.75 425 2.28

Electric traction drivers 42,742 1,874 22.8 52,407 2,927 17.9 81,891.86 4,499 18.2

TRAINING HOURS BY GROUP IN 2020 AND COMPARISON WITH 2019 AND 2018
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2018 2019 2020 (approx.)

Group Total hours Participants Average Total hours Participants Average Total hours Participants Average

Cleaners 2 1 1.5 4 1 4

Admin. officers 287 59 4.9 308 96 3.2 985.94 261 3.78

Officers 27,497 3,550 7.7 28,344 3,556 8 15,610.98 2,949 5.29

LD operators 41 13 3.1 434 28 15.5 153 85 1.8

Remote Operation and Safety Control personnel 2,533 364 7 1,316 318 4.1 671 138 4.86

Facility operations operators 732 83 8.8 549 113 4.9 330.75 135 2.45

Clerical assistants 30 6 5 3 2 1.5

Labourers 2 1 2

Analyst programmers 2 1 2 1 1 0.5 9 7 1.29

Operator programmers 87 22 4 7 9 0.8 19.5 23 0.85

Deputy directors 49 4 12.3 134 5 26.8 6.7 2 3.35

Deputy heads of service 2,213 179 12.4 2,838 201 14.1 1,859.70 300 6.2

Rolling stock supervisors 4 2 2 13 8 1.6 4 4 1

Medium-level assistant technicians 6,953 666 10.4 6,817 790 8.6 7,966.69 1,223 6.51

High-level assistant technicians 7,065 592 11.9 7,757 803 9.7 7,382.93 1,409 5.24

Rolling stock special technicians 2,054 252 8.1 3,239 379 8.5 863.25 292 2.96

Specialist assistant technicians 1,701 182 9.3 2,066 226 9.1 2,632.77 505 5.21

Facility operations technicians 1,813 241 7.5 1,623 202 8 936 302 3.1

Draughting technicians 31 14 2.2 346 16 21.6 138.5 18 7.69

Assistant technicians 1,611 222 7.3 1,265 340 3.7 2,432.45 699 3.48

Line technicians 6,900 246 28 855 185 4.6 6,241.75 557 11.21

TOTALS 318,543 20,568 15.49 233,551 20,216 11.55 167,183.91 20,312 8.23

TRAINING HOURS BY GROUP IN 2020 AND COMPARISON WITH 2019 AND 2018
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Main training programmes developed 
in 2020

Preventive training on COVID-19

Metro de Madrid provided a compulsory course for all 
employees on COVID-19 about the following:

• Identifying the symptoms of the disease.

• How to avoid spreading it.

• Using the prevention and hygiene resources.

General training on prevention

Fully aware that raising awareness about prevention is 
essential, Metro de Madrid launched a “lessons learned” 
programme to provide a simple and educational review 
of fundamental concepts related to performing routine 
tasks safely. It also seeks to prevent overconfidence 
and the relaxation of any safety measures that should 
be followed. Metro de Madrid is thus continuing its path 
towards creating what are referred to as unconsciously 
safe workers.

Other training programmes

• Training for electric traction train drivers:

 • New train drivers: 160 employees trained.

 • Qualification on various types of trains for train 
drivers: 238 employees.

• Control Centre inspector qualification: 

 • 11 employees (line technicians and electric traction 
train drivers) following an internal promotion 
process.

• Training on the Customer Service Model:

 • 377 participants and 9,307.65 hours of training.

This training seeks to strengthen customer service 
skills, as well as prevention and self-protection 
plans. New training content related to Regulatory 
Compliance and COVID-19 will be included in 2021 
and 300 people are expected to receive this training.

• Online training on cross-curricular skills and digital 
transformation: 

 • 86 people (supervisors and technicians) 
(45 supervisors and 41 technicians).

• Training on Human Rights policies and procedures:

 • 237 employees and 1,902.5 hours of training.

• Training for the development of public speaking skills:

 • 756 training hours for 27 Executives, Managers and 
Technicians from various parts of the organisation 
who need this skill to perform their job. This training 
led to a 17.6% improvement in communication skills, 
reaching an average rating in this skill of 82.4%.

• Digital skills development programme:

 • 1.692 participants and 11,042 training hours.

This is a specific programme driven by the pandemic 
and its consequences on physical presence at work 
and training that includes.

content focused on digital skills and face-to-face 
programmes made virtual.

• Languages programme:

 • 75 employees took part (various professional 
categories and departments). 

• Programme for the development of specific skills for 
the technical team in the Rolling Stock Maintenance 
Department: 

 • 36 technicians from the Rolling Stock Maintenance 
Department. 

This programme seeks to develop communication, 
the management of emotions, motivation, conflict 
management, persuasion and impact and influence. 

THE EMPLOYEES
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• Legal-administrative refresher programme:

 • 124 attendances at various forums and conferences

This programme stems from a partnership 
agreement with the FIDE Foundation, the 
Foundation for Research in Law and Business, 
to meet refresher and training needs in parts 
of the Company dealing with legal issues given 
the difficulty in this regard, as well as to benefit 
all other professionals at the Company. It has 
a format based on attendance at specialised 
sessions, discussion forums, working groups and 
conferences of the highest level due to the profile 
of their speakers and the topics and content 
related to current affairs in the business world.

• Training programme for the Operations team on Line 2 
of the Lima Metro:

 • Training for 17 participants.

This action forms part of the contract between 
Metro de Madrid and Metro de Lima, Line 2, aimed at 
training Operations personnel of Metro de Lima on 
driving operations and running the stations based 
on specific training programmes for the operation of 
this line.

• Training on Regulatory Compliance for fostering a 
corporate ethics culture capable of spreading to all 
levels of the Company to enable the identification of 
risk situations and taking appropriate action to prevent 
any potentially negative consequences for Metro de 
Madrid (see Ethics and Transparency).

• Training on the maintenance of Rolling Stock, 
Installations and Public Works:

 • Over 21,000 training hours with 3,200 participants.

This training seeks to prepare Metro de Madrid 
employees for taking on new maintenance tasks, 
increase productive capabilities through new skills 
and improve equipment availability and reliability.

• Specialised cross-curricular training programmes on 
Prevention and Health:

 • Course on ISO 45001: 37 participants.

 • Course on Occupational Risk Prevention for the role 
of manager: 87 participants.

• Other training projects related to customer service, 
leadership and effective communication:

 • 2,490 training hours for 208 employees.

• Workplace experience for university students at Metro 
de Madrid.

 • 11 students.

Metro de Madrid works with various universities to 
offer their students the chance to benefit from a first 
contact with reality in the labour market by taking 
part in work placement programmes. At Metro de 
Madrid, we offer the chance to learn more about the 
railway sector.

At the close of 2020, Metro de Madrid maintains 
agreements with:

 • Universidad Politécnica de Madrid.

 • Universidad Complutense de Madrid.

 • Universidad Rey Juan Carlos.

 • Universidad Carlos III de Madrid.

 • Universidad Pontificia de Madrid (including the 
University Master’s Degree in Railway Systems).

• External curricular work placement programme 
corresponding to the Intermediate-level Training 
Programme in Railway Rolling Stock Maintenance 
within Dual Vocational Training.

 • 5 participants.

Metro de Madrid thus supports the employability of 
young people, the group in which the highest rate of 
unemployment is to be found.

THE EMPLOYEES
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New people management model
In 2020, efforts continued on the integration of all employee labour and professional 
information into a single system or IT tool for the purpose of suitable data management 
and processing in an organised, up-to-date, integrated and accessible manner for both the 
managers responsible for teams of people and employee groups themselves, as well as the 
entire Human Resources department. 

Objectives 

• Workforce streamlining: improving person/job suitability.

• Performance management.

• Preparation of development plans.

• Identification of employees with strong potential.

• Preparing succession plans.

• Employee selection, rotation and/or promotion processes.

• Definition of personal goals.

This new model enables employees to update their CV, view the roles of their job, consult their 
performance evaluations, give feedback on their colleagues and browse the organisational 
chart of the Company. It allows team managers to view all the information about the people 
they manage and, naturally, provides Metro de Madrid with this information for feeding into 
its processes and to improve decision-making.

• 746 employees have updated their CV.

• 2,322 employees have viewed the CV of colleagues.

• 11,021 recognitions of other colleagues.

• 946 people recognised.

In 2021, the plan is to expand this performance evaluation model to supervisors, technicians, 
middle managers and non-qualified technicians. The performance evaluation process was 
therefore redefined in 2020, adding the definition and tracking of Personal Goals so that 
supervisors and their employees can define and measure these goals over the course of 
the year. These goals may be results-based (the improvement or increase of a certain 
indicator) or development-based (improvement of a certain skill or behaviour).

Alongside the evaluation of performance, two key action lines will be followed for 
development of the group in question. Specifically:

Executives Workshops: consisting of four impacts that will take place over the course of 
2021, the main purpose of which will be to raise awareness among team managers about 
the importance of their role as leader in being the main action-taker for the development 
of their teams.

Definition of skill development content, which will be added to the training platform of 
Metro de Madrid. This content will be tied to the evaluation of performance following a 
supervisor suggestion or based on individual initiative. The employee will be able to access 
the content themselves, thereby boosting joint responsibility (supervisor-employee) in the 
professional development of the group in question.
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 HEALTHCARE AND WELLBEING

Occupational health and safety
Metro de Madrid has an Occupational Health Service aimed at protecting and improving 
the health of all its employees through individual and collective health monitoring and 
the promotion of health (see Asbestos Management).

Management system

The ISO 45001 certification of the Metro de Madrid Health and Safety Management 
System has been renewed. For 2021, the Company intends to start integrating this 
system into the Quality and Environment departments in order to build a more robust 
and streamlined management system.

Health and safety committee

This is the equal and collegial body aimed at the regular and periodical consultation of 
actions on Occupational Risk Prevention and it has the power to adopt any measures 
deemed necessary to protect the health and safety of the workforce.

It consists of eight Prevention Officers on behalf of the workers, an equal number of 
representatives appointed by Management and a Minutes Secretary appointed by Metro 
de Madrid.

100% of the workforce is represented on the Health and Safety Committee, which complies 
with Spanish Law 31/95 on Occupational Risk Prevention, and it is subject to its own rules 
governing operation, composition and allocation of responsibilities.

Meeting periodically, this committee forms part of the regular and periodical participation 
and consultation actions on occupational risk prevention at Metro de Madrid between the 
Management representatives and the workers’ representatives, as expressed in the process 
entitled “Consultation, Participation and Communication. Health and Safety Committee” 
forming part of the Metro de Madrid Occupational Risk Prevention Management System in 
accordance with the provisions of law.

In 2020:

• 15 plenary sessions (11 ordinary and 4 extraordinary) were held.

• 608 topics were discussed and 670 written communications were issued.

• 20 meetings of the Working Groups set up within the Health and Safety Committee.

• 4 meetings on various topics outside of the Plenary Sessions and Working Groups.

• 201 joint activities alongside the Workers’ Representatives (meetings, measurements, 
risk assessments, safety inspections, drills and visits, among others).
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Prevention campaigns

As part of its Company health programme, Metro de Madrid conducts prevention campaigns 
to promote health in the workplace. Employees can take part in this programme on a 
voluntary basis.

• Flu vaccination: 843 employees (compared with 218 in the previous year).

• Gynaecological and breast cancer prevention campaign: 244 employees (compared 
with 397 in the previous year).

• Prostate cancer prevention campaign: 1,382 employees (1,759 in 2019).

• Respiratory complaints detection campaign: 105 employees.

• Postural hygiene courses to prevent musculoskeletal disorders: 33 participants.

Safety inspections and preventive observations

Safety inspections
Conducted by technicians from the Occupational Prevention Service, these seek to identify 
dangerous technical conditions in installations and equipment that may lead to an incident.

• In 2020 and as a result of COVID-19, the number of inspections increased by 31% on 
2019, with a total of 134 safety inspections carried out.

Preventive observations
Conducted by middle managers, these represent one of the most effective preventive 
practices for verifying safe conduct by Metro de Madrid employees.

• The number of preventive observations initially planned for 2020 was increased due to 
COVID-19, with a total of 131 observations taking place. This is 62% more than in 2019.

Annual monitoring of employee health 

The Company has its own health clinic, which conducts annual studies on employee health 
based on information obtained from annual health checks, consultations and specific tests.
In 2020 and despite the lockdown ordered by the Government of Spain for more than 
three months, Metro de Madrid worked to maintain the corresponding employee health 
surveillance on 69% of its staff (5,016 employees), prioritising those employees presenting 
a risk to themselves or others.
(See Asbestos Management)
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 • Distribution of hygiene material 
Over two million euros on the purchase of health and safety products:

 • 3,609 litres of hydrogel.

 • 789,792 individual disinfectant towelettes.

 • 33,744 units of disinfectant cleaner.

 • 1,500 gel dispensers.

 • 1,920 drums of Asepticae.

 • 939,100 FFP2 face masks.

 • 760,800 surgical face masks.

 • 120,000 units of disposable globes.

26. Such agents as CO, CO2, NO, NOx, Particulates (insoluble) were specifically analysed: inhalable fraction, Electromagnetic Fields, Radon, Noise, Lighting, Temperature, Relative Humidity and Air Speed. Measurements of chemical pollutants were 
also taken at various locations and job positions (Particulates, Silica, Asbestos Fibres and Metals) by taking samples and analysing them at an external laboratory.

Measurement of potentially dangerous substances

Metro de Madrid performed 459 measurements to assess the risks stemming from 
exposure to physical and chemical agents in various jobs26.

In 2020 and in anticipation of a legislative change on 22 December, Metro de Madrid has 
launched a silica dust (considered carcinogenic) measurement campaign in various jobs to 
determine whether the Environmental Limit is being exceeded.

Response to COVID-19

In 2020, Metro de Madrid continued its scheduled activities in terms of Occupational Health 
and Safety although the declaration of a state of emergency forced it, as an essential 
service, to focus efforts on working with the Ministry of Health to mitigate the effects of the 
pandemic through protection and care for its customers and employees.

In light of this situation, Metro de Madrid established:

• A coronavirus action protocol defining practical guidelines for all employees based on 
the possible exposure scenarios and the nature of their work.

• A contingency plan capable of guaranteeing service continuity under the highest levels 
of safety for both employees and passengers. This focused on the following:

 • Cleaning of installations, trains and motor vehicles.

 • Distribution of hygiene material.

 • Passenger communication plan.

 • Coordination with contractors.

 • Internal communication plan.
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27. Pursuant to Spanish Royal Decree 171/2004, developing Article 24 of Spanish Law 31/1995 on Occupational Risk Prevention.

• Action protocol for contact with positive cases.

• Action protocols with specific measures for different groups (especially sensitive 
employees).

• Creation of a track & trace team responsible for tracking close contacts with confirmed 
cases by Metro de Madrid staff. The Prevention Officers took part in this tracking process 
under the duty of professional secrecy defined in Article 37 of Spanish Law 31/1995.

• Compulsory FFP2 face mask for passenger service staff. In September 2020 and as 
a result of the new outbreaks throughout Spain, use of an FFP2 face mask was made 
compulsory for all Metro de Madrid staff engaged in public service tasks, as well as for 
all those unable to guarantee social distancing.

• Serological study of antibodies to determine incidence during the first wave of the 
pandemic among Metro de Madrid staff.

 • 4,230 agents, 58.96% of the workforce.

 • Only 9.43% (399 agents) showed themselves to have developed IgC antibodies 
against SARS-CoV-2 (very similar to the national data, which put the incidence rate 
at 9.9%).

• 31% increase in the number of safety inspections: 134 inspections in 2020.

• Compulsory course on COVID-19 for all employees, aimed at identifying the symptoms 
of the disease, how to avoid spreading it and encouraging prevention and hygiene 
measures.

• Option to work overtime driving passenger trains for employees holding the corresponding 
qualification in order to improve conditions in the provision of the transport service.

• Voluntary temporary modification to the timetable for providing the service.

The measures put in place by Metro de Madrid to combat the coronavirus and ensure the 
health and safety of its employees and customers led to AENOR certification of the “COVID 
Protocol”.

The protocols on dealing with the coronavirus in various parts of the Company were taken 
into consideration for issue of this certificate, such as: the management of specific risks; the 
management of occupational health; best practice in cleaning and hygiene; organisational 
measures; prevention measures; information, training and management of the crisis; and 
continuity of a quality service.

Occupational risk prevention at suppliers

Metro de Madrid also guarantees compliance with legislation governing preventive actions 
in those activities where it is the work centre owner and for which a third party provides a 
service, on behalf of Metro de Madrid or not. To that end, the following actions take place27:

• Activity coordination meetings.

• Information exchange.

• Safety visits.

• Internal and external audits.

As a result, the occupational health and safety management system (certified under 
ISO 45001 standards) covers all Metro de Madrid employees and other employees who, 
although lacking a contractual relationship with the Company, engage in work on Metro de 
Madrid premises by performing works and services contracts or providing such services 
as cleaning and security. 8,191 workers not employed by Metro de Madrid were covered by 
this system in 2020.
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2018 2019 Change 2020 Change

Incidence Rate 4.01 3.71 -7.48% 2.46 -33.69%

Overall Frequency Rate 47.94 50.82 6.01% 34.48 -32.15%

Accident with sick leave Frequency Rate 29.34 27.99 -4.60% 19.83 -29.15%

Seriousness Index 0.55 0.79 43.64% 0.74 -6.33%

Average sick leave duration per accident 20.38 38.58 89.30% 50.05 29.73%

Impact by the Accident Rate on the IGA 0.22 0.41 86.36% 0.34 -17.07%

COMPARISON BETWEEN 2020, 2019 AND 2018

Year TOTAL MEN WOMEN

Incidence Rate 2.47 2.79 1.48

Overall Frequency Rate 34.48 39.16 20.8

Accident with sick leave Frequency Rate 19.83 22.53 11.95

Seriousness Index28 0.74

Average sick leave duration per accident 50.05 48.06 58.78

Impact by the Accident Rate on the IGA 0.34 0.37 0.24

2020 ACCIDENT RATES

28. In subsequent reports, the seriousness index will be broken down by gender. However, this indicator was not calculated in that way for this report.

Occupational accident rates 

During the 8,873,616 hours worked by Metro de 
Madrid employees in 2020, a total of 306 occupational 
accidents were recorded (compared with 472 in 2019). 
All of them were minor accidents (no work-related 
injuries of significant consequences occurred). 176 led 
to sick leave and 130 required no time off work. 
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2020 2019 2018

AGE Incidence
Rate

Overall 
Freq. Rate

C/B Acc. 
Freq. Rate

Incidence
Rate

Overall 
Freq. Rate

C/B Acc. 
Freq. Rate

Incidence
Rate

Overall 
Freq. Rate

C/B Acc. 
Freq. Rate

Up to 30
Men 4.59 55.58 37.05 5.11 60.61 38.57 1.24 22.72 9.09

Women 9.18 98.8 74.1 2.78 41.94 20.97 5.88 43.04 43.04

31-40
Men 2.74 38.96 22.1 5.16 59.2 39.96 4.89 54.16 35.8

Women 1.18 17.49 9.54 1.02 19.99 7.69 2.56 35.88 18.72

41-50
Men 2.9 41.97 23.37 3.77 51.31 28.45 4.36 52.26 31.9

Women 1.95 25.48 15.77 2.96 51.54 22.23 3.7 50.46 27.1

51-60
Men 3.24 45.76 26.15 4.1 58.7 30.98 4.43 49.63 32.43

Women 0.6 12.04 4.82 2.64 36.58 19.95 3.7 54.19 27.1

Metro
Men 2.79 39.16 22.53 4.28 55.15 32.28 4.34 49.58 31.72

Women 1.48 20.8 11.95 2.23 39.07 16.8 3.06 43.16 22.41

ACCIDENT RATE BY AGE AND GENDER 2020-2019-2018

The overall occupational accidents frequency index in 
2020 stood at 34.48%, being higher among men (39.16%) 
than among women (20.8%).

The average duration of accidents stood at 50.05 days per 
accident with sick leave. The duration was shorter among 
men (48.06 days) than among women (58.78 days). In 

2020, no cases of occupational diseases were reported 
by Metro de Madrid, nor cases of death from occupational 
accident.
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2018 2019 2020

Incidence
Rate

Overall 
Freq. Rate

C/B Acc. 
Freq. Rate

Incidence
Rate

Overall 
Freq. Rate

C/B Acc. 
Freq. Rate

Incidence
Rate

Overall 
Freq. Rate

C/B Acc. 
Freq. Rate

Q
U

AL
IF

IE
D 

TE
CH

N
IC

AL
 S

TA
FF

CEOs 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Directors 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Heads of department 0.00 17.01 0.00 0.00 35.11 0.00 0.00 19.21 0.00

Heads of division 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Heads of service 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Deputy directors 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Deputy heads of service 1.47 10.76 10.76 1.45 54.7 10.94 0.00 0.00 0.00

Medium-level assistant technicians 0.4 2.94 2.94 0.38 17.35 2.89 0.35 5.72 2.86

High-level assistant technicians 0.33 4.78 2.39 0.31 14.24 2.37 0.00 2.64 0.00

Specialist assistant technicians 2.04 29.86 14.93 0.96 7.26 7.26 0.00 7.36 0.00

SU
PE

RV
IS

O
RS

 A
N

D 
TE

CH
N

IC
IA

N
S

CP inspectors 0.00 9.63 0.00 1.1 16.59 8.3 0.00 9.1 0.00

Training instructors 0.00 33.26 0.00 3.85 87.11 29.04 0.00 0.00 0.00

LD operators 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Facility operations operators 4.65 34.03 34.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Analyst programmers 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Operator programmers 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Rolling stock supervisors 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 345.81 0.00

Rolling stock special technicians 2.99 32.76 21.84 0.00 22.88 0.00 2.67 21.52 21.52

Facility operations technicians 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.58 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Assistant technicians 0.59 12.91 4.3 1.12 12.65 8.43 0.00 17.57 0.00

ACCIDENT RATES PER PROFESSIONAL CATEGORY AND GROUP
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ACCIDENT RATES PER PROFESSIONAL CATEGORY AND GROUP

2018 2019 2020

Incidence
Rate

Overall 
Freq. Rate

C/B Acc. 
Freq. Rate

Incidence
Rate

Overall 
Freq. Rate

C/B Acc. 
Freq. Rate

Incidence
Rate

Overall 
Freq. Rate

C/B Acc. 
Freq. Rate

M
ID

DL
E 

M
AN

AG
ER

S

Head inspectors 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Line heads 1.74 12.72 12.72 0.90 13.60 6.80 0.91 14.63 7.31

Line heads 0.00 91.45 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

LD shift heads 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Foremen 2.65 32.37 19.42 5.22 54.08 39.39 0.89 7.20 7.20

Line technicians 1.96 43.04 14.35 0.80 24.16 6.04 0.82 13.19 6.60

AU
XI

LI
AR

Y 
ST

AF
F

Ticket agents 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Admin. assistants 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 242.07 0.00

Cleaners 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1,509.83 0.00

Clerical assistants 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 754.92 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Labourers 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Junior clerks 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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ACCIDENT RATES PER PROFESSIONAL CATEGORY AND GROUP

2018 2019 2020

Incidence
Rate

Overall 
Freq. Rate

C/B Acc. 
Freq. Rate

Incidence
Rate

Overall 
Freq. Rate

C/B Acc. 
Freq. Rate

Incidence
Rate

Overall 
Freq. Rate

C/B Acc. 
Freq. Rate

EM
PL

O
YE

ES

Movement tech. assistants 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Technical assistants 1.63 11.90 11.90 3.42 25.81 25.81 1.71 34.48 13.79

Assistants 8.87 100.91 64.84 0.00 94.36 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Supervisors 0.00 731.61 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Station managers 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Heads of entrance lobby 0.00 16.63 0.00 5.41 61.21 40.81 0.00 0.00 0.00

Heads of sector 3.53 54.26 25.86 2.74 47.86 20.69 1.74 25.88 14.04

Depot heads 3.61 26.44 26.44 3.66 36.83 27.62 4.88 59.04 39.36

Electric traction drivers 3.50 36.96 25.62 3.63 39.89 24.41 3.28 43.64 26.45

Admin. officers 0.85 12.40 6.20 97.52 1235.32 736.20 0.00 2.24 0.00

Officers 11.25 120.23 82.34 0.00 0.00 0.00 11.14 146.23 89.91

Remote Operation and Safety 
Control personnel 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.23 40.59 24.65 1.46 11.81 11.81

Draughting technicians 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

TOTAL 4.01 47.94 29.34 3.71 50.82 27.99 2.47 34.48 19.83
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Cultural transformation
Metro de Madrid is engaged in a process of cultural transformation based on changing the 
people management model, on the implementation of new structures and working methods, 
on remodelling spaces and on the implementation of a new communication model capable 
of bringing about greater fluidity and better relations with employees.

New technology-based management model

In 2020, efforts continued on the integration of all employee labour and professional 
information into a single system for the purpose of suitable data management and 
processing in an organised, up-to-date, integrated and accessible manner for both the 
managers responsible for teams of people and employee groups themselves, as well as the 
entire Human Resources department. 

Objectives

• Workforce streamlining: improving person/job suitability.

• Performance management.

• Preparation of development plans.

• Identification of employees with strong potential.

• Preparing succession plans.

• Employee selection, rotation and/or promotion processes.

• Definition of personal goals.

This new model enables employees to update their CV, view the roles of their job, consult their 
performance evaluations, give feedback on their colleagues and browse the organisational 
chart of the Company. It allows team managers to view all the information about the people 
they manage and, naturally, provides Metro de Madrid with this information for feeding into 
its processes and to improve decision-making.

• 746 employees have updated their CV.

• 2,322 employees have viewed the CV of colleagues.

• 11,021 recognitions of other colleagues.

• 946 people recognised.

In 2021, the plan is to expand this performance evaluation model to supervisors, technicians, 
middle managers and non-qualified technicians.
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New head office and new working method
The new corporate head office will house most Metro de Madrid office staff (some 1,000 
people) in a single location. These members of staff are currently spread out over various 
parts of Madrid. This change will facilitate relations between different areas of management 
and will enable the modernisation and enhancement of new working methods and uses of 
the space, which will be entirely accessible.

Progress on the new Metro de Madrid head office

• The outer shell of the building is now complete and work will take place in 2021 on 
preparing the interior for the subsequent relocation of staff.

• All the spaces have been studied to verify their suitability with COVID-19 prevention 
measures (1.5 metre distance between employees, separate routes and natural 
ventilation).

• Work is under way on the implementation of a new working method based on defining a 
new technology model, defining the environmental and welfare model, the building safety 
model, the digital transformation equipment and the equipment for defining spaces and 
furnishings.

• Implementation of a decentralised and non-hierarchical communication model for 
information and involvement with the new head office through the group of Internal 
Ambassadors, who have informed and communicated the progress being made on 
the building and the work philosophy intended for implementation under this cultural 
transformation project to all employees. This communication model speeds up 
information and opens the door to involvement by employees in a democratic and 
accessible manner.

Sustainability benchmark

The new head office will be VERDE certified. VERDE is a building sustainability benchmark 
(environmental, social and economic). It will be fitted with building envelope insulation, 
geo-thermal installations and water consumption footprint reduction equipment to harness 
greywater to fill toilet cisterns. The building materials will include recycled material. Natural 
light will be harnessed to reduce electricity consumption. Artificial lighting sensors will be 
fitted and the use of stairs will be encouraged instead of lifts, among other things.

Adaptation of existing spaces

To improve accessibility conditions at the current Metro de Madrid head office, the following 
work has been carried out to boost building accessibility:

• Installation of building access doors with an accessibility button.

• Construction of an accessibility ramp in the main entrance lobby.

• Installation of doors with accessibility buttons for access to accessible toilets 
and the office department.

• Renovation of one of the existing toilets to make it accessible.

THE EMPLOYEES
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The digital transformation 

The new head office will enable the creation of a more digital working environment with 
cutting-edge technology adapted to suit the current needs of a Company that, due to 
COVID-19, has been forced to swiftly implement a plan to expedite the digital transformation. 

• Information and awareness measures to inform the workforce about new digital tools 
and the benefits of digitalisation for employees.

 • “Dejitaru”, a digital ambassador that spreads information in its areas of influence, 
and supports and resolves digital issues.

 • Specific space on the intranet for housing all the information and centralising access 
to the tools, providing employees with online tutorials and courses they can complete 
voluntarily at any time and from any device.

 • Evaluation tool for identifying digital profiles and steering people towards the type of 
tools, courses and actions they need to learn about.

 • Specific online training modules that employees can access from the Digital School 
platform.

 • Digital tools that foster collaborative working, time management, work organisation 
and information access and sharing.

• Cleaning plan to eliminate existing waste paper from office buildings, digitalise 
procedures that continue to produce paper and to evolve paperless working methods 
based on “zero printing” policies and little space for physically storing paper.

THE EMPLOYEES
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Employee wellbeing
Metro de Madrid is committed to increasing the commitment and motivation of its 
professionals. It is therefore developing various initiatives to foster a more collaborative 
and efficient working method by encouraging communication and professional recognition, 
as well as healthy habits in the working environment.

More communication to boost motivation 
(see also Stakeholder Relations).

Metro de Madrid encourages communication to boost employee motivation. This is done 
through a number of channels, such as Andén Central (the corporate portal) and Netro (the 
internal app). This communication policy scored 6.3 in the latest internal communication 
survey conducted by the Company in 2019.

• Andén Central is still the place for collaborative meetings and the main internal 
communication tool. It enables procedures to be completed online, content to be read, 
assessed and commented on, and “communication threads” to be created.

 It was the main channel of information on COVID-19 in 2020 for both employees working 
on-site and those working remotely.

 1,959 queries were received through the employee portal in 2020 related with: Transport 
cards and family passes; emergency advances and instalments; work-life balance 
(breastfeeding, maternity, paternity, looking after a child); medical consultations; 
employment contracts; bank details; family details; personal details; rankings; extended 
leave; strikes; temporary incapacity; Personal Income Tax; working hours; settlements; 
extraordinary payments; payroll claims; housing loans; trade unions; holidays; and 
associations.

 283 suggestions were received in the Andén Central Mailbox.

• The employee app  (which has already been downloaded by 60.22% of employees) offers 
access from any smartphone anywhere to payroll information, information on clocking 
in and links to any colleague. It facilitates rapid communication in real time between 
colleagues and project teams given that it enables chat groups to be created based on 
direct access to the employee directory.

 In 2020, it was an essential channel of information due to the speed of transmission and 
ease with which employees can be reached. New features were added that allow themed 
messages and relevant documents to be included with a single click.

 This tool will evolve in 2021 into a more complete app with new features to increase the 
number of online procedures and facilitate day-to-day tasks, as well as to communicate 
with the Company.

Leisure and sports actions to boost wellbeing and teamwork

Sports championships (football and padel tennis) have been suspended since the start of 
the pandemic in March 2020, as well as activity by employee leisure groups such as the 
photography workshop, the painting talks, the visits to exhibitions and the Bicimetreros 
and Motometreros groups. Similarly, groups from the Company are currently not taking part 
in any external competitions.

The activities aimed at the children and relatives of employees have also been affected, 
such as the “Canillejas Expedition” that takes place every Christmas and “Tree Day”, a 
sustainable tree planting workshop involving the children of Metro de Madrid employees. 

THE EMPLOYEES
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Actions in 2020:

• The Wallametro space for the sale, rental or exchange 
of products between employees continues to be one of 
the most popular spaces on the intranet. The “Offers 
to employees” section was enhanced in 2020, and its 
usability and look were improved.

• Online activities were promoted to replace in-person 
activities as a way to continue strengthening ties and a 
sense of belonging among employees.

 • Desde tu ventana: a photography contest organised 
during the lockdown in which over 70 employees 
took part with images taken from their homes.

 • La foto del verano: a photography contest that, 
despite the unusual nature of the summer holidays 
in 2020, was even more popular than in previous 
years.

 • Metrochef kids: a recipe contest in video format 
aimed at the children and grandchildren of Metro 
de Madrid employees. The first edition was 
exceptionally popular and more than 30 young chefs 
submitted videos.

 • Christmas drawing contest: held for the 13th time. 

Actions to build a sense of belonging

• An event to recognise professionals for their dedication during the pandemic.

• An event to recognise the employees and relatives who undertook charity projects in 2020 
(see Commitment to Society).

• Illustrated employee calendar with drawings by an employee who immortalised what the months of pandemic were like 
for various groups of Metro de Madrid employees. A special edition for such a complicated year.

THE EMPLOYEES
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Over the course of 2020, Metro de Madrid has faced the huge challenge of managing the 
health crisis caused by the coronavirus while continuing to provide a service to its users, 
even at the most complicated times of the pandemic, when it once again showed that its 
customers, together with its employees, are at the heart of its business.
(see The response to COVID-19).

 PROFILE OF METRO CUSTOMER 
Women, aged from 30 to 50, who use the underground network to get to work29.

CUSTOMERS

29. 2018 Mobility Survey (EDM) carried out by the Madrid Regional Transport Consortium.
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 QUALITY SERVICE 
Metro has a commitment to continuous improvements. 
Accordingly, it works every day to offer its customers 
a quality experience, committing to technological and 
organisational innovation, and paying close attention 
to inclusion through transport.

Quality Management Systems
The Company has a public transport quality 
management system for passengers based on the 
UNE-EN 13816 Standard, which has been certified since 
2003, as the first operator certified under this standard. 

This facilitates the monitoring and improvement of 
the service offered to its customers and recognizes 
compliance with the specific quality commitments in 
the different areas that affect passengers, including 
comfort (space, cleaning and level of occupation); 
safety (accident prevention); time (timetables, 
frequencies, reliability and regularity); passenger 
attention (customer relations, satisfaction and 
complaints); accessibility (lifts) and environmental 
impact (emissions, noise and consumption).

This allows objectives to be established and to measure 
the quality of the service geared to customer expectations. 
It provides the following four perspectives :

• Target quality, through an assessment of the 
commitments taken on with customers. 

• Quality produced, through monitoring compliance with 
these commitments.  

• Perceived quality, through studies and surveys on 
perception.

• Quality demanded, by monitoring customer 
complaints and claims.

CUSTOMERS 
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This system of quality management geared to the customer 
evaluates the service provided in terms of “beneficiary 
customers” by demanding standards. Furthermore, this 
is in constant development, and includes both internal 
and external audit processes, and updated indicators that 
allow a service in continuous evolution to be monitored.

The quality of the service is one of Metro’s main concerns. 
Accordingly, in accordance with the UNE 13816 Standard, 
it analyses various aspects and proposes specific targets 
and improvement actions, included in the Quality Plan, 
using the following criteria:

• Service offered.

• Accessibility.

• Customer information.

• Times.

• Customer service.

• Comfort.

• Safety.

• Environment.

The most important aspects form part of the Service 
Charter, which undertakes the commitments taken on with 
customers, with the following results in 2020:

CUSTOMERS 
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Service Charter. Commitments Overall 
2018

Overall 
2019

First 
quarter 
2020

Second 
quarter 
2020

Third 
quarter 
2020

Fourth 
quarter 
2020

Overall 
2020

Train occupancy
We are committed to at least 95% of our clients who travel during rush hour doing so with occupancy equal to or less 
than 4 customers/m2. 

99.50% 99.70% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%

Accessibility
We are committed to maintaining the facilities that allow for accessibility in the optimum conditions to ensure that at least 95% 
of our customers find them available for use. 

98.02% 98.27% 98.47% 98.62% 98.42% 98.41% 98.48%

Network information
Customers will be provided with the necessary information on the basic offer of the service at the stations: network maps, 
timetables, intervals, etc., which will be constantly updated so that the quality standards obtain a rating of 8 or more 
(on a scale of 0 to 10). All stations have this information. 

9.31 9.01 8.86 Sin datos(3) 9.50 9.48 9.28

Information on incidents
We are committed to ensuring that at least 95% of our customers have up-to-date information, both on trains and in stations, when 
possible incidents affecting trains occur, so that they can be properly informed and thus able to assess other transport alternatives. 

97.14% 97.02% 96.98%(1) 96.94% 97.04% 95.93% 96.72%

Waiting times
We are committed to ensuring that at least 95% of our customers wait on the platform for less time than the maximum interval 
offered. 

94.23% 91.55% 94.31%(1) 93.88% 88.61% 93.05% 92.77%

Customer service
 We are committed to ensuring that customers who require assistance at the Customer service Centres and the Interactive Customer 
Service Centre (C.I.A.C.) are treated well so that quality standards are rated at 8.5 or more (on a scale of 0 to 10).

9.26 9.51 9.37 Sin datos(3) 9.52 9.62 9.50

Attention to complaints
We undertake that at least 95% customers who make a complaint will get a personalised response within a period of no more 
than 13 working days. 

96.81% 99.76% 99.72% 98.70% 99.63% 99.79% 99.50%

Cleaning of trains and stations
We are committed to ensuring that our customers find trains and stations that are clean so that quality standards are rated 
at 7 or more (on a scale of 0 to 10). 

8.53 8.76 8.83(2) Sin datos(3) 8.73 9.03 8.86

Traffic safety
We are committed to ensuring that 100% of trains are equipped with automatic protection systems in operation. 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%

Public safety
We are committed to ensuring that more than 99.99% of our customers make their trip in conditions that protect them against 
possible assaults, seeking their maximum satisfaction and peace of mind.

99.99% 99.99% 99.99% 99.99% 99.99% 99.99% 99.99%

Environmental impact
We are committed to minimising the environmental impact of our activity, complying with the rules and standards established 
to this end, such as those described in ISO 14001 for which Metro de Madrid has been certified since 2005.

At present, Metro de Madrid has an Environmental 
Management System certified in accordance with ISO 14001 Standard. 

COMPLIANCE WITH SERVICE CHARTER

(1) Indicator recalculated, including data from March 2020, which were not available due to the effect of the COVID-19 crisis on the service. Data previously published with information from January and February only:
- Information on incidents: 96.96% - Waiting time: 95.29%
(2) Indicator calculated with partial measurements from first quarter due to the effect of the COVID-19 crisis (suspension of service measurement contract on network in month of March).
(1) Indicator with no measurements in second quarter due to the effect of the COVID-19 crisis (suspension of service measurement contract on network in the quarter).

CUSTOMERS 
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Metro also has the following Management Systems:

• UNE-EN 13816 Quality of Public Passenger Transport 
Service. This certification covers all the underground 
lines.

• ISO 14001 Environmental Management System.

• ISO 45001 Occupational Health and Safety. 
Management System.

• ISO/TS 22163 IRIS Quality Management System. 
Railway applications.

• ISO 22320 Emergency Management System.

• SFO Railway Operational Safety.

Knowing the customer
By knowing the environment, the customer and their 
needs, Metro can establish measures to offer a quality 
service and make stations and trains a safe environment 
adapted to their needs.
Accordingly, Metro analyses the profile of its users, their 
travel patterns, the way they move around the network 
and their expectations regarding the service. It monitors 
their opinion of the quality of the service provided and 
the perception of aspects related to safety and available 
information on the network on an annual basis.
(see Stakeholder Relations).

The results of the surveys carried out on the perception 
of the quality in Metro de Madrid and of the general 
information provided in 2020 are not comparable with 
other years, since they were performed online and not in 
person.

The Security Survey could not be carried out, which 
analyses the rating made by users of the network of this 
aspect of the service, although an opinion survey was 
launched through social media on the measures adopted 
in response to COVID-19.

In 2020, the following surveys were carried out:

• CoMET 2020 Service Perception Survey in Different 
Metros in the World 2020.

• Image of Metro de Madrid 2020 Survey.

• Survey on information offered by the Interactive 
Customer Service Centre (CIAC) of Metro de Madrid 
2020.

• Online Survey of Perception of the Quality of the Service 
of Metro de Madrid

• Online Survey of general information in Metro de 
Madrid.

CUSTOMERS 
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UNDERGROUND DEMAND
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Adaptation to user needs and demands
During the months of the lockdown, Metro guaranteed 
the mobility of essential workers and, during the rest 
of the year, marked by the pandemic, it continued to 
offer a service with the utmost safety guarantees, 
demonstrating its great capacity for adaptation.

Traditionally, the underground has been the preferred 
model of public transport in the Region of Madrid 
(accounting for up to 39% of journeys by public 
transport), although in 2020, due to the COVID-19 health 
crisis, a decline of close to 50% in the use of the network 
was recorded, a drop that stands close to the average of 
the losses recorded by other collective public transport 
operators.

-4
8.

36
%

+3.08%

The new normal in the wake of COVID-19
In order to plan the offer in the uncertain situation 
caused by the health crisis, Metro used a tool that 
allowed it to adapt the offer to the demand in the different 
phases of the pandemic and to see the new patterns of 
mobility in the Region of Madrid, and particularly in the 
underground. 

VISUM is an IT tool specialised in modelling for 
transport planning that provides estimations on the use 
of lines according to the type of day and the time slots 
to scale the transport capacity and programme the offer 
of trains.

It also shows where passengers move around in the 
underground and where they go, which is essential to 
be able to offer a service consistent with use based on 
the anonymous data from the validations of the travel 
cards.

This was developed by Metro, with an external 
collaboration, which has managed to obtain a good 
estimate of train occupancy in the shifting demand 
conditions and hence facilitate the calculations for 
the service offer, complying with the requirements for 
social distancing that the provisions of the authorities 
imposed in each phase. 

The analysis of the results of these opinion studies and 
behavioural studies allows the service to be adapted to 
customer needs and demands, with the ultimate aim 
of improving the user experience of the underground 
network.

CUSTOMERS 
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WHY HAVEN’T YOU TRAVELLED 
BY UNDERGROUND RECENTLY?

Teleworking 
from home
1.83%

Fear 
of contagion

4.13%

Studying 
at home
1.22%

I never 
use it

0.00%
Affected by 
unemployment/
ERTE
1.53%

Other 
reasons

1.22%
Use of private transport/other modes

1.68%
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This decline was mainly down to the mobility restrictions 
imposed as a result of the declaration of the state of 
emergency and the resulting home lockdown, and of the 
shifting mobility needs and preferences of users.

According to the results of the survey on “Measures 
adopted by Metro de Madrid in response to COVID-19”30, 
4.9% of those surveyed recognise having stopped 
travelling by underground for fear of contagion, while 
close to 4.15% stopped travelling by underground due 
to teleworking.

30. Data sheet: Universo: Users of Metro de Madrid social media. Sample: 1,326 users. Online survey. Date performed: 12 to 21 June 2020.
31. Date sheet: Universo: Metro de Madrid users with Internet access. Sample: 1,666 users. Sampling error: 2.38% in the network. By line: 5.6% to 12.67%. Survey: online (social media, QR posters). Date performed: 19 to 26 October 2020. The results 

of this survey cannot be compared with those of the studies performed in previous years since they were not carried out in person, but solely through channels that require Internet access (QR code in stations and social media), which has led to 
significant differences such as the decline in the rate of responses and a drop in the age of those surveyed, among others.

The "waiting time on the platform” and the “room on the 
train” are the two most important aspects of the service for 
customers, which are also the aspects they feel could be 
improved upon, according to the Survey on the Perception 
of the Quality of the Service31.

Strengthening of workforce 
• More drivers. In 2020, Metro strengthened the workforce 

to offer users a better service by hiring 145 new drivers.

• More staff in stations. In addition to the incorporation 
of 35 new sector heads (sales supervisors), since 
March and as a result of the pandemic, Metro has 
suspended intervention tasks and has stepped up, 
through these new sales supervisors, the service in 
stations to increase the availability and improve the 
quality of direct attention for passengers.

Updated information on the service
Metro customers have information on the basic service 
offer – such as network plans, timetable and intervals – 
procedures and regulations in all stations. It also regularly 
informs on both trains and in stations regarding incidents 
that affect trains movements by public address system 
and information screens, providing information on the 
frequency with which trains pass.

This information is completed with indications, through 
stickers, posters and signs on the correct use of the trains 
services, escalators and lift doors, among other aspects.

• 1,971 public address devices (1,970 in 2019).

• 2,410 information screens (compared with 2,338 in 
2019).

• 16 LED screens with a new information system 360 
in Estadio Metropolitano (9 screens) and Aeropuerto 
T1-T2-T3 (7 screens) stations.

CUSTOMERS 
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Customers rate the general information provided by Metro on the network32 with a 6.5. 
In 2020, Metro did not record any case of a breach of its informative obligations or of the 
labelling of its products and services.

Underground map
The schematic map of the underground network can be found in all the stations and 
downloaded from the Internet (www.metromadrid.es). It offers up-to-date information on 
the lines and stations, as well as existing accessibility measures. It also offers information 
on service times and the type of travel card valid for each zone.

Information in English
Now available at stations on Line 8 and Line 1, as well as the stations of Sevilla, Canillejas, 
Suanzes, Torre Arias, Arroyofresno, Barrio de la Concepción and Pavones.

Real-time information to plan your journey
Metro also provides information on optimal routes and an underground map and offers 
general information on fares, timetables and tickets through the app and on the website, 
through the Interactive Customer Service Centre (CIAC), with information in the Direct and 
Personalised Attention section.

Other related information
Metro also provides information on aspects relating to sustainability in this Non-financial 
Information Statement and through other corporate channels, including the advertising 
media throughout the network. 

32. Data sheet: Universo: Metro de Madrid users. Sample: 654 users. Sampling error: 2.38% in the network. Survey: online (social media, QR posters). Date performed: from 16 to 23 November 2020.

Direct and personalised attention 
Thousands of people connect daily with Metro through multiple channels that facilitate 
real-time and interactive communication thanks to the implementation of a relation¬ship 
model based on the integration of different channels.

The model establishes common criteria of action for those who maintain a direct relationship 
with the customer, either in the stations themselves, remotely through intercoms or through 
any other communication channel, such as the customer service centres and Metro social 
media.

Personalised attention from open posts at stations

The figure of the “sales supervisor” offers direct contact with customers, optimising the 
physical presence and visibility of workers, which allows personalised attention to be 
offered, also conveyed via the intercom system, staffed by Metro professionals.

CUSTOMERS 
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TREND IN OVERALL 
 RATING OF SERVICE 
PROVIDED BY CIAC

Año 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2011 8.77

2012 8.06

2013 8.21

2014 8.26

2015 8.15

2016 8.27

2017 8.42

2018 8.69

2019 8.73

2020 8.83

33. Metro de Madrid General Information Survey. 34. Metro de Madrid General Information Survey.

• Service rating:

- Rated with 8.83 out of 10, 0.1 points higher than in 
201934.

- 93.65% of those surveyed rate the attention 
received as Good or Very Good.

• In 2020, Metro continued working to improve its 
corporate customer service model, which seeks to 
improve attention through direct contact in stations 
and through intercom notifications. To achieve this, 
the training plan for station staff has been maintained 
and work is now being done to draw up a corporate 
customer service manual for drivers.

• 1,866 people in direct contact with passengers. 
52.33% of customers state they have been in contact 
with station staff to obtain information. Of these, 
87.19% expressed their satisfaction with the service, 
with a rating of 7.7933.

• 13.78% of passengers state they have used the in-
tercom and 75.87% of them expressed their satis-
faction with the information, with a rating of 6.76.

- 5,382 intercoms with a response time that does not 
exceed 9 seconds (an average of 8.56, a reduction 
of over 11.6%, or 1.13 seconds, on the figure for 
2019).

• The digitalisation of information from sales supervisors. 
All station staff have a tablet on which their content 
increased in 2020, and an app has been introduced to 
revise the facilities. This project enhances customer 
service, improves internal management processes of 
station staff, facilitates internal communication with 
line staff and speeds up their training, as well as being 
environmentally friendly as paper no longer needs to be 
handed out in stations.

Multi-channel, in person and online customer service

Through the Interactive Customer Service Centre (CIAC) 
and Personal Attention Centres (CAC), as well as in the 
handling of suggestions and complaints.

• Interactivo Customer Service Centre (CIAC)

 Customers are attended directly and in person, providing 
service information in real time to resolve their doubts 
and deal with their suggestions and complaints.

 This service, certified under 13816 Standard since 
2003, has offered extensive information coverage 
during the state of emergency caused by COVID-19, 
with information on the measures adopted by Metro 
and service times. Information is also published on 
public transport cards, both individual and multi-cards.  
Information is also provided on public transport cards, 
both individual and multi.

• 119,304 contacts via telephone, electronic mail and 
social media in 2020, compared with 203,226 in 
2019.

- 93.49% of calls were responded to within 20 
seconds (89.71% in 2019).

- 97.89% of e-mails were responded to within 30 
minutes (94.6% in 2019).

• 326 daily enquiries on average (compared with 557 
per day in 2019).

• 32.96% on lost property.

CUSTOMERS 
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28.68% FREQUENCY 
OF TRAINS

10.92% EXTERNAL ACQUISITION OF METRO CARDS

3.97% OWN SERVICE INCIDENTS

3.92% OTHERS. ENVIRONMENT

3.35% ELECTRONIC PAYMENT

2.95% FUNTIONING OF SALES EQUIPMENT

2.89% ACTIVITIES NOT PERMITTED IN METRO

2.88% OTHERS. ACCESSIBILITY.

2.82% INTERVENTIONS AND SURCHARGES

2.78% ATTENTION FROM OFFICIALS

2.69% OPERATIONS - MANOEUVRES

2.16% FUNCTIONING ESCALATORS

2.09% SCHEDULED SUSPENSIONS
1.59% CITIZEN SECURITY
1.53% ATTENTION FROM STAFF
1.42% NOISE POLLUTION
1.41% OTHERS. SERVICE OFFERED
1.38% TRAIN TEMPERATURES
1.22% FUNCTIONING OF LIFTS
1.05% FARES

18.30% OTHERS

149

119
157

162

181

246

317

328

336

446

1,243

139

2,083

161

174

238

306

321

329

381

452

3,265

-  Main causes:

> Train frequency, with 3,265 complaints received, 
28.7% of all grounds for complaint. These 
complaints related to the service offered and 
waiting time between trains.

> Purchase of tickets (external to Metro), with 
1,243 complaints, 10.9% of the total. Complaints 
are assigned to this category when passengers 
requested compensation or the refund for 30-
day tickets that could not be used due to the 
lockdown, primarily in the months of March and 
April.

> Own service incidents with 452 complaints, 
accounting for 4% of the total, in third position, 
dropping by 72.6% on 2019. These are related 
to incidents with the service which is the 
responsibility of Metro.

In 2020, no claims were filed by customers over incidents 
related to privacy and the leak of their personal data by 
Metro de Madrid.

In addition to claims, the Customer Service receives 
other types of notifications, such as suggestions, 
messages of gratitude and requests for information. 
11,182 notifications were handled in total in 2020.

35. The number of complaints on specific grounds is higher than the number of total complaints since all the reasons set out in each complaint are recorded here.

Grounds for claims35• Personalised Attention Centres (CAC)

Two attention centres: Sol and Plaza de Castilla (where 
the lost property management office is located). 
Opening times from 07:00 to 22:00 Monday to Friday 
and 10:00 to 22:00 Saturdays, Sundays and public 
holidays.
• 60,477 annual visits, dropping by 48.3% on 2019 

(116,951 visits), due to the fall in demand as a result 
of the situation caused by the coronavirus and be-
cause the offices were closed for two months.
- Sol: 35,092 visits. 34.1% about the public 

transport card, 26.1% about routes and 8.7% for 
appointments to obtain a card.

- Plaza de Castilla: 25,385 visits, 29.2% about the 
public transport card, 13.4% for appointments to 
obtain a card. As regards handling lost property, 
1,978 enquiries were made (7.8%), handing back a 
total of 202 object at the office to the owner.

• Handling complaints:
- 99.3% of complaints were responded to in a period 

of 11 working days or less. 

- 9,920 complaints, 11,376 fewer than in 2019, a 
decline of 53.42%.

- 28.36 complaints per million journey, a drop of 
9.77% on 2019 (31.43 complaints per million 
journeys). This percentage decline in the number 
of complaints per million journeys is less than the 
decline in the number of claims (53.42%), due to 
the 48.36% drop in demand this year.

CUSTOMERS 
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3,323

418,000 ACTIVE 
USERS A MONTH IN 2020

DOWNLOADS
33,168

ENQUIRIES

IN 2020

FOLLOWERS
564,000

79,700
FOLLOWERS

48,400
FOLLOWERS

13,700
FOLLOWERS

2,750
FOLLOWERS

150

Active listening and public service 
information in real time
In 2010, the Company pioneered the use of social media to 
provide public service information, particularly through its 
official Twitter profile.

Other social media, like Facebook, serve to advertise the 
Company and the service it offers, and to give advice and 
recommendations on the use of the network. In addition, 
the Company has Instagram, YouTube, LinkedIn and even 
Spotify profiles.

Metro’s social media, due to its number of followers, 
are powerful communication channels to enhance the 
visibility of different social causes and general interest 
content.

Virtual assistants 

Since 2020, Metro has employed a service through the 
Google virtual assistant, which offers information in real 
time on train movements and service incidents.  

In 2019, this same information had been included through 
Alexa, Amazon’s virtual assistant. 

Metro’s social media  

709,000 followers in all the social media:

Rating of users:

Metro offers its passengers the chance to better plan their 
journeys and reduce the time they spend in the Metro 
facilities. 70.95% of passengers state that they plan their 
journey before entering the underground36. 

The website www.metromadrid.es

36. Metro General Information Survey.

Metro has a website available to its users which informs 
on potential incidents in real time that may arise in 
train movements throughout opening times and on all 
underground lines, through a simple traffic light system, also 
replicated on the app.

CUSTOMERS 
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6.70

6.88

7.28
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440,000 
ACTIVE USERS A MONTH

4,700,000 
TOTAL DOWNLOADS
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‘Official Metro Madrid” Application

This app offers information in real time on the state of 
lifts and escalators – thus facilitating the use of the 
underground by persons with reduced mobility – informing 
on the forecast arrival of trains in each station, allows the 
closest station to the user’s location to be located, offers 
notifications in real time on the state of all the lines in the 
network and allows alerts to be sent on the cleaning of 
trains and stations, as well as any damage to furniture and 
signage in stations, among other functions.

In 2020, a new functionality was incorporated in the 
“Official Metro Madrid” app that allows users to consult 
the occupation of stations that have a limited capacity in 
real time – one of the main measures adopted against the 
pandemic.

At the start of 2021, information on the level of train 
occupancy will be incorporated – an example of the 
technology transformation in relation to customers.

Information on improvements and responsible use of the network

In 2020, different information campaigns have been developed to inform users of improvements and changes implemented 
in the network. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, a major effort has been made to inform users of recommendations to follow 
to travel safely and highlight all the measures adopted by Metro de Madrid to guarantee their safety and contribute to 
enhance the Company’s image. Noteworthy among these campaigns are: 

• Cuenta conmigo [Count on me], 
campaign to announce to users the 
new uniforms of Metro employees, 
showing the proximity of all employees 
to customers. 

• Recommendations on use of the 
underground, to inform on the mobility 
indications established by the health 
authorities in the initial phases of the 
pandemic. 

• Face mask campaign, to communicate 
the obligation to wear a face mask in 
Metro installations.

• Travel safe, announcing the measures 
adopted by Metro to guarantee safe 
travel.

• De-escalation signage, which shows the signs implemented on the underground network to maintain the safety distance 
when travelling.

• We look out for you, a campaign to highlight the measures adopted by Metro to recover user confidence.

These campaigns are reinforced with messages over the public address system and on the information screens.

CUSTOMERS 
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 CARE AND PROTECTION OF PASSENGERS
See The response to COVID-19

 MEASURES TO TACKLE COVID-19
Metro implemented, as from the start of the month of March, an action plan aimed at 
ensuring the health and safety of both users and employees. It made clear its public 
service vocation at all times, respecting the measures established by the health 
authorities with jurisdiction in the matter and adapting to the different phases undergone 
during the evolution of COVID-19. Thanks to these measures and efforts by employees, 
Metro guaranteed, during the months of the lockdown, the mobility of essential workers 
and during the rest of the pandemic it continued to offer the best service with the utmost 
guarantees.

Measures to guarantee the safety distance:

• Protocol on use of lifts (one person at a time and priority to those people with reduced 
mobility).

• Increase in number of trains so that passengers can travel at the recommended safety 
distance.

• Fast trains to pick up passengers before the service opens at stations with high demand. 

• Deployment of additional trains to transfer healthcare workers from specific shifts at 
stations with hospitals.

• Temporary closure of entrance lobbies and access ways at certain stations in the 
network.

• Temporary reduction in staff cover at some stations in the network (remote assistance 
at certain stations).

• Introduction of a service offer plan in light of the recovery of demand.

• Unit for the “Temporary Access Control of passengers (CAT)”, to avoid crowds in stations 
and on platforms.

• Units for GAV (Management of Build-up of Passengers), GAVe (exceptional GAV) and 
SAV (Warning System for Passengers), at stations with the highest demand. 

• Capacity Control System, to encourage maintaining the safety distance between 
passengers. Capacity control implemented at all underground stations of Metro de 
Madrid, TFM and MLM.

• Limitation on number of passengers per train and maintaining safety distance between 
them, to guarantee the safety of passengers in the fight against COVID-19.

CUSTOMERS 
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1,500 8,766SECURITY 
GUARDS

CCTV 
CAMERAS 

225 
security 
services 

in stations

67 
roaming 
patrols

27 
patrols 

with vehicles

5,052 
in stations 

2,912 
on trains

802 
in sites

MAIN FIGURES

153

Hygiene measures

• Automatic opening and closing of train doors that have 
this system incorporated (64%).

• Open doors (at least one entrance and one exit) at 
station entrances.

• Provision of hygiene material at stations in the network. 

• Obligatory use of face mask for employees and 
customers.

Informative measures

•  Messages over centralised public address system. 

• Placement of information panels aimed at passengers 
through posters on platforms and in entrance lobbies 
and trains to indicate the safety distance.

• Placement of posters showing the route to take, along 
with stickers on station doors, pictures in lifts and on 
doors indicating the use of face masks.

Metro, a safe space
 2020, Metro has continued to work to improve the customer experience, paying close attention to the level of perceived 
security in stations and on trains. As a result of COVID-19, the security survey could not be carried out, but we were able to 
ask our customers about this importance of this aspect, ranking it as the fourth most important aspect, after the cleanliness 
of the stations, train occupancy and waiting times on the platform37.

37. According to the “Service perception” survey. Data sheet Universo: Metro de Madrid users with Internet access. Sample: 1,666 users Sample error: 2.38% in 
the network. By line: 5.6% to 12.67% Survey: online (Social media, QR signs) Date of performance: 19 to 26 October 2020.
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2019 2020

Hours of CCTV in the network 2,254,297 2,254,297

Hours of CCTV at sites 422,793 476,279

Security and civil protection incidents 50,000 41,617

Requests for recordings 3,699 2,870

MAIN FIGURES

Metro de Madrid staff were defined as essential “service staff” during the state of 
emergency and the Company, as an essential service operator, actively took part in the 
plans established by the State Secretariat for Security:

• Participation in the 25 extraordinary meetings held to manage COVID-19, representing, 
as Metro de Madrid, the urban and metropolitan transport subsector.

• Coordination meetings with other essential service operators with the aim of exchanging 
experiences, along with protocols and actions measures to manage the pandemic.

• Implementation of the actions stemming from the Specific Protection Plans through 
interdepartmental meetings to plan the activities committed to with the State Secretariat 
for Security.

In addition, in 2020 the operations were implemented and supervised to provide coverage 
for the situation stemming from the pandemic and the numerous needs established,  
including unforeseen events:

• Support for distribution of face masks by external bodies. 

• Special attention at stations close to hospitals. 

• Control of entrances and entrance lobbies closed during the lockdown. 

• Monitoring of criminal activities declared as such during the state of emergency.  

• Units for GAV (Management of Build-up of Passengers), and support for deployment of the 
new Temporary Capacity Control (CAT) throughout the network, attending and collaborating 
in all the phases and adaptations that have been and continue to be necessary.

The lower demand has been seen in fewer incidents.

• 2,254,297 hours of CCTV surveillance in the network and 476,279 hours in sites (depots 
and sheds).

• 426 events over the course of the year for which 285 security operations have been 
necessary just for the impact on the underground.

• Like every year, the implementation of the security operations for events with a major 
repercussion on the city of Madrid have been carried out in direct collaboration with 
official bodies responsible, with noteworthy coordinated actions with the State law 
enforcement agencies, Madrid City Council and the respective Coordination Centres, as 
well as with the Office for Events in Public Spaces and the Government Delegation.

• 122 charges brought, compared with 242 the previous year..
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2019 2020

National Police 8,121 43,448

Local Police 1,598 1,165

Guardia Civil 75 84

Security guards 18,227 19,848

SAMUR 6,843 3,528

112 - SUMMA – Red Cross 562 306

TAS 112 2,254 1,601

Fire Brigade 147 101

In 2020, 4,849 health interventions were recorded, almost 
half the number of the previous year (9,551), of which 
2,181 took place within the city of Madrid.

At the end of 2020, the new dog surveillance contract 
came into force, which will allow the quality of the service 
to be improved, thanks primarily to a greater response and 
enhanced dissuasion of attempts to break in for any pur-
pose, mainly the repeat attacks on sites tied into graffiti.

Security on trains

Metro has the certification of the Operational Railway Safety Management System which affects the whole service. In 2020, 
no significant changes or incidents have taken place38 in relation to railway safety.
In 2020, Metro was a party to six legal proceedings for compensation for damage to health filed by passengers as a result of 
accidents suffered on the underground network (falls on access stairs, on escalators or in passageways), one out-of-court 
claim and three claims for State liability against the Regional Government of Madrid for incidents that took place on the 
Madrid underground.
With the aim of continuous improvements, Metro carries out training and communication actions, modifies and draws up 
action procedures. It also draws up an annual inspection plan which, in 2020, recorded an increase of 29% in the number of 
observations.
In addition, in 2020, it carried out 52 random analyses to detect the consumption of alcohol and drugs in those job positions 
which, due to their critical nature, have certain requirements identified in this matter.

38. Beyond the incorporation of improvements in the service provision, such as the implementation of Automatic Train Operation (ATO), on Line 10 and the improvements in signalling incorporated on Line 4.

Security actions
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INCIDENTS THAT AFFECTED PASSENGERS 
IN 2020

Knocks or falls in trains and in 
installations 1,165

Assaults 179

Ailments (health grounds) 3,409

Run over by train (due to recklessness 
or attempted suicide) 10

Passengers that are disorientated / lost 134

Presence of passengers on the track 35

Preventive and protective measures at stations and on 
trains

Both the Metro installations and staff are prepared to 
provide a response to the different incidents that may 
affect passengers.

Preventive actions to guarantee the health and safety of 
passengers

• 19 emergency drills in the network, at sites and strategic 
facilities.

• 11 coordinations of associated use plans (3 advertising 
activities and 8 film recordings).

• Coordination of emergency action plans in the Sevilla-
Alcalá public car park for the new emergency exit from 
Sevilla station.

• Drafting of 412 analysis reports of incidents that have 
activated the Self-protection Plans.

• Drafting of analysis reports on the improvements on 
evacuations from Cuzco, Sevilla and Núñez de Balboa 
stations, as part of the projects to install lifts and 
modernise stations.

Certification under UNEISO 22320 Standard. 
Citizen protection and security 

Emergency management

CUSTOMERS 

Protection against fires

Metro has a centralised fire protection control system 
that includes all its installations: stairs, lifts, work rooms 
and commercial stands, which allows the response to be 
speeded up in the event of an outbreak of fire.

In 2020, this system was installed at Estación del Arte, 
Ciudad Lineal, Torre Arias, Puerta de Toledo, Acacias, Vis-
ta Alegre and Batán stations, and the reform of 63 stations 
is scheduled to be implemented between 2021 and 2025.  

Data protection

Metro has technical and organisational tools to guarantee 
that the information it possesses, which is considered a 
strategic asset for its business processes, has the levels 
of accessibility, confidentiality, integrity, availability and 
auditability established in the best security practices and 
as required by prevailing legislation, and in short, so that 
customer data are not compromised by any type of threat, 
disclosure or destruction.

In 2020, Metro did not receive any claims or fines relating 
to breaches of privacy or loss of customer data.

Metro, cardio-protected space 
• Implementation of a new defibrillator at La Almudena 

station, to give a total of 272 defibrillators. In 2021, all 
stations are due to have defibrillators.

• 595 employees received theoretical and practical 
training in the use of defibrillators and cardiopulmonary 
resuscitation (CPR).
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39. In 2020, due to the COVID-19 health crisis, disinfection works were prioritised to guarantee the safety of passengers and employees.

 IMPROVEMENTS IN TRAVEL 
SYSTEM

Improvements in air conditioning
The air conditioning equipment of the rolling stock is 
one of the most highly rated and controlled components 
as a measure of the quality of the service provided to 
customers.

In 2020, work was done on reforming the control of 
air conditioning by means of an electronic card that 
continuously monitors the environmental status in 
both the carriages and the driver’s cabin, to control the 
air conditioning systems and offer greater passenger 
comfort. This improvement, which will gradually be 
introduced in all trains in the first quarter of 2021, 
allows:

• The number of system failures to be reduced by 
practically 99%.

• Energy consumption to be reduced.

Cleaning of stations and trains
The cleanliness of stations and trains are two of the most 
important aspects for customers, which they state could be 
improved upon. Even so, they receive scores of 6.44 and 6.07 
respectively in the Perception of the Service Quality Survey.

To offer a response to these demands, Metro makes a great 
effort to keep its installations clean. Cleaning is organised in 
three shifts split over 24 hours a day in which the floors and 
walls of stations are constantly mopped, bins are emptied 
and cleaned, along with access ways and vertical walls of 
stations, rooms, emergency exits, lifts, escalators and trains:

• Cleaning of stations:
 • 1,089 workers.

 • 110,000 daily cleaning operations and 16,000 
scheduled cleans.

 • 370 tonnes of waste removed from litter bins.

• Cleaning of trains:
 • 218 workers.

 • Removal of more than 5,500 m2 of graffiti. 

 • Around 500,000 operations on the 1,800 carriages 
that are used each day:

- Standard daily cleans: 115,000.

- External washes through train-wash facilities or 
manually: 62,000.

- Thorough internal cleans: 15,000.

- Daily disinfections: 290.000.

- Technical cleans: 18.000.

In 2020, as a result of COVID-19, cleaning and disinfection 
tasks were stepped up (see The response to COVID-19).

Cleaning alerts, one click away
The Metro app allows alerts to be made of potential 
cleaning incidents, both in stations and in trains. 

• In 2020, 18,170 alerts were received from customers 
and employees (17,077 in stations and 1,093 in trains), 
compared with 22,733 alerts received in 2019.

• 80% of the cleaning alerts notified through the app were 
resolved in less than 4 hours39.

CUSTOMERS 
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 ACCESSIBILITY AND INCLUSION
Metro has continued to work to offer a transport system adapted to the needs of all its 
customers, regardless of their circumstances.

Parallel to the works and actions to facilitate access to all users to its installations, Metro is 
working to facilitate cognitive accessibility within the underground network, facilitating its 
use to people with intellectual disabilities and comprehension problems.

Development in the line of support to enhance autonomy (L.A.R.A.) 
L.A.R.A. is an innovative programme developed by Metro that includes tools to promote 
the accessibility of people with intellectual and developmental disabilities, problems with 
comprehension and orientation, and to thus enhance their autonomy through the creation of a 
more sustainable and inclusive transport model.

This includes specific measures for cognitive accessibility, tools to favour improvements in 
attention to people with disabilities on the underground network, and campaigns and actions 
to promote the visibility and normalisation of intellectual disabilities.

L.A.R.A. has received this award in addition to awards made in previous years by the Adecco 
Foundation, by Plena Inclusión Madrid and by the 1st Week for Corporate Responsibility in 
Madrid, for its contribution to the inclusion of people with intellectual disabilities..

Personalised training for the autonomous use of the Madrid underground 

L.A.R.A. includes a novel programme for personalised training that has now trained 40 people, 
8 of them in 2020, so that they can travel unassisted and safely throughout the underground 
network, as well as a training plan that 930 employees have taken part in for direct attention for 
passengers, to improve the attention for people with intellectual disabilities.

Metro User Guide in Easy Reading Format 

In June 2020, Metro de Madrid updated the information on its Metro User Guide in Easy 
Reading Format and presented an annex that explains, also in an easy reading format, the 
new information and signs in the underground to combat COVID-19. This “Information 
and Signage Tool in Metro de Madrid to combat the coronavirus”, aimed at people with 
intellectual disabilities, was prepared together with the “Guide to support the communication 
of measures against COVID-19” aimed at Metro staff, which now have this incorporated on 
their corporate tablet, explaining the most relevant information in a simple manner through 
an alternative communication system based on photographs and diagrams. 

CUSTOMERS 

Randstad Foundation Award
At the 15th edition of the Randstad Foundation Awards, Metro received 

an award, in the category of knowledge and culture of disabilities, 
for the Line of Support to Enhance Autonomy (L.A.R.A.) of Metro de Madrid.
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These resources have been designed by Metro de Madrid in collaboration with the 
Adaptation Service of Plena Inclusión Madrid – the federation of people with intellectual 
disabilities with which the Company has renewed its partnership agreement to strengthen 
the programmes and actions included in the Line of Support to Enhance Autonomy.

• Metro User Guide in Easy Reading Format, accessible and browsable in a website format
https://www.metromadrid.es/es/viaja-en-metro/guia-de-uso-de-metro-en-lectura-
facil 

• Metro User Guide in Easy Reading Format in PDF format
https://www.metromadrid.es/sites/default/files/documentos/Accesibilidad/
Gu%C3%ADa%20de%20uso%20de%20Metro%20en%20lectura%20f%C3%A1cil.pdf 

• Information and signage in the underground to combat the coronavirus in PDF format
https://www.metromadrid.es/sites/default/files/documentos/Accesibilidad/
Informacion%20y%20se%C3%B1alizacion%20en%20Metro%20de%20Madrid%20
frente%20al%20coronavirus.pdf

Video tutorial to facilitate underground travel 

In addition, under the L.A.R.A. programme, the Company launched a video tutorial in 
September 2020, starring two people with intellectual disabilities, to encourage travel by 
people with comprehension problems.

This video recreates the journeys by Iván and Lara, who show how to use the different 
elements of the underground. Iván was the latest person to take part in 2020 in the 
personalised training sessions for people with disabilities and Lara is, as well as one of 
the stars of the video, the person who gave her name to this line of work in which the 
L.A.R.A. – The Line of Support to Enhance Autonomy - initiative is framed, since she was 
its proponent as the first user of the personalised training programme for autonomous use 
of the underground network.

This video tutorial includes, for the first time, the adaptation of its entre content to Spanish 
Sign Language to facilitate its use and understanding to deaf people. 
https://youtu.be/ueQO0SfZCE4

Virtual training sessions

A total of 285 people with intellectual disabilities or with developmental problems have 
taken part in one of the 15 virtual sessions on the use of the underground network, taught 
by employees and 10 volunteers from Metro de Madrid. These sessions have also been 
attended by family members and a total of 25 professionals from 10 social institutions 
in the Region of Madrid: Asociación Achalay, Afanias, Fundación Kyrios, Fundación Alas, 
Barajas Occupational Centre, Fundación A LA PAR, Apadis, Fundación Carlos Martín, Avante 
3 and Círvite.

The COVID-19 health crisis has prevented Metro from normally developing its personalised 
training programme for autonomous use of the underground, along with the traditional 
guided tours of its installations, museums and gymkhanas in the underground network 
aimed at people with disabilities. These training sessions, which will continue over the 
coming months, respond to the needs of cognitive accessibility, thus facilitating their travel 
and even their reincorporation at their work or study centres. The main aim of this training 
is to enhance their autonomy and safety in the use of the underground. To this end, at each 
session, Metro offers a general approach to the correct use of the network, informing about 
the main elements of the stations and trains, with close attention to signage, regulations 
and recommendations on the consequences of the COVID-19 crisis.

#IgualDeDiferentes campaign

Metro de Madrid has signed up to the dissemination of the #IgualDeDiferentes campaign, 
backed by the Eurofirms Foundation, promoting the need for the right treatment of people 
with disabilities, along with their integration in the job market. The campaign, developed in 
the months of November and December 2020, is framed within the commemoration of the 
International Day of Persons with Disabilities on 3 December. 

The campaign to raise awareness, visible on posters displayed in underground stations 
and on a mural installed in Legazpi station, is made up of a series of drawings by different 
illustrators, such as Javi Royo, Lyona, Miguel Gallardo and Pilarín Bayés. These scenes 
teach, through humour, different stories and situations that persons with disabilities face 
every day.

CUSTOMERS 
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 VALUE ADDED SERVICES
Despite the strong impact of the COVID-19 crisis on Metro’s activity, actions have 
continued to be carried out to improve the customer experience and ensure loyalty, 
fostering the use of the underground network over other modes of transport and 
confirming Metro’s role as an important social stakeholder.

Connectivity
The whole of the underground network offers a 4G service, allowing the use of services 
and applications for electronic devices and facilitating Internet access and streaming 
content, the downloading of images, music and audio-visual content, which enhances 
the travel experience.

This allows connections with the outside world and also with the different Metro 
communications channels, such as the corporate website, the app and the Company’s 
social media profile, where the traffic status is reported in real time.

CUSTOMERS 

Charging points
Furthermore, customers can charge their mobile devices throughout the network. At 
present, there are 1,272 chargers on 162 trains and 1,156 chargers distributed along the 
platforms of the 302 stations.

Encouraging art and culture through transport
The underground is an ideal stage for promoting art and culture; accordingly, the Company 
carries out actions that also allow the travel experience to be enhanced:

• Promotion of theatre and reading. New editions of Cronoteatro have been performed 
(virtually in 2020) along with Libros a la calle [Taking books to the streets].

• Exhibitions:

 • Confined art, illustrated exhibition to pay tribute to the main groups affected by the 
health crisis.

 • Grandparents’ Day, action promoted by Metro to celebrate Grandparents’ Day and pay 
tribute through illustrations by the renowned cartoonist Paco Roca.

• Theming of stations. The platforms and passage ways of different stations have been 
decorated to celebrate various important events in 2020:

 • Chinese New Year: Usera station and a train on Line 6 were decorated on the occasion 
of the start of the Chinese New Year to foster cultural exchanges between Spain and 
China (before the start of the pandemic).

 • Tribute to Galdós: To commemorate the centenary of the death of Benito Pérez 
Galdós, Ríos Rosas station was decorated with the whole text of the novel Fortunata 
y Jacinta.

In addition, Metro was the backdrop for more than 300 advertising campaigns from different 
commercial brands on the different advertising media that exist across the network.
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In 2020, Metro did not register any claims or fines related to marketing, advertising or 
sponsorship communications.

Other special actions
The Metro logo is an icon – a reference for the brand. For this reason, several important 
actions were undertaken for users focused on the brand image.

• LGTB diamond. On the occasion of LGTB Pride Day, the diamond at Chueca station was 
personalised with the colours of the rainbow as a symbol of diversity and tolerance. 

• Flag of Spain diamond, to pay tribute to the Spanish Constitution, the diamond at all the 
entrances to Plaza de España station was personalised with the colours of the Spanish 
flag. 

Other actions were also carried out to promote solidarity between customers and employees 
and to promote culture and art on the underground, which you can read more information 
on in the section Commitment to society.

Official Metro de Madrid products
In 2020, a major effort was made to renew the official Metro products, which can be 
purchased at the online store (www.latiendademetrodemadrid.com) and at the physical 
stores located in Sol and Plaza de Castilla stations.

13 new products have been included in the catalogue, including face masks, headphones, 
aluminium diamonds and personalised magnets and key fobs with the LGTB and Spanish 
national flag logos.

• 105 different products.

• 12,681 articles sold.

• Revenue of € 66,003.18.

CUSTOMERS 
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Through the provision of its service, Metro de Madrid 
facilitates travel by people to their place of work or study, 
as well as to health and leisure centres, fostering the social 
and economic development of the Region of Madrid with 
a lower environmental impact than that of other modes of 
transport.

In 2020, and despite the consequences stemming from 
COVID-19, Metro de Madrid continued to guarantee 
mobility, particularly of essential workers and those 
accompanying dependent persons, who found an effective 
and safe alternative in the underground network during 
the most restrictive times of the lockdown.

But, in addition to meeting the social function in its 
mission, Metro routinely undertakes other actions that 
contribute added value to its daily activity and increase 
the Company’s social contribution in the Region of Madrid, 
which it continued to do in 2020.

Aware of the increase in the needs of the most vulnerable 
groups, Metro de Madrid has stepped up its social 
initiatives that offer a social benefit and are included in its 
Social Line.

COMMMITMENT 
TO SOCIETY

THE SOCIAL LINE OF METRO DE MADRID

Metro's Social Line is the social 
action programme whereby the 

Company actively collaborates with 
different social institutions and 
causes, making key Company 

resources available to them and 
harnessing their great potencial as a 

communication cannel.

In order to apply for collaboration from Metro through the Social Line, entities should get 
in touch with Metro by writing to responsabilidad.corporativa@metromadrid.es.

• Aim: to contribute to improve the quality of life of 
people and groups which, due to their characteristics, 
capacities or special circumstances, are in a vulnerable 
situation or at risk of social exclusion.

• Lines of action:
 • To contribute to enhance mobility through an 

inclusive transport model, with a particular focus on 
accessibility.

 • To foster social and economic development.

• 2020 Criteria:
 • To begin a collaboration, the proposed action must 

be aligned with the Metro strategy and values.

 • Those collaborations are prioritised that foster 
inclusion through transport.

 • Social institutions must accredit their transparency 
and good management practices.

 • They must report on the benefits obtained from the 
collaboration by presenting a prior activity report 
and the reporting forms established.

 • All the initiatives are evaluated by technical criteria 
(availability of spaces, compliance with safety 
measures, etc.) and financial criteria.
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71
ACTIONS

20
DONATIONS

12
DISSEMINATION 

CAMPAIGNS

2
ACTIONS OF 

ANOTHER TYPE

37
FUND-RAISING 

ACTIVITIES 
(attracting members and funds)

46
BENEFICIARY
INSTITUTIONS

Assignment of media and spaces in underground (dissemination)

Asociación Española contra el Cáncer 
(AECC)

One pot, thousands of stories inside 

Saca Pecho por ellas

Asociación Realidades El Árbol de los Deseos

Avanza El Árbol de los Deseos

Asociación Candelita El Árbol de los Deseos

Asociación Nuevo Futuro Image campaign and fundraising 

Asociación Pasión por el Hombre - Bocatas El Árbol de los Deseos

Banco de Alimentos de Madrid
Operación Kilo COVID-19

El Árbol de los Deseos

Coordinadora de Vallecas El Árbol de los Deseos

Cooperación Internacional

"Déjate marcar" campaign

El Árbol de los Deseos

"Tocar sin contacto" campaign

Spanish Red Cross Red Cross Employment Plan

Madrid Red Cross El Árbol de los Deseos

Fundación Balia El Árbol de los Deseos

Fundación Eurofirms "Igual de diferentes" campaign

Fundación Española del Corazón "Pon corazón a tu corazón" campaign

Fundación Reina Sofía Operación Frío

Grandes Amigos El Árbol de los Deseos

Nupa El Árbol de los Deseos

Stop Haters #muévete contra el ciberacoso

INSTITUTIONS METRO COLLABORATED 
WITH IN 2020 BY TYPE OF ACTION 

 COLLABORATION WITH CON 46 SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS
Metro’s social action has facilitated collaborations with 46 non-profit associations in 
the Region of Madrid and the undertaking of 71 social actions in 2020.

Through this, various social causes have been publicised, which have contributed to 
improving the quality of life of groups in vulnerable situations through the allocation 
of spaces on the underground network to attract members and funds, and through the 
donation of assets already amortised by the Company. 

Collaboration with specialised benchmark institutions to cater for vulnerable groups 
allows Metro to see their needs first-hand and undertake adapted programmes that 
generate a direct or indirect social contribution. 

In 2020, a financial contribution was made to a foundation and contributions in kind 
to several non-profit organisations through the donation and assignment of spaces on 
advertising media and in stations on the underground network.

THE SOCIAL LINE OF METRO DE MADRID
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Assignment of space on the underground 
to attract members/funds Number of actions

ACNUR 6

Greenpeace 2

Ayuda en Acción 3

Aldeas Infantiles 3

Amnistía Internacional 3

Save the Children 3

Médicos del Mundo 3

Doctors Without Borders 4

Alianza por la solidaridad 3

World Vision 2

Oxfam Intermon 2

Madrid Red Cross 3

Other actions

Metreroscovid19
and other employee initiatives 

79 services to collect 
and hand over material

Asociación Transexualia Assignment of underground passes

Donation of assets already amortised

Asociación Lakalle 90 laptops

AMPA CEIP Isabel La Católica 18 PCs and 18 monitors

Asociación AFADACS 7 PCs and 7 monitors.

Asociación EPMA 50 PCs and 50 monitors

Asociación de Jubilados 
de San Martín de la Vega 10 PCs and 10 monitors

Asociación Mente y Sociedad 10 laptops, 10 PCs and 10 monitors

Asociación Pasión por el hombre - Bocatas 25 PCs and 25 monitors

Asociación Unidad Villaverde 20 PCs and 20 monitors

Asociación Valdeperales 50 PCs and y 50 monitors

Parish of Colmenar 12 laptops and 5 PCs

Cáritas 1,118 items of clothing 
from previous uniform

Federación Red Artemisa 2 PCs and 2 monitors

Fundación ADSIS 19 laptops

Fundación Balia 50 tablets

Mensajeros de la Paz 6,466 items of clothing 
from previous uniform

Samur Social 831 coats

Madrid Red Cross 8,100 bottles of water and 350 bath towels  

Metreroscovid19 
and other employee initiatives

300 acetates

50 packs of rubbish bags

25 rolls of tape

THE SOCIAL LINE OF METRO DE MADRID

INSTITUTIONS METRO COLLABORATED WITH IN 2020 BY TYPE OF ACTION
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* The value of the computer equipment and devices donated is not included because it is considered that 
this value is residual. They have been withdrawn because they do not meet the standardisation criteria to 
continue to be in service at the Company, but may be used in other areas and for other ends.

** 8,100 bottles of water, 350 bath towels, 300 acetates, 50 packs of rubbish bags and 25 rolls of tape. 

Asset donated Amount Estimated value

Computer equipment 540 *

Clothing from old uniforms 8,415 € 162,731.86

Others (COVID-19 emergency) ** € 2,234.50 €

LIST OF DONATIONS 2020

 #MUÉVETE
In 2020, Metro de Madrid launched the social communication campaign #muévete, 
aimed at publicising various social causes and at encouraging the involvement of 
passengers and employees. The initiative sought to raise awareness regarding issues 
of social importance, such as women’s equality, rights of the child, respect for diversity 
and environmental care.

 EL ÁRBOL DE LOS DESEOS [THE WISHING TREE]
This initiative, originally aimed at receiving Christmas presents and hampers for 
children, young people and the elderly with scant resources, was held for the fifth 
time in 2020, and had to be adapted to the new circumstances caused by COVID-19. 
Accordingly, Metro de Madrid joined forces with 12 social institutions to publicise its 
campaigns to collect funds, harnessing the great potential of the underground network 
as a communication channel.

 A SECOND LIFE FOR ALREADY AMORTISED ASSETS
In 2020, the final boost was given to the Metro donation programme, which allows assets 
that have already been amortised by the Company but which may be useful in other 
environments and to other ends to be given a second life. This is the case of clothing 
from old Metro uniforms and computer equipment that do not meet the requirements 
required by Metro but which may be used by social institutions to develop their training 
programmes. Before donating the equipment, the Information and Communication 
Technologies Department selects, prepares and adapts them for use by third parties.

THE SOCIAL LINE OF METRO DE MADRID
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Type of collaboration Equivalent investment

Assignment of media and spaces € 506,374.00

Donation of assets € 164,966.36

Other actions € 36,564.40

Total € 707,904.76

BREAKDOWN OF SOCIAL INVESTMENTUIVALENT BY TYPE OF ACTION

Through actions included in its Social Line, Metro de Madrid has made social investments 
in the last year equivalent to 707,904.76 euros. This amount is the sum of the value of 
the advertising media that Metro owns assigned to social institutions to publicise their 
campaigns and the estimated value of the other assets donated by the Company.

In 2019, the equivalent social investment exceeded 1.3 million euros as a result of the 
assignment of more advertising space in the underground network to carry out publicity 
actions, which dropped in 2020 as a result of COVID-19.

EQUIVALENT SOCIAL INVESTMENT BY METRO40

AID PLAN WITHIN FRAMEWORK OF CSR 

40. Equivalent social investment is the total calculation of the value of the resources assigned by Metro de Madrid to different social institutions under its Social Line. This calculation includes the value of the assignment of advertising media and 
the donation of resources.

This is an aid plan aimed at fostering Metro’s active collaboration in social, sports and cultural 
activities that are of general interest and that make a contribution to society. It establishes three 
lines of aid to forge collaborations between Metro and institutions with a common goal tied in 
to:

• Promoting social inclusion and respect for diversity, with close attention to vulnerable 
groups.

• Promoting a more inclusive transport model, facilitating access to and the use of the 
underground network.

• Supporting action focused on the comprehensive development of society, sustainable 
economies, healthy habits, full integration and equal opportunities. 

Within the framework of this aid plan, Metro de Madrid teamed up with Fundación Madrid por 
el Deporte [Madrid Sports Foundation] to promote the practise of sport, contribute to fostering 
inclusive and high level sport in Madrid and to support athletes from the Region of Madrid 
through different actions to raise awareness and for publicity purposes, such as the Inclusive 
Sports Week. The COVID-19 health crisis prevented this action from being implemented, 
scheduled for the month of September, but other actions were carried out aimed at promoting 
sport and physical activity in a safe and healthy fashion during the pandemic.
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2020 2019 2018

Actions 13 20 15

No. of hours 109 1,489 903

No. of volunteers 64 230 298

Group of volunteers41 386 352 206

DEVELOPMENT OF VOLUNTARY WORK AT METRO

Institution Type of action No. of volunteers

Asociación Atelma Visit to exhibition of old trains 
at Chamartín station 1

Fundación Kyrios
Two training sessions on the use 

of the underground aimed at people 
with intellectual disabilities 

7

Asociación Achalay
Training sessions on the use 

of the underground aimed at people 
with intellectual disabilities

2

Asociación Afanias
Training sessions on the use 

of the underground aimed at people 
with intellectual disabilities

1

Fundación Pequeño Deseo Emmanuel’s wish 2

Fundación Alas
Training sessions on the use 

of the underground aimed at people 
with intellectual disabilities

1

Barajas Operational Centre
Training sessions on the use 

of the underground aimed at people 
with intellectual disabilities

2

Avante 3 
Training sessions on the use 

of the underground aimed at people 
with intellectual disabilities

1

Círvite
Training sessions on the use 

of the underground aimed at people 
with intellectual disabilities

2

International cooperation Volunteer work for the homeless 10

 I have a message for you 
(care homes for the elderly) 30

Metro de Madrid
Video tutorial s on the use 

of the underground aimed at persons 
with intellectual disabilities 

5

TOTAL 64

The annual meeting of volunteers could not be held in 2020, which would have been its fifth 
edition. It has been postponed until 2021.

STRONGER TOGETHER

41. The Metro group of volunteers is made up of employees who, since the programme was set up, have registered as 
volunteers and offered to carry out voluntary work.

Metro employees have continued to place their experience, talent and work at the service 
of society and, despite the mobility restrictions as a result of COVID-19 and the resulting 
state of emergency, they altruistically devoted many hours of their time to contributing to 
improve the situation of people and groups in a situation of vulnerability through activities 
promoted by the Company in collaboration with different social institutions.

The Metro volunteer programme promotes, facilitates and coordinates the participation of 
active employees, retirees and those who have taken early retirement and their families in 
activities of a supportive nature included in the Social Line.

• 109 hours of voluntary work.

• 64 volunteers.

• 8.8% growth in the number of volunteers in the last year (46.6% up on 2018).

VOLUNTARY ACTIONS UNDERTAKEN IN 2020
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STRONGER TOGETHER

 METREROSCOVID19
Despite the reduction in the number of actions by 
volunteers, last year Metro de Madrid recorded the 
largest show of solidarity in the Company’s history 
thanks to Metreroscovid19.

This is an initiative promoted by a group of workers 
that managed to collect more than 110,000 euros in 
two campaigns between employees, their relatives and 
customers, who made close to 3,000 donations.

These funds were allocated to the purchase of health, 
hygiene and cleaning products to be handed over 
to health centres, care homes for the elderly and 
dependent persons, SAMUR, the Fire Brigade and Civil 
Protection, and to purchase food and basic goods 
for families in a vulnerable situation due to a lack of 
financial resources.

• Close to 3,000 donations.
• More than 110,000 euros collected.
• Campaign to purchase hygiene and cleaning 

products.
 • More than 60,000 euros.
 • 6,600 litres of cleaning products.
 • 420 litres of hygiene products.
 • 40,000 gloves.
 • 23 health centres and 43 care homes for the 

elderly and for dependent persons.  
• The metrera pot.
 • More than 51,000 euros.
 • More than 10,000 food parcels.
 • 43 beneficiary associations.

This programme, which since 1982 has received 
350,000 school-children, has also been adapted to the 
new situation caused by COVID-19 and, although it had 
to be suspended, it was resumed in a digital format in 
the last quarter of 2020.

• 35 visits in person: 950 primary school pupils

• 2 virtual visits: 30 primary school pupils

• 3 special visits in person: 
60 pupils

• 12 workshops on using the underground: 160 pupils

• 3 virtual workshops on using the underground: 
70 pupils.

The Metro staff accompany the school-children on 
their journeys to take part in extra-curricular activities, 
such as visits to museums, parks and exhibitions. In 
2020, a total of four of these excursions were made, 
accompanying some 540 school-children.

 METRO IN SCIENCE WEEK
In 2020, three visits were made to the Central Workshops 
within the framework of this initiative organised by 
the Department of Education, Youth and Sport of the 
Region of Madrid.

The employees also got together in groups to produce 
gowns for healthcare workers from rubbish bags and 
to manufacture face coverings from acetates and 
accessories made by 3D printers, along with other 
articles like door openers, ear protectors and face 
masks.

Metro de Madrid backed the initiatives of its employees 
by making the necessary space available for them in 
warehouses, both to receive goods and for the selection 
and preparation of deliveries, along with its Logistics 
Service, which made 79 pick-ups and drop-offs of 
products and food parcels during the first few weeks of 
the state of emergency and lockdown.

As well as these alliances with non-profit organisations, 
Metro de Madrid forged an alliance with Fearless 
Magazine – the sustainable luxury goods magazine – 
to implement two actions to raise awareness: Atados, 
to combat harassment and cyberbullying, and Piel con 
piel, to combat animal abuse.

Metro de Madrid’s social contribution was completed 
with added value activities, such as those to foster 
sustainability and promote culture and art by using the 
installations of the underground network, filled with 
history and capable of reaching millions of people. 

 FOSTERING USE OF THE SERVICE 
TO ENHANCE SUSTAINABILITY 
The promotion of the use of the underground network 
to foster sustainable mobility in the Region of Madrid 
is the aim of the Metro education programme, which 
seeks to teach its correct use and advertise its benefits 
compared with other modes of transport.
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Engine 
Shed Chamberí Pacífico Caños 

del Peral Expo 100' Chamartín Total

January 1,000 8,535 136 2,906 0 5,377 17,954

February 1,423 9,213 151 2,362 0 3,998 17,147

March 435 2,532 0 447  1,144 4,558

April       0

May       0

June       0

July       0

August       0

September       0

October       0

November       0

December 537 734 0 155 0 795 2,221

TOTALES 3,395 21,014 287 5,870 0 11,314 41,880

VISITS TO ANDÉN CERO IN 2020

PROMOTION OF CULTURE AND ART THROUGH METRO

 THE HISTORY OF METRO AND OF MADRID AT ‘ANDÉN CERO’
The Metro museums that make up Andén Cero were also forced to close as a result of COVID-19. The 
number of visits thus dropped by more than 73% on previous years. However, during the months of 
January and February, there was a 22.15% rise in the number of visits on the previous year (from 26,596 
to 35,101).

 VIRTUAL VISITS
Metro offers virtual trips round some of its exhibitions through its website 
https://www.metromadrid.es/es/quienes-somos/visitas-virtuales.

This formula has meant that the classic train exhibition in Chamartín station, the 
‘Underground portraits’ display in the Engine Shed and the ‘100 years of Metro’ 
display could still be enjoyed.
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OTHER ACTIONS

Despite the strong impact of the coronavirus crisis on underground travel, actions have continued to be implemented aimed at promoting culture and art through Metro, such as Cronoteatro 
and Libros a la calle, the theming of stations and the exhibition of artistic creations, information on which is provided in the section Customers.
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The Madrid underground is the most environmentally 
responsible mode of transport, as it does not use fossil 
fuels to provide a service.

Furthermore, most of the service is provided underground, 
avoiding traffic above ground and reducing congestion and 
environmental pollution, which contributes to improving 
the quality of life of the people of the Region of Madrid.

The daily activity of Metro de Madrid may produce risks of 
an environmental nature, which are periodically identified 
through the analysis of the context of the organisation, 
the needs and expectations of stakeholders and the 
identification and evaluation of environmental aspects 
and legal requirements.

The main risks identified are penalties for potential 
legal breaches stemming from the quantity of legal 
requirements applicable, the number of its own workers 
and subcontractors and the depletion of resources, effects 
on land, waste and accidental spills.

In order to eliminate or mitigate these risks, specific 
requirements are established as part of the environmental 
management system, improvement targets and action 
plans.

COMMITMENT 
TO THE 
ENVIRONMENT
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Metro has an Environmental Management System based on the UNE-EN ISO 14001:2015 
Standard, which advises and seeks effective solutions to prevent, control and minimise 
the environmental impacts deriving from its activity, thus contributing to environmental 
protection.

The Cleaning and Environmental Service takes on the powers in the matter of the 
Environmental Management of the Company, reporting to the Civil Works Department and 
the Railway Operations Division. It is thus the representative designated by this division for 
the maintenance and supply of the bottom-up flow of information on the Environmental 
Management System.

Its mission consists of being the managing body that advises, raises awareness and seeks 
effective solutions to prevent, control and minimise the environmental impact of Metro de 
Madrid, thus contributing to environmental protection.

The Cleaning and Environmental Service implements and maintains the Environmental 
Management System, tasked, among other undertakings, with coordinating the 
Environmental Management of the Company and the provision of assistance, and with 
collaborating and advising all departments regarding those actions and initiatives that 
seek to minimise the environmental impact of the Company’s activity and environmental 
protection.

This Service is tasked with providing assistance and environmental advice to other 
Company departments and external entities (mainly public authorities). In 2020, it provided 
assistance or advice on 35 occasions. 

Metro de Madrid not only oversees compliance with the environmental requirements of 
activities performed by its employees, but also by subcontractors. For many years now it 
has been making a major effort to disseminate the legal requirements among companies 
and to increase the number and quality of in situ environmental inspections.. 

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT BY METRO

 COSTS AND INVESTMENTS 
• Costs of prevention of environmental risks: € 662,251.65 

(personnel costs + contracts for control of issues and audits).

• Costs of waste management and treatment: € 325,734.65

Metro also had a General Civil Liability Policy in force in 2020, which includes cover 
for civil liability due to accidental pollution. See more information in Annual Accounts 
(page 297).

 METRO ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
The commitment and principles of action of Metro de Madrid on environmental 
management are contained in the Company’s environmental policy, which establishes 
the general aims of the Management System, which are as follows:

• To minimise the environmental impact of its activities.

• To optimise the use of resources.

• To improve environmental management mechanisms.

• To enhance the integration of environmental management in Metro’s daily activities.

• To encourage environmental values in relation to the supply chain.

• To boost professional development, collaboration and the environmental 
commitment of Metro employees.

• To contribute, at an environmental level, to reinforce the reputation and responsible 
image of Metro.

Cross-cutting plans exist that also contribute environmental benefits, such as the Energy 
Efficiency Plan, the construction of a new head office, designed with the Green Buildings 
Council España certification and the global digital transformation plan

The Cleaning and Environmental Service has been provided with specific human, 
budgetary and material resources to address the set of objectives established.
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Volume  consumed (tonnes)

Material 2018 2019 2020

Oil 19.66 26.25 24.88

Fats 4.9 2.6 1.6

Biodegradable 
fats 8.19 7.83 7.2

Solvent 8.27 7.64 6.5

Paper 13.8 19.6 14.7

MOST SIGNIFICANT CONCUMPTION IN 2020 
AND COMPARISON WITH 2019 AND 2018

SUSTAINABLE USE OF RESOURCES

Metro’s environmental management is based on controlling the consumption of resources 
and on choosing less polluting products and materials. Metro’s aim is to fight climate 
change and improve the environment.

 CONSUMPTION OF NATURAL RESOURCES
Aware that they are limited, Metro makes efficient and responsible use of natural 
resources. This maxim is one of the fundamental pillars of the environmental 
management system. 

• Water consumption 
 In 2020, Metro consumed 17.5% more water than in the previous year, up from 

273,484 m3 to 321,419 m3 net, supplied by Canal de Isabel II.

 The total volume of water recycled amounted to 2,199 m3, which is 25.3% of the total 
water that goes into the recyclers. 

 As regards responsible water management, sessions are held on raising awareness 
about the environment for employees and information is disseminated on responsible 
consumption through internal and external channels. Consumption saving teams 
are available for human consumption and for some industrial and maintenance 
processes, always seeking to suitably manage the resource as established in the 
Company’s Sustainable Water Management Plan.

 All discharges from Metro’s activity are channelled to the sewage system and periodic 
studies are carried out at the final discharge points of the sites. The parameters 
analysed are those established by Madrid City Council in the discharge permits, in all 
cases with results that are lower than the limits set in prevailing regulations.

• Raw materials 
 Metro’s main activity is the provision of a transport service, and it hence does not 

consume materials for the manufacture of any product. The materials referred to 
hereinbelow are allocated to the provision of Metro’s services.

 USE OF MATERIALS AND PRODUCTS 
THAT MAY HAVE AN ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
The control of the consumption of resources is one of the fundamental pillars of the 
whole environmental management system, particularly of those with an environmental 
impact. Metro periodically reviews their consumption with the aim of detecting potential 
deviations and of implementing, as the case may be, the opportune measures to combat 
any potential adverse effects.

The percentage of recycled paper is 32.36%, in addition to ecological paper or paper 
deriving from sustainable production forests (PEFC certificate), which raises the ratio 
to 99%.
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14
VEHICLES

100%
ELECTRIC

METRO ALSO HAS, WITH

Litres

Material 2019 2020

Petrol consumption* 4,266.32 2,553.83

Diesel A consumption* 152,153.19 141,449.99

Diesel B Consumption** 102,715 84,677

* Transport of products and materials travel by Metro staff.
** Use of draisines - train maintenance vehicles.

SUSTAINABLE USE OF RESOURCES

Consumption by Metro includes internal transport (internal 
logistics and travel by employees between different 
sites) and consumption from the use of draisines (train 
maintenance vehicles).

A pesar de la crisis sanitaria, Metro de Madrid ha 
mantenido prácticamente en los mismos niveles la 
actividad que tiene impacto en el consumo de gasoil 
(fundamentalmente como combustible de vehículos 
auxiliares de mantenimiento nocturno de la Red), lo que 
explica que se haya mantenido en la práctica el consumo 
de ejercicios anteriores. 
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CLIMATE CHANGE

Data were taken from the following sources to produce the estimate:

• Spanish Climate Change Bureau: Fuel and Spanish electricity mix emissions for 2019, 
updated in April 2020 (the sources for 2020 will be taken as the basis for the final 
calculation, which will be updated in April 2021).

• Catalan Climate Change Bureau: emissions from railway passenger transport in Spain, 
updated in March 2020 (the sources for 2020 will be taken as the basis for the final 
calculation, which will be updated in April 2021).

• DEFRA (UK Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs): Emissions from generic 
modes of transport, waste management and transport and hotel stays, updated in 2020.

• Ecoinvent 3.5: Other processes and materials not covered by the above sources

In global terms, the Metro de Madrid carbon footprint shrank by 2.79% on 2019, amounting 
to 3,516 tonnes of CO2 equivalent.

The volume of scope 244 emissions in 2019 fell from 110,121.91 tonnes of CO2e to 
104,975.29 tonnes of CO2e in 2020, a reduction of 4.67%.

These year-on-year changes in scope 2 emissions are due to the greater or lesser proportion 
of renewable energies in the electricity mix from the high-voltage electricity supplier.

42. Professional Life Cycle Analysis software “Air.e LCA” developed by the company Solid Forest S.L. that enables 
a complete life cycle analysis to be performed on any product or service, revealing the environmental impacts 
according to various regulations and methods.

 43. Metro de Madrid will publish the carbon footprint calculation corresponding to 2020 on the website at 
www.metromadrid.es and in the NFIS corresponding to 2021, in the section entitled “Restatement of Information”. 
Furthermore, it will be entered into the National Carbon Footprint Register kept by the Spanish Climate Change 
Bureau.

44. Scope 1 emissions: fuel consumption (natural gas and diesel for heating); coolant gas leaks from refrigeration 
equipment; diesel and petrol consumption by company cars; diesel consumption by draisines; and fuel consumed 
to generate primary electricity.

  Scope 2 emissions: high-voltage for traction; high-voltage for ancillary services; and low-voltage.
  Scope 3 emissions: water consumption on Metro de Madrid premises; employee travel to the workplace, stated 

in the “commuting” study; waste management and transport to processing points; work trips, which include travel 
and hotel stays; taxis for work purposes; replacement buses covering incidents in the passenger service; staff 
buses for transporting employees to the workplace; and works carried out in 2020 by the main suppliers of Metro 
de Madrid.

  The emission factors used for calculating indirect emissions (scope 3) are taken from the Ecoinvent 3.5, DEFRA, 
BIOGRACE and ILCD international databases. Emissions associated with the manufacture and transportation of 
purchased fuel and material are not included.

The fight against climate change is one of the greatest environmental challenges, to which 
Metro de Madrid is responding through a reduction of emissions from consuming energy 
to operate its trains and other installations across the network. Energy is the main source 
of emissions from Metro de Madrid, accounting for almost 85% of the total.

 THE METRO DE MADRID CARBON FOOTPRINT
Metro de Madrid has been calculating its carbon footprint since 2010 and, since 2018, 
does so using a new tool that enables all indirect emissions from the Company42 to 
be calculated. These include emissions from suppliers, emissions stemming from 
employee travel and emissions from water consumption.

The calculation is based on international the ISO 14064-1 Standard: “principles and 
requirements at the organisation level for quantification and reporting of greenhouse 
gas (GHG) emissions and removals”.

The data published here are an estimate because the emission factors corresponding to 
202043 had not been published at the time of closing this report. The data corresponding 
to activity by Metro de Madrid - not dependent on external sources - are closed data at 
31 December 2020.

The following considerations must also be taken into account:

• Low voltage electricity. At the close of this report, not all the invoices for the hundreds 
of supply points distributed across the Metro de Madrid network and its facilities had 
been received. An estimate has been made to calculate the associated emissions.

• Suppliers. At the close of this report, information had been received on power 
consumption (scopes 1 and 2) from the suppliers that represent 17% of the billing to 
Metro de Madrid.
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Scope 2018 201945 2020

1 6,292.26 5,351.16 -14.96% 4,485.89 -16.17%

2 152,763.28 110,121.91 -27.91% 104,975.29 -4.67%

3 11,953.05 10,749.08 -10.07% 13,164.47 22.47%

Total 171,008.59 126,222.15 -26.19% 122,625.65 -2.89%

CLIMATE CHANGE

The “passenger · kilometre” (vkm) unit of reference has been defined for indexing the carbon 
footprint value to the level of activity by the organisation.

Bearing in mind that 349,845,647 journeys were made in 2020 with an average distance per 
journey of 6.77 kilometres, the emissions per unit of reference in 2020 stood at 51.76 g of 
CO2e/vkm, compared with 27.92 in 2019. This increase is due to a fall in demand of almost 
50% on the previous year.

The mass of CO2 equivalent per production unit would be another unit of reference for 
intensity, which is the carriage·kilometre at Metro de Madrid. In this regard, the emissions 
value would be 0.716 kgCO2e/carriage·km, compared with 0.69 last year.

 ENERGY EFFICIENCY AT METRO DE MADRID
Metro de Madrid undertook an ambitions Energy Saving Plan (PAE) in 2012 that has 
successfully reduced electricity consumption at the Company by over 20%. This plan tackles 
the main lines of action aimed at streamlining and significantly reducing energy consumption 
in traction and ancillary installations. Since then, a commitment has been maintained to 
reducing energy consumption by constantly identifying new areas for improvement in terms 
of energy efficiency. 

As a result of this commitment and besides continuing to analyse the measures adopted 
previously in order to streamline operations as much as possible, further actions are 
currently being studied in two main areas: 

• A new system for optimising pumping well operation.

• The disconnection of rectifier groups to optimise traction power supply and reduce 
energy loss. 

The latter measure has already been tested on Lines 3, 5, 6 and 12, and its viability is being 
examined for all other lines.

In terms of the former, the analytical study and mathematical modelling of the rainwater 
pumping system have been completed, optimising consumption by adjusting the pump 
start-up and shut-down levels. This measure brings a dual benefit: it reduces consumption 
by achieving optimal operation from the equipment and increases useful life by reducing 
the number of activations needed.

The first prototypes to be tested indicate that this measure leads to a slight energy saving 
in the pumping system (depending on the characteristics of each well) and up to a 60% 
reduction in the number of activations.

Metro de Madrid includes energy efficiency among its many commitments. Therefore, 
alongside the search for new places to save electricity using its own resources, it also 
takes part in national and international research forums aimed at discovering and applying 
new measures in this regard.

It is worth highlighting Metro de Madrid’s involvement in the E-Lobster project - an R&D 
project in partnership with various European bodies and companies. Part of this project 
is developing a prototype converter fitted with batteries that will be able to store the 
energy returned by trains during the regenerative braking process. It will be possible to 
subsequently use this energy in other networks or systems.

45. The slight variation in the scope 1 and 3 figures from the figures published last year is due to the corrections made based on instructions from the Spanish Climate Change Bureau following a review and update of the diesel B 
(2.708 kgCO2e/litre) and natural gas (0.182 kgCO2e/kWh) emissions factors.
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HV electricity consumption 
(traction) kWh

Traction energy efficiency 
kWh/carriage·km

2017 399,881,802 2.0788

2018
389,441,316 2.0603

-2.61% -0.89%

2019
376,169,558 2.056

-3.41% -0.21%

2020
349.259.522 2.0396

-7.15% -0.80%

Fuel 2019 2020

Natural gas for heating (kWh) 19,596,165 17,923,634

Diesel C for heating (litres) 45,000 50,450

HV electricity (kWh) 546,304,874 520,796,431

LV electricity (kWh) 5,064,325 4,800,000*

CLIMATE CHANGE

With the first stage of energy consumption reduction (since the first Energy Saving Plan 
(PAE) was launched) now complete, which led to several far-reaching measures, room for 
improvement is now shrinking. Even so, the initiatives implemented in 2020 have led to 
a traction energy efficiency improvement of 0.8%, down from 2.056 to 2.04 kWh/carriage 
km (traction energy intensity). High-voltage electricity consumption has been reduced by 
7.15%.

 ENERGY CONSUMPTION
The following energy consumption figures were reported at the close of 2020.

In 2020, Metro de Madrid worked on the design 
of an emissions reduction plan that will be presented during the first quarter 

of 2021 to study its feasibility. If approved, the proposed measures 
will be applied in the period 2021-2023.

Metro de Madrid maintained the offer of service forecast prior to the health crisis, 
except during the lockdown weeks.

It even increased this service on occasions in order to guarantee compliance 
with the prevention measures imposed by the health authorities, which included 

increasing social distancing between passengers.

Therefore, although demand fell, 
the transport service offered by Metro de Madrid 

remained practically the same as in the previous year, which explains why there 
was no greater reduction in energy consumption

* Estimate from the Central Command Service.
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RENEWABLE ENERGIES IN HIGH-VOLTAGE CONSUMPTION

CLIMATE CHANGE

 THE USE OF RENEWABLE ENERGIES
The percentage of electricity consumed by Metro de Madrid coming from renewable 
sources depends on the electricity mix of the companies responsible for the high-
voltage supply. The weighting of energies in that mix has been steadily falling since 
2016. The information on 2020 will be released as from the second quarter of 2021 
following publication of the “Agreement on the Result of the Source Guarantee System 
and Labelling of Electricity related to the Energy produced in 2020” by the Spanish 
National Markets and Competition Commission (CNMC).

The following table shows the trend in renewable energy use by Metro de Madrid over 
recent years:

The table includes information on 2019 that could not be published in the previous report 
because it was not published in the CNMC report. The renewable energies percentage stood 
at 37%, equivalent to the proportion thereof in the Iberdrola electricity mix, the supplier for all 
high-voltage electricity used by Metro de Madrid.

NON-Renewable Renewable

WASTE MANAGEMENT

The waste-producing activities by Metro de Madrid are mainly the train, installation and 
equipment repair and maintenance services, as well as cleaning, on-site effluent treatment, 
medical services and pesticide treatment operations.

One corporate process and two operational instructions are in place to define the procedure 
to be followed to manage the industrial waste generated by Metro de Madrid activities in 
order to ensure compliance with current legislation and prevent unnecessary environmental 
impacts. Separation, sorting and processing of waste and access control to temporary 
waste storage areas.

2,000 tonnes of waste were produced last year, an increase of 35% on 2019. Iron scrap, 
hazardous and non-hazardous electrical equipment, sludge from water-oil separators, and 
paper and cardboard were the waste categories showing the largest increases.

As was the case in previous years, over 95% of the waste generated was repurposed to give 
a second life to waste instead of sending it to landfill.

The best possible treatment of any waste produced by the Company is consistently sought 
in order to promote the hierarchy established in environmental legislation by including 
criteria in contracts that enable over 95% of waste to be managed within the Region of 
Madrid and for it to be processed in ways other than disposal.
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Hazardous Waste Tonne Destination

Contaminated absorbents 16,17 Repurposing

Used oil 28,19 Recycled

Aerosols 1,16 Recycled

Ni-Cd batteries 1,52 Recycled

Pb batteries 7,05 Recycled

Empty drums 4 Recycled

SF6 cabin 24,66 Recycled

Active carbon 1,22 Repurposing

Chlorofluorocarbons, 
HCFC, HFC 0,27 Recycled

Non-halogenated solvent 0,95 Recycled

Contaminated empty 
containers 6,11 Recycled

Disposed electrical 
and electronic devices 7,44 Recycled

Oil filters 0,97 Recycled

Solid phytosanitary waste 0,24 Disposal

Fluorescent tubes 0,99 Recycled

Hazardous Waste Tonne Destination

Fats 6,42 Recycled

Asbestos sealant with PCB 2,22 Recycled

Asbestos sealant without PCB 95,42 Recycled

Treatment plant sludge 7,55 Disposal

Separator sludge 86,93 Recycled

Separator sludge 
with paint waste 1,46 Recycled

Mercury 0,003 Recycled

Solid paints 0,39 Recycled

End-of-life chemical products 1,33 Recycled

Group III biomedical waste 0,27 Disposal

TOTAL Hazardous Waste 303,59

Non-hazardous Waste Tonne Destination

Aluminium 2,6 Recycled

Electrical and electronic 
devices 125,94 Recycled

Waste similar to urban waste 163,08 Repurposing

Rubber 51,8 Repurposing

Iron scrap 874,2 Recycled

Copper 1,4 Recycled

Rubble 56,02 Recycled

Windows 3,98 Recycled

Wood 120,34 Recycled

Paper and cardboard 83,12 Recycled

Batteries: alkaline and Ni-MH 0,47 Recycled

Plastic 7,14 Recycled

Sanitary waste 3,03 Disposal

Pruning waste 283,34 Recycled

Toner 0,56 Recycled

TOTAL Non-hazardous Waste 1.777,02

WASTE MANAGEMENT

All waste is managed by third parties. The permits/licences of all transport and management 
companies involved are verified first of all and then the documents required by law are 
prepared. Following removal from Metro de Madrid premises, the documentation on 

delivery to the treatment plant is also verified. 
The management of all the waste produced by Metro de Madrid is undertaken by specialised 
companies authorised by the competent authorities. 
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2020 2019

Containers recovered 48.05% 54.51%

WASTE MANAGEMENT

No waste spills or dumps were recorded in 2020.  CIRCULAR ECONOMY 
AND WASTE PREVENTION 
AND MANAGEMENT 
A focus was maintained throughout 2020 on the 
environmental awareness training sessions aimed at 
new hires on the importance of waste prevention and 
recycling.

48.05% of end-of-life contaminated empty containers 
were recovered and returned to the productive cycle.

The re-use of cleaning product containers by 
suppliers enabled the production of approximately 
2.5 tonnes/year to be prevented. Furthermore, the 
replacement of fluorescent tubes with LED lights has 
reduced fluorescent tube waste by 95% on 2015, while 
improvements in electrical waste separation account 
for a saving of close on 100 tonnes/year of hazardous 
waste.

Metro de Madrid donated amortised Company assets 
that could continue to be used in other areas for 
different purposes in 2020. 

This was the case for computer equipment that has 
reached the end of its useful life at Metro de Madrid. 
Such equipment that is still operational is made

available to social institutions for donation. 540 pieces of 
equipment were donated in this way.

8,415 clothing items from old Metro de Madrid uniforms 
were also donated.
(more information in Commitment to Society).

Metro de Madrid does not engage in any actions to 
combat food waste given that food does not form part 
of its business. The company that manages the two 
catering services at Metro de Madrid (which were closed 
in March as a result of the pandemic) do not produce any 
food surplus because it is produced on demand whenever 
possible, especially during hours in which use of the 
service is reduced.

MAIN WASTE CATEGORIES 
PRODUCED BY 
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National List UICN

Critically endangered 0 0

Endangered 4 2

Vulnerable 14 13

Near threatened 0 16

Least concern 1 105

PROTECTION OF BIODIVERSITY

Metro de Madrid is not only engaged in saving atmospheric 
emissions but, given that the service is mainly provided 
underground (only 6% of the network runs above ground) 
and electricity is used, it also minimises the landscape 
impact, barrier effect, habitat fragmentation and 
secondary impacts on biodiversity generated by other 
modes of transport.

During embankment and above ground platform 
maintenance operations, the use of herbicides and 
pesticides is restricted to prevent toxicity effects and 
environmental pollution on plant species, fauna, soil and 
surface and underground water.

A part of Metro de Madrid Line 9 runs above ground within 
the South-east Regional Park (a Protected Natural Area of 
over 340 km2). This section is approximately 3 kilometres 
long between Rivas Vaciamadrid and La Poveda.

Potentially affected by train traffic, this Regional Park 
is home to species classified as in danger of extinction, 
vulnerable, almost endangered or of least concern 
according to national lists and the International Union for 
Conservation of Nature (UICN) Red List:

Within the park, the track mainly runs over a bridge. This 
means there is no barrier effect. There are no corrective 
measures in the environmental impact statement 
regarding the possible light impact potentially 
stemming from train traffic.

 MAINTENANCE OF VEGETATION
Gardening activity by Metro de Madrid is mainly aimed 
at keeping vegetation under control and minimising the 
risk of fire.
251 clearings, 281 cleanings and over 750 quality 
control inspections took place in 2020, among other 
actions. A full inventory was taken of the trees at the 
Canillejas site, identifying and geo-referencing each 
one of the over 700 specimens present using such 
variables as dimensions, structural damage, location 
and care in order to facilitate integrated management 
of trees.
A landscape integration study and analysis was also 
conducted at all sites in order to improve the natural 
heritage of Metro de Madrid, minimise the visual and 
acoustic impact from facilities, help absorb CO2 
emissions and create a green and welcoming space for 
Metro de Madrid workers and subcontractors.
At the Hortaleza depot, creeping plants were installed 
on the exterior walls of the depot - common ivy (Hedera 
helix) and Japanese honeysuckle (Lonicera japonica) in 
an interconnected manner. 

 ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS 
AND TRAINING
Environmental awareness training sessions continued 
throughout 2020 with a focus on new hires and aimed 
at providing environmental information of a specific 
nature for their jobs, as well as guidelines and tools for 
looking after the environment.

Due to the safety protocols put in place to prevent 
COVID-19, the communication of environmental 
content in 2020 was limited to internal and external 
publications.

In 2020, and as a result of the preparations for relocating 
to the new Metro de Madrid head office (see Employee 
Care and Wellbeing), a “Cleaning Plan” was launched 
that aims to eliminate existing waste paper from 
office buildings, digitalise procedures that continue to 
produce paper and evolve towards “paperless” working 
methods based on “zero printing” policies and little 
space for physically storing paper.

 NOISE POLLUTION
One of the main sources of atmospheric pollution in 
large cities is motorised traffic above ground. Metro 
de Madrid is one of the cleanest transport alternatives 
given that it is powered by electricity. 
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PROTECTION OF BIODIVERSITY

Despite the fact that Metro de Madrid prevents noise 
from road traffic, its own activity - mainly train traffic - 
generates noise. Metro de Madrid conducts analyses 
based on historical complaints and updated noise and 
vibration measurements across all possible hotspots 
in order to see and minimise the emission of noise and 
vibration levels produced by train traffic.

Furthermore, Metro de Madrid is engaged in the drawing 
up of strategic noise maps in sections above ground in 
accordance with Spanish Law 37/2003, of 17 November, 
on Noise and the two Spanish Royal Decrees that develop 
this law (RD 1513/2005 and RD 1367/2007). This involves 
a global assessment of exposure to noise based on 
maximum speed, train types, paving types, train frequency 
and adjacent areas. According to the results from these 
studies, nobody is exposed to noise levels above those set 
as the acoustic quality targets (OCA) based on the Ld, Le 
and Ln indicators.

Metro de Madrid was the subject of three disciplinary 
proceedings for noise and vibrations in 2020. One of them 
was dismissed due to recognition that the noise ceased 
following corrections undertaken by Metro de Madrid. 
Another is pending the formulation of arguments and 
the third was lodged by Madrid City Council because the 
sound level limits permitted under the Heat and Noise 
Pollution Protection Order were exceeded by 5 dBA during 
the night at underground works taking place at Tribunal. 
After correcting the errors, Metro de Madrid paid a fine of 
360.60 euros.

Furthermore, the court case brought by the residents 
of 55 Calle Esfinge is awaiting trial. These residents are 
requesting the precautionary cessation of all nocturnal 

activity at the Canillejas Depot due to a breach of permitted 
noise limits.

Pending a response is the legal action brought against the 
breach of permitted noise limits in which the permanent 
and irreversible closure of business at Depot 4 during the 
night and relocation of the infrastructure to other premises 
and claim of € 3,000 per claimant and year for damages 
are requested. 

 LIGHT POLLUTION
At present, there are no measures in place to prevent, 
reduce or remedy light pollution from Metro de Madrid 
given that most of its facilities are underground.
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Information requested by Spanish Law 11/2018 Reporting criteria: Selected GRI 
(2016 version unless stated otherwise) Section of the Report

Management focus: description and results of policies related 
to these issues, as well as the main risks related to those issues 
tied to activities by the group

GRI 102-15 - Key impacts, risks and opportunities 
GRI 103-2 - The management approach and its components

 » Commitment to the Environment

DETAILED GENERAL INFORMATION

Detailed information on the current and foreseeable effects 
of activities by the Company on the environment and, where 
appropriate, on health and safety

GRI 102-15 - Key impacts, risks and opportunities
 » Governance y gestión de riesgos

 » Commitment to the Environment

Environmental certification or assessment procedures GRI 103-2 - The management approach and its components  » Commitment to the Environment

Resources dedicated to environmental risk prevention GRI 103-2 - The management approach and its components  » Commitment to the Environment

Application of the precautionary principle GRI 102-11 - Precautionary Principle or approach  » Commitment to the Environment

Information requested by Spanish Law 11/2018 Reporting criteria: Selected GRI 
(2016 version unless stated otherwise) Section of the Report

A brief description of the business model that includes its 
business environment, organisation and structure

GRI 102-2 - Activities, brands, products and services 
GRI 102-7 - Scale of the organisation

 » Strategy and Business Model

 » Metro de Madrid in 2020

Markets in which it operates
GRI 102-3 - Location of head office 
GRI 102-4 - Location of operations 
GRI 102-6 - Markets served

 » Strategy and Business Model

 » Introduction 

 » Customers

Objectives and strategies of the organisation GRI 102-14 - Statement from senior decision-makers  » Statement from the CEO

Main factors and trends that may affect its future evolution
GRI 102-14 - Statement from senior decision-makers 
GRI 102-15 - Key impacts, risks and opportunities

 » Statement from the CEO

 » The response to COVID-19

Reporting framework used GRI 102-54 - Claims of reporting in accordance with GRI Standards  » About the Non-Financial Information Statement  

Materiality principle
GRI 102-46 - Defining report content and topic boundaries 
GRI 102-47 - List of material topics

 » About the Non-Financial Information Statement 

GENERAL INFORMATION

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
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Information requested by Spanish Law 11/2018 Reporting criteria: Selected GRI 
(2016 version unless stated otherwise) Section of the Report

Quantity of provisions and guarantees for environmental risks GRI 103-2 - The management approach and its components  » Commitment to the Environment

POLLUTION

Measures to prevent, reduce or remedy emissions that seriously 
affect the environment; bearing in mind any form of specific 
atmospheric pollution from an activity, including noise and light 
pollution

GRI 103-2 - The management approach and its components  » Commitment to the Environment

CIRCULAR ECONOMY AND WASTE PREVENTION AND MANAGEMENT

Waste prevention, recycling, re-use, other forms of recovery and 
disposal measures

GRI 103-2 - The management approach and its components  
GRI 306-3 - Waste produced 
GRI 306-4 - Waste not for disposal 
GRI 306-5 - Waste for disposal

 » Commitment to the Environment

Actions to combat food waste
GRI 103-2 - The management approach and its components 
GRI 306-4 - Waste not for disposal

 » Commitment to the Environment

SUSTAINABLE USE OF RESOURCES

Water consumption and water supply according to local 
limitations

GRI 303-5 - (Version GRI 2018) - Water consumption  » Commitment to the Environment

Consumption of raw materials and measures taken to improve 
efficiency in their use

GRI 301-1 - Materials used by weight or volume 
GRI 301-2 - Recycled input materials used 
GRI 301-3 - Reclaimed products and their packaging materials

 » Commitment to the Environment

Direct and indirect power consumption
GRI 302-1 - Energy consumption within the organisation 
GRI 302-3 - Energy intensity

 » Commitment to the Environment

Measures taken to improve energy efficiency
GRI 103-2 - The management approach and its components 
GRI 302-4 - Reduction of energy consumption

 » Commitment to the Environment

Use of renewable energies GRI 302-1 - Energy consumption within the organisation  » Commitment to the Environment

CLIMATE CHANGE

Greenhouse gas emissions generated as a result of activities 
by the Company, including use of the goods and services it 
produces

GRI 305-1 - Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions 
GRI 305-2 - Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions 
GRI 305-3 - Other indirect (Scope 3) GHG emissions 
GRI 305-4 - GHG emissions intensity

 » Commitment to the Environment

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
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Information requested by Spanish Law 11/2018 Reporting criteria: Selected GRI 
(2016 version unless stated otherwise) Section of the Report

Measures taken to adapt to climate change consequences GRI 103-2 - The management approach and its components  » Commitment to the Environment

Voluntary reduction targets established for the medium 
and long term to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and the 
measures taken to this end

GRI 305-5 - Reduction of GHG emissions  » Commitment to the Environment

PROTECTION OF BIODIVERSITY

Measures taken to preserve or restore biodiversity GRI 304-3 - Habitats protected or restored  » Commitment to the Environment

Impacts caused by activities or operations in protected areas
GRI 304-1 - Operational sites owned, leased, managed in, or adjacent to, protected areas and areas 

of high biodiversity value outside protected areas
GRI 304-2 - Significant impacts of activities, products and services on biodiversity

 » Commitment to the Environment

Information requested by Spanish Law 11/2018 Reporting criteria: Selected GRI 
(2016 version unless stated otherwise) Section of the Report

Management focus: description and results of policies related 
to these issues, as well as the main risks related to those issues 
tied to activities by the group

GRI 102-15 - Key impacts, risks and opportunities
GRI 103-2 - The management approach and its components

 » The Employees

EMPLOYMENT

Total number and distribution of employees by country, gender, 
age and professional category

GRI 102-8 - Information on employees and other workers
GRI 405-1 - Diversity of governance bodies and employees

 » The Employees

Total number and distribution of employment contract types 
and annual average of permanent employment contracts, 
temporary contracts and part-time contracts by gender, age and 
professional category

GRI 102-8 - Information on employees and other workers  » The Employees

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

SOCIAL AND STAFF-RELATED ISSUES
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SOCIAL AND STAFF-RELATED ISSUES

Information requested by Spanish Law 11/2018 Reporting criteria: Selected GRI 
(2016 version unless stated otherwise) Section of the Report

Number of redundancies by gender, age and professional 
category

GRI 103-2 - The management approach and its components
GRI 401-1 - New employee hires and employee turnover

 » The Employees

Average remuneration and trends by gender, age and 
professional category or equal value

GRI 103-2 - The management approach and its components
GRI 405-2 - Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women to men

 » The Employees

Wage gap, the remuneration of equal jobs or the average in 
society

GRI 103-2 - The management approach and its components
GRI 405-2 - Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women to men

 » The Employees

Average remuneration of directors and board members, 
including variable remuneration, allowances, compensation, 
payment into long-term savings provision systems and any 
other remuneration by gender

GRI 103-2 - The management approach and its components
GRI 405-2 - Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women to men

 » Governance y gestión de riesgos

 » Commitment to People

Implementation of disconnection from work policies GRI 103-2 - The management approach and its components  » The Employees

Number of employees with disability GRI 405-1 - Diversity of governance bodies and employees  » The Employees

WORK ORGANISATION

Organisation of the work schedule GRI 103-2 - The management approach and its components  » The Employees

Number of hours of absenteeism
GRI 103-2 - The management approach and its components
GRI 403-9 - (Version GRI 2018) - Occupational accident injuries

 » The Employees

Measures aimed at facilitating the enjoyment of work-life 
balance and encouraging the exercise of co-responsibility 
between both parents

GRI 103-2 - The management approach and its components
GRI 401-3 - Parental leave

 » The Employees

HEALTH AND SAFETY

Occupational health and safety conditions

GRI 103-2 - The management approach and its components
GRI 403-1 - (Version GRI 2018) - Occupational health and safety management system
GRI 403-2 - (Version GRI 2018) - Risk identification, risk assessment and incident investigation
GRI 403-3 - (Version GRI 2018) - Occupational health services

 » Asbestos Management

 » Commitment to People

Occupational accidents, in particular their frequency and 
seriousness, as well as occupational diseases; by gender

GRI 403-9 - (Version GRI 2018) - Occupational accident injuries
GRI 403-10 - (Version GRI 2018) - Occupational ailments and diseases

 » Asbestos Management

 » Commitment to People
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Information requested by Spanish Law 11/2018 Reporting criteria: Selected GRI 
(2016 version unless stated otherwise) Section of the Report

SOCIAL RELATIONS

Organisation of social dialogue, including procedures for 
informing and consulting staff and negotiating with them

GRI 103-2 - The management approach and its components  » Stakeholder Relations

Percentage of employees covered by collective bargaining 
agreements by country

GRI 102-41 - Collective bargaining agreements
 » At the servicie of mobilty

 » Commitment to People

Balance of collective bargaining agreements, particularly in the 
field of occupational health and safety

GRI 403-4 - (Version GRI 2018) - Participation by employees, consultations and communication on 
occupational health and safety

 » The Employees

TRAINING

Policies implemented on training
GRI 103-2 - The management approach and its components
GRI 404-2 - Programmes for upgrading employee skills and transition assistance programmes

 » The Employees

Total number of training hours by professional category GRI 404-1 - Average hours of training per year per employee  » The Employees

UNIVERSAL ACCESSIBILITY

Universal accessibility for persons with disabilities GRI 103-2 - The management approach and its components  » The Employees

EQUALITY

Measures taken to foster equal treatment and equal 
opportunities between women and men

GRI 103-2 - The management approach and its components

 » Governance y gestión de riesgos

 » Respect for Human Rights

 » The Employees

Equality plans, measures taken to foster employment, protocols 
against sexual and gender harassment

GRI 103-2 - The management approach and its components

 » Strategy and Business Model

 » Governance y gestión de riesgos

 » Ethics and transparency

 » The Employees

Policy against all forms of discrimination and, where 
appropriate, diversity management

GRI 103-2 - The management approach and its components
 » Respect for Human Rights

 » The Employees

SOCIAL AND STAFF-RELATED ISSUES
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Information requested by Spanish Law 11/2018 Reporting criteria: Selected GRI 
(2016 version unless stated otherwise) Section of the Report

Management focus: description and results of policies related 
to these issues, as well as the main risks related to those issues 
tied to activities by the group

GRI 102-15 - Key impacts, risks and opportunities
GRI 103-2 - The management approach and its components

 » Strategy and Business Model

 » Governance y gestión de riesgos

APPLICATION OF DUE DILIGENCE PROCEDURES

Application of due diligence procedures in terms of human 
rights and preventing human rights

abuses and, where appropriate, measures to mitigate, manage 
and remedy possible abuses

GRI 102-16 - Values, principles, standards and norms of behaviour
GRI 102-17 - Mechanisms for advice and concerns about ethics
GRI 412-2 - Employee training on human rights policies or procedures

 » Ethics and transparency

 » Respect for Human Rights

 » The Employees

Reports of human rights abuses
GRI 103-2 - The management approach and its components
GRI 406-1 - Incidents of discrimination and corrective actions taken

 » Respect for Human Rights

 » The Employees

Measures taken to promote and comply with the provisions of 
the fundamental ILO conventions on respect for the freedom 
of association and the right to collective bargaining; the 
elimination of discrimination at work and in the workplace; 
the elimination of forced or compulsory labour; the effective 
abolition of child labour

GRI 103-2 - The management approach and its components
GRI 407-1 - Operations and suppliers in which the right to freedom of association and collective bargaining 

may be at risk
GRI 408-1 - Operations and suppliers at significant risk for incidents of child labour
GRI 409-1 - Operations and suppliers at significant risk for incidents of forced or compulsory labour

 » Respect for Human Rights

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS
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Information requested by Spanish Law 11/2018 Reporting criteria: Selected GRI 
(2016 version unless stated otherwise) Section of the Report

Management focus: description and results of policies related 
to these issues, as well as the main risks related to those issues 
tied to activities by the group

GRI 102-15 - Key impacts, risks and opportunities
GRI 103-2 - The management approach and its components

 » Governance y gestión de riesgos

Measures taken to prevent corruption and bribery

GRI 103-2 - The management approach and its components
GRI 102-16 - Values, principles, standards and norms of behaviour
GRI 102-17 - Mechanisms for advice and concerns about ethics
GRI 205-2 - Communication and training about anti-corruption policies and procedures
GRI 205-3 - Confirmed incidents of corruption and actions taken

 » Strategy and Business Model

Measures taken to combat money laundering
GRI 103-2 - The management approach and its components
GRI 102-16 - Values, principles, standards and norms of behaviour
GRI 102-17 - Mechanisms for advice and concerns about ethics

 » Strategy and Business Model

Contributions to non-profit foundations and entities
GRI 102-13 - Membership of associations
GRI 201-1 - Direct economic value generated and distributed
GRI 415-1 - Political contributions

 » Ethics and transparency

 » Commitment to Society

Information requested by Spanish Law 11/2018 Reporting criteria: Selected GRI 
(2016 version unless stated otherwise) Section of the Report

Management focus: description and results of policies related 
to these issues, as well as the main risks related to those issues 
tied to activities by the group

GRI 102-15 - Key impacts, risks and opportunities
GRI 103-2 - The management approach and its components

 » Governance y gestión de riesgos

 » Commitment to People

COMMITMENT BY THE COMPANY TO SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

The impact from activity by the Company on local employment 
and development

GRI 103-2 - The management approach and its components
GRI 204-1 - Proportion of spending on local suppliers

 » The Supply Chain

The impact from activity by the Company on local towns and in 
the region

GRI 413-1 - Operations with local community engagement, impact assessments and development 
programmes

GRI 413-2 - Operations with significant actual and potential negative impacts on local communities

 » Stakeholder Relations

 » Customers

 » Commitment to Society

INFORMATION ON THE COMPANY

THE FIGHT AGAINST CORRUPTION AND BRIBERY
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Information requested by Spanish Law 11/2018 Reporting criteria: Selected GRI 
(2016 version unless stated otherwise) Section of the Report

The relations maintained with local community stakeholders 
and types of dialogue with them

GRI 102-43 - Approach to stakeholder engagement
GRI 413-1 - Operations with local community engagement, impact assessments and development 

programmes
 » Stakeholder Relations

Association or sponsorship actions
GRI 103-2 - The management approach and its components
GRI 201-1 - Direct economic value generated and distributed

 » Commitment to Society

SUBCONTRACTING AND SUPPLIERS

Inclusion in the procurement policy of social, gender equality 
and environmental issues

GRI 103-2 - The management approach and its components  » The Supply Chain

Consideration of social and environmental responsibility in 
relations with suppliers and subcontractors

GRI 102-9 - Supply chain
GRI 308-1 - New suppliers that were screened using environmental criteria
GRI 414-1 - suppliers that were screened using social criteria

 » The Supply Chain

Oversight and auditing systems and results therefrom
GRI 102-9 - Supply chain
GRI 308-2 - Negative environmental impacts in the supply chain and actions taken
GRI 414-2 - Negative social impacts in the supply chain and actions taken

 » The Supply Chain

CONSUMERS

Measures on consumer health and safety
GRI 103-2 - The management approach and its components
GRI 416-1 - Assessment of the health and safety impacts of product and service categories

 » Customers

Complaints systems, complaints received and resolution thereof
GRI 103-2 - The management approach and its components
GRI 418-1 - Substantiated complaints concerning breaches of customer privacy and losses of customer 

data

 » Ethics and transparency

 » Stakeholder Relations

 » Respect for Human Rights

 » Customers

FISCAL INFORMATION

The profits earned, country by country GRI 103-2 - The management approach and its components  » Metro de Madrid in 2020

The taxes paid on profits GRI 103-2 - The management approach and its components  » Economic Management

The public subsidies received GRI 201-4 - Financial assistance received from public authorities  » Economic Management

INFORMATION ON THE COMPANY

About the Non-Financial Information Statement  ··· Metro de Madrid is ··· Metro de Madrid in 2020 ··· The Metro de Madrid Company  ··· The Metro Service  ··· Management at Metro: ethics, responsibility and commitment  ··· Contents of Law 11/2018 GRI Indicators   ··· Verification of the Non-Financial Information Statement
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Various aspects of the management of the financial year ended on 31 December 2020 are 
summarised below:

 STATE AND EVOLUTION OF COMPANY’S BUSINESSES
In 2020, Metro de Madrid has experienced the effects of the health crisis caused by the 
coronavirus.

Passenger demand in the first few months of the lockdown (March-April) experienced a 
drop of 90%. As the mobility restrictions and ban on the opening of businesses and their 
activities de-escalated, this demand reached around 50% of the demand in 2019.

The services provided by Metro de Madrid. S.A. had to maintain the frequency established 
for 2019 with the aim of reducing the density of journeys to increase the safety distance 
between passengers, employing the recommendations of the health authorities. This 
maintenance of the service meant that operating costs could not be reduced in the same 
proportion as the income from passenger transport.

Operating income experienced a drop of 50 million euros, without taking into account the 
extraordinary revenue of 17 million euros received to offset the measures implemented 
to tackle COVID-19, which translated into a drop in profit of the same amount – 52 
million euros – given that costs were maintained at the same level as in financial year 
2019.

Replacement and improvement investments were made for the sum of 135 million euros, 
primarily aimed at the following pillars:

• Actions to modernise and renew installations, such as the reform of the railway 
signalling and the electrification of the overhead line on Line 4, which was completed in 
March 2020, the modernisation and accessibility plan of stations, renewing the stations 
of Plaza Elíptica, Bilbao and Alfonso XIII and the installation of lifts.

• Actions aimed at absorbing increases in demand, such as the new types of signalling on 
the oldest lines, and actions to reform and improve doors in the rolling stock passenger 
areas.

• Renewal of equipment and work centres, where work has continued to be done on the 
Integral Transport Centre (C.I.T.), in Avenida de Asturias and a new warehouse has been 
built to house bogies at the Canillejas site.

• Actions geared towards the digital transformation, with such projects as the provision 
at Gran Vía station of toll and ticketing systems under the Station 4.0 model and the 
Railnet communications system project, which involves global technological renewal to 
improve the capacity, security and reliability of the network..

Management report
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 OUTLOOK FOR 2021
On 11 March 2020, the World Health Organization declared the outbreak of the coronavirus 
COVID-19 to be a pandemic, due to its rapid spread around the world, having affected more 
than 150 countries. Most governments took restrictive measures to contain the spread 
which included isolation, lockdown, quarantine and restrictions on free movement, the 
closure of public and private premises, except those of primary need and health facilities, 
border closures and a drastic reduction in air, maritime, railway and road transport. In 
Spain, the Government adopted Royal Decree 463/2020, of 14 March, declaring the state of 
emergency to manage the health crisis caused by COVID-19.

This situation is significantly affecting the global economy, due to the interruption or 
slowdown on supply chains and the significant increase in economic uncertainty, seen in 
an increase in the price volatility of assets and exchange rates.

To mitigate the economic impacts of this crisis, the Government of Spain published various 
royal decrees in the months of March to May to tackle the economic and social impact of 
COVID-19.

The Company Management has worked at all times in coordination with the health and 
transport authorities of the Central, Regional and Local Governments with the aim of 
guaranteeing essential public mobility and imposing the preventive measures required 
from time to time.

Accordingly, the Company’s outlook for 2021 points to a sharp decline in passenger 
numbers compared with financial year 2019. The global impact of this crisis on personal 
mobility and how this may affect each means of transport is unknown at this time, but it is 
expected that until such time as a health solution exists to the pandemic, the Company’s 
activity will be affected.

 

However, for financial year 2021, the Programme Contract signed with the Regional 
Transport Consortium of Madrid forecasts turnover that does not drop below 3% of 
estimated demand, which will ensure that the Company turns over income from passenger 
transport of at least 858 million euros, in addition to income from journeys that are made 
with a single ticket which, as from 1 January 2021, the Company now owns. The cost 
containment policy is maintained to tackle the economic and health crisis caused by such 
a steep decline in mobility, and hence in the number of Metro de Madrid. S.A. passengers.

Informe de gestión
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Changes

Revenue 2020 2019 Value %

Net turnover 939.70 970.61 -30.91 -3.2%

Work performed by the company on its 
own assets 0.10 0.15 -0.05 -33.3%

Other operating revenue 49.93 52.46 -2.53 -4.8%

Release of grants 26.34 29.24 -2.90 -9.9%

Provision surpluses 1.60 1.19 0.41 -34.5%

Other revenue 19.55 19.63 -0.08 -0.4%

Finance income 0.30 0.86 -0.56 -65.1%

TOTAL REVENUE 1,037.52 1,074.14 -36.62 -3.4%

Changes

Expenses 2020 2019 Value %

Supplies -14.08 -15.20 1.12 -7.4%

Staff costs -414.65 -397.95 -16.7 4.2%

Other operating expenses -469.24 -461.20 -8.04 1.7%

Depreciation and amortisation -104.22 -110.61 6.39 -5.8%

  Other expenses -17.74 -19.86 2.12 -10.7%

Finance costs -7.42 -7.06 -0.36 5.1%

Corporate income tax 0.05 -0.07 0.12 -171.4%

TOTAL EXPENSES -1,027.30 -1,011.95 -15.35 1.52%

PROFIT (LOSS) 10.22 62.19

(million euro)

 ECONOMIC-FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
OF THE COMPANY
The Company recorded a profit of 10 million euros in 2020, with the following distribution 
between income and expenses and its comparison with the figures for financial year 
2019.

The financial management of the Company was marked by the line of the financial cost 
containment of the debt of 0.98% and an increase in financial debt, rising from 560 
million euros in 2019 to 625 million euros in 2020, guaranteeing the financing necessary 
at these times of economic crisis.

It is important to stress that the line of financing of up to 200 million euros to finance 
improvement in the railway network granted by the European Investment Bank in 2019 
provided for a first tranche of 85 million euros over 20 years, with a four-year grace 
period at the start. In 2019, another 50 million euros were drawn down with the same 
term and grace period, while the remaining 65 million were drawn down in 2020, an 
amount that coincides with the debt increase of Metro de Madrid. S.A. during the year. 
This type of financing, with a medium-high term is very important since it is adapted, to 
a greater extent, to the resources generated by the Company and to the useful life of the 
assets financed, facilitating the amortisation of the debt with the resources generated 
annually from operations.

The composition of the debt by type of interest rate is as follows: 41.59% of the debt is 
at a fixed rate and 58.41% at a variable rate. 

The management of the financial risks of the Company is centralised in the Economic-
Financial Division, which has the necessary mechanisms established to control the 
risks. 

Informe de gestión
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The Company is subject to different types of risk:

a) Credit risk: insignificant given current needs.

b) Market risk: under the Programme Contract signed with the Regional Transport 
Consortium of Madrid, based on a financial regime governed by the principle of sufficient 
fares that seeks to ensure that the public service offer, defined in the service agreement, 
is financially sustainable to achieve and maintain a high level of quality in the service 
provided, The European Commission establishes that public service providers must 
receive “appropriate compensation” so that the operator’s own funds subject to a public 
service contract are not eroded in the long term, such that it cannot faithfully comply 
with its contractual obligations or maintain a high level of quality in the provision of 
passenger transport services, according to the provisions of Regulation (EC) No. 
1370/2007

c) Liquidity risk: The Company maintains its cash and cash equivalents with institutions 
with a high credit rating in accordance with the investment conditions for liquidity 
surpluses of public companies, as defined in the General Budget Act of the Region of 
Madrid.

In addition, the Company performs an essential public service and has the financial support 
of its shareholder to guarantee the Company’s continuity.

The average payment period by the Company in financial year 2020 is 19 days.

The Company has no own shares and has not performed any operation related to own 
shares in 2020.

 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY
No significant events have taken place this financial year.

 ENVIRONMENTAL AND OTHER IMPACTS
No new events have taken place in this regard this year.

 CHANGES IN SHAREHOLDING
No change in the shareholding of the Company has taken place in 2020.

 CHANGES IN THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
In 2020, Rodrigo Tilve Seoane was appointed as a shareholder to replace Isaac Martín 
Barbero, who performed his position as a member of the Board of Directors of the 
Company to which he had been appointed.

On 17 March 2021, David Pérez García, Concepción Dancausa Treviño. Luis Martínez-
Sicluna Sepúlveda, José Luis Fernández Quejo del Pozo and José Ramón Menéndez 
Aquino were appointed as Board Members to replace Ángel Garrido García, María 
Consolación Pérez Esteban, María Teresa Barcons Marqués, Abel Bueno García and 
Victoria Alonso Márquez who performed their positions on the Board of Directors of the 
Company to which they had been appointed.

Informe de gestión
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 USE OF FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS BY THE COMPANY 
No financial instruments have been used by the Company in the year other than those 
described in the Annual Accounts.

 SUBSEQUENT EVENTS
Subsequent to the close of the year, no events have taken place that may affect the 
Annual Accounts for financial year 2020. However, Royal Decree 1/2001, of 12 January 
was published on 20 January 2021, modifying the General Chart of Accounts approved 
by Royal Decree 1514/2007, of 16 November, the General Chart of Accounts for Small- 
and Medium-sized Enterprises, approved by Royal Decree 1515/2007, of 16 November, 
the Rules on the Preparation of Consolidated Annual Accounts, approved by Royal 
Decree 1159/2010, of 17 September, and the Rules on the Adaptation of the General 
Chart of Accounts to non-profit entities, approved by Royal Decree 1491/2011, of 24 
October. Furthermore, the Resolution of the Accounting and Accounts Audit Institute 
of 10 February 2021 was published on 13 February 2021, providing the rules on the 
measurement, valuation and preparation of annual accounts for the recognition of 
income from the sale of goods and provision of services.

The changes in the rules apply to financial years beginning as from 1 January 2021, and 
focus on the criteria for the measurement, valuation and break-down of income from 
the sale of gods and services, financial instruments, hedge accounting, the valuation of 
stocks of raw materials listed by intermediaries that supply them and on the definition 
of fair value.

In this regard, individual annual accounts that correspond to the first financial year 
beginning as from 1 January 2021 will be presented including comparative information 
although without the obligation to present the information from the previous year again. 
The comparative information will only be expressed again in the event that all the criteria 
approved by the royal decree can be applied without incurring in a retrospective bias, 
without prejudice to the exceptions established in the transitional provisions.

The application of the rules is retroactive in general, although with alternative practical 
solutions. However, the application of hedge accounting is prospective, the criteria for 
the classification of financial instruments may be applied prospectively and the criteria 
for income from sales and the provision of services may be applied prospectively to 
those contracts entering into force as from 1 January 2021.

The Directors of the Company are assessing the applicable transition options and 
the accounting impact that these modifications represent, although at the date of the 
preparation of these Individual Annual Accounts, they do not have sufficient information 
available to draw a conclusion from this analysis.

 NON-FINANCIAL INFORMATION STATEMENTS
The Company is under an obligation to present the non-financial information in 
accordance with the provisions of Law 11/2018, of 28 December. This information is 
contained in the document entitled “Report on Non-financial Information Statements”, 
which was drawn up by the Directors on 30 March 2021.

Informe de gestión
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ASSETS

A) NON-CURRENT ASSETS

I. INTANGIBLE ASSETS (NOTE 5) 4,768 4,628

3. Patents, licenses, trademarks and similar items 30 36

5. Computer software 4,351 4,067

6. Other intangible assets 387 525

II. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT (NOTE 6) 1,284,898 1,254,350

1. Land and buildings 737,371 732,151

2. Plant, machinery, tools, furniture and other property, plant and equipment 461,953 465,680

3. Work in progress and advance payments 85,574 56,519

IV. N/C INVESTMENTS IN GROUP COMPANIES AND ASSOCIATES (NOTE 8.2) 28,810 29,798

1. Equity instruments 23,450 25,849

2. Loans to companies 5,360 3,949

V. NON-CURRENT FINANCIAL INVESTMENTS (NOTE 8.1) 7,176 22,401

2. Loans to third parties 2,894 3,294

5. Other financial assets 4,282 19,107

VI. DEFERRED TAX ASSETS (NOTE 14.5) 768 781

1. Corporate income tax prepayments 768 781

VIII. NON-CURRENT PREPAYMENTS AND ACCRUALS (NOTE 13) 34,344 47,810

TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS 1,360,764 1,359,768

ASSETS

B) CURRENT ASSETS

II. INVENTORIES (NOTE 9) 15,497 14,016

2. Raw materials and other supplies 15,497 14,016

III. TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES (NOTE 8.1) 80,323 66,606

1. Trade receivables for sales and services rendered 13,106 8,800

2. Trade receivables, group companies and associates 4,432 4,901

3. Sundry receivables 4,468 5,582

4. Human resources 3,827 4,190

6. Other tax credits (Note 14.1) 54,490 43,133

IV. CURRENT INVESTMENTS IN GROUP COMPANIES AND ASSOCIATES (NOTE 8.2) 6 -

2. Loans to associates 6 -

V. CURRENT FINANCIAL INVESTMENTS (NOTE 8.1) 167 171

5. Other financial assets 167 171

VI. CURRENT PREPAYMENTS AND ACCRUALS (NOTE 15) 14,178 11,615

VII. CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS (NOTE 8.1) 69,128 29,553

1. Cash 69,128 29,553

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 179,299 121,961

TOTAL ASSETS 1,540,063 1,481,729

Thousand euro
Balances at 
31/12/2020

Thousand euro
Balances at 
31/12/2020

Thousand euro
Balances at 
31/12/2020

Thousand euro
Balances at 
31/12/2020

2020 ANNUAL ACCOUNTS

BALANCE SHEET

Balance sheet Notes

Annual Accounts ····· Audit report
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LIABILITIES

A) EQUITY (NOTE 10)

A.-1) OWN FUNDS 19,421 -1,093

I. REGISTERED CAPITAL 17,977 17,977

III. RESERVES 435,751 425,461

1. Legal and statutory reserve 2,817 2,817

2. Other reserves 432,934 422,644

V. FROM PRIOR YEARS -444,531 -506,716

1. Tax loss carryforwards from 2009 - -

2. Tax loss carryforwards from 2010 - -24,448

3. Tax loss carryforwards from 2011 - -10,930

4. Tax loss carryforwards from 2012 -54,881 -81,688

5. Tax loss carryforwards from 2013 -218,817 -218,817

5. Tax loss carryforwards from 2014 -29,756 -29,756

5. Tax loss carryforwards from 2015 -72,604 -72,604

6. Tax loss carryforwards from 2016 -68,473 -68,473

VII. RESULTADO DEL EJERCICIO ACTUAL Y EJERCICIO ANTERIOR 10,224 62,185

1. Current year 10,224 62,185

A-3) GRANTS, DONATIONS AND BEQUESTS RECEIVED 418,734 434,186

1. Capital grants 394,973 420,210

2. Other capital grants 23,761 13,976

TOTAL EQUITY 438,155 433,093

B) NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES

I. NON-CURRENT PROVISIONS (NOTE 11.) 72,986 72,897

1. Long-term obligations to personnel 38,996 34,744

4. Other provisions 33,990 38,153

II. NON-CURRENT PAYABLES 627,332 562,936

2. Bank borrowings (NOTE 12.1) 538,847 468,270

3. Payables under finance leases (NOTE 7.1) 24,508 30,450

5. Other financial liabilities (NOTE 12.2)   4,102 4,341

6. Other non-current payables (NOTE 12.3) 59,875 59,875

IV. DEFERRED TAX LIABILITIES (NOTE 14.7) 1,050 1,088

V. NON-CURRENT PREPAYMENTS AND ACCRUALS (NOTE 13) 1,178 1,570

TOTAL NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES 702,546 638,491

C) CURRENT LIABILITIES

II. CURRENT PROVISIONS (NOTE 11.2) 167 414

1. Current provisions 167 414

III. CURRENT PAYABLES 103,136 86,595

2. Bank borrowings (NOTES 12.1 & 8.1) 54,322 54,320

3. Payables under finance leases (NOTE 7.1) 6,936 7,149

5. Other financial liabilities (NOTE 12.2) 41,878 25,126

V. TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES (NOTE 12.4) 296,059 323,136

1. Suppliers 34,214 63,198

2. Suppliers, group companies and associates (NOTE 18) 336 356

3. Sundry payables (NOTE 12.4) 222,774 224,102

4. Personnel (Pending remuneration) 22,811 20,441

6. Other taxes payable   (NOTE 14.1) 15,871 14,953

7. Advance payments from customers 53 86

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES 399,362 410,145

TOTAL LIABILITIES 1,540,063 1,481,729

Thousand euro
Balances at 
31/12/2020

Thousand euro
Balances at 
31/12/2020

Thousand euro
Balances at 
31/12/2020

Thousand euro
Balances at 
31/12/2020

ANNUAL ACCOUNTS 2020

Balance sheet Notes

Annual Accounts ····· Audit report
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A) CONTINUING OPERATIONS

1. Importe neto de la cifra de negocios 939,695 970,610

a) Services rendered (NOTE 17.c) 939,695 970,610

3.- Work performed by the company on its own assets 100 145

4.- Supplies (NOTE 9) -14,078 -15,197

b) Consumption of raw materials and other consumables -13,529 -14,991

d) Impairment of goods for resale, raw materials and other supplies. -549 -206

5.- Other operating revenue. 49,925 52,462

a) Ancillary revenue and other operating revenue. 49,084 51,827

b) Operating grants released to income during the year (NOTE 10.c) 841 635

6.- Staff costs (NOTE 17.a) -414,646 -397,950

a) Salaries, wages and similar items -311,928 -298,747

b) Employee benefits -102,718 -99,203

c) Provisions - -

7.- Other operating expenses -469,244 -461,196

a) External services (NOTE 17.b) -465,288 -458,980

b) Taxes -1,485 -2,174

c) Losses, impairment and change in trade provisions -2,471 -42

8.- Depreciation and amortisation (NOTES 5 & 6) -104,223 -110,607

9.- Allocation of grants for non-financial fixed assets and other grants 
      (NOTE 10.) 26,342 29,239

10.- Provision surpluses 1,604 1,193

11.- Impairment and profit (loss) on disposal of fixed assets 43 -332

b) Gain (loss) on disposals and other items 43 -332

17.- Other profit (loss) (NOTE 17.d) 4,165 95

a) Other revenue 19,546 19,625

b) Other expenses -15,381 -19,530

A.1 ) OPERATING PROFIT (LOSS) 19,683 68,462

12..- Financial income 302 860

a) From holdings in equity instruments 6 -

a.1.-) In group companies and associates 6 -

b) From negotiable securities and other financial instruments 296 860

b.2.-) Of third parties 216 810

b.3-) Financial interest capitalised 80 50

13.- Financial expenses -7,415 -7,061

b) For debts with third parties -7,415 -7,061

15.- Exchange differences -1 -4

16.- Impairment and gain (loss) on disposal of financial instruments -2,399 -

a) Impairment and losses -2,399 -

A.2) NET FINANCE INCOME/(COSTS) -9,513 -6,205

A.3) PROFIT (LOSS) BEFORE TAX 10,170 62,257

17.-Corporate income tax (NOTE 14.3) 54 -72

A.4) PROFIT (LOSS) FOR THE YEAR FROM CONTINUING OPERATIONS 10,224 62,185

B) DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS

18.- Profit (loss) for the year from discontinued operations, net of tax  -  -

A.5) PROFIT (LOSS) FOR THE YEAR 10,224 62,185

Thousand euro
Balances at 
31/12/2020

Thousand euro
Balances at 
31/12/2020

Thousand euro
Balances at 
31/12/2020

Thousand euro
Balances at 
31/12/2020

CUENTA DE PÉRDIDAS Y GANANCIAS

Balance sheet Notes
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Notes to the 
Annual Accounts 2020 2019

A) Profit (loss) for the year  10,224 62,185

Income and expenses recognised directly in equity  -  -  -

I. From measurement of financial instruments.  -  -  -

1. Available-for-sale financial assets. -  -  -

2. Other income/expenses. -  -  -

II. From cash flow hedges.  -  -  -

III. Grants, donations and bequests received.  -  -  -

1. Additions for the year Note 10 10,851 12,095

2. Removals for the year   - - 

IV. From actuarial gains and losses and other adjustments   - - 

V. Tax effect Note 10 -27 -31

B) Total income and expenses recognised directly in equity (I+II+III+IV+V)  - 10,824 12,064

Transfers to the income statement  -  -  -

VI. From measurement of financial instruments -  -  -

1. Available-for-sale financial assets. -  -  -

2. Other income/expenses. -  -  -

VII. From cash flow hedges. -  -  -

VIII. Subsidies, donations and bequests received. -  -  -

1. Transfer of grants to income statement. Note 10 -26,342 -29,239

2. Adjustment to grants from prior years. Note 10  -  -

3. Other Note 10 -1 -3

IX. Tax effect. Note 10 67 72

C) Total transfers to the income statement (VI+VII+VIII+IX)  - -26,276 -29,170

TOTAL RECOGNISED INCOME AND EXPENSES (A+B+C)  - -5,228 45,079

STATEMENT OF TOTAL CHANGES IN EQUITY 
FOR THE YEARS ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2020 AND 2019

Balance sheet Notes

Annual Accounts ····· Audit report
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Capital Share 
Premium   Reserves (Treasury 

Stock)
Retained 
earnings

Other
shareholder

Prior years’ 
profit (loss)

(Interim 
dividend)

Other 
equity inst.

Valuation 
adj.

Grants, 
donations
& beq. rec.

TOTAL

Authorised Uncalled

B. CLOSING BALANCE, DECEMBER 2018 17,977 - - 427,972 - -569,775 - 63,059 - - - 451,292 390,525

I. Adjustment due to measurement criteria 
changes 2018 - - - - - - - - - - - - -

II. Adjustments due to errors 2017 - - - - - - - - - - - - -

D. ADJUSTED OPENING BALANCE 2019 17,977 427,972 -569,775 63,059  451,292 390,525

I. Adjustments due to errors 2017 - - - - - - 62,185 - -17,106 45,079

II. Total recognised income and expenses - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1. Capital increases. 
2. ( - ) Capital reductions.

3. Conversion of financial liabilities into equity 
(conversion of bonds, debt waivers).

4. ( - ) Dividends paid.
5. Transactions with Treasury Stock (net).
6. Increase (reduction) in net equity resulting 

from a business combination.
7. Other transactions with shareholders or 

owners.

- - - - - - - - - - - - -

III. Other changes in equity - - - -2,511 - 63,059 -63,059 - - -2,511

B. CLOSING BALANCE, DEC. 2019 17,977 - - 425,461 - -506,716 - 62,185 - - - 434,186 433,093

I. Adjustment due to measurement criteria 
changes 2019 - - - - - - - - - - - - -

II. Adjustments due to errors, 2018 - - - - - - - - - - - - -

STATEMENT OF TOTAL CHANGES IN EQUITY 
FOR THE YEARS ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2020 AND 2019

Balance sheet Notes

Annual Accounts ····· Audit report
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Capital Share 
Premium   Reserves (Treasury 

Stock)
Retained 
earnings

Other
shareholder

Prior years’ 
profit (loss)

(Interim 
dividend)

Other 
equity inst.

Valuation 
adj.

Grants, 
donations
& beq. rec.

TOTAL

Authorised Uncalled

D. ADJUSTED OPENING BALANCE 2020 17,977 - - 425,461 - -506,716 - 62,185 - - - 434,186 433,093

I. Total recognised income and expense - - - - - - - 10,224 - - - -15,452 -5,228

II. Transactions with shareholders or owners - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1. Capital increases.
2. ( - ) Capital reductions.
3. Conversion of financial liabilities into equity 

(conversion of bonds, debt waivers).
4. ( - ) Dividends paid.
5. Transactions with Treasury Stock (net).
6. Increase (reduction) in net equity resulting 

from a business combination.
7. Other transactions with shareholders or 

owners.

- - - - - - - - - - - - -

III. Other changes in equity - - - 10,290 - 62,185 - -62,185 - - - - 10,290

B. CLOSING BALANCE, DECEMBER 2020 17,977 - - 435,751 - -444,531 - 10,224 - - - 418,734 438,155

STATEMENT OF TOTAL CHANGES IN EQUITY 
FOR THE YEARS ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2020 AND 2019
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CASH FLOW STATEMENT 2020 2019

A) CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

1. Profit (loss) for the year before tax. 10,170 62,257

2. Adjustments to profit (loss). 97,146 100,458

- Depreciation and amortisation (+) 104,223 110,607

- Impairment loss (reversal) (+/-) 2,399 -

- Changes in provisions (+/-) 10,133 25,490

- Release of grants (-) -26,342 -29,239

Gain (loss) on write-off and disposal of fixed assets (+/-) -43 332

- Gain (loss) on write-off and disposal of financial instruments (+/-) - -

- Finance income (-) -302 -860

- Finance costs (+) 7,415 7,061

- Exchange differences (+/-) 1 4

- Change in fair value of financial instruments (+/-) - -

Other income and expenses (-/+) -338 -12,937

3. Changes in working capital. -7,038 9,628

- Inventories (+/-) -1,481 -1,382

- Trade and other receivables (+/-) -13,718 -4,011

- Other current assets (+/-) 4 -5

- Trade and other payables (+/-) -27,077 -3,058

- Other current liabilities (+/-) 127 -176

- Current accruals and deferred income (+/-) -2,562 -3,068

- Other non-current assets and liabilities (+/-) 37,669 21,328

4. Other cash flows from operating activities -7,392 -6,542

- Interest paid (-) -7,607 -7,280

- Dividends received (+) - -

- Interest received (+) 215 811

- Income taxes received (paid) (+/-) - -73

- Other payments (proceeds) (+/-) - -

5. Cash flows from operating activities (+/-1+/-2+/-3+/-4) 92,886 165,801

B) CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES 2020 2019

6. Payments for investments (-) -119,362 -90,482

- Group companies and associates (-) - -

- Intangible assets (-) -1,200 -1,139

- Property, plant and equipment (-) -2,501 -89,343

- Investment property (-) -115,661 -

- Other financial assets (-) - -

- Non-current assets held for sale (-) - -

- Non-current deposits and guarantees - -

- Other assets (-) - -

7. Proceeds from sale of investments - 6,217

- Group companies and associates (+) - -

- Intangible assets (+) - -

- Property, plant and equipment (+) - -

- Investment property (+) - -

- Other financial assets (+) (non-current financial investments) - 6,217

- Non-current assets held for sale (+) - -

- Other assets (+) - -

8. Cash flows from Investing activities (7-6) -119,362 -84,265

C) CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES 2020 2019

9. Proceeds from and payments on equity instruments 1,872 888

- Issuance of equity instruments (+) (capital increases) - -

- Redemption of equity instruments (-) - -

- Acquisition of Treasury Stock (-) - -

Thousand euro
Balances at 
31/12/2020

Thousand euro
Balances at 
31/12/2020

Thousand euro
Balances at 
31/12/2020

Thousand euro
Balances at 
31/12/2020

CASH FLOW STATEMENT CORRESPONDING TO THE YEAR 
ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2020 AND 31 DECEMBER 2019
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CASH FLOW STATEMENT 2020 2019

- Disposal of Treasury Stock (-) - -

- Grants, donations and bequests received (+) 1,872 888

10. Proceeds from and payments on financial liabilities 64,180 -76,801

a) Issuance of 124,735 50,000

Bonds and other negotiable securities (+) - -

Bank borrowings (+) 124,714 50,000

Payables to group companies and associates (+) - -

Other payables (+) 21 -

b) Repayment and redemption: -60,555 -126,801

Bonds and other negotiable securities (-) - -

Bank borrowings (-) -60,097 -126,801

Debt with group companies and associates (-) - -

Other borrowings (-) -458 -

11. Payment of dividends and remuneration on other equity instruments - -

Dividends (+) - -

- Returns on other equity instruments (+) - -

12. Cash flows from financing activities (+ -9+/-10-11) 66,052 -75,913

D) EFFECT OF EXCHANGE RATE CHANGES -1 -4

E) NET INCREASE/DECREASE IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS 39,575 5,619

Cash and cash equivalents at the start of the reporting period 29,553 23,934

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the reporting period 69,128 29,553

Thousand euro
Balances at 
31/12/2020

Thousand euro
Balances at 
31/12/2020

CASH FLOW STATEMENT CORRESPONDING TO THE YEAR 
ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2020 AND 31 DECEMBER 2019
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NOTES 
TO THE FINANCIAL 
STATEMENTS

Metro de Madrid, S.A. (hereinafter the Company) was incorporated on 24 January 1917 
as a private limited company. With the approval of Royal Legislative Decree 13/1978 of 
7 June 1978 and Law 32/1979 of 8 November 1979, the Company was expropriated by 
the Government, with 25% of its shares acquired by the provincial government and the 
remaining 75% by Madrid City Council.

Subsequently, in 1986, the shares of Compañía Metropolitano de Madrid, S.A., as it was 
then called, were handed over to the Regional Government of Madrid and Madrid City 
Council. 

Under Article 2.1 of Royal Decree 869/1986 of 11 April 1986, the State-owned assets 
assigned to the operation of the service were transferred to the Regional Government 
of Madrid.   Subsequently, on 24 and 30 December 1986, the Regional Government of 
Madrid and Madrid City Council transferred the rights over the shares in the company 
formerly known as Compañía Metropolitano de Madrid, S.A. to the Madrid Regional 
Transport Consortium. 

Under the general collaboration protocol signed on 12 December 2011 between the 
Regional Government ion of Madrid, Madrid City Council and the Madrid Regional 
Transport Consortium concerning the collective passenger rail transport service 
rendered by Metro de Madrid, S.A., the Regional Government of Madrid and Madrid City 
Council recovered all of the rights over the shares transferred to the Madrid Regional 
Transport Consortium. Madrid City Council then transferred the title to all of the assets 
and rights it held inherent to the provision of the transport service on the network 
operated by Metro de Madrid, S.A. 

to the Regional Government of Madrid, in particular, the 75% interest held by Madrid 
City Council in the capital of Metro de Madrid, S.A. This share transfer was effective 
as of 28 December 2011, pursuant to the Fiscal Measures Act (Law 6/2011). In view of 

the above and pursuant to Article 13.1 of the Recast Text of the Capital Companies Act, 
the Company has been registered with the Companies Registry as a single-member 
company (“Sociedad Unipersonal”). 

1. ABOUT THE COMPANY
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e) The performance, with the due legally- established separation of activities and accounts, 
of all types of activities, works and own services or services related to the businesses 
of production and marketing of electricity or electricity derivatives, of their applications, 
including the activity of charging of the system in order to perform the re-sale of 
electricity for energy recharging services.

f) The production, organisation, management and performance of industrial, commercial, 
service, cultural, artistic, sporting, educational, and recreational activities, which, as an 
associated use, may be carried out on the Madrid Metropolitan Railway system operated 
by the Company and in spaces annexed or linked to it, as well as the authorisation to third 
parties, whether free of charge or for a consideration, to perform the aforementioned 
activities. 

g) The management and profit maximisation of its assets, which are deemed to include the 
industrial and intellectual property rights held by the Company, by any means, whether 
directly or in cooperation with third parties, and the execution of all types of civil works 
and constructions with the exception of those activities for which the law lays down 
special requirements which are not fulfilled by this Company.

1. ABOUT THE COMPANY

According to Article 3 of the Articles of Association, the corporate purpose of the Company 
is:

a) The management and operation of the public service of the Madrid metropolitan railway.

b) The design, construction, management and operation of modes of transport for people 
or luggage.

c) The design, construction, management and operation of modes of transport, by cable or 
without cable, of signals, communications or telecommunications, energy, electrification 
and information systems, either directly or in partnership with third parties.

d) The provision of all types of services directly and indirectly linked to the metropolitan rail 
transport service, whether heavy or light, or to any other modes of transport for persons 
or luggage, which include, but are not limited to, the services of technical assistance, 
consulting, performance of analyses, studies, reports, tests, controls, advice, preparation 
of engineering and architecture projects, supervision, management and advice in the 
execution of works constructions, installations, planning, management, maintenance 
of infrastructures, superstructures, rolling stock and operation of transport services, 
training and refresher courses for the staff that provide such services.
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The activities contained in the corporate purpose may be carried out by the Company in 
Spain or abroad, and may be performed either directly, in whole or in part, or through the 
ownership of shares or equity instruments in other companies. 

The Company’s primary activity is the comprehensive operation of public rail transport 
in the Autonomous Region of Madrid, regulated for the 2016 to 2020 financial years in 
a Programme Agreement signed with the Madrid Regional Transport Consortium on 
1 March 2016. During the years 2017 to 2020, the Company and the Madrid Regional 
Transport Consortium signed Annual Transitional Programme Agreements, in which 
they signed the continuity of the conditions laid down in the agreement entered into on 
1 March 2016. On 8 October 2020, the Company signed a new Programme Agreement 
with the Madrid Regional Transport Consortium valid for the years 2021 to 2024, and 
which, like the previous ones, is based on remuneration per passenger.

In line with the financial system in place since 1 January 2003, regulated in Law 6/2002 
of 27 June 2002, partially amending Law 5/1985 which created the Madrid Regional 
Transport Consortium (CRTM), the Framework Agreement signed by Metro de Madrid 
and the CRTM provides for a financial regime for public transport services governed 
by the principle of sufficient fares to cover all actual costs under normal conditions of 
productivity and organisation, based on an average fare per trip. As a result, on 1 January 
2003, operating grants were discontinued and replaced by a system of compensation 
directly linked to the service provided.

Metro de Madrid S.A. holds equity investments in associates. Under prevailing 
legislation, the Company does not prepare consolidated Annual Accounts because it 
only holds investments in subsidiaries that are not, as a whole, material for the purposes 
of giving a true and fair view. (See Note 8.2).

In 2010, the Company created a branch office in Ecuador under the name of “Metro de 
Madrid S.A., Sucursal en Ecuador” to service the consultancy projects underway in that 
country.

1. ABOUT THE COMPANY

On 19 December 2017, the Company’s board of Directors agreed to close the branch 
office, cancelling the operating permit and liquidating the company as called for under 
the law of Ecuador. In 2018, the Company initiated the procedures for the liquidation 
and closing of the Branch, which is currently in progress. 

The registered offices of Metro de Madrid, S.A. are located at Calle Cavanilles 58, in Madrid.
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Whilst these estimates are based on the best information available at the end of 2020, it 
is possible that they may have to be modified (upward or downward) in future financial 
years due to events that may take place in the future, which would be done in a prospective 
manner. In this regard, the current situation caused by the COVID-19 pandemic generates 
an additional element of uncertainty that has been considered by the Management and the 
Directors in their estimates for 2020.

2. BASIS OF PRESENTATION OF THE ANNUAL ACCOUNTS

a) True and fair view
The accompanying Annual Accounts were obtained from the Company’s accounting 
records and prepared in accordance with current company legislation, Royal Decree 
1514/2007 which approved the Spanish General Chart of Accounts and modifications 
thereto, and Ministry of Economy and Finance Order EHA/733/2010 on accounting aspects 
of public companies operating in certain circumstances, to give a true and fair view of the 
Company’s equity and financial position at 31 December 2020, as well as the results of its 
operations and cash flows for the year then ended.  

The Annual Accounts were prepared by the Company’s Directors for submission to the sole 
shareholder for approval and it is believed that they will be approved without modification.

b) Non-mandatory accounting principles applied.
No accounting principles which are not mandatory have been applied. In addition, when 
preparing the Annual Accounts, the Directors considered all of the mandatory accounting 
standards and principles that would have a material effect on the Annual Accounts.

c) Critical measurement issues and estimates of uncertainty.
In preparing the Annual Accounts, the Directors must use relevant estimates, judgments 
and hypotheses in the process of applying the Company’s accounting policies. The aspects 
that involve the most significant judgments, complexities, hypotheses and estimates for 
the preparation of the consolidated Annual Accounts are summarised below:

• The hypotheses used in the actuarial calculation of the pension commitments and 
liabilities (See Note 16).

• Analysis of possible impairment of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets 
(See Note 4.d).

• Analysis of impairment indicators and impairment tests of investments in associates 
(See Note 4.f).

• Calculation of provisions and analysis of contingencies (See Note 11).
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Expenditure

Chapter 1: Staff Costs 399,263

Chapter 2: Costs of Current Goods and Services 516,121

Chapter 3: Financial Costs 9,519

Chapter 6: Real Estate Investments 204,600

Chapter 8: Financial Assets -

Chapter 9: Financial Liabilities 65,928

 1,195,431

Revenue

Chapter 5: Equity Income 1,065,431

Chapter 9: Financial Liabilities 130,000

 1,195,431

2. BASIS OF PRESENTATION OF THE ANNUAL ACCOUNTS

d) Information comparison
For each item on the balance sheet, income statement, statement of change in equity, cash 
flow statement and the notes to the 2020 financial statements, comparative figures for 
2019 from the 2019 Annual Accounts approved by the sole shareholder on 29 July 2020 
are also presented.

e) Grouping of items
Certain items on the balance sheet, the income statement, the statement of changes in 
equity and the cash flow statement are grouped together to make them easier to understand. 
However, to the extent that it is significant, the information has been included separately in 
the pertinent notes to the financial statements.

f) Correction of errors
When preparing the accompanying Annual Accounts, no significant prior year errors were 
detected that required the 2019 figures to be corrected in the Annual Accounts for 2020.

g) Functional and presentation currency
The financial statements are expressed in thousands of euros, rounded to the nearest 
thousandth. The euro is the Company's functional and presentation currency.

h) Going concern principle
Although the Company recorded a profit of EUR 10,224 thousand in 2020 (EUR 62,185 
thousand in 2019), it has negative working capital of EUR 220,063 thousand at 31 December 
2020 (a negative figure of EUR 288,184 thousand at 31 December 2019).

The aforementioned Working Capital contains a balance, included under “Sundry payables” 
in Current Liabilities, that is payable to the Directorate-General of Infrastructure of the 
Regional Government of Madrid (sole shareholder of Metro de Madrid), amounting to EUR 
143,578 thousand at 31 December 2020 and 2019 (See Note 12.4).

The Directors have prepared these accounts on a going concern basis in view of the 
following circumstances:

• The General Budgets for the Regional Government of Madrid for 2021 reflect a budget 
appropriation of EUR 1,195,431 thousand in favour of Metro de Madrid S.A. as follows (in 
thousands of euros):
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2. BASIS OF PRESENTATION OF THE ANNUAL ACCOUNTS

• The Programme Contract signed by the Company with the Madrid Regional Transport 
Consortium (CRTM) for 2020, based on an average fare per passenger (See Note 1) 
provided for the possibility that, if the number of passengers carried fell below a 
certain threshold for any reason, the CRTM would have to pay a minimum amount 
for the transport services provided by the Company, which would cover most of its 
operating costs. The minimum amount set is EUR 891,468 thousand. Therefore, the 
significant reduction in the number of passengers in 2020 did not have a proportional 
impact on the Company’s revenue, resulting from the Programme Contract, as the 
revenue is set as a consideration for the service actually provided on the basis of the 
supply of services requested by the CRTM. In the same vein, the operating costs of 
the services provided by the Company have not fallen as a result of the reduction in 
passengers, as such costs are dependent on the operation of the service requested 
by the CRTM. As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, this led to the greatest possible 
supply of trains in 2020 in order to facilitate a higher frequency of trains so as to 
ensure a greater distance between passengers on the trains.

• In 2020, in order to implement the health measures throughout the underground 
network and with the aim of guaranteeing the provision of the transport service in 
full safety conditions, e.g. through the purchase of personal protective equipment, 
signage, cleaning and disinfection of stations and rolling stock, installation of 
screens, capacity control etc., the Company signed, in December 2020, an addendum 
to the Programme Contract with the Madrid Regional Transport Consortium, in 
which, by virtue of a safeguard clause with regard to the operating costs incurred, 
the contribution per passenger was updated by an amount of EUR 16,899 thousand.

• The appropriation reflected above is a consequence of the extension of the 2019 
Budget for 2021, which the Regional Government of Madrid has implemented through 
Decree 122/2020, regulating the application of the extension of the General Budgets 
of the Regional Government for 2021.

• The Madrid Regional Transport Consortium has stated that if greater financing needs 
arise as a result of the provision of the transport service, it will make a request to the 
Regional Government of Madrid for the necessary appropriation amendments in its 
budget in order to carry out the contributions necessary to ensure financial balance 
in the provision of transport in 2021.

• The Company also has EUR 85,000 thousand in unused credit policies at 31 December 
2020 (See Note 8.1.2).

i) Reflecting the economic impact of the COVID-19 pandemic
These Annual Accounts reflect, both in the revenue and expense items, the economic 
effects in 2020 the resulting from the COVID-19 health crisis due to the measures 
that have had to be implemented in public transport in general and in particular in the 
Company in order to ensure the mobility of people with the highest possible level of 
safety.

The most significant effect was the reduction in passenger demand which, in the first 
few months of lockdown (March-April 2020) fell by 90% compared with the same period 
of the previous year, and which gradually recovered as the rules restricting mobility 
were progressively reduced to stand at 50% of the 2019 demand.

However, the following aspects must be taken into account that mitigated the effects of 
the fall in demand on the 2020 income statement. (See Note 17):
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AVAILABLE FOR DISTRIBUTION AMOUNT

Profit (loss) for 2019 62,185,493.58

TOTAL 62,185,493.58

AVAILABLE FOR DISTRIBUTION AMOUNT

Profit (loss) for 2020 10,223,890.38

TOTAL 10,223,890.38

APLICACIÓN DE RESULTADOS AMOUNT

To tax laws carryforwards 62,185,493.58

TOTAL 62,185,493.58

APPLICATION OF PROFIT (LOSS) AMOUNT

To tax laws carryforwards 10,223,890.38

TOTAL 10,223,890.38

The distribution of the Company's profit for the year ended 31 December 2019, approved by 
the Sole Shareholder on 29 July 2020 was as follows (in euros):

Dividends may only be distributed in the profit for the year to unrestricted reserves as long 
as the Company’s net worth is not reduced to less than the share capital as a result of the 
distribution. In this regard, at 31 December 2020 and 2019, the Company's reserves are not 
unrestricted. For these purposes, profit recognised directly in equity may not be directly or 
indirectly distributed.

The proposed distribution of profit that the Board of Directors submits to the Sole 
Shareholder for approval is as follows (in euros):

3. DISTRIBUCIÓN DE RESULTADOS
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a) Capitalisation of financial expenses
For property, plant and equipment and intangible assets that require more than one 
year to be ready for use, operation or sale, the Company includes the financial expenses 
associated with the specific financing directly attributable to the acquisition, construction 
or production of such assets in the cost.

To the extent that funds are borrowed specifically for the purpose of obtaining a qualifying 
asset, the interest eligible for capitalisation is determined by the financing costs.

The Company begins capitalising the interest as part of the cost of a qualifying asset when 
it incurs expenses for the asset, the interest accrues and it undertakes activities that are 
necessary to prepare the asset, or parts thereof, for its intended use, operation or sale. It 
ceases to capitalise the interest when the activities necessary to prepare the qualifying 
asset for its intended use, operation or sale are complete or substantially complete, 
even though the necessary administrative permits may not have been obtained, without 
considering interruptions. 

Interest is capitalised through the item “Financial interest capitalised” on the income 
statement.

Financial expenses are no longer capitalised if the activities that are necessary to prepare 
the assets intended use are interrupted.

b) Intangible assets
The goods and rights included in this item are measured at cost of acquisition or 
production and carried at cost on the balance sheet, less any accumulated amortisation 
and impairment.

Advances on account of fixed assets are initially recognised at cost. Costs subsequently 
incurred in connection with intangible assets are recognised as an expense, unless there 
is an increase in the profits that are expected to be earned on those assets in the future. 

The annual amortisation charge is calculated using the straight-line method, based on the 
estimated useful life of the goods, as follows:

4. RECOGNITION AND MEASUREMENT

• Patents and trademarks: 10 years

• Computer software: 3 years

The amortisable amount is understood as the acquisition costs less the residual value, if 
any. The Company considers the residual value of an asset to be zero unless:

a) There is a third-party commitment to buy the asset as the end of its useful life.

b) There is an active market for the intangible asset and:

i. The residual value with reference to this market can be determined; and

ii. That market is likely to exist at the end of the asset’s useful life.

The Company assesses and determines impairment losses and reversals of impairment 
losses of intangible assets according to the criteria referred to in section (d) “Impairment 
of non-financial assets subject to amortisation or depreciation”.

c) Property, plant and equipment
The assets included under this heading are measured at cost of acquisition or production, 
and carried at cost on the balance sheet, less any accumulated depreciation and impairment. 

Costs incurred to enlarge or improve these assets, and which extend their useful life, are 
capitalised as an increase in the cost of the asset. Repairs and maintenance costs which 
do not extend the useful lives of the related assets are expensed when incurred. 

Advances on account of fixed assets are initially recognised at cost. 

Production costs, which comprise warehouse materials, direct labour and indirect costs 
incurred in making investments, are capitalised under line item A) 3. on the income 
statement as “Work performed by the company on its own assets”.
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The Company evaluates and determines the impairment losses and reversals of impairment 
losses of section (d) “Impairment of non-financial assets subject to amortisation or 
depreciation”.

Swaps of property, plant and equipment
Property, plant and equipment acquired in exchange for one or more non-monetary assets 
or a combination of monetary and non-monetary assets is recognised at the monetary 
amount given plus the fair value of the non-monetary assets given in the transaction, 
except where the transaction has no commercial substance or the fair value of the property, 
plant and equipment received or the asset given up cannot be reliably measured.

The fair value of the asset received should be recognised by reference to the fair value of 
the asset given except in transactions in which the fair value of the asset received can be 
determined more reliably.

In those cases in which the fair value of the asset received or given cannot be reliably 
determined or in which the transaction lacks commercial substance, the acquisition cost is 
determined by reference to the lower of the carrying amount of the asset given plus, as the 
case may be, the monetary consideration paid or payable, up to the limit of the fair value of 
the asset received.

When there are impairment losses affecting the asset given, the difference between its 
acquisition price and its accumulated depreciation is the limit at which the asset received 
in exchange may be measured if the fair value of the asset received is greater than the 
carrying amount of the asset given.

The expenses incurred by the asset received until it is brought into operation will increase 
its value provided that they do not exceed the fair value of said asset.

4. RECOGNITION AND MEASUREMENT

The Company has not included the book value of the initial cost of the infrastructure made 
and charged to the budgets of the different Public Administrations since 1956, of the assets 
assigned to Metro de Madrid for their operation, as well as the infrastructure granted free 
of charge by the Directorate General of Infrastructures according to the Agreement signed 
on 2 July 2012, or six 7000 series dual-voltage trains owned by the Regional Government 
of Madrid, due to the difficulty in estimating the accounting treatment and valuation due to 
their special characteristics. The Directors do not believe that this would have a material 
effect on the Annual Accounts taken as a whole. 

The annual depreciation charge is calculated using the straight-line method, allocating the 
depreciable amount of the assets on a systematic basis over their estimated useful life.  

 The estimated useful lives are as follows: 

• Infrastructure and superstructure: 67 years

• Tracks: 10 years

• Industrial buildings and constructions: 33 years

• Administrative buildings: 50 years

• Non-operations buildings: 50 years

• Plant and machinery: 17-10 years old

• Other plant, machinery and furniture: 10-3 years old

• Vehicles: 25-7 years old

• Other fixed assets: 17-4 years old

Metro de Madrid, S.A. reviews the residual value, useful life and depreciation method of 
property, plant and equipment on a regular basis. Modifications to the initially established 
criteria are recorded as a change in an accounting estimate.

After initial recognition of the assets, the only costs capitalised are those which lead to 
an increase in their capacity, productivity or useful life, with the carrying amount of the 
replaced elements de-registered. The cost of daily maintenance of property, plant and 
equipment is recorded as an expanse of the income statement as it is incurred.
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d) Impairment of non-financial assets subject 
to amortisation or depreciation

In application of Order EHA/733/2010, of 25 March, the Company has considered that 
property, plant and equipment and intangible assets should be classified as non-cash flow 
generating assets, since they are held for the purpose of providing a service that benefits 
the community, with an objective other than generating a commercial return. According to 
the aforementioned classification, the Company only checks for impairment when there are 
indicators of impairment of this type of asset.

At any event, the events or circumstances must be significant and, above all, must have 
long-term effects.

If there are indicators of impairment, the recoverable value is the greater of the value in use 
and the fair value less costs to sell. In 2020 and 2019, pursuant to Ministry of Economy and 
Finance Order EHA/733/2010, the value in use is the present value of the asset maintaining 
its service potential, and is measured at the depreciated replacement cost. 

The impairment of non-cash flow generating assets is measured individually, unless the 
service potential is not apparent, in which case the recoverable amount is calculated at the 
level of the operating unit or service to which the asset belongs. 

The Company considers variations in passenger numbers and fixed asset obsolescence 
as indicators of possible impairment. The number of passengers in 2019 was higher than 
in previous years, indicating a substantial recovery and thus a reduction in the impact of 
asset impairment. 

In 2020, the Company maintained the supply of services and investment in the conservation 
of its infrastructures to ensure the provision of a reliable and quality service. Therefore, 
despite the significant drop in demand due to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, which 
is considered a short-term effect, it is not considered that there has been an impairment 
in the value of assets. At any event, considering additionally the replacement value of 
property, plant and equipment and intangible assets, it would not be necessary to record 
any impairment of these assets.

e) Leases.
Leases in which, upon inception, the Company substantially assumes all the risks and 
rewards incidental to ownership are classified as finance leases; otherwise, they are 
classified as operating leases. 

Amendments to lease contract clauses, other than renewal, which would have led to 
a different classification had they been considered at the inception of the lease, are 
recognised as a new contract over the remaining term. However, changes in estimates or 
circumstances do not entail a new classification.
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e.1. Finance leases
In finance leases in which the Company acts as the lessee, the cost of the leased 
assets is presented on the balance sheet, based on the nature of the leased asset, 
and, simultaneously, a liability is recognised for the same amount.  

This amount will be the lower of the fair value of the leased asset and the present 
value, at the inception of the lease, of the agreed minimum lease payments, including 
the price of the purchase option when there are no reasonable doubts that it will 
be exercised. The minimum lease payments do not include contingent rent, costs 
for services and taxes to be paid by and reimbursed to the lessor. The total finance 
charge is apportioned over the lease term and taken to the income statement in the 
period of accrual, using the effective interest method. Contingent rent is recognised 
as an expense for the period in which it is incurred.

Assets held under finance leases are depreciated depending on the nature of the 
assets and following similar criteria to those applied to owned property, plant and 
equipment.

e.2. Sale and leaseback transactions
Asset sale and leaseback transactions that meet the conditions for classification 
as a finance lease are considered as financing operations and, therefore, the nature 
of the asset is not changed and no profit or loss is recognised.

e.3. Operating leases
Operating lease instalments are charged to the income statement on a straight-line 
basis over the lease term.

 f) Financial Instruments
Financial instruments are classified on initial recognition as a financial asset, a financial 
liability or an own equity instrument in accordance with the economic substance of the 
contractual arrangement and the definitions of a financial asset, a financial liability and an 
equity instrument.

f.1. Recognition
The Company recognises financial instruments when it becomes party to the 
contract or legal transaction, in accordance with the terms set out therein. 

Debt instruments are recognised from the date on which the legal right to receive 
or the legal obligation to make a cash payment arises.  Financial liabilities are 
recognised on the trade date. Purchases and sales of financial assets arranged 
under conventional contracts, these being understood as contracts in which the 
mutual obligations of the parties must be discharged within a certain period of 
time established by law or by market conventions and which are not contracts for 
differences (CFDs) are recognised by the type of asset on the contract or settlement 
date. However, contracts for differences (CFDs) and those that are not consumed 
within the legally established time period are recognised as derivative financial 
instruments during the period of time between the contract date and the settlement 
date.
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Operations with the foreign currency market are recognised on the settlement date, 
while financial assets traded on Spanish secondary stock markets, if they are equity 
instruments, are recognised on the trade date; if they are debt securities, they are 
recognised on the settlement date.

f.2. Financial assets
f.2.1 Classification
The financial assets held by the Company are classified into the following 
categories:

• Loans and receivables: financial assets originating from the sale of goods or 
the rendering of services related to the Company’s commercial operations 
or those which, while non-commercial in origin, do not constitute equity 
instruments or derivatives, are receivable in a fixed or determinable amount 
and are not quoted on an active market.

• Equity investments in associates: Associates are entities over which the 
Company, either directly, or indirectly through subsidiaries, exercises 
significant influence. Significant influence is the power to impact decisions 
involving the financial and operating policies of a company without actually 
controlling or jointly controlling the company. The existence of potential 
voting rights that are exercisable or convertible at the end of each reporting 
period, including potential voting rights held by the Company or other entities, 
are considered when assessing whether an entity has significant influence.

• Cash and cash equivalents: these include cash on hand and demand 
deposits in financial institutions. They also include other short-term, highly 
liquid investments that are readily convertible to known amounts of cash and 
which are subject to an insignificant risk of changes in value. Investments 
maturing less than three months from the acquisition date are included in 
this category

f.2.2. Initial recognition
Both loans and receivables and equity investments in associates are initially 
recognised at the fair value of the consideration given plus any directly 
attributable transaction costs

Subsequent measurement
Loans and receivables are measured at amortised cost using the effective 
interest rate method. However, financial assets that have no established interest 
rate and are scheduled to mature or be settled in the near future are recognised 
at face value when the effect of updating them is negligible.

Investments in associates are measured at cost less any accumulated 
impairment. This impairment is calculated as the difference between the carrying 
amount and the recoverable amount, which is the higher of fair value less costs 
to sell and value in use. Value in use is calculated based on the Company’s 
share of the present value of future cash flows expected to be derived from 
ordinary activities and from the disposal of the asset, or the estimated cash 
flows expected to be received from the distribution of dividends and the final 
disposal of the investment.

Impairment of an investment is limited to the amount of the investment, except 
when contractual, legal or constructive obligations have been assumed by the 
Company or payments have been made on behalf of the companies. In the latter 
case, a provision is made according to the criteria described in section k) of this 
note.

The Company tests financial assets not carried at fair value for impairment at 
least at each year end. Impairment, when it occurs, is recorded on the income 
statement as the difference between the carrying value and the recoverable 
value of the financial asset.
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In particular, the Company follows the criterion of recognising impairment of 
trade and other receivables when estimated future cash flows are reduced or 
delayed due to debtor insolvency. Metro de Madrid, S.A. calculates any such 
impairment on the basis of an individual analysis of each item.

Financial assets of parts of them are derecognised when they expire or when 
the rights to the cash flows from the financial assets have been transferred and 
substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership of the financial asset have 
been transferred.

f.3. Financial liabilities.
Financial liabilities comprise debts and payables deriving from the purchase 
of goods and services relating to the Company’s commercial operations, or 
also those which, although non-commercial in origin, cannot be considered as 
derivative financial instruments. 

Debts and other payables are originally stated at the fair value of the 
consideration received, adjusted by the costs that are directly attributable to 
the transaction.  

The liabilities are subsequently stated at amortised cost using the effective 
interest rate method. 

Financial liabilities are derecognised when the related obligation is extinguished, 
or the Company is legally released from the fundamental responsibility contained 
in the liability by a legal process or by the creditor.

g) Inventories
Inventories stocked in a warehouse for use or as replacements are measured at weighted 
average cost, which under no circumstance exceeds market value. 

The Company makes provisions for impairment of inventories when their market value 
is lower than the cost of acquisition or production and this reduction is reversible. If the 
reduction is irreversible, the Company derecognises the cost of acquisition or production 
of the inventories. Market value is understood to be the realisable value. 

There are no restrictions on the availability of inventories due to guarantees, pledges, 
security deposits or similar commitments.

h) Transactions and balances in foreign currencies.
Transactions in foreign currencies are translated into euros by applying the spot exchange 
rate on the transaction date to the amount in the foreign currency.

Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies have been translated into 
euros by applying the exchange rate in force at the reporting date. Non-monetary assets 
and liabilities measured at historic cost have been translated by applying the exchange rate 
on the transaction date.

The positive and negative differences arising on settling foreign currency transactions and 
in translating monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies into 
euros are recorded on the income statement.

i) Income tax expense
The income tax expense or income includes the part relating to the expense or income for 
current tax and the part corresponding to the expense or income for deferred tax.

Current tax is the amount which the Company pays for corporate income tax in a financial 
year. Current tax is reduced by tax deductions and other income tax credits, excluding 
withholdings and payments on account, and the application of tax losses carried forward.
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The expense or income for deferred tax corresponds to the recognition and cancellation of 
deferred tax assets and liabilities. These include temporary differences, which are defined 
as the amounts which are expected to be paid or recovered in the future for differences 
between the carrying amount of assets and liabilities and their tax value, as well as unused 
tax credits and deductions. These amounts are measured at the tax rates that are expected 
to apply in the period when the asset is realised or the liability is settled.

The Company recognises deferred tax liabilities in all cases, except where they arise 
from the initial recognition of goodwill or an asset or liability in a transaction that is not a 
business combination and, at the time of the transaction, affects neither accounting profit 
nor taxable income.

Deferred tax assets derived from deductible temporary differences are recognised provided 
that it is likely that sufficient taxable income will be available against which they can be 
utilised.

The Company recognises the conversion of a deferred tax asset into a tax receivable 
when it becomes enforceable in accordance with prevailing tax legislation. For these 
purposes, the deferred tax asset is derecognised with a charge to the deferred income 
tax expense and a credit to current income tax is recognised for the account receivable. 
Likewise, the Company recognises the exchange of a deferred tax asset for government 
debt securities when it acquires ownership thereof. Nonetheless, assets arising from 
the initial recognition of an asset or liability in a transaction that is not a business 
combination and, at the time of the transaction, affects neither accounting profit nor 
taxable income, are not recognised. 

In the absence of evidence to the contrary, it is not considered likely that the Company 
will have future taxable profit when the deferred tax assets are expected to be recovered 
in a period of more than ten years from the end of the reporting period, irrespective of 
the nature of the deferred tax asset; or, in the case of tax credits for deductions and 
other tax relief that are unused due to an insufficient amount of total tax, when there 
is reasonable doubt – after the activity or the income giving rise to entitlement to the 
deduction or tax credit has been rendered or received, respectively – as to whether the 
requirements for their offset will be met.

The Company only recognises deferred tax assets arising from tax loss carryforwards 
when it is likely that future taxable profit will be generated against which they may be 
offset within the period stipulated in applicable tax legislation, up to a maximum period 
of ten years, unless there is evidence that their recovery in a longer period of time is 
likely and tax legislation provides for their utilisation in a longer period or stipulates no 
time limit for their utilisation.

The Company recognises deferred tax assets that have not been recognised due to 
exceeding the ten-year recovery period to the extent that they can be offset within 
ten years of the closing date of the fiscal year or when there are sufficient temporary 
differences. 

In order to determine future tax earnings, the Company takes tax planning opportunities 
into account to the extent that the Company has the intention or is likely to implement 
them.
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j) Revenue and expenses
Revenue and expenses are recognised on an accrual basis, i.e. when the actual flow of the 
related goods and services occurs, regardless of when the resulting monetary or financial 
flow arises.

k) Provisions and contingencies
Provisions are recorded when the Company has a present obligation (legal, contractual, 
constructive or tacit) as a result of a past event when there is also likely to be an outflow of 
resources which include future economic profits in order to settle the obligation. Provisions 
are measured at the present value of the best possible estimate of the amount necessary 
to settle or transfer the obligation.

The financial effect of provisions is recognised as a financial expense on the income 
statement.

Provisions are reversed against results when it is unlikely there will be an outflow of 
resources to meet the obligation.

l) Termination benefits
Termination benefits are recognised as a liability when the Company has a detailed formal 
plan for the termination and there is a valid expectation among the affected employees that 
termination will arise either because the plan has already started to be implemented or 
because its main characteristics have been published.

From 2014 to 2019, the Company settled the commitments undertaken for those years 
by paying the termination benefits associated with the workforce restructuring plan 
implemented at the end of 2013.

The Company does not expect any further workforce restructuring plans or individual 
redundancies to be carried out in 2021, other than potential disciplinary layoffs, and 
therefore does not consider it necessary to make additional provisions in this respect. In 
the event of a hypothetical termination, the benefit paid out would be considered a current 
year expense.

m) Grants, donations and bequests received
Grants, donations and bequests associated with the acquisition of the Company’s fixed 
assets are recorded in recognised income and expense when, where applicable, they 
have been officially awarded, the conditions attached to them have been met or there is 
reasonable assurance that they will be received.

Grants received for activities linked to operations are credited to the income statement for 
each year.

Non-refundable capital grants, donations and bequests are measured at the fair value of 
the amount or asset received, depending on whether or not they are monetary grants, and 
are recognised as income over the same period and in proportion to the depreciation of the 
subsidised assets, or when the assets are disposed of or impaired.
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n) Related-party transactions
Related-party transactions are recognised at the fair value of the consideration extended 
or received.

ñ) Pension commitments
The Company has long-term commitments with employees, which have been considered 
as defined benefit commitments, based on their nature.

The Company recognises a provision equivalent to the difference between the present 
value of the defined benefit obligation and the fair value of the assets out of which the 
obligations are to be settled (where the difference is significant), less any past service cost 
not yet recognised.

Where this difference gives rise to an asset, the value of that asset may not exceed the 
present value of any benefits available to the Company in the form of direct reimbursements 
or reductions in future contributions, plus the part not yet recognised in profit and loss of 
any past service cost not yet recognised. 

Any adjustments the Company is required to make in respect of this asset ceiling are 
recognised directly in equity as reserves. 

The present value of the obligation is determined through actuarial calculation methods 
and unbiased and mutually compatible financial and actuarial methods.

Any variations in the calculation of the present value of benefit obligations or the related 
plan assets at the reporting date due to actuarial gains and losses are recognised 
directly in equity, as reserves, in the reporting period in which they arise. For this purpose, 
actuarial gains and losses are exclusively the changes that arise from changes in actuarial 
assumptions and adjustments as a result of experience.

Past service costs are recognised on the income statement immediately – except for 
unvested rights, which are recognised in profit and loss on a straight-line basis over the 
remaining period until such time as the rights are recognised on the income statement 
immediately – unless there is a reduction in the present value of the benefits available to 
the Company in the form of direct reimbursements or reductions in future contributions. In 
this case, the excess over that reduction is immediately accounted for in profit and loss.
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FY 2020 (Thousand euro)

ASSETS OPENING BALANCE ADDITIONS TRANSFERS FINAL BALANCE

Patents and trademarks 102 - - 102

Computer software 95,024 2,456 537 98,017

Advance payments for intangible assets 525 310 -448 387

TOTAL 95,651 2,766 89 98,506

FY 2019 (Thousand euro)

ASSETS OPENING BALANCE ADDITIONS TRANSFERS FINAL BALANCE

Patents and trademarks 102 - - 102

Computer software 93,619 1,024 381 95,024

Advance payments for intangible assets 724 442 -641 525

TOTAL 94,445 1,466 -260 95,651

The composition and movements in the cost of the items included in this heading of the Balance Sheet in 2020 and 
2019 are as follows:

 In 2020 and 2019, no amounts were capitalised in respect of borrowing costs arising from non-current loans considered 
as specific financing for projects with a duration of over one year. 
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FY 2020 (Thousand euro)

ASSETS YEARS OF 
USEFUL LIFE

OPENING 
BALANCE ALLOCATION FINAL 

BALANCE

FULLY AMORTISED 
INTANGIBLE 

ASSETS

Patentes y marcas 10 66 6 72 42

Aplicaciones informáticas 3 90,957 2,709 93,666 90,137

TOTAL 91,023 2,715 93,738 90,179

FY 2019 (Thousand euro)

ASSETS YEARS OF 
USEFUL LIFE

OPENING 
BALANCE ALLOCATION FINAL 

BALANCE

FULLY AMORTISED 
INTANGIBLE 

ASSETS

Patentes y marcas 10 60 6 66 42

Aplicaciones informáticas 3 87,866 3,091 90,957 87,373

TOTAL 87,926 3,097 91,023 87,415

The changes in accumulated amortisation in 2020 and 2019 were as follows:

The Company is analysing the breakdown of the fully amortised items that may not be in use to deregister the cost and the 
corresponding accumulated amortisation of said assets. 
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OPENING 
BALANCE ADDITIONS REMOVALS TRANSFERS

CAPITALISATION 
FINANCIAL 
EXPENSES

FINAL 
BALANCE

LAND AND BUILDINGS 1,137,547 22,053 - 10,517 -4 1,170,113

1 INFRASTRUCTURE AND SUPERSTRUCTURE 772,697 12,009 - 9,535 -4 794,237

2 TRACK 207,225 6,698 - 637 - 214,560

4 OC-GALLERIES 5,194 - - - - 5,194

5 ADMINISTRATIVE BUILDINGS 11,675 30 - 14 - 11,719

6 INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS 140,756 3,316 - 331 - 144,403

PLANT AND MACHINERY 1,223,355 34,859 - 21,691 -1 1,279,904

7 MACHINERY IN INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS 30,571 347 - 35 - 30,953

8 MACHINERY IN ELECTRICAL SUBSTATIONS 85,923 - - - - 85,923

9 TRANSFORMER ROOMS 5,551 566 - 417 - 6,534

10 ELECTRICAL AND ELECTROMECHANICAL INSTALLATIONS 204,294 11,236 - 1,198 - 216,728

11 ELECTRONIC INSTALLATIONS AND AUTOMATED SYSTEMS 562,140 10,951 - 16,787 - 589,878

12 ESCALATORS AND LIFTS 256,235 8,830 - 2,653 -1 267,717

13 OTHER TECHNICAL INSTALLATIONS 73,212 2,800 - 587 - 76,599

13B THIRD-PARTY SIGNALS 969 109 - 5 - 1,083

14 VEHICLES FOR INTERNAL USE 2,339 - - - - 2,339

15 SANITATION FACILITIES 2,121 20 - 9 - 2,150

OTHER PLANT, EQUIPMENT AND FURNITURE 35,064 963 -3 65 - 36,089

16 FURNITURE 17,791 602 - 3 - 18,396

17 COPY MACHINES AND OTHER EQUIPMENT 3,322 8 -3 - - 3,327

18 TOOLS 13,951 353 - 62 - 14,366

The composition and movements in 2020 and 2019 of the items included in this heading of the Balance Sheet are as follows.

The changes in 2020 in the cost of property, plant and equipment were as follows (thousand euro):
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OPENING 
BALANCE ADDITIONS REMOVALS TRANSFERS

CAPITALISATION 
FINANCIAL 
EXPENSES

FINAL 
BALANCE

VEHICLES 863,512 1,971 - 494 - 865,977

19 RAILWAY EQUIPMENT 788,944 956 - 268 - 790,168

20 AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT 743 - - - - 743

20C THIRD PARTY CARS 15,290 1,015 - 226 - 16,531

21 LEASE PROPERTY RIGHTS (Note 7.1) 58,535 - - - - 58,535

OTHER PPE 130,201 10,019 -223 422 - 140,419

22 COMPUTER HARDWARE 54,101 2,581 - - - 56,682

23 SPARE PARTS FOR RAILWAY EQUIPMENT 43,128 684 -4 142 - 43,950

24 SPARE PARTS PLANT 21,314 3,784 -194 112 - 25,016

24B THIRD-PARTY SPARE PARTS 11,658 2,970 -25 168 - 14,771

PPE IN PROGRESS 56,519 62,272 -28 -33,274 85 85,574

25 RAILWAY EQUIPMENT 889 767 - -494 - 1,162

26 TECHNICAL INSTALLATIONS IN ASSEMBLY 20,648 14,192 - -16,942 18 17,916

27 MACHINERY IN ASSEMBLY - 49 - - - 49

28 COMPUTER HARDWARE IN ASSEMBLY 42 - - -42 - -

29 BUILDINGS IN PROGRESS 29,734 38,414 - -10,662 67 57,553

30 OTHER INVESTMENTS IN PROGRESS 5,206 8,850 -28 -5,134 - 8,894

TOTAL 3,446,198 132,137 -254 -85 80 3,578,076
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OPENING 
BALANCE ADDITIONS REMOVALS TRANSFERS

CAPITALISATION 
FINANCIAL 
EXPENSES

FINAL 
BALANCE

1. LAND AND BUILDINGS 405,396 27,346 - - 432,742 116,730

INFRASTRUCTURE AND SUPERSTRUCTURE 186,325 11,915 - - 198,240 2,225

TRACK 142,289 10,935 - - 153,224 105,938

ADMINISTRATIVE BUILDINGS 5,724 511 - - 6,235 -

INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS 71,058 3,985 - - 75,043 8,567

2. PLANT AND MACHINERY 871,520 55,367 - -15 926,872 541,607

MACHINERY IN INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS 28,124 437 - - 28,561 26,733

MACHINERY IN ELECTRICAL SUBSTATIONS 61,799 4,059 - - 65,858 18,784

TRANSFORMER ROOMS 3,642 295 - - 3,937 1,425

ELECTRICAL AND ELECTROMECHANICAL INSTALLATIONS 129,730 9,206 - - 138,936 57,896

ELECTRONIC INSTALLATIONS AND AUTOMATED SYSTEMS 381,297 26,322 - -15 407,604 257,388

ESCALATORS AND LIFTS 200,481 12,704 - - 213,185 127,684

OTHER TECHNICAL INSTALLATIONS 62,751 2,113 - - 64,864 48,728

THIRD-PARTY SIGNALS 532 78 - - 610 -

VEHICLE FOR INTERNAL USE 2,318 8 - - 2,326 2,281

SANITATION FACILITIES 846 145 - - 991 688

3. OTHER PLANT, EQUIPMENT AND FURNITURE 31,713 1,113 -3 - 32,823 28,094

FURNITURE 15,183 689 - - 15,872 11,944

COPY MACHINES AND OTHER EQUIPMENT 3,151 37 -3 - 3,185 3,028

TOOLS 13,379 387 - - 13,766 13,122

The changes in 2020 in the accumulated depreciation of property, plant and equipment were as follows (thousand euro):
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OPENING 
BALANCE ADDITIONS REMOVALS TRANSFERS

CAPITALISATION 
FINANCIAL 
EXPENSES

FINAL 
BALANCE

4. VEHICLES 785,295 11,739 - -1 797,033 666,048

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT 720,678 10,562 - 409 731,649 606,180

AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT 570 38 - - 608 485

THIRD PARTY CARS 5,512 1,139 - -410 6,241 848

LEASE PROPERTY RIGHTS 58,535 - - - 58,535 58,535

5. OTHER PPE 97,924 5,943 -175 16 103,708 78,181

COMPUTER HARDWARE 48,465 2,886 - - 51,351 46,579

SPARE PARTS FOR RAILWAY EQUIPMENT 31,917 1,233 -2 1 33,149 23,705

SPARE PARTS FOR PLANT 12,694 1,236 -159 15 13,786 7,897

THIRD-PARTY SPARE PARTS 4,848 588 -14 - 5,422 -

TOTAL 2,191,848 101,508 -178 - 2,293,178 1,430,660
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OPENING 
BALANCE ADDITIONS REMOVALS TRANSFERS

CAPITALISATION 
FINANCIAL 
EXPENSES

FINAL 
BALANCE

LAND AND BUILDINGS 1.107.937 20.255 -226 9.581 - 1.137.547 

1 INFRASTRUCTURE AND SUPERSTRUCTURE 750.616 16.101 -226 6.206 - 772.697 

2 TRACK 202.771 2.375 - 2.079 - 207.225 

4 OC-GALLERIES 5.194 - - - - 5.194 

5 ADMINISTRATIVE BUILDINGS 11.471 198 - 6 - 11.675 

6 INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS 137.885 1.581 - 1.290 - 140.756 

PLANT AND MACHINERY 1.191.688 18.113 -218 13.772 - 1.223.355 

7 MACHINERY IN INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS 29.745 384 - 442 - 30.571 

8 MACHINERY IN ELECTRICAL SUBSTATIONS 85.711 88 -30 154 - 85.923 

9 TRANSFORMER ROOMS 5.519 32 - - - 5.551 

10 ELECTRICAL AND ELECTROMECHANICAL INSTALLATIONS 197.361 2.138 -115 4.910 - 204.294 

11 ELECTRONIC INSTALLATIONS AND AUTOMATED SYSTEMS 554.342 4.826 -65 3.037 - 562.140 

12 ESCALATORS AND LIFTS 244.613 9.133 - 2.489 - 256.235 

13 OTHER TECHNICAL INSTALLATIONS 70.392 1.491 -8 1.337 - 73.212 

13B THIRD-PARTY SIGNALS 968 1 - - - 969 

14 VEHICLES FOR INTERNAL USE 2.339 - - - - 2.339 

15 SANITATION FACILITIES 698 20 - 1.403 - 2.121 

OTHER PLANT, EQUIPMENT AND FURNITURE 34.176 607 -50 331 - 35.064 

16 FURNITURE 17.178 352 - 261 - 17.791 

17 COPY MACHINES AND OTHER EQUIPMENT 3.346 - -50 26 - 3.322 

18 TOOLS 13.652 255 - 44 - 13.951 

The changes in 2019 in the cost of property, plant and equipment were as follows (thousand euro)

6. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
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OPENING 
BALANCE ADDITIONS REMOVALS TRANSFERS

CAPITALISATION 
FINANCIAL 
EXPENSES

FINAL 
BALANCE

VEHICLES 860.261 2.710 -322 863 - 863.512 

19 RAILWAY EQUIPMENT 786.917 1.752 -322 597 - 788.944 

20 AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT 743 - - - - 743 

20C THIRD PARTY CARS 14.066 958 - 266 - 15.290 

21 LEASE PROPERTY RIGHTS (Note 7.1) 58.535 - - - - 58.535 

OTHER PPE 123.404 6.262 -821 1.356 - 130.201 

22 COMPUTER HARDWARE 51.509 1.894 - 698 - 54.101 

23 SPARE PARTS FOR RAILWAY EQUIPMENT 42.498 766 -173 37 - 43.128 

24 SPARE PARTS PLANT 20.402 705 -413 620 - 21.314 

24B THIRD-PARTY SPARE PARTS 8.995 2.897 -235 1 - 11.658 

PPE IN PROGRESS 35.360 47.253 -511 -25.633 50 56.519 

25 RAILWAY EQUIPMENT 942 644 -35 -662 - 889 

26 TECHNICAL INSTALLATIONS IN ASSEMBLY 10.735 17.520 -17 -7.604 14 20.648 

27 MACHINERY IN ASSEMBLY 346 - - -346 - - 

28 COMPUTER HARDWARE IN ASSEMBLY 42 - - - - 42 

29 BUILDINGS IN PROGRESS 15.068 23.894 -11 -9.253 36 29.734 

30 OTHER INVESTMENTS IN PROGRESS 8.227 5.195 -448 -7.768 - 5.206 

TOTAL 3.352.826 95.200 -2.148 270 50 3.446.198 

6. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
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OPENING 
BALANCE ADDITIONS REMOVALS TRANSFERS

CAPITALISATION 
FINANCIAL 
EXPENSES

FINAL 
BALANCE

1. LAND AND BUILDINGS 377,663 27,889 -120 -36 405,396 104,731

INFRASTRUCTURE AND SUPERSTRUCTURE 174,767 11,678 -120 - 186,325 2,225

TRACK 130,563 11,760 - -34 142,289 93,939

ADMINISTRATIVE BUILDINGS 5,217 507 - - 5,724 -

INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS 67,116 3,944 - -2 71,058 8,567

2. PLANT AND MACHINERY 814,841 56,925 -194 -52 871,520 508,587

MACHINERY IN INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS 27,596 528 - - 28,124 26,209

MACHINERY IN ELECTRICAL SUBSTATIONS 57,745 4,083 -29 - 61,799 18,463

TRANSFORMER ROOMS 3,332 310 - - 3,642 782

ELECTRICAL AND ELECTROMECHANICAL INSTALLATIONS 120,992 8,840 -101 -1 129,730 56,702

ELECTRONIC INSTALLATIONS AND AUTOMATED SYSTEMS 353,602 27,814 -59 -60 381,297 246,402

ESCALATORS AND LIFTS 187,564 12,906 - 11 200,481 110,682

OTHER TECHNICAL INSTALLATIONS 60,564 2,194 -5 -2 62,751 46,406

THIRD-PARTY SIGNALS 450 82 - - 532 -

VEHICLE FOR INTERNAL USE 2,301 17 - - 2,318 2,259

SANITATION FACILITIES 695 151 - - 846 682

3. OTHER PLANT, EQUIPMENT AND FURNITURE 30,528 1,236 -50 -1 31,713 26,306

FURNITURE 14,446 738 - -1 15,183 10,630

COPY MACHINES AND OTHER EQUIPMENT 3,157 44 -50 - 3,151 2,991

TOOLS 12,925 454 - - 13,379 12,685

The changes in 2020 in the accumulated depreciation of property, plant and equipment were as follows (thousand euro):

6. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
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OPENING 
BALANCE ADDITIONS REMOVALS TRANSFERS

CAPITALISATION 
FINANCIAL 
EXPENSES

FINAL 
BALANCE

4. VEHICLES 770,966 14,650 -321 - 785,295 661,965

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT 709,283 11,306 -321 410 720,678 602,115

AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT 531 39 - - 570 467

THIRD PARTY CARS 2,617 3,305 - -410 5,512 848

LEASE PROPERTY RIGHTS 58,535 - - - 58,535 58,535

5. OTHER PPE 91,620 6,810 -595 89 97,924 72,471

COMPUTER HARDWARE 45,561 2,904 - - 48,465 42,141

SPARE PARTS FOR RAILWAY EQUIPMENT 30,813 1,222 -118 - 31,917 22,593

SPARE PARTS FOR PLANT 11,858 1,094 -347 89 12,694 7,737

THIRD-PARTY SPARE PARTS 3,388 1,590 -130 - 4,848 -

TOTAL 2,085,618 107,510 -1,280 - 2,191,848 1,374,060

6. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
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6. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

The Company does not have any assets pledged as collateral.

As indicated in Note 7, at the reporting date the Company has entered into finance lease 
agreements for certain vehicles.

The most significant investments made by the Company in 2020 for its Property, plant and 
equipment were as follows:

• Remodelling and improvements at stations, EUR 22,499 thousand.

• Investment in the Integral Transport Centre, EUR 18,146 thousand.

• Installation of lifts in stations, EUR 14,958 thousand.

• Track and infrastructure renewal, EUR 14,411 thousand.

• Actions in Rolling Stock, EUR 8,439 thousand.

• Actions at various sites, EUR 7,016 thousand.

• Comprehensive renewal of communications, EUR 6,758 thousand.

• Various actions in signalling, EUR 6,722 thousand.

• Actions on overhead lines, EUR 6,521 thousand.

• Actions on escalators, EUR 6,166 thousand.

• Actions on electrical installations, EUR 4,989 thousand.

• Information systems, EUR 3,328 thousand.

• Automatic machines and turnstiles, EUR 2,873 thousand.

• Investments in Control Centres, EUR 2,497 thousand.

• Investments in Station 4.0, EUR 1,999 thousand.

• Actions in security and civil protection, EUR 1,915 thousand.

• Actions to improve accessibility, EUR 1,699 thousand.

• Workshops and miscellaneous machinery, EUR 1,217 thousand.

• Renovation of pump and ventilation shafts, EUR 1,126 thousand.

• Actions in substations and transformation rooms, EUR 1,056 thousand.

 The most significant investments made by the Company in 2019 for its Property, plant and 
equipment were as follows:

• Remodelling and improvements at stations, EUR 20,579 thousand.

• Installation of lifts in stations, EUR 17,557 thousand.

• Various actions in signalling, EUR 10,786 thousand.

• Actions on escalators, EUR 7,886 thousand.

• Comprehensive renewal of communications, EUR 6,556 thousand.

• Rolling Stock, EUR 6,114 thousand.

• Actions at the Integral Transport Centre, EUR 6,068 thousand.

• Other actions on sites, EUR 3,504 thousand.

• Track and infrastructure renewal, EUR 2,649 thousand.

• Information systems, EUR 2,602 thousand.

• Actions in substations and transformation rooms, EUR 1,709 thousand.

• Workshops and miscellaneous machinery, EUR 1,694 thousand.

• Actions on accessibility, EUR 1,297 thousand

• Various actions on electrical installations, EUR 1,234 thousand.

• Automatic machines and turnstiles, EUR 1,198 thousand.

• Renovation of pump and ventilation shafts, EUR 1,043 thousand.

In 2014, the Company sold the Cavanilles-Granada and Cuatro Caminos facilities as part of 
the collaboration agreement between Metro and Madrid City Council for urban regeneration 
in different locations throughout the city affected by the metropolitan rail infrastructure. 

The agreement for the sale of the Granada-Cavanilles facility in Madrid, for EUR 28,800 
thousand, was signed on 17 December 2014. Part of the sale price was a payment in kind 
consisting of the construction, to be undertaken by the buyer, of the new corporate head 
office on the Plaza de Castilla site (the Company changed its initial location on a plot of 
land in Canillejas), owned by the Company for EUR 20,000 thousand. In 2019, in accordance 
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6. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

with the agreement with the buyer as a result of the change in the schedule of the building 
of the new head office, the aforementioned amount was increased by EUR 320 thousand 
(See Note 8.1.1). As a result of the aforementioned transaction, the Company derecognised 
the assets associated with this sale for a net carrying amount of EUR 3,219 thousand, 
together with the associated grant, and recognised a gain of EUR 26,137 thousand on the 
income statement for 2014, and recognised a receivable from third parties as a balancing 
entry (See Note 8.1.1).

In 2016 and 2017, the existing buildings on the Plaza de Castilla site were demolished and 
the construction project for the new head office was drafted. On 10 April 2018, the Company 
delivered the construction project to the buyer to be used as the basis for building the new 
head office.

In 2019, the buyer began the construction of the new head office and as at 31 December 
2020 it had completed all the agreed work, corresponding to the amount of EUR 20,320 
thousand of the payment in kind (See Note 8.1.1). In 2021, the Company, at its own expense, 
plans to complete the new head office, as work on certain installations and interior design 
is still pending. 

On 17 December 2014, the Company signed the contract for the sale of the Cuatro Caminos 
site, agreed for an amount of EUR 88,321 thousand. Part of the sale price was a payment in 
kind consisting of the construction, to be undertaken by the buyer, of an underground train 
depot in the Cuatro Caminos area under the ownership of Metro de Madrid for a closed 
price of EUR 30,709 thousand. The Company derecognised the assets associated with this 
sale with a carrying amount of EUR 2,594 thousand, together with the associated grant, and 
recognised a gain of EUR 86,967 thousand on the income statement for 2014. 

In 2016, in the process of applying for the permits to redevelop the Cuatro Caminos space, 
Madrid City Council notified the buyer of the land - and the party that was to build the new 
depot - that all of the plans submitted in some way violated numerous sections of the 
urban development plan for that space.

The Company, along with the buyer of the land, made changes to the initial plans in order to 
bring them in line with the urban development plan while at the same time ensuring that the 
operating requirements were met. The Company considers that the revised plans clearly 
met the requirements.

In 2017, Madrid City Council approved the plans for the redevelopment of the Cuatro 
Caminos site. However, at the same time a number of neighbourhood associations filed 
complaints in both administrative and legal channels trying to have the area of the Cuatro 
Caminos depot declared a Site of Cultural Interest.

In 2018 to 2020, although most of the complaints filed were dismissed, other claims were 
filed that might once again paralyse execution of the urban planning to be carried out at the 
site and might bring about new delays and uncertainties in execution of the project. 
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6. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

Given the possibility that the plans may not be approved by Madrid City Council, which 
leaves the whole project up in the air, the Directors believe it is very likely that the purchase-
sale agreement from 2014 will have to be cancelled. Consequently, in 2016 the Company 
reversed the sale recognised in 2014, recording an advance for the carrying amount of 
the assets sold on the original transaction date (included as work in progress under the 
heading of property, plant and equipment), in the amount of EUR 1,354 thousand. A non-
current liability was also recognised in the amount of EUR 35,469 thousand (See Note 12.3) 
for the payments received and the outstanding balance receivable, which included an in-
kind payment of EUR 30,710 thousand for the construction (See Note 8.1.1). and a cash 
payment of Euro 22,142 thousand (See Note 8.1.2) was derecognised.

In 2017, the buyer of the land made the last cash payment as stipulated in the purchase 
agreement in the amount of EUR 24,406 thousand, which was recognised by the Company 
as a non-current liability (See Note 12.3). 

In 2019, in accordance with the Special Management Plan for the underground infrastructure 
for Seville-Canalejas transport and parking in the Central District, approved by Madrid 
City Council in 2014, the necessary works for the construction of the new underground 
infrastructure were completed. This work involved the demolition and relocation of 
the entrance lobby at Sevilla station, belonging to Line 2. The works derived from these 
actions were fully financed by the companies promoting the “Complejo Madrid Canalejas” 
development. The above actions led to an increase in property, plant and equipment of EUR 
12,625 thousand, with extraordinary income of the same amount recorded under “Other 
revenue” on the 2019 income statement. The transaction was treated for accounting 
purposes as a trade swap (See Note 17 d).

In 2020, EUR 80 thousand was capitalised arising from financial expenses on long-term 
loans which are considered to be specific financing for projects that take longer than one 
year to be ready for use and/or operation. In 2019, EUR 50 thousand of financial expenses 
were capitalised.

The acquisitions of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets in 2020 and 
2019 were financed through bank loans and grants from various bodies, except for the 
aforementioned transactions relating to the new head office and the Seville station on 
Line 2 (see Notes 10 y 12.1). 
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2020 2019

Payments made up to 2019 86,637 Payments made up to 2018 79,273

Payment made in 2020 7,149 Payment made in 2019 7,364

Outstanding payments 32,243 Outstanding payments 39,392

TOTAL DEBT 126,029 126,029

Payments Present Value Payments

2020 2019 2020 2019

1 year 6,936 7,149 6,936 7,149

Between 2 and 5 years 25,307 32,243 24,508 30,450

Over 5 years - - - -

Total 32,243 39,392 31,444 37,599

7. LEASES AND OTHER SIMILAR OPERATIONS

7.1. Finance leases 
The Company has recognised in “Vehicles”, under property, plant and equipment  
(See Note 6), finance lease rights over series 2000 and 5000 transport units (96 carriages) 
subject to a leaseback, for an initial amount of EUR 58,535 thousand, reflecting the fair 
value of the asset at the start of the lease agreement. 

This leaseback transaction was arranged with Bank of America in December 1997. The 
contractual collection rights were assigned by the financial institution to the trading 
company MB Deal 97, S.L. and the transaction resulted in financing being secured, the total 
amount of which constitutes the value of the loan and the interest thereon. The agreement 
was for a maximum term of 25 years, with a purchase option that could be exercised in 2015 
or the possibility of extending the lease to 2022. On 19 December 2014, the agreement was 
extended for an additional seven years to 2022. 

This transaction does not entail any restrictions for Metro de Madrid as regards dividend 
payments, further indebtedness or the execution of new lease agreements.

23 years have elapsed since the date of this transaction. Payments totalling EUR 93,786 
thousand have been made during this time, and a balance of Euro 32,243 thousand remains 
outstanding.

The breakdown of the minimum lease payments and present value of finance lease liabilities 
by maturity are as follows:

There are no contingent amounts recognised as an expense for the period nor is there any 
basis for doing so in the future.

7.2. Operating leases
The Company has assessed all of the transactions described in this section pursuant to 
accounting standards and has classified them as operating leases.

In 2020, the Company's Board of Directors, in view of the expiry of certain lease agreements 
in 2022 and 2023, and having concluded that the current circumstances of the Company's 
train fleet and its operating needs make it advisable to continue to use the rolling stock 
covered by these leases, has studied different ways to do so, which include re-evaluating 
the decision to exercise the purchase options of certain lease agreements. It has therefore 
been decided to exercise the purchase option held by the Company of the trains owned by 
Plan Azul 07 S.L. and to pay, at the end of the lease agreement, an amount of EUR 135,601 
thousand. However, in accordance with the applicable financial reporting standards, such 
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(Thousand euro)

OPERATING LEASES EXPENDITURE FOR THE YEAR 2020 2019

Caixarenting 7000 - 3,451

Ferromóvil 3000, S.L. 46,899 46,149

Ferromóvil 9000, S.L. 29,937 29,442

Plan Azul S.L. 37,442 37,189

Plan Metro 46,071 45,089

Other leases 5,456 4,797

TOTAL 165,805 166,117

OPERATING LEASES - FUTURE PAYMENTS (Thousand euro)

1 YEAR 2020 2019

Ferromóvil 3000, S.L. 43,261 44,805

Ferromóvil 9000, S.L. 27,659 28,639

Plan Azul S.L. 37,283 37,442

Plan Metro, S.A. 47,343 46,375

Other leases 6,325 4,603

Total 161,871 161,864

BETWEEN 2 AND 5 YEARS 2020 2019

Ferromóvil 3000, S.L. 102,538 145,798

Ferromóvil 9000, S.L. 67,731 95,389

Plan Azul S.L. 37,283 74,884

Plan Metro, S.A. 200,603 196,558

Other leases 12,591 8,185

Total 420,746 520,814

OVER 5 YEARS 2020 2019

Plan Metro, S.A. 183,087 234,781

Other leases 11,199 11,973

Total 194,286 246,754

7. LEASES AND OTHER SIMILAR OPERATIONS

leases shall continue to be recorded as operating leases until the conclusion of such 
contracts.

Lease payments are charged to the income statement on a straight-line basis over the 
lease term.

Operating leases on railway rolling stock involve comprehensive maintenance by the lessor.

In these operations, the lessor passes the cost of insurance for damage to its assets onto 
the lessee. This transaction does not entail any restrictions for Metro de Madrid as regards 
dividend payments, further indebtedness or the execution of new lease agreements.

The operating lease expense in 2020 and 2019 is broken down into the following 
classification (See Note 17 b):

At year-end 2020 and 2019, the Company has lease agreements that will remain in force for 
the coming years. The payment obligations under these leases by maturity are as follows:
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Series Subseries Number 
of Units Composition Gauge Lessor

3000 1 36 MRSSRM Narrow Ferromovil 3000

3000 3 54 MRSM Narrow Ferromovil 3000

9000 1 26 MRSSRM Broad Ferromovil 9000

9000 2 6 MRSSRM Broad Ferromovil 9000

9000 3 20 MRM Broad Ferromovil 9000

 FERROMOVIL 3000 31/07/24

 FERROMOVIL 9000 31/08/24

7. LEASES AND OTHER SIMILAR OPERATIONS

 The duration of the lease for both agreements is as follows:

In 2020 and 2019, the lease payments made for the two agreements amounted to EUR 
65,895 thousand and EUR 67,067 thousand, respectively. No purchase options are available 
to Metro de Madrid in respect of this rolling stock.

Lease payments under these agreements are not calculated on a straight-line basis. The 
Company has recognised as an expense, on the income statement, the amount of EUR 
76,836 thousand corresponding to the expense charged on a straight-line basis in 2020 
(EUR 75,591 thousand in 2019). The difference between the expense recognised in the 
year and the lease payments paid to lessors has been recorded under the heading "VIII. 
Non-current prepayments and accruals” and “VI. Current prepayments and accruals” in the 
balance sheet. (see notes 13 and 15).

On 29 April 2016, a novation of the lease and maintenance agreements was signed with 
both companies, arising from the operational need to extend the lease period of the rolling 
stock and ATP/ATO Equipment until 31 July 2024, for the trains under the contract with 
Ferromovil 3000 and until 31 August 2024 for the trains under the contract with Ferromovil 
9000, and thus to adapt the maintenance terms to the current circumstances of the rolling 
stock and ATP/ATO Equipment. 

In its position as lessee, the most significant operating leases at year-end 2020 and 2019 
are as follows:

a) Leases for rolling stock to operate the existing network and new expansion.

a)1) A lease agreement was signed in 2001 with CAIXARENTING,S.A. for the lease 
of six broad gauge MRSSRM-type, dual-voltage 600 V DC/1,500 V DC units of 
rolling stock, for commercial passenger traffic. 

 The lease ended in 2019. Lease payments recognised as expenses in 2019 
amounted to EUR 3,451 thousand, including maintenance costs and insurance 
totalling EUR 1,652 thousand. 

 The six broad gauge MRSSRM-type, dual-voltage 600 V DC/1,500 V DC units of 
rolling stock were purchased by the Directorate-General of Infrastructures of the 
Regional Government of Madrid and assigned, free of charge, to the Company in 
September 2019.

a.2) In 2006, agreements were signed with Ferromóvil 3000, S.L. and Ferromóvil 9000, 
S.L. for the lease of rolling stock to meet the requirements for the extended 
network in 2007. Details of the leased rolling stock are as follows:
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Series Number 
of Units Composition Gauge

6000 22 Railcar movers Broad

7000 31 6-car units Broad

8000 53 3-car units Broad

7. LEASES AND OTHER SIMILAR OPERATIONS

 a.3) In 2007, a rolling stock lease agreement was entered into with Plan Azul 07 S.L. 
This came into force in 2008 for a non-extendable term of 15 years.

 Details of the rolling stock leased under this agreement are as follows.

 The expense recognised in 2020 amounted to EUR 37,442 thousand, which 
includes EUR 4,303 thousand comprising the contingent portion generated by 
the 85% increase in the CPI in prior years. The expense recognised in 2019 was 
EUR 37,189 thousand, including EUR 4,050 thousand of contingent fee.

 The agreement has a purchase option and the Company has made the decision 
to exercise it. The amount to be paid in 2022, at the end of the lease agreement, 
is EUR 135,601 thousand.

a.4) In 2008, a rolling stock operating lease was signed with Plan Metro S.A. for a term 
of 17 years, in order to upgrade and extend the transport service in the ensuing 
years.

 An addendum to the initial agreement was signed on 27 December 2011, 
amending the delivery deadlines for the rolling stock so as to meet the forecast 
need for this equipment. Under the addenda signed on 30 July 2013, the last 27 
units were received and the lease payments were amended to bring them in line 
with the way in which the leased goods were actually to be used. An expense of 
EUR 46,071 thousand was recognised in 2020 (EUR 45,089 thousand in 2019).

 The agreement carries a purchase option, although it is unlikely this will be 
exercised as it is considered to exceed the value of the assets at the expiry date 
of the agreement.
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AT AMORTISED COST OR COST

CARRYING AMOUNT (Thousand euro)

NON-CURRENT 2020 2019

Loans and receivables

Loans to third parties 2,894 3,294

Deposits and guarantees 111 111

Other financial assets 4,171 18,996

TOTAL LOANS AND RECEIVABLES 7,176 22,401

AT AMORTISED COST OR COST

CARRYING AMOUNT (Thousand euro)

CURRENT 2020 2019

Other financial assets 167 171

Trade and other receivables 25,833 23,473

• Trade receivables, sales and services rendered 17,538 13,701

• Other receivables 8,295 9,772

TOTAL LOANS AND RECEIVABLES 26,000 23,644

LONG TERM (Thousand euro)

LONG TERM LOANS TO 
THIRD PARTIES

DEPOSITS AND 
GUARANTEES

OTHER 
FINANCIAL 

ASSETS
TOTAL

20
19

Balance 
31.12.2018 3,560 111 24,947 28,618

Entry / 
(Reductions) 653 - 360 1,013

Exits / 
(Allocations) -919 - -6,311 -7,230

Balance 31.12.2019 3,294 111 18,996 22,401

20
20

Entry / 
(Reductions) 677 - -418 259

Exits / 
(Allocations) -1077 - -14,407 -15,484

Balance 31.12.2020 2,894 111 4,171 7,176

(Thousand euro)

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS 2020 2019

Cash and banks 69,128 29,553

TOTAL CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS 69,128 29,553

8. FINANCIAL ASSETS

8.1. Current and non-current financial assets 
  (except investments in associates)

The carrying amount of the financial assets is estimated to correspond to their fair 
value.

The classification of financial assets, in 2020 and 2019, by category and class, 
excluding investments in associates, is as follows:

8.1.1. Non-current financial assets
The movements in non-current financial assets in 2020 and 2019 for each item 
included in long-term loans and receivables are as follows:
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MATURITY LOANS TO THIRD PARTIES (Thousand euro)

Entity
Between 2 and 5 years Over 5 years

2020 2019 2020 2019

Loans for home purchases 107 113 20 47

Loans to staff 2,767 3,134 - -

TOTAL 2,874 3,247 20 47

(Thousand euro)

2020 2019

• Trade receivables for sales and services rendered 13,106 8,800

• Trade receivables, group companies and associates 4,432 4,901

• Sundry receivables 4,468 5,582

• Personnel 3,827 4,190

TOTAL 25,833 23,473

8. FINANCIAL ASSETS

The heading “Other financial assets” includes the non-current amount for the penalty 
agreed for the delay in the delivery of the trains related to the lease agreement with 
Ferromóvil 9000 S.L. This amount is updated every year with the change in the CPI 
and its carrying amount at 31 December 2020 is EUR 4,171 thousand.

In addition, this heading records the amount corresponding to the remuneration in kind 
for the sale of the Cavanilles-Granada site (See Note 6).

In 2019, in accordance with the agreement with the buyer as a result of the change 
in the schedule of the building of the new head office, the initial amount of EUR 
20,000 thousand was increased by EUR 320 thousand. As at 31 December 2020, all 
the work has been completed at the expense of the buyer and therefore no amount 
remains for this item.

There is no material difference between the carrying amount and the fair value of 
the Company's financial assets, other than investments in associates.

8.1.2. Current financial assets
The breakdown of the items included in "Trade and other receivables” is as follows 
(thousand euro):

“Trade receivables for sales and services rendered" includes the balance receivable 
from Madrid Regional Transport Consortium at 31 December 2020 in an amount of 
EUR 1,255 thousand (EUR 2,483 thousand in 2019) (See Note 18). 

The breakdown of the items which make up the heading “Loans to third parties” is 
as follows:

• Non-current loans for home purchases: These loans have a repayment period 
of ten years. At the end of 2020 and 2019, the non-current balance amounted to 
EUR 127 thousand and EUR 160 thousand, respectively.

• Non-current loans to staff: These loans fall due in 30 months. At the end of 2020 
and 2019, the non-current balance amounted to EUR 2,767 thousand and EUR 
3,134 thousand, respectively.

The breakdown by maturity of this heading at year-end 2010 and 2019 is as follows 
(thousands euro):
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LOSSES IRRECOVERABLE TRADE RECEIVABLES (Thousand euro)

TRADE RECEIVABLES IMPAIRMENT

Opening Balance 2018 3,827

Additions 1,083

Applications and cancellations -1,041

Closing Balance 2019 3,869

Additions 4,064

Applications and cancellations -1,603

Closing Balance 2020 6,340

CASH AND EQUIVALENTS (Thousand euro)

ITEMS 2020 2019

Cash 5,340 7,384

Banks 63,788 22,169

Total 69,128 29,553

CREDIT FACILITIES

CREDIT LINES 2020 (Thousand euro)

FINANCIAL INSTITUTION Drawn Down Limit Maturity

BANKINTER - - -

CAIXABANK - 30,000 31/10/2021

SABADELL ATLÁNTICO - 10,000 31/10/2021

LIBERBANK - 6,000 31/10/2021

BANCO CAIXA GERAL - 9,000 15/04/2021

IBERCAJA - 10,000 31/10/2021

BANKIA - 5,000 31/10/2021

KUTXABANK - 15,000 31/10/2021

BBVA - - -

TOTAL - 85,000

CREDIT LINES 2019 (Thousand euro)

FINANCIAL INSTITUTION Drawn Down Limit Maturity

BANKINTER - 25,000 31/10/2020

CAIXABANK - 12,000 31/10/2020

SABADELL ATLÁNTICO - 10,000 31/10/2020

LIBERBANK - - -

BANCO CAIXA GERAL - - -

IBERCAJA - - -

BANKIA - 5,000 31/10/2020

KUTXABANK - 8,000 31/10/2020

BBVA - 10,000 31/10/2020

TOTAL - 70,000

8. FINANCIAL ASSETS

In 2020, an amount of EUR 4,074 thousand was recorded under the heading “Losses, 
impairment and changing trade provisions”. An amount of EUR 1,083 thousand was 
recorded in 2019.

The breakdown of “Cash and cash equivalents” is as follows:

With the aim of ensuring liquidity and the ability to meet the payment commitments 
resulting from its activity, the Company has the cash which appears on its balance 
sheet, as well as the credit and financing lines detailed, for an amount of EUR 85,000 
thousand in 2020.

At the reporting date, no portion of the credit facilities available to the Company had 
been drawn down:
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INVESTMENTS IN ASSOCIATES (Thousand euro)

LONG TERM SHAREHOLDINGS 
IN ASSOCIATES

LOANS 
TO ASSOCIATES TOTAL

20
19

Opening balance 25,849 3,949 29,798

Entries / (Reductions) - - -

Exits / (Allocations) - - -

Closing Balance 2019 25,849 3,949 29,798

20
20

Entries / (Reductions) -2,399 - -2,399

Exits / (Allocations) - 1,411 1,411

Closing Balance 2020 23,450 5,360 28,810

8.2. Investments in associates 
The movements in 2020 and 2019 of each item in this heading were as follows:

On 23 September 2020, the Company granted Metrocall S.A., an associate, a loan 
for a maximum amount of EUR 1,400 thousand, of which at 31 December 2020 EUR 
1,200 thousand has been drawn down. The interest accrued at 31 December 2020 
amounts to EUR 6 thousand.

The most significant information relating to associates at year-end, with the 
percentages of ownership interests in all cases matching the voting rights held by 
the Company in its investees, is as follows:

Transportes Ferroviarios de Madrid, S.A., in a proportion of 42.5%. The initial 
investment made by Metro de Madrid, S.A. amounted to EUR 17,859 thousand, 
represented by 297,160 unlisted registered shares, with a par value of EUR 60.10 per 
share and fully paid up. On 30 December 2011, the share capital was increased. The 
Company acquired an additional 6,746 shares with the same par value as mentioned 
above, maintaining its percentage ownership, for an overall investment of EUR 18,265 
thousand. In 2012 and 2013, the Board of Directors approved two capital increases 
in the amount of the payments made by the shareholders to cover the interest and 
fees on the subordinated loan. Metro de Madrid thus maintained its percentage 
ownership and the total cost of its investment amounted to EUR 18,642 thousand 
and EUR 18,947 thousand, respectively. Transportes Ferroviarios de Madrid, S.A. 
holds the concession for the construction and operation of the extension of Line 9 
between Puerta de Arganda and Arganda del Rey.

At 31 December 2019, the Company recorded a provision for impairment for an 
amount of EUR 14,960 thousand after testing the business of Transportes Ferroviarios 
de Madrid for impairment, based on the most probable future assumptions. In 2020, 
the Company made a new provision for impairment of the investment, amounting 
to EUR 2,399 thousand, as a result of the impact on the associate's business of the 
health crisis arising from the COVID-19 pandemic and the possibility of it not fully 
recovering from its economic effects.

In 2015, Metro de Madrid extended an equity loan to Transportes Ferroviarios de 
Madrid, S.A., an associate, amounting to EUR 1,164 thousand, which fell due in 2016. 
There was a novation of the previous loan in 2016 with an increase in its amount to 
EUR 3,950 thousand and an extension of its maturity until 2029.

The amount of the loan at 31 December 2019 is EUR 3,949 thousand, with accrued 
interest receivable of EUR 211 thousand. In 2020, in accordance with the features of 
the loan, the interest accrued in 2019 and not paid has been incorporated into the 
principal debt, so that the amount of the loan at 31 December 2020 is EUR 4,160 
thousand. In 2020, in accordance with the features of the loan, no interest was 
accrued. 

8. FINANCIAL ASSETS
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INVESTEE: TRANSPORTES FERROVIARIOS DE MADRID, S.A. - Dr. Esquerdo, 136. 28007. Madrid (Thousand euro)

Financial year Percentage 
interest (%) Capital Reserves Other equity 

items
Profit (loss) 
for the year Total Equity Operating 

Profit (Loss) Impairment Net 
Investment Value

2020 42.50% 44,581 4,028 -18,187 -7,075 23,347 -5,061 -17,359 1,588

2019 42.50% 44,581 4,028 -17,039 1,991 33,561 5,307 -14,960 3,987

The recoverable amount of Transportes Ferroviarios de Madrid S.A. has been calculated as the present value of the Company's share of the cash flows expected to be generated by 
this associate from its ordinary activity.

The calculation of the present value of the cash flows was based on the following assumptions:

1. The cash flows have been projected based on the results from operating activities contained in the concession business plan covering a period of 9 years.

2. A discount rate of 4.02% was used (3.14% in 2019), which was estimated based on the weighted average cost of capital for the sector. The company’s .

Annual accounts at 31 December 2018 are being audited. No dividends were received during the year.

8. FINANCIAL ASSETS
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EMPRESA PARTICIPADA: Metros Ligeros de Madrid, S.A. - Avda. Manuel Azaña s/n. 28033. Madrid (Thousand euro)

Financial year Percentage 
interest (%) Capital Other equity 

items
Profit (loss) 
for the year Total Equity Operating 

Profit (Loss) Impairment Net 
Investment Value

2020 42.50% 19,800 27,346 -10,190 -37,782 -5,452 -826 20,360

2019 42.50% 19,800 25,241 2,105 -41,573 10,523 5,573 20,360

INVESTEE: Metrocall,S.A - C/ Juan Esplandiu, 11-13. Madrid (Thousand euro)

Financial year Percentage 
interest (%) Capital Reserves Profit (loss) 

for the year
Operating 

Profit (Loss) Impairment Net 
Investment Value

2020 40.00% 2,750 8,375 1,119 1,436 12,244 1,502

2019 40.00% 2,750 6,716 1,659 2,044 11,125 1,502

Metros Ligeros de Madrid S.A., with a proportion of 42.5% of the share capital. The total investment made by Metro de Madrid, S.A. amounts to EUR 20,360 thousand in 2020 and 
2019. No dividend payments were made in 2020. The company’s annual accounts at 31 December 2020 are being audited. Metros Ligeros de Madrid, S.A. holds the concession for the 
construction and operation of the ML1 Light Metro Line and is not listed on the Stock Exchange.
The recoverable amount of Metros Ligeros de Madrid S.A. has been calculated as the present value of the Company's share of the cash flows expected to be generated by this associate 
from its ordinary activity, as well as its sale.
The calculation of the present value of the cash flows was based on the following assumptions:

1. The cash flows were projected on the basis of the operating results established in the 16-year business plan for the concession, which took into account the economic-financial 
rebalancing mechanisms for the concession.

2. A discount rate of 4.30% was used (3.74% in 2019), which was estimated based on the weighted average cost of capital for the sector.

Metrocall, S.A. Metro de Madrid, S.A. holds a 40% investment in the company at an acquisition price of EUR 1,502 thousand. The Company has capital of EUR 2,750 thousand, 
represented by 62,500 unlisted registered shares with a par value of EUR 44.00 each. Its corporate purpose is listed as the implementation, management and operation of a public 
telecommunications networks able to provide mobile telephone service through Metro de Madrid´s network and facilities.
The company’s annual accounts at 31 December 2020 are being audited. No dividends were received in the year.

8. FINANCIAL ASSETS

INVESTEE: TRANSPORTES FERROVIARIOS DE MADRID, S.A. - Dr. Esquerdo, 136. 28007. Madrid (Thousand euro)

Financial year Percentage 
interest (%) Capital Reserves Other equity 

items
Profit (loss) 
for the year Total Equity Operating 

Profit (Loss) Impairment Net 
Investment Value

2020 42.50% 44,581 4,028 -18,187 -7,075 23,347 -5,061 -17,359 1,588

2019 42.50% 44,581 4,028 -17,039 1,991 33,561 5,307 -14,960 3,987
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8.3. Information on the types and 
 levels of risk of financial instruments 

Management of the Company's financial risks is centralised in the Finance 
Department, which has implemented the mechanisms necessary to control exposure 
to credit and liquidity risks. The main financial risks with an impact on the Company 
are stated below:

a) Credit risk:
The Company considers that its financial assets are not significantly exposed to 
credit risk.

b) Liquidity risk:
The Company keeps its cash and cash equivalents in institutions with a high credit 
level in accordance with the terms and conditions for investing cash surpluses of 
public entities defined in the budget for the Autonomous Region of Madrid.

In addition, the Company carries out an essential public service and has the 
necessary financial support from its shareholder to ensure the Company's 
continuity.

c) Market risk:
The Company considers that the interest-rate risk on its financial instruments is 
not material. 

 Moreover, under the Programme Contract in force with the Madrid Regional Transport 
Consortium, based on a financial regime governed by the principle of sufficient fares 
to cover all actual costs under normal conditions of productivity and organisation, 
the Directors do not consider the Company to be exposed to a significant risk of price 
changes (see Notes 1 y 2).

8. FINANCIAL ASSETS
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(Thousand euro)

ITEM SUNDRY MATERIALS SPARE PARTS OFFICE SUPPLIES TICKETING UNIFORMS PROVISION FOR IMPAIRMENT 
OF INVENTORIES TOTAL

Closing Balance 2018 2,036 13,654 147 22 27 -3,252 12,634

20
19

Purchases 4,664 9,515 387 81 1,942 - 16,589

Consumption -4,554 -8034 -380 -78 -1,945 - -14,991

Transfers (removals) - -10 - - - - -10

Reversal/(allocation) - - - - - -206 -206

Closing Balance 2019 2,146 15,125 154 25 24 -3,458 14,016

20
20

Purchases 5,895 8,634 560 47 427 - 15,563

Consumption -5,170 -7,658 -232 -40 -429 - -13,529

Transfers (removals) - -4 - - - - -4

Reversal/(allocation) - - - - - -549 -549

Closing Balance 2020 2,871 16,097 482 32 22 -4,007 15,497

9. INVENTORIES

Movements in materials purchased and consumed in 2020 and 2019 are as follows:

There are no restrictions on the availability of inventories due to guarantees, pledges, security deposits or similar commitments.

At year-end 2020 and 2019, the impairment losses on inventories amounted to EUR 4,007 thousand and EUR 3,458 thousand, respectively, due to the impairment of stock held by the 
Company.

In 2020 and 2019, spare parts amounting to EUR 4 thousand and EUR 10 thousand, respectively, were transferred to property, plant and equipment.
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CAPITAL GRANTS CRTM (Thousand euro)

OWN FUNDS 2020 2019

Balance at 1 January 420,210 448,852

Additions

Gross amount - -

Tax effect - -

Transfer to profit or loss

Gross amount -25,300 -28,710

Tax effect 63 71

Other adjustments

Adjustment to grants from prior years - -3

Tax effect - -

Balance at 31 December 394,973 420,210

10. SAHREHOLDERS' EQUITY AND OWN FUNDS

The composition and changes in equity are presented in the Statement of Changes 
in Equity.

a) Share Capital
The Company's share capital at 31 December 2020 and 2019 amounted to EUR 
17,977 thousand, divided into 5,972,391 bearer shares, each with a nominal value of 
3.01 euros, fully subscribed and paid up, all of which have equal rights.

There are no other vested rights, dividend-right certificates, convertible bonds, 
securities or similar financial liabilities.

b) Reserves
In accordance with Article 27 of the Capital Companies Act, the “Legal Reserve” is 
endowed with the minimum required amount of 20% of the share capital. As at 31 
December 2020, this reserve has not been fully funded. This reserve is not freely 
available.

The full amount of heading 2. “Other reserves” is unrestricted as long as value of the 
equity is not currently less than, or reduced to less than as a result of the distribution, 
the share capital. Therefore, at 31 December 2020 and 2019, these reserves are not 
unrestricted.

The actuarial valuation of the commitment for post-retirement transport benefits 
resulted in a capital gain in 2020 of EUR 10,290 thousand and a capital loss in 2019 
of EUR 2,511 thousand.

c) Grants, donations and bequests
c.1. Capital grants from the Regional Transport Consortium

This item comprises non-refundable capital grants awarded by the Madrid 
Regional Transport Consortium (CRTM) from 1991 onwards for asset 
purchases, as follows:

All of the capital grants received from the CRTM have been allocated to the 
acquisition of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets.

The heading “Adjustment to grants from prior years” includes in 2019 an 
amount of EUR 3 thousand for write-offs of fixed assets. 
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ERDF GRANTS (Thousand euro)

OWN FUNDS 2020 2019

Balance at 1 January 11,664 -

Additions

Gross amount 10,390 11,694

Tax effect -26 -30

Removals

Gross amount - -

Tax effect - -

Transfer to profit or loss - -

Gross amount -408 -

Tax effect 1 -

Other adjustments

Adjustment to grants from prior years - -

Balance at 31 December 21,621 11,664

CAPITAL GRANTS OTHER BODIES (Thousand euro)

OWN FUNDS 2020 2019

Balance at 1 January 2,312 2,440

Additions

Gross amount 461 401

Tax effect -1 -1

Removals

Gross amount - -

Tax effect - -

Transfer to profit or loss

Gross amount -634 -529

Tax effect 2 1

Balance at 31 December 2,140 2,312

10. SAHREHOLDERS' EQUITY AND OWN FUNDS

c.2. Capital grants awarded by other bodies
c.2.1) Grants granted by the European Regional Development Fund
These correspond to grants granted by the European Regional Development 
Fund (ERDF), within the framework of the 2014-2020 Operational Project of 
the Regional Government of Madrid, for the acquisition of property, plant and 
equipment relating to projects to install lifts and regenerate energy. Non-
refundable grants of EUR 10,390 thousand accrued in 2020 and EUR 11,694 
thousand accrued in 2019. Of these grants, the Company received EUR 1.387 
thousand in 2020 and EUR 887 thousand in 2019:

c.2.2) Other Public Bodies: 
These correspond to non-refundable capital grants, in the form of the non-
application of interest on the amounts granted by public bodies for the 
conversion of assets for public activities, such as museums, as well as aid 
for research, development and innovation projects. The movement in these 
grants was as follows (thousand euro):
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c.3. Operating subsidies included in profit or loss 
“Operating grants included in profit or loss” consist of training and recruitment grants amounting to EUR 356 thousand and research and development grants of EUR 485 
thousand. In 2019, they consisted of training and recruitment grants amounting to EUR 327 thousand and research and development grants of EUR 308 thousand.

10. SAHREHOLDERS' EQUITY AND OWN FUNDS
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LONG TERM (Thousand euro)

LONG-TERM 
PROVISIONS

OBLIGATIONS 
TO PERSONNEL

PROVISION 
FOR TAXES

OTHER 
PROVISIONS TOTAL

Opening Balance 2019 24,551 3,364 13,818 41,733

20
19

Additions 10,693 967 20,084 31,744

Applications/ cancellations -500 -80 - -580

Closing Balance 2019 34,744 4,251 33,902 72,897

20
20

Additions 19,766 323 15,127 35,216

Applications/ cancellations -12,809 -209 -19,404 -32,422

Transfer to short-term -2,705 - - -2,705

Closing Balance 2020 38,996 4,365 29,625 72,986

OBLIGATIONS TO PERSONNEL (Thousand euro)

ITEM

PRE-1978
EMPLOYEE 
HOLIDAY

PAY

PROVISION 
FOR PENDING 
PROCEEDINGS

PROVISION FOR 
LONG-TERM 
EMPLOYEE 
BENEFITS

TOTAL

Closing Balance 2018 81 10,419 14,051 24,551

20
19

Additions - 6,901 3,792 10,693

Applications/ cancellations -22 -478 - -500

Closing Balance 2019 59 16,842 17,843 34,744

20
20

Additions - 18,551 1,215 19,766

Applications/ cancellations -26 -2,465 -10,318 -12,809

Transfer to short-term - -2,705 - -2,705

Closing Balance 2020 33 30,223 8,740 38,996

11. PROVISIONS 

11.1. Non-current provisions
The breakdown of non-current provisions recorded on the balance sheet at year-
end 2020 and 2019, as well as the main movements recorded over the year, are as 
follows: 

11.1.1. Obligations to personnel.
The breakdown of long-term obligations to personnel at year-end 2020 and 2019 is as 
follows:

• 1978 employee holiday pay: At the 2020 reporting date, the Company has recorded a 
provision corresponding to the holiday pay of employees who joined the Company prior 
to 1978. This amounts to a non-current sum of EUR 33 thousand and a current sum of 
EUR 12 thousand. At year-end 2019, the non-current provision was EUR 59 thousand 
and the current provision EUR 8 thousand. In both years it was estimated with a salary 
increase of 2% and a discount rate of 0.95%.
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PROVISION FOR TAXES (Thousand euro)

ITEM
PROVISION 

FOR ECONOMIC 
ACTIVITY TAX (IAE)

PROVISION 
FOR PROPERTY 

TAX (IBI)

OTHER 
MUNICIPAL TAX TOTAL

Closing Balance 2018 2,795 562 7 3,364

20
19

Additions 924 42 1 967

Applications/ cancellations -80 - - -80

Closing Balance 2019 3,639 604 8 4,251

20
20

Additions 300 22 1 323

Applications/ cancellations -207 - -2 -209

Closing Balance 2020 3,732 626 7 4,365

11. PROVISIONS 

On 7 March 2012, Madrid City Council notified the Company of a Tax Inspection with regard 
to the Economic Activity Tax for the years 2009 to 2012. This inspection focused on network 
stations and 34 premises.

The provisions recorded in 2016 included principal, interest and 50% of penalties for the 
network stations and premises subject to inspection.

The provisions for penalties recognised in prior years for all depots, sheds and substations 
and for Plaza Castilla Network 2009-2012 were derecognised in 2017, since the cases were 
decided on in the Company’s favour.

On 6 June 2019, Madrid City Council notified the Company of the opening of a Tax 
Inspection with respect to activities 721.1 (Collective urban transport) and 381.2 (Repair 
and maintenance services of railway equipment for other companies) of the Economic 
Activity Tax for the years 2016 to 2019. The scope of this inspection covered all the depots 
and sheds existing in the municipality of Madrid.

In 2019 and 2020, the Company signed settlement agreements with Madrid City Council 
Tax Inspectorate in respect of most of the depots and sheds and paid the corresponding 
amounts for the tax due, interest and, as the case may be, penalties. In addition, notices of 
disagreement have been signed concerning the Laguna, Aluche, Valdecarros, Cuatro Vientos, 
Fuencarral, Sacedal and Canillejas depots. The Company has paid the corresponding 
amounts, but has filed various appeals in the courts.

• Provision for pending proceedings: As a result of several legal claims filed in relation to the 
holiday pay of the Company's employees, as well as claims filed in relation to occupational 
disease declared for some of the Company's employees, a provision was recorded in 
December 2020 and 2019 for EUR 30,223 thousand and EUR 16,842 thousand, respectively  
(See Note 11.4).

• Provision for long-term employee benefits: In 2020, the Company updated the estimates 
made to calculate long-term employee liabilities for post-retirement transport benefits, 
amounting to EUR 8,740 thousand. In 2019, the estimated amount was EUR 17,843 
thousand. The benefit consists of free annual travel passes at the retired employee’s 
request.

11.1.2. Provision for taxes.
The breakdown of the provision for taxes at 31 December 2020 is as follows: 
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Tax: Tax on Economic Activities (Thousand euro)

FINANCIAL 
YEAR TAX DUE LATE PAYMENT 

INTEREST PENALTY TOTAL

2019 Closing Balance 2,593 719 327 3,639

2020
Additions 204 96 - 300

Cancellations -136 -9 -62 -207

Closing 
Balance 2020 2,661 806 265 3,732

Tax: Property Tax (Thousand euro)

FINANCIAL 
YEAR TAX DUE LATE PAYMENT 

INTEREST PENALTY TOTAL

2019 Closing Balance 397 63 144 604

2020
Additions - 22 - 22

Cancellations - - - -

Closing 
Balance 2020 397 85 144 626

11.1.3. Other provisions
In 2019, the Company recognised an amount of EUR 23,073 thousand to cover 
the possible contingency relating to various civil, administrative and contentious-
administrative lawsuits regarding contracts that are currently in court. In 2020, the 
provision was adjusted, for a net amount of EUR 3,510 thousand as a consequence 
of the termination of several of the existing disputes in which the final rulings were 
issued in favour of the Company's arguments. At 31 December 2020, the amount of the 
provision totals EUR 19,563 thousand.

Moreover, pursuant to the Ministerial Order of 20 April 1998 which regulates the 
collaboration of companies in the management of the social security system, and 
specifically on self-insurance for temporary disability, both for workplace accidents 
and common contingencies, at year-end 2020 and 2019, the Company recorded 
provisions of EUR 10,062 thousand and EUR 10,829 thousand to cover potential future 
losses arising from such collaboration.

11. PROVISIONS 
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CURRENT (Thousand euro)

ITEM PRE-1978 EMPLOYEE 
HOLIDAY PAY

CURRENT PROVISION 
FOR LITIGATION

REDUNDANCY PLAN 
TERMINATION BENEFITS 

PROVISION

REDUNDANCY PLAN SOCIAL 
SECURITY PROVISION

PROVISION 
FOR TAXES TOTAL

Closing Balance 2018 7 45 2,960 565 - 3,577

20
19

Additions 1 40 - - 326 367

Applications/ cancellations - -5 -2,960 -565 - -3,530

Transfer to current - - - - - -

Saldo final 2019 8 80 - - 326 414

20
20

Additions 4 - - - 75 79

Applications/ cancellations - - - - -326 -326

Transfer to current - - - - - -

Closing Balance 2020 12 80 - - 75 167

11.2. Current provisions
The breakdown of current provisions recorded in the balance sheet at year-end 2020 and 2019, as well as the main movements recorded over the year, are as follows: 

• Provision for redundancy plan termination benefits and social security:
 As at 31 December 2019, all commitments relating to termination benefits and social 

security resulting from the redundancy plan carried out at the end of 2013 had been paid, 
leaving no outstanding amounts. 

• Current provision for litigation:
 They correspond to the estimates made to cover possible contingencies arising from 

relocations of network premises. No amount was allocated in 2020 and an amount of 
EUR 40 thousand was allocated in 2019 and EUR 5 thousand applied. 

11. PROVISIONS 
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(Thousand euro)

2020 2019

• Non-current financing (EIB) 13,022 17,363

• Other contingencies 3,520 3,570

TOTAL 16,542 20,933

11.3. Guarantees and bonds 
At year-end 2020 and 2019, the Company had secured part of its transactions with third 
parties through guarantees and bonds granted by Banks and Credit Institutions, amounting 
to EUR 16,542 thousand and EUR 20,933 thousand, respectively, with the following 
breakdown (in thousand euro):

The Company’s Directors do not expect any future liabilities to arise from the granting of 
these guarantees. The Company has bank guarantees related to a long-term loan with the 
European Investment Bank (See Note 12.1).

Furthermore, as a result of the agreements entered into in 2014 to sell various real estate 
assets (See Note 6), guarantees have been extended to the Company in an amount of EUR 
864 thousand in connection with the sale of Cavanilles-Granada and EUR 2,454 thousand 
for the sale of the Cuatro Caminos property. These guarantees may be enforced in the event 
of a breach of contract. 

11.4. Other contingencies
On 14 February 2018, the Work and Social Security Inspectorate issued two Infringement 
Reports relating to the occupational disease of one employee of our Company, in which 
it considered that the Company had committed infringements in which it considered that 
it had committed infringements relating to the performance of rolling stock maintenance 
tasks on equipment with asbestos without having previously registered in the RERA 
(Register of Companies with Asbestos Risk) and without having adopted all the required 
security measures, for a joint amount of EUR 229 thousand. 

The processing of these administrative proceedings was suspended in order to transfer them 
to the Public Prosecutor's Office.

After investigating the facts reported by the labour authorities, the Labour Accident Section 
of the Madrid Provincial Public Prosecutor’s Office filed a criminal complaint against 
seven of the Company’s employees for exposure of the Company’s workers to asbestos, 
considering that these facts could constitute a criminal offence against workers’ rights, 
two crimes of reckless homicide and several crimes of reckless injury. This complaint 
has given rise to the processing of Preliminary Proceedings of Abbreviated Procedure by 
Madrid Examining Court No. 23 that are still in progress. Until such time as the criminal 
proceedings have been completed, the administrative proceedings initiated by the Labour 
and Social Security Inspectorate will continue to be suspended.

In 2020, the Labour and Social Security Inspectorate issued a new Infringement Report, in 
which it considered that the Company had not adopted prevention measures against the 
risk of exposure to asbestos dust in the group of Electric Traction Drivers in addition to not 
having subjected said group to specific health surveillance for said risk, for a joint amount 
of EUR 241 thousand.

In this case, the administrative proceedings initiated by the Labour and Social Security 
Inspectorate are also suspended as they are subject to the same aforementioned criminal 
proceedings.

As the investigation or investigation phase of the aforementioned criminal proceedings has not 
been completed, the Company's Directors are unable to estimate the impact, as the case may 
be, of the aforementioned facts and the possible effect on the 2020 Annual Accounts. 

11. PROVISIONS 
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The Company has performed medical check-ups on all its employees who are still 
active and who believe that they may have performed some work with exposure 
to asbestos, applying for this purpose the testing protocols established by the 
public authority. It has not found any cases of illness due to exposure to asbestos. 
Therefore, the Company is not aware that there are more active workers suffering 
from illnesses related to exposure to asbestos in performing their work.

In 2019, the National Social Security Institute informed the Company of the 
declaration of a temporary incapacity that preceded the death in 2019 of a fourth 
worker as an accident at work due to exposure to asbestos. The Company filed a 
claim against this decision with the employment courts, with no ruling yet issued.

With respect to retired workers who, during their working lives, may have been 
exposed to asbestos, the Company has filed 12 claims challenging the results of 
12 administrative proceedings processed by the National Social Security Institute 
which declared permanent incapacity as a result of the contingency of occupational 
disease resulting from exposure to asbestos.

• Compensation claims by affected workers
In 2018 and 2019, legal claims were filed against the Company for the payment of 
damages arising from the occupational disease of the two deceased rolling stock 
maintenance workers who had been exposed to asbestos in the course of their work 
and were declared to have an occupational disease by the Company. 

With respect to the first worker, in 2019 a ruling was issued ordering the Company to 
pay EUR 395 thousand as compensation for the damages suffered by the worker. This 
amount has already been paid to his heirs along with the corresponding procedural 
interest. 

In addition, in relation to this worker, by virtue of an out-of-court settlement, the 
Company has paid an amount of EUR 193 thousand corresponding to the amount of 
the additional compensation for damages suffered by his family members.

Furthermore, in 2020, the following actions and/or complaints were made, in different 
areas, relating to the existence of asbestos in the facilities and on trains.

• Surcharges of social security benefits
The Madrid Provincial Directorate of the National Social Security Institute issued 
a ruling confirming the imposition of a surcharge of 50%, amounting to EUR 314 
thousand, for the aforementioned employee as a result of the classification as an 
occupational disease due to occupational exposure to asbestos.

On the death of this worker, new social security benefits (widowhood pension; special 
lump-sum compensation and death benefits) were granted in favour of his widow. 
The Madrid Provincial Directorate of the National Social Security Institute issued a 
new resolution imposing the payment of a surcharge of 50% of these new benefits 
that entail a claim against the Company of EUR 223 thousand.

These administrative decisions are not yet final and definitive given that the Company 
has filed two administrative appeals against them.

With regard to a second worker, in 2019, the Madrid Provincial Directorate of the 
National Social Security Institute (TGSS) agreed to impose on the Company the 
payment of a surcharge of 50% of all social security benefits generated as a result 
of the classification of occupational incapacity as an occupational disease due 
to occupational exposure to asbestos (widowhood pension, special lump sum-
compensation and death benefit). At this time, the TGSS has not quantified the 
amounts of these surcharges.

• Declarations of occupational disease or accidents at work
In 2019, the Company requested the declaration of occupational disease due to 
exposure to asbestos of the sick leave of three of its employees with maintenance 
functions who were still in active service (two of them died after the declaration).

11. PROVISIONS 
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Regarding the second worker, the Company has paid the amount of EUR 327 thousand 
corresponding to the amount of the compensation in favour of the widow, son and 
stepdaughter of the deceased worker.

In 2020, a new claim was filed against the Company for the payment of damages 
arising from an occupational disease in relation to an Electric Traction Driver 
caused by exposure to asbestos in the course of his work for an amount of EUR 547 
thousand. In this case, the declaration of professional illness has been challenged 
in the courts by the Company and therefore a request has been made to suspend the 
pre-trial settlement hearing and, as appropriate, trial, until a decision is issued on 
the challenge. 

• Compensation claims from companies
In 2020, a legal claim was filed against the Company for damages for the sale of trains 
with asbestos to the operator of the Buenos Aires metro for EUR 14,978 thousand.

At 31 December 2020, the Company has recorded a provision for risks and expenses 
arising from the events detailed above based on the estimates made by management 
together with their legal advisers. (See Note 11.1.1)

The Directors consider that there is still a high degree of uncertainty about possible 
future asbestos-related claims which at 31 December 2020 is unknown and which 
does not allow them to estimate the possible impact of these contingencies, if any, 
on the annual accounts at 31 December 2020.

In addition, at 31 December 2020, the Company was involved in various lawsuits 
of different types arising from its business activities for which the Directors, based 
on the estimates made by the Company's legal advisers, believe may possibly give 
rise to an outflow of resources for the Company. In accordance with applicable 
accounting criteria, no provision has been recorded for such lawsuits. The maximum 
financial consequences of these lawsuits amount to EUR 20,349 thousand.
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(Thousand euro)

AT AMORTISED COST OR COST 
CARRYING AMOUNT

NON-CURRENT 2020 2019

Debts and other payables

Bank borrowings 538,847 468,270

Payables under finance leases (see Note 7.1.) 24,508 30,450

Other financial liabilities 4,102 4,341

Other non-current payables 59,875 59,875

Total debt 627,332 562,936

TOTAL LOANS AND PAYABLES 627,332 562,936

(Thousand euro)

AT AMORTISED COST OR COST 
CARRYING AMOUNT

CURRENT 2020 2019

Debts and other payables

Bank borrowings 54,322 54,320

Payables under finance leases (see Note 7.1.) 6,936 7,149

Other financial liabilities 41,878 25,126

Total debt 103,136 86,595

Suppliers (including group companies) 34,550 63,554

Other payables 245,638 244,629

Total trade and other payables 280,188 308,183

TOTAL LOANS AND PAYABLES 383,324 394,778

12. FINANCIAL LIABILITIES

The carrying amount of the financial liabilities is estimated to correspond to their fair value.

The classification of financial liabilities by category and type in 2020 and 2019 is as follows:
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BANK BORROWINGS (Thousand euro)

ENTITY 2020 2019

EIB (II) 13,023 17,364

EIB 2015 45,000 48,000

Abanca 2015 25,000 32,143

BBVA 2016 * 27,271 30,907

Cajamar 2016 18,332 21,665

Caixabank 2016 22,501 28,930

Liberbank 2016 13,636 15,454

Caixabank 2016 3,591 4,617

España Duero 2016 19,064 21,307

Abanca 2016 13,007 14,537

Liberbank 2017 15,454 17,272

BBVA 2017 14,444 16,666

(Thousand euro)

ENTITY 2020 2019

Abanca 2017 12,857 15,714

Bankinter 2017 22,000 26,000

Banco Sabadell 2017 22,500 27,500

Cajamar 2017 20,625 24,375

EIB 2017 25,000 25,000

EIB 2018 85,000 85,000

EIB 2019 50,000 50,000

EIB 2020 65,000 -

Liberbank 2020 10,000 -

Kutxabank 2020 20,000 -

Bankinter 2020 20,000 -

Abanca 2020 9,713 -

593,018 522,451

12. FINANCIAL LIABILITIES

12.1. Bank borrowings 
The nominal amount of bank borrowings at 31 December 2020 and 2019 is as follows:
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MATURITY OF LOANS 2020 (Thousand euro)

MATURITIES AT NOMINAL VALUE

ENTITY 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 SUBSEQUENT Balance at 31/12/2020

EIB (II) 4,341 4,341 4,341 - - - 13,023

EIB 2015 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 30,000 45,000

Abanca 2015 7,143 7,143 7,143 3,571 - - 25,000

BBVA 2016 3,636 3,636 3,636 3,636 3,636 9,091 27,271

Cajamar 2016 3,333 3,333 3,333 3,333 3,333 1,667 18,332

Caixabank 2016 6,429 6,429 6,429 3,214 - - 22,501

Liberbank 2016 1,818 1,818 1,818 1,818 1,818 4,546 13,636

Caixabank 2016 1,026 1,026 1,026 513 - - 3,591

España Duero 2016 2,243 2,243 2,243 2,243 2,243 7,849 19,064

Abanca 2016 1,530 1,530 1,530 1,530 1,530 5,357 13,007

Liberbank 2017 1,818 1,818 1,818 1,818 1,818 6,364 15,454

BBVA 2017 2,222 2,222 2,222 2,222 2,222 3,334 14,444

Abanca 2017 2,857 2,857 2,857 2,857 1,429 - 12,857

Bankinter 2017 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 2,000 22,000

Banco Sabadell 2017 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 2,500 - 22,500

Cajamar 2017 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 1,875 20,625

EIB 2017 - 1,563 1,563 1,563 1,563 18,748 25,000

EIB 2018 - - 5,313 5,313 5,313 69,061 85,000

EIB 2019 - - - 3,125 3,125 43,750 50,000

EIB 2020 - - - 2,031 4,063 58,906 65,000

Liberbank 2020 - 1,111 1,111 1,111 1,111 5,556 10,000

Kutxabank 2020 - 2,222 2,222 2,222 2,222 11,112 20,000

Bankinter 2020 - 2,222 2,222 2,222 2,222 11,112 20,000

Abanca 2020 - 1,079 1,079 1,079 1,079 5,397 9,713

TOTAL 54,146 62,343 67,656 61,171 51,977 295,725 593,018

The breakdown of loan maturities at 31 December 2020 and 2019 is as follows:

12. FINANCIAL LIABILITIES
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MATURITY OF LOANS 2019 (Thousand euro)

MATURITIES AT NOMINAL VALUE

ENTITY 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 SUBSEQUENT Balance at 31/12/2020

EIB (II) 4,341 4,341 4,341 4,341 - - 17,364

EIB 2015 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 33,000 48,000

Abanca 2015 7,143 7,143 7,143 7,143 3,571 - 32,143

BBVA 2016 3,636 3,636 3,636 3,636 3,636 12,727 30,907

Cajamar 2016 3,333 3,333 3,333 3,333 3,333 5,000 21,665

Caixabank 2016 6,429 6,429 6,429 6,429 3,214 - 28,930

Liberbank 2016 1,818 1,818 1,818 1,818 1,818 6,364 15,454

Caixabank 2016 1,026 1,026 1,026 1,026 513 - 4,617

España Duero 2016 2,243 2,243 2,243 2,243 2,243 10,092 21,307

Abanca 2016 1,530 1,530 1,530 1,530 1,530 6,887 14,537

Liberbank 2017 1,818 1,818 1,818 1,818 1,818 8,182 17,272

BBVA 2017 2,222 2,222 2,222 2,222 2,222 5,556 16,666

Abanca 2017 2,857 2,857 2,857 2,857 2,857 1,429 15,714

Bankinter 2017 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 6,000 26,000

Banco Sabadell 2017 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 2,500 27,500

Cajamar 2017 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 5,625 24,375

EIB 2017 - - 1,563 1,563 1,563 20,311 25,000

EIB 2018 - - - 5,313 5,313 74,374 85,000

EIB 2019 - - - - 3,125 46,875 50,000

TOTAL 54,146 54,146 55,709 61,022 52,506 244,922 522,451

12. FINANCIAL LIABILITIES
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2020 (Thousand euro)

ENTITY
AVERAGE 
INTEREST 
RATE (%)

CURRENT 
AT AMORTISED

COST

NON-CURRENT 
AT AMORTISED 

COST
TOTAL YEAR 

OF MATURITY

EIB (II) - 4,342 8,682 13,024 -

EIB 2015 1.62 3,000 42,000 45,000 -

Abanca 2015 0.5 7,142 17,857 24,999 -

BBVA 2016 1.24 3,629 23,613 27,242 -

Cajamar 2016 0.85 3,333 14,999 18,332 -

Caixabank 2016 1.20 6,428 16,071 22,499 -

Liberbank 2016 1,818 11,818 13,636 -

Caixabank 2016 1.16 1,026 2,564 3,590 -

España Duero 2016 0.64 2,242 16,819 19,061 -

Abanca 2016 0.86 1,530 11,477 13,007 -

Liberbank 2017 2.07 1,818 13,636 15,454 -

BBVA 2017 1.14 2,222 12,222 14,444 -

Abanca 2017 0.7 2,857 10,000 12,857 -

Bankinter 2017 0.65 4,000 18,000 22,000 -

Banco Sabadell 2017 1.07 5,000 17,500 22,500 -

Cajamar 2017 0.53 3,750 16,875 20,625 -

EIB 2017 1.31 - 25,000 25,000 -

EIB 2018 0.58 - 85,000 85,000 -

EIB 2019 0.47 - 50,000 50,000 -

EIB 2020 0.54 - 65,000 65,000 -

Liberbank 2020 - 10,000 10,000 -

Kutxabank 2020 0.08 - 20,000 20,000 -

Bankinter 2020 0.60 - 20,000 20,000 -

Abanca 2020 0.54 - 9,714 9,714 -

TOTAL 54,137 538,847 592,984 -

2019 (Thousand euro)

ENTITY
AVERAGE 
INTEREST 
RATE (%)

CURRENT 
AT AMORTISED

COST

NON-CURRENT 
AT AMORTISED 

COST
TOTAL YEAR 

OF MATURITY

EIB (II) - 4,342 13,022 17,364 2023

EIB 2015 1.62 3,000 45,000 48,000 2035

Abanca 2015 0.62 7,142 24,999 32,141 2024

BBVA 2016 1.24 3,628 27,242 30,870 2028

Cajamar 2016 0.85 3,333 18,332 21,665 2026

Caixabank 2016 1.20 6,427 22,500 28,927 2024

Liberbank 2016 1,818 13,636 15,454 2028

Caixabank 2016 1.16 1,025 3,590 4,615 2024

España Duero 2016 0.76 2,242 19,061 21,303 2029

Abanca 2016 0.98 1,530 13,007 14,537 2029

Liberbank 2017 2.07 1,818 15,455 17,273 2029

BBVA 2017 1.14 2,222 14,444 16,666 2027

Abanca 2017 0.82 2,857 12,857 15,714 2025

Bankinter 2017 0.77 4,000 22,000 26,000 2026

Banco Sabadell 2017 1.07 5,000 22,500 27,500 2025

Cajamar 2017 0.65 3,750 20,625 24,375 2026

EIB 2017 1.31 - 25,000 25,000 2037

EIB 2018 0.70 - 85,000 85,000 2038

EIB 2019 0.50 - 50,000 50,000 2039

TOTAL 54,134 468,270 522,404 -

The balances, interest rates and breakdown of short- and long-term debts (according to the amortised cost criterion recorded in the Balance Sheet), at 31 December 2020 and 2019, are as 
follows:

12. FINANCIAL LIABILITIES
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FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS LOANS 2020 (Thousand euro)

ENTITY TERM (YEARS) PRINCIPAL

EIB 20 65,000

Liberbank 10 10,000

Kutxabank 10 20,000

Bankinter 10 20,000

Abanca 10 9,714

124,714

CANCELLATION OF LOANS 2019 (Thousand euro)

LOAN CANCELLED
OUTSTANDING 

CAPITAL 
(NOMINAL VALUE)

AMORTISED 
COST

BANKINTER-09 3,000 3,000

POPULAR-09 3,000 3,000

BBVA-15 46,154 46,101

POPULAR-15 14,583 14,583

66,737 66,684

LOANS FROM FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 2019 (Thousand euro)

ENTITY TERM (YEARS) PRINCIPAL

EIB 20 50,000

50,000

In 2020, the Company signed loans with the European 
Investment Bank (EIB), Liberbank, Kutxabank, Bankinter 
and Abanca for a total amount of EUR 124,714 thousand, 
with the effective amount drawn down in the year being (in 
thousand euro):

In order to improve the Company's financial structure, 
loans with Bankinter, Popular and BBVA have been fully 
cancelled. 

Short-term interest accrued and unpaid at 31 December 
2020 amounts to EUR 185 thousand, which is included in 
heading 2. “Bank borrowings”, within section III “Current 
payables” of the Balance Sheet. This amount at the end of 
2019 totalled EUR 186 thousand.

The amount charged as financial expense in 2020 and 
2019 was EUR 7,415 thousand and EUR 7,061 thousand, 
respectively.

In 2019, the Company signed, with the European Invest-
ment Bank (EIB), a loan for a total amount of EUR 50,000 
thousand, with the effective amount drawn down in the 
year being (in thousands of euros):

12. FINANCIAL LIABILITIES
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MATURITY NON-CURRENT PAYABLES 2020 (Thousand euro)

ENTITY 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 SUBSEQUENT Balance at 31/12/2020

EIB (II) 4,342 4,340 - - - - 8,682

EIB 2015 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 27,000 42,000

Abanca 2015 7,143 7,143 3,571 - - - 17,857

BBVA 2016 3,630 3,631 3,632 3,633 3,634 5,453 23,613

Cajamar 2016 3,333 3,333 3,333 3,333 1,667 - 14,999

Caixabank 2016 6,428 6,429 3,214 - - - 16,071

Liberbank 2016 1,818 1,818 1,818 1,818 1,818 2,728 11,818

Caixabank 2016 1,026 1,026 512 - - - 2,564

España Duero 2016 2,242 2,242 2,242 2,243 2,243 5,607 16,819

Abanca 2016 1,530 1,530 1,530 1,530 1,530 3,827 11,477

Liberbank 2017 1,818 1,818 1,818 1,818 1,818 4,546 13,636

BBVA 2017 2,222 2,222 2,222 2,222 2,222 1,112 12,222

Abanca 2017 2,857 2,857 2,857 1,429 - - 10,000

Bankinter 2017 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 2,000 - 18,000

Banco Sabadell 2017 5,000 5,000 5,000 2,500 - - 17,500

Cajamar 2017 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 1,875 - 16,875

EIB 2017 1,563 1,563 1,563 1,563 1,563 17,185 25,000

EIB 2018 - 5,313 5,313 5,313 5,313 63,748 85,000

EIB 2019 - - 3,125 3,125 3,125 40,625 50,000

EIB 2020 - - 2,031 4,063 4,063 54,843 65,000

Liberbank 2020 1,111 1,111 1,111 1,111 1,111 4,445 10,000

Kutxabank 2020 2,222 2,222 2,222 2,222 2,222 8,890 20,000

Bankinter 2020 2,222 2,222 2,222 2,222 2,222 8,890 20,000

Abanca 2020 1,079 1,079 1,079 1,079 1,079 4,319 9,714

TOTAL 62,336 67,649 61,165 51,974 42,505 253,218 538,847

The breakdown of non-current payables, using the amortised cost criterion, at 31 December 2020 and 2019 is as follows:

12. FINANCIAL LIABILITIES
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MATURITY NON-CURRENT PAYABLES 2019 (Thousand euro)

ENTITY 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 SUBSEQUENT Balance at 31/12/2020

EIB (II) 4,341 4,341 4,340 - - - 13,022

EIB 2015 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 30,000 45,000

Abanca 2015 7,142 7,143 7,143 3,571 - - 24,999

BBVA 2016 3,629 3,630 3,631 3,632 3,633 9,087 27,242

Cajamar 2016 3,333 3,333 3,333 3,333 3,333 1,667 18,332

Caixabank 2016 6,428 6,428 6,429 3,215 - - 22,500

Liberbank 2016 1,818 1,818 1,818 1,818 1,818 4,546 13,636

Caixabank 2016 1,026 1,026 1,026 512 - - 3,590

España Duero 2016 2,242 2,242 2,242 2,242 2,243 7,850 19,061

Abanca 2016 1,530 1,530 1,530 1,530 1,530 5,357 13,007

Liberbank 2017 1,818 1,818 1,818 1,818 1,818 6,365 15,455

BBVA 2017 2,222 2,222 2,222 2,222 2,222 3,334 14,444

Abanca 2017 2,857 2,857 2,857 2,857 1,429 - 12,857

Bankinter 2017 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 2,000 22,000

Banco Sabadell 2017 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 2,500 - 22,500

Cajamar 2017 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 1,875 20,625

EIB 2017 - 1,563 1,563 1,563 1,563 18,748 25,000

EIB 2018 - - 5,313 5,313 5,313 69,061 85,000

EIB 2019 - - - 3,125 3,125 43,750 50,000

TOTAL 54,136 55,701 61,015 52,501 41,277 203,640 468,270

12. FINANCIAL LIABILITIES
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OTHER FINANCIAL LIABILITIES 2020 (Thousand euro)

INSTITUTION 2022 2023 2024 SUBSEQUENT

NOMINAL VALUE PRESENT VALUE NOMINAL VALUE PRESENT VALUE NOMINAL VALUE PRESENT VALUE NOMINAL VALUE PRESENT VALUE

Ministry of Industry, Tourism and Trade 161 154 161 148 161 141 14 11

Ministry of Public Works 58 55 58 53 58 51 116 95

Ministry of Science, Innovation and Universities - - 3 3 6 5 54 45

TOTAL 219 209 222 204 225 197 184 151

OTHER FINANCIAL LIABILITIES 2019 (Thousand euro)

INSTITUTION 2021 2022 2023 SUBSEQUENT

NOMINAL VALUE PRESENT VALUE NOMINAL VALUE PRESENT VALUE NOMINAL VALUE PRESENT VALUE VALOR NOMINAL VALOR ACTUAL

Ministry of Industry, Tourism and Trade 246 237 161 148 161 141 175 146

Ministry of Public Works 58 55 58 53 58 51 174 140

Ministry of Science, Innovation and Universities - - - - 2 1 35 28

TOTAL 304 292 219 201 221 193 384 314

12.2. Other financial liabilities 
12.2.1.- Other non-current financial liabilities 
Heading 5. “Other financial liabilities”, included in section II. “Non-current payables” on the Balance Sheet, includes:

The present value of the outstanding amount of interest-free loans granted by the Ministry of Industry, Tourism and Trade, by the Ministry of Public Works and by the Ministry of 
Science, Innovation and Universities, on a repayable basis, received over the years included in the period 2008-2020, both inclusive, amounts to EUR 761 thousand (EUR 1,000 
thousand in 2019). The breakdown is as follows:

The amount of long-term guarantees received at the end of 2020 and 2019 stands at EUR 3,341 thousand for both years.

12. FINANCIAL LIABILITIES
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(Thousand euro)

OTHER CURRENT FINANCIAL LIABILITIES
Balance at 

31/12/2020
Balance at 

31/12/2019

Suppliers of fixed assets:

• for invoices received 31,966 19,027

• for outstanding invoices 8,894 5,206

SUBTOTAL 40,860 24,233

Other payables 1,018 893

TOTAL 41,878 25,126

(Thousand euro)

TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES 2020 2019

• Suppliers 34,214 63,198

• Suppliers, group companies and associates (Note 18) 336 356

• Sundry payables 222,774 224,102

• Personnel (pending compensation) 22,811 20,441

• Other tax payables 15,871 14,953

• Advance payments from customers 53 86

TOTAL 296,059 323,136

(Thousand euro)

SUNDRY PAYABLES EJERCICIO 2020 EJERCICIO 2019

• Sundry Payables 34,214 63,198

• Receivables, invoices pending receipt 336 356

• Receivables under reverse factoring 222,774 224,102

TOTAL 222,774 224,102

12.2.2. Other current financial liabilities. 
Heading 5. “Other financial liabilities”, included in section III “Current payables” of 
the Balance Sheet, mainly includes:

The heading of “Other payables” at 31 December 2020 mainly includes the amount 
of EUR 262 thousand (EUR 477 thousand at 31 December 2019) corresponding 
to interest-free loans granted by the Ministry of Industry, Tourism and Trade, and 
by the Ministry of Public Works, on a repayable basis, received during the years 
included in the period 2008-2020 (See Note 12.2.1). 

12.3. Other non-current payables
Heading 6. “Other non-current payables”, included in section II “Non-current 
payables” on the  Balance Sheet includes in 2020 and 2019 the amounts 
received totalling EUR 59,875 thousand, as part of the cash price of the buyer 
of the land on the Cuatro Caminos site whose registration was reversed in 2016 
(See Note 6).

12.4. Trade and other payables.
"Trade and other payables” includes (in thousand euro):

The breakdown of the items included in the heading “Trade and other receivables” 
is as follows (thousand euro):

A 31 de diciembre de 2020 la partida más significativa del importe de “Acreedores diversos” 
proviene de las facturas de la Dirección General de Infraestructuras por el canon de 
arrendamiento, devengado en el ejercicio 2011, por importe de 143.578 miles de euros 
(143.578 miles de euros al 31 de diciembre de 2019) (See Note 2 h).

12. FINANCIAL LIABILITIES
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(Días)

AVERAGE PERIOD OF PAYMENT TO SUPPLIERS 2020 2019

• Average period of payment to suppliers 19 23

• Ratio of paid transactions 19 23

• Ratio of outstanding transactions 17 19

(Thousand euro)

2020 2018

Total payments made 603,973 611,857

Total outstanding payments 30,170 26,633

NON-CURRENT PREPAYMENTS AND ACCRUALS 2020 2019

For operating lease Ferromóvil 3000 21,031 29,280

For operating lease Ferromóvil 9000 13,313 18,530

TOTAL 34,344 47,810

12.5. Disclosure on average period of payment to suppliers 
 Third Additional Provision “duty to report” of Law 
 15/2010, of 5 July. 

The information on the average period of payment to suppliers is as follows:

13. NON-CURRENT PREPAYMENTS 
    AND ACCRUALS

The composition of the balance of the heading "VII. Non-current prepayments and accruals” 
under assets in the Balance Sheet is as follows (See Note 7):

This heading includes the long-term amounts of the difference between the expenses 
recognised in various years and the lease payments made to the lessors of Ferromovil 
3000 and Ferromovil 9000 rolling stock. (see Notes 7 and 15).

The balance of section V. "Non-current prepayments and accruals” under liabilities on the 
balance sheet includes the grant received from Madrid City Council under the collaboration 
agreement between Metro de Madrid, S.A. and Madrid City Council to open up to the public 
the turbine hall at the Pacífico electrical power station and Chamberí metro station. The 
agreement is for a term of 16 years and an amount of EUR 6,280 thousand. The amount 
received is non-refundable provided these two facilities remain open to the public from one 
year to the next. Since 2010, the amounts accrued each year have therefore been taken to 
“Other capital grants” in section A-3) “Grants, donations and bequests received” on the 
balance sheet, net of the tax effect (see Note 10). At 31 December 2020 and 2019, balances 
of EUR 1,178 thousand and EUR 2,570 thousand, respectively, have yet to be transferred to 
equity.

12. FINANCIAL LIABILITIES
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(Thousand euro)

TAX PAYABLES 2020 2019

Spain

Personal income tax payable 7,000 6,647

Social security payable 8,871 8,306

Total 15,871 14,953

(Thousand euro)

TAX RECEIVABLES 2020 2019

Spain

For withholdings and other items 126 303

For corporate income tax instalment payments 67 49

VAT receivable 29,740 29,255

For non-accrued input VAT 4,706 2,707

Social security 42 13

Receivables for ERDF grants 19,809 10806

Total 54,490 43,133

14. TAX POSITION PUBLIC ADMINISTRATIONS

14.1. Current tax balances with public administrations
The breakdown of current tax balances at year-end 2020 and 2019 is as follows 
(in Thousand euro):

 The amount recorded under “Non-accrued input VAT” includes pending deductions 
corresponding to invoices of work in progress pending payment on the appropriate 
due date, in accordance with Article 75(2) of Law 37/1992.
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RECONCILIATION BETWEEN ACCOUNTING PROFIT AND TAXABLE INCOME FOR CIT 2020 (Thousand euro)

ITEM INCOME STATEMENT INCOME AND EXPENSE RECOGNISED
DIRECTLY IN EQUITY TOTAL

Balance of revenue and expenses for the year
10,224 -15,452 -5,228

Increases Decreases Balance Increases Decreases Balance Total

Corporate income tax 10 64 -54 27 67 -40 -94

Permanent differences 2,446 6,155 -3,709 - - - -3,709

Temporary differences: - - - - - - -

• Arising in the year 40,761 - 40,761 15,492 - 15,492 56,253

• From previous years - 31,639 -31,639 - - - -31,639

Tax loss carryforwards from previous years - 3,896 -3,896 - - - -3,896

Taxable Income - - 11,687 - - - 11,687

14. TAX POSITION PUBLIC ADMINISTRATIONS

14.2. Reconciliation of accounting profit to taxable income
As the Company’s main activity is metropolitan public transport, it is eligible for the tax credit provided for in Article 34 of the Corporate Income Tax Law and, therefore, the full amount 
of the tax payable is reduced by 99%.

The following table shows the reconciliation between the accounting profit and the taxable income for corporate income tax purposes for 2020:
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RECONCILIATION BETWEEN ACCOUNTING PROFIT AND TAXABLE INCOME FOR CIT 2019 (Thousand euro)

ITEM INCOME STATEMENT INCOME AND EXPENSE RECOGNISED
DIRECTLY IN EQUITY TOTAL

Balance of revenue and expenses for the year
62,185 -17,106 45,079

Increases Decreases Balance Increases Decreases Balance Total

Corporate income tax 78 6 72 - 69 -69 3

Permanent differences 357 6,148 -5,791 - - - -5,791

Temporary differences: - - - - - - -

• Arising in the year 28,120 28,120 - 28,120 17,175 - 17,175 45,295

• From previous years - 25,830 -25,830 - - - -25,830

Tax loss carryforwards from previous years - 14,689 -14,689 - - - -14,689

Taxable income - - 44,067 - - - 44,067

The following table shows the reconciliation between the accounting profit and the taxable income for corporate income tax purposes for 2019:

14. TAX POSITION PUBLIC ADMINISTRATIONS
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ADJUSTMENTS TO ACCOUNTING PROFIT/LOSS (Thousand euro)

TEMPORARY DIFFERENCES 
ARISING IN THE YEAR

2020 2019

Increases Decreases Increases Decreases

Provision for taxes 322 - 639 -

Provision outstanding 
personnel appeals 14,204 - 4,168 -

Provision for depreciation 
of inventories 549 - 206 -

Non-current provision 
for litigation 15,128 - 19,058 -

Current provision for litigation - 40 -

Provision for municipal taxes 1 - 1 -

Provision for long-term 
employee benefits: 1,212 - 1,275 -

Ecuador Branch Closure 1,006 - - -

Provision for Partial Retirement 8,339 - 2733 -

TOTAL 40,761 - 28,120 -

(Thousand euro)

TEMPORARY DIFFERENCES 
ARISING FROM PRIOR YEARS

2020 2019

Increases Decreases Increases Decreases

Provision for taxes - 145 - 80

Application provision 
for outstanding personnel 
appeals 

- 2,795 - 478

Provision for holidays 
of pre-1978 employees - 20 - 21

Provision for redundancy plan 
termination benefits and social 
security

- - - 3,525

Current provision for litigation - 18,638 - 5

Provision for municipal taxes - 2 - 1

Limitation on accounting 
depreciation - 6,718 - 6,718

Limitation on financial expenses - - 15,002

Provision for late-payment 
interest - 839 - -

Provision for partial retirement - 2,482 - -

TOTAL - 31,639 - 25,830

The adjustments made to the accounting profit due to the application of temporary 
differences are as follows:

14. TAX POSITION PUBLIC ADMINISTRATIONS
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RECONCILIATION OF THE ACCOUNTING PROFIT/LOSS AND THE TAX CREDIT (Thousand euro)

ITEMS 2020 2019

Accounting loss before tax 10,170 62,257

Permanent differences -3,709 -5,791

Accounting tax base 6,461 56,466

Tax credit 25% 1,615 17,117

99% allowance (Article 34.2 of CIT Act) 1,599 13,976

Income/(expense) from corporate income tax for the year 17 141

Corporate income tax income for the year 
(tax loss carryforwards not recorded) - -

Adjustment in corporate income tax 71 -69

INCOME FROM CORPORATE INCOME TAX 54 -72

14.3. Reconciliation between the accounting profit 
and the tax credit arising from corporate income tax.
The table below sets out the determination of the tax credit arising for 2020 and 
2019 in accordance with the taxable income determined in the previous point:

14. TAX POSITION PUBLIC ADMINISTRATIONS
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BREAKDOWN OF CIT EXPENSE/INCOME (Thousand euro)

2020 2019

Current tax -31 -78

• Current year -10 -78

• Prior years 41 -

Deferred tax -23 6

TOTAL 54 -72

TAX LOSS CARRYFORWARDS (Thousand euro)

YEAR 2020 2019

2009 8,452 12,348

2010 92,401 92,401

2011 15,565 15,565

2012 59,452 59,452

2013 102,990 102,990

2015 61,251 61,251

2017 38,604 38,603

2018 4,721 4,721

TOTAL 383,436 387,331

14.4. Breakdown of corporate income tax expense or income.
The breakdown of corporate income tax expense or income for 2020 and 2019 
is as follows:

The tax loss carryforwards at 31 December 2020 and 2019 and their corresponding 
amounts (in thousands of euros), with no time limit for application, are as follows: 

At 31 December 2020, these tax loss carryforwards represent a tax credit of EUR 959 
thousand (EUR 968 thousand at 31 December 2019) of which EUR 291 thousand 
(EUR 301 thousand at 31 December 2019) is recognised in the Company's assets.

14. TAX POSITION PUBLIC ADMINISTRATIONS
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DEFERRED TAX ASSETS (Thousand euro)

DEFERRED TAX ASSETS 2020 2019

Provision for taxes 10 10

Provision for litigation 114 93

Provision for financial investments 11 11

Provision for depreciation of inventories 10 9

Provision for pre-1978 employees - -

Provision for municipal taxes - -

Provision for post-retirement travel card 22 45

Limitation on deductibility of financial expenses - -

Current provision for litigation - -

Limitation on accounting amortisation 67 84

Provision for redundancy plan - -

Late payment interest from suppliers 3 2

Cuatro Caminos operation 219 219

Ecuador branch closure - -

Provision for partial retirement 21 7

Temporary differences 477 480

Tax credit 291 301

TOTAL DEFERRED TAX ASSETS 768 781

14.5. Recorded deferred tax assets
The breakdown of the balance of this account at year-end 2020 and 2019 is as 
follows:

The tax credit at 31 December 2020 includes a recorded amount of tax bases of 
EUR 291 thousand from prior years (EUR 301 thousand at 31 December 2019).

The above deferred tax assets have been recognised on the balance sheet as it 
is considered that, in accordance with the best estimate of the Company’s future 
results, it is probable that said assets will be recovered.

The change for the year in deferred tax assets due to temporary differences was a 
decrease of EUR 13 thousand. In 2019, there was a decrease of EUR 24 thousand.

14. TAX POSITION PUBLIC ADMINISTRATIONS
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NON-RECOGNISED DEFERRED TAX ASSETS (Thousand euro)

DEDUCTIONS PENDING 2020 2019

Training expenses 2006 144 144

Training expenses 2007 144 144

Training expenses 2008 122 122

Training expenses 2009 72 72

Training expenses 2010 26 26

R&D&I expenses 2005 67 53

R&D&I expenses 2006 143 143

R&D&I expenses 2007 283 283

R&D&I expenses 2008 1,981 1,981

R&D&I expenses 2009 2,720 2,720

R&D&I expenses 2010 863 863

R&D&I expenses 2011 312 312

R&D&I expenses 2012 56 56

R&D&I expenses 2013 48 48

R&D&I expenses 2014 23 23

R&D&I expenses 2015 25 25

R&D&I expenses 2016 3 3

R&D&I expenses 2017 51 51

R&D&I expenses 2018 34 34

R&D&I expenses 2019 86 87

R&D&I expenses 2020 (estimated amount) 127 -

(Thousand euro)

DEDUCTIONS PENDING 2020 2019

Donations to non-profit entities 2009 57 57

Donations to non-profit entities 2010 35 35

Donations to non-profit entities 2011 32 32

Donations to non-profit entities 2012 11 11

Donations to non-profit entities 2019 10 10

International double taxation 2012 226 311

International double taxation 2013 148 148

International double taxation 2015 9 9

Unrecognised current income for corporate income tax 2012 149 149

Unrecognised current income for corporate income tax 2013 257 257

Unrecognised current income for corporate income tax 2015 153 153

Unrecognised current income for corporate income tax 2017 97 97

Unrecognised current income for corporate income tax 2018 (*) 12 12

Deduction reversal of temporary measures 37.1 Corporate Income Tax Act 2015 134 134

Deduction reversal of temporary measures 37.1 Corporate Income Tax Act 2016 336 336

Deduction reversal of temporary measures 37.1 Corporate Income Tax Act 2017 336 336

Deduction reversal of temporary measures 37.1 Corporate Income Tax Act 2018 336 336

Deduction reversal of temporary measures 37.1 Corporate Income Tax Act 2019 336 336

Deduction reversal of temporary measures 37.1 Corporate Income Tax Act 2020 336 - 

TOTAL DEFERRED TAX ASSETS 10,340 9,949

14.6. Non-recognised deferred tax assets
The Company has not recognised certain deferred tax assets in the accompanying Balance Sheet, as it considers it unlikely that they will be applied in the short and medium term. The 
breakdown of these non-recognised assets is as follows: 

14. TAX POSITION PUBLIC ADMINISTRATIONS
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(Thousand euro)

CURRENT PREPAYMENTS AND ACCRUED INCOME 2020 2019

For operating lease Ferromóvil 3000 8,249 6,705

For operating lease Ferromóvil 9000 5,217 4,236

Other 712 674

TOTAL 14,178 11,615

15. CURRENT PREPAYMENTS AND ACCRUED 
INCOME

14.7. Deferred tax liabilities.
By virtue of application of measurement standard 18, on Grants, capital grants are 
recorded as income recognised directly in equity. Such income must be reflected 
net of its tax effect, so a deferred tax liability is recorded. The balance for this item 
at year-end 2020 amounts to EUR 1,050 thousand (EUR 1,088 thousand in 2019) 
and the change in this deferred amount, a decrease of EUR 38 thousand, has been 
charged to equity. 

14.8. Years pending verification and inspections.
In accordance with current legislation, taxes may not be considered as definitively 
settled until the filed returns have been inspected by the tax authorities or following 
the statute of limitations of four years. Consequently, as at 31 December 2020, the 
Company has all the main taxes which are applicable to it as from December 2016 
(1 January 2016 for corporate income tax) open to inspection by the tax authorities. 
The Company's Directors do not expect any additional material liabilities to arise in 
the event of inspection.

However, the right of the tax authorities to verify or investigate tax loss carryforwards 
offset or to be offset, deductions for double taxation and deductions to encourage 
certain activities applied or pending application, expire after ten years from the 
day following the end of the period set for filing the tax return or self-assessment 
corresponding to the tax period in which the right to offset or apply them arose. 
After this period, the Company must prove the tax loss carryforwards or deductions 
by showing the settlement or self-settlement and the accounting, with evidence 
that they were filed in the Companies Registry by the aforementioned deadline.

The breakdown of the balance of "VI. Current prepayments and accruals” under assets on 
the Balance Sheet are as follows (see Notes 7 and 13):

14. TAX POSITION PUBLIC ADMINISTRATIONS
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16. LIABILITIES FORNON-CURRENT EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

The commitments assumed by the Company are included 
in the Company’s Collective Bargaining Agreement for the 
period 2016-2019 and derive from previous agreements, 
including, as an integral part of the aforementioned 
collective bargaining agreement, the arbitration awards 
issued on 18 December 1999 and 2 February 2000.

The main commitments made by the Company are as 
follows:

• Immediate and lifelong survivor annuity for retired 
personnel or beneficiaries of the defunct “FAS” (Social 
Welfare Fund) drawing retirement benefit prior to 
30 June 1998, or death of spouse, death of parent 
or permanent disability benefit pursuant to the 18 
December 1999 arbitration award and the 2 February 
2000 explanatory award.

• Death benefit for retired staff (retired or permanently 
totally disabled personnel) who joined the Company 
prior to 18 March 1998.

All of the obligations described above have been insured 
and discounted at 31 December 2020 through insurance 
policies compliant with the First Additional Provision of 
Royal Legislative Decree 1/2002 of 29 November 2002, 
approving the Revised Pension Plans and Funds Law, and 
Royal Decree 1588/1999 of 15 October 1999, enacting the 
Regulation on firms’ pension commitments to employees 
and beneficiaries.

The present value of pension commitments outsourced 
in 2001 for retired personnel was calculated using the 
following parameters:

• Technical interest rate: 5.97% for the first 40 annuities 
and 3.05% for the remainder.

• Mortality table: PERM/F-2000P.

The present value of the death benefit commitments 
outsourced on 31 December 2010 for retired personnel 
was calculated using the following parameters:

•  Technical interest rate: 2.25% per annum.

• Mortality table: GKM/F-95.

The Company considers that all the commitments 
assumed at the date of preparation of the financial 
statements are fully and properly insured.

In addition to the above-mentioned commitments, Metro 
de Madrid, S.A. provides a transport pass free of charge 
to any serving employee who requests one from the 
Company. This commitment is regulated in writing in the 
Company’s internal rules.

However, the provision of assistance to retired personnel 
to offset transport costs has been suspended due to the 
fact that, even though this commitment is regulated in 
the Company’s internal rules and approved in the budget 
of the Regional Government of Madrid which applies to 
the Company, we are not allowed to provide this as it is 
considered an employee benefit.

At 31 December 2020, the Company updated the amount 
of the provision for the commitment to personnel which 
will be paid starting in FY 2020 on the basis of an updated 
actuarial report. The amount of the provision totals EUR 
8,740 thousand (in 2019, EUR 17,843 thousand).
(see Note 11.1.1).

The main assumptions on which the study was based 
were as follows:

• Survival tables: PER2020_Col_ 2ndo.orden

• Annual growth rate: 0.00%

• Retirement age: 65

• Discount rate: 0.48%

• Amount for retirees: 63 euros.

• The calculation method used to determine the 
accrued benefits of the assessed commitments is the 
projected unit credit method, which allocates costs 
as the services are rendered, i.e., distributing the total 
projected obligation evenly over the years of service 
of the employee in the Company until receipt of the 
benefit.
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(Thousand euro)

ITEM 2020 2019

Remuneration 285,436 288,990

Accident and illness 13,278 4,714

Vocational training allowance 249 295

Other payroll items 12,965 4,748

TOTAL 311,928 298,747

EXTERNAL SERVICES (Thousand euro)

ITEM 2020 2019

Royalties and leases (Note 7.2) 165,805 166,117

Repairs and maintenance 116,869 114,820

Utilities 43,732 57,521

External work 128,806 109,246

Insurance premiums 3,944 4,267

Banking services and similar items 412 772

Transportation and freight - -

Communications 1,377 1,449

Public relations 78 251

Advertising and communications 1,622 2,292

Legal fees 245 103

Consultants 2,035 1,718

Miscellaneous 363 424

TOTAL 465,288 458,980

(Thousand euro)

ITEM 2020 2019

Social security 97,391 92,632

Social security redundancy plan - -225

Social security voluntary collaboration -4 990

Other employee benefits 5,331 5,806

TOTAL 102,718 99,203

17. REVENUE AND EXPENSES

a) Wages, salaries and employee benefits
The amount of salaries and wages, in 2020 and 2019, is as follows:

b) External services
This item on the income statement is broken down as follows in 2020 as in 2019:

The employee benefits are broken down as follows:
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SALES (Thousand euro)

ITEM 2020 2019

Passenger transport revenue 908,367 927,855

Sales commission revenue from Madrid Regional 
Transport Consortium tickets 12,652 24,110

Operating revenue Transportes Ferroviarios Madrid SA 11,022 11,078

Operating revenue Metros Ligeros Madrid SA 7,654 7,567

SALES 939,695 970,610

EXTERNAL WORK (Thousand euro)

ITEM 2020 2019

Security services 55,853 50,957

Cleaning services 64,585 51,629

Cash transportation 788 1,526

Other external work 7,580 5,134

TOTAL 128,806 109,246

17. REVENUE AND EXPENSES

c) Net turnover
The distribution of the Service provision figure, in 2020 and 2019, is as follows:

The main items included under the heading "External work" are: security services for the 
facilities and rolling stock, cleaning and fumigation services and cash transportation 
services.

• Passenger transport revenue: This heading reflects the remuneration from public rail 
transport services provided on the Autonomous Region of Madrid network, based 
on an average fare per passenger carried pursuant to the Framework Agreement 
entered into with the Madrid Regional Transport Consortium (see Notes 1 y 2).

On 30 December 2019, the Madrid Regional Transport Consortium and Metro de 
Madrid, S.A. signed an extension of the Programme Contract, effective from the 
signing thereof until 31 December 2020, regulating the relationship between the two 
entities.

On 8 October 2020, the Company signed a new Programme Contact with the Madrid 
Regional Transport Consortium valid for the years 2021 to 2024, which, like the 
previous ones, is based on a remuneration per passenger. 

• Revenue from the sale of transport tickets: Under the Framework Agreement with 
the Madrid Regional Transport Consortium (CRTM), the Company is entrusted with 
the sale of transport tickets. For these services, it receives a commission per ticket 
sold.

• Operating revenue of from the Transportes Ferroviarios de Madrid S.A. (TFM) 
network: The Company has entered into an agreement for the comprehensive 
operation of the Line 9 rail concession between Puerta de Arganda and Arganda 
del Rey stations, for which Transportes Ferroviarios de Madrid, S.A. holds the 
concession.

• Operating revenue from Metros Ligeros de Madrid S.A. (MLM) network: The 
Company has entered into an agreement for the comprehensive operation of the 
Line ML1 light railway concession between Pinar de Chamartín and Las Tablas 
stations, for which Metros Ligeros de Madrid S.A. holds the concession.
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(Thousand euro)

OTROS RESULTADOS 2020 2019

Otros Ingresos 19,546 19,625

Otros Gastos 15,381 19,530

TOTAL 4,165 95

d) Other profit (loss)
The heading “Other profit (loss)” includes, in 2020 and 2019, the following amounts:

The “Other Revenue” account includes, as the most significant items:

• In 2020, the revenue from compensation for the delay in the execution of the 
work of the new head office for EUR 160 thousand, an incentive received for the 
prevention of occupational accidents for an amount of EUR 400 thousand, as well 
as the amounts of the cancellation of provisions recorded in previous years for the 
Company’s lawsuits which have been decided on in its favour, for an amount of EUR 
18,638 thousand.

• In 2019, it included revenue from the performance, without cost for the Company, of 
the demolition and new construction work of Sevilla station (Line 2) in an amount of 
EUR 12,625 thousand (See Note 6.). 

The "Other Expenses” account includes in 2019 the amount of EUR 19,058 thousand 
as a result of different civil and contentious-administrative legal proceedings relating 
to contracts.

An amount of EUR 15,304 thousand was recorded in 2020 for the same items 
(See Note 11.1.3).

17. REVENUE AND EXPENSES
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(Thousand euro)

COMPANY
REVENUE EXPENSES

2020 2019 2020 2019

Transportes Ferroviarios de Madrid, S.A.

Provision of Transport services 
Ferroviarios de Madrid, S.A. 11,022 11,078 - -

Other revenue from provision of services 53 38 - -

Interest on loans 313 233 - -

Advertising - - 5 12

11,388 11,349 5 12

Metros Ligeros de Madrid, S.A.

Operation of the ML1 light railway 7,654 7,567 - -

Other revenue - - - -

Assignment of use of engine sheds 
in Hortaleza and other expenses - - 1,203 1,193

7,654 7,567 1,203 1,193

Metrocall S.A.

Interest on loans 6 - - -

6 - - -

TOTAL 19,048 18,916 1,208 1,205

SALDOS SOCIEDADES PARTICIPADAS 2020-2019 (Thousand euro)

COMPANY
Receivables 

(see Note 8.1.2 and 8.2)
Payables 

(see Note 12.4)

2020 2019 2020 2019

Transportes Ferroviarios de Madrid, S.A. 6,961 7,014 93 115

Metros Ligeros de Madrid, S.A. 1,631 2,047 243 241

Metrocall S.A. 1,206 - - -

TOTAL 9,798 9,061 336 356

BALANCES WITH RELATED PARTIES (Thousand euro)

COMPANY
Receivables Payables

2020 2019 2020 2019

Madrid Regional Transport Consortium 1,255 2,483 1 -

TOTAL 1,255 2,483 1 -

Directorate General of Infrastructures - - 146,125 146,079

TOTAL 146,125 146,079

RELATED-PARTY TRANSACTIONS (Thousand euro)

MADRID REGIONAL TRANSPORT CONSORTIUM 2020 2019

REVENUE FOR SALES 908,367 927,855

COMMISSION REVENUE FROM THE SALE OF SEASON TICKETS 12,652 24,110

The transactions performed with associates in 2020 and 2019 were as follows: 

18. RELATED-PARTY TRANSSACTIONS

The balances held by the aforementioned companies at 31 December 2020 and 2019 are 
as follows:

Balances held with related parties are as follows

The transactions performed with related parties in 2019 and 2018 were as follows:
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30 January 2021 was the date of publication of Royal Decree 1/2021, of 12 January, 
amending the Spanish General Chart of Accounts approved by Royal Decree 1514/2007, 
of 16 November; the Spanish General Chart of Accounts for Small and Medium-Sized 
Enterprises approved by Royal Decree 1515/2007, of 16 November; the Standards for the 
Preparation of Consolidated Annual Accounts approved by Royal Decree 1159/2010, of 17 
September; and the standards for adaptation of the Spanish General Chart of Accounts to 
non-profit entities approved by Royal Decree 1491/2011, of 24 October. In addition, on 13 
February 2021, the Resolution of 10 February 2021 of the Spanish Accounting and Auditing 
Institute was published. This establishes standards for the recognition, measurement and 
preparation of annual accounts for the recognition of revenue for the delivery of goods and 
provision of services.

The changes in the standards apply to financial years beginning on or after 1 January 
2021 focus on the criteria for recognition, measurement and breakdown of revenue from 
the delivery of goods and services, financial instruments, hedge accounting, valuation 
of stocks of commodities quoted by intermediaries that market them and the definition 
of fair value.

In this regard, the individual annual accounts corresponding to the first financial 
year beginning on or after 1 January 2021 will be presented including comparative 
information, although there is no obligation to restate the information for the previous 
year. The comparative information will only be expressed again in the event that all the 
criteria approved by the Royal Decree can be applied without incurring a retrospective 
bias, without prejudice to the exceptions established in the transitory provisions.

The application of the standards is generally retroactive, albeit with practical alternative 
solutions. However, the application of hedge accounting is prospective, the criteria for 
classification of financial instruments can be applied prospectively and the criteria for 
revenue from sales and provision of services can be applied prospectively to contracts 
started as from 1 January 2021.

The Company's Directors are assessing the applicable transition options and the accounting 
impact of these changes. However, at the date of preparation of these individual annual 
accounts they do not yet have sufficient information to be able to conclude on the results 
of this analysis.

19. EVENTS AFTER THE REPORTING
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EMPLOYEES

AVERAGE 
NUMBER 

AT 31/12/2020

SITUATION 
AT 

31/12/2020

AVERAGE 
NUMBER 

AT 31/12/2019

SITUATION 
AT 

31/12/2019

Management (outside collective 
bargaining agreement) (**) 6 6 5 5

Men 4 4 3 3

Women 2 2 2 2

Managerial staff (***) 74 75 76 77

Men 52 53 59 60

Women 22 22 17 17

Technical and administrative staff 1.447 1.466 1.391 1.417

Men 1.027 1.040 985 1.003

Women 420 426 406 414

Operational staff 4.407 4.465 4.285 4.365

Men 3.055 3.095 2.935 2.990

Women 1.352 1.370 1.350 1.375

Operations staff 1.232 1.248 1.259 1.282

Men 1.210 1.226 1.237 1.260

Women 22 22 22 22

TOTAL 7.166 7.260 7.016 7.146

MEMBERS 
OF THE BOARD
OF DIRECTORS

AVERAGE 
NUMBER 

AT 31/12/2020

SITUATION 
AT 

31/12/2020

AVERAGE 
NUMBER 

AT 31/12/2019

SITUATION 
AT 

31/12/2019

Directors (*) 10 10 10 11

Men 6 6 6 7

Women 4 4 4 4

JOB CATEGORY 2020 2019

Auxiliary staff 9 9

Employees 175 155

Middle managers and qualified non-graduate technicians 12 9

Managers and technical staff 9 8

TOTAL 205 181

20.1. Staff and members of the Board of Directors 
in 2020 and 2019

20. OTHER INFORMATION

The average number of employees, together with their employment category, 
with disabilities greater than or equal to 33% in 2020 and 2019 are shown in the 
following table: 

(**) Includes the CEO of Metro de Madrid as managerial staff (outside the collective bargaining 
agreement).
(***) Includes Railway Operating Manager and Division, Department and Service Managers.

(*) The CEO of Metro de Madrid is included as a member of the Board of Directors Metro de 
Madrid.
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AUDITORS' FEES (Thousand euro)

MADRID REGIONAL TRANSPORT CONSORTIUM 2020 2019

Auditing services 78 56

Other services 17 -

95 56

20.2. Remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors 
and the Management Staff
The Company did not pay any allowances or other remuneration to the members of 
the Board of Directors in 2020 and 2019.

At 31 December 2020 and 2019, no balances are receivable or payable to the 
members of the Board of Directors or the Senior Management.

No advances or loans were extended to Directors and the Company assumed no 
obligations on their behalf in the form of guarantees. 

Furthermore, the Company has not assumed any pension or life insurance 
commitments for current or former members of Senior Management or Directors, 
except as mentioned in this note.

For their part, the personnel who are part of the Company’s Management staff have 
accrued EUR 549 thousand in salaries and other remuneration in 2020 (EUR 445 
thousand in 2019).Of this amount, EUR 97 thousand (EUR 69 thousand in 2019) 
correspond to Senior Management that form part of the Board of Directors.

At 31 December 2020 and 2019, there is no balance receivable from members 
of Senior Management for advances and/or home loans.Members of senior 
management who joined the Company prior to 18 March 1998 have the same 
cover in terms of pension commitments as the rest of the serving staff at that date 
(See Note 16).

Metro de Madrid has established a Civil Liability insurance policy for its Managers 
and Senior Officers that covers management errors and/or improper employment 
practices occurring during or prior to the insurance period. The premiums paid in 
2020 and 2019 amounted to EUR 53 thousand per year. 

20. OTHER INFORMATION

20.3. Conflicts of interest involving directors 
The Company's Directors and the persons related to them have not incurred in any 
conflict of interest that has had to be reported in accordance with the provisions of 
Article 229 of the recast text of the Capital Companies Act.

20.4. Auditors' Fees
The fees corresponding to the services provided by the auditing company (KPMG 
Auditores, S.L.) of the Company's Annual Accounts during the financial years ended 
31 December 2020 and 2019, regardless of the time of invoicing, are as follows (in 
thousands of euros):

"Verification services” correspond to the issuance of the review report of the Company's 
Non-Financial Information Statement, required by current legislation.

In addition, other entities affiliated to KPMG International have invoiced commercial 
advisory services amounting to EUR 24 thousand in 2020 (no services were invoiced 
in 2019).

20.5. Environmental aspects
In keeping with the established environmental policy, the Company has various 
activities and projects underway to address environmental issues. The expenses 
incurred and investments made in 2020 are for immaterial amounts and are not 
therefore broken down in the Annual Accounts. However, these actions are recorded 
on the income statement and the balance sheet, respectively.

No provision has been made for environmental contingencies as the risk of their 
materialising is not deemed significant.
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